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(i) For all x = 0,1,2, ... we have 
P{X x} P[m-1 successes in the first x+m-1 trials, 
the (x+m)th trial is successful] 
P[m-1 successes in the first x+m-1 trials] 
P[the (x+m)th trial is successful] 
( x+m-1) m-l(l- )x+m-1-(m-1) = (m+x-1) m(l- )x. m-1 p P P x ,P p 
(ii) Let Xt denote the number of events occurring in any time interval of 
length t. Then for t > 0 
and hence 
P{T > t} 
p(t) = i!._ P{T $ t} dt 
O} -At e 
->..t f..e • 
(iii) Let F(x) = P{X $ x} for all x E 1R; then F(a) 
right-continuous, that is 
lim F(x+t::) 
s+o 
F(x), X E JR. 
Define for all x E [O,b-a] 
f(x) F(x+a) F(x+a) - F(a). 
O, F(b) 1 and F is 
The assumption that the probability of X falling in any subinterval of 
(a,b) depends only on the length of the subinterval, implies that 
2 
f(x) = F(x+y) - F(y) 
for ally E [a,b] and x E [O,b-y]. Moreover, by this assumption it follows 
that P{X = x} = 0 for all x E (a,b) and hence f is continuous on [O,b-a]. 
For all x 1 <: 0 ,x2 <: 0, ••• ,xn <: 0 with x 1 + x2 + ... + xn ~ b-a 
l ~ x.) = l ~ x. +a) \i=I i; \i=I i 
~ [F(x. + ii 1x. +a) - F(~r 1 x. +a)] + F(x1+a) i=2 i j=I J J=l J 
n n 
:t f(x.) + f(x 1) = :t f(x.). i=2 i i=I i 
Hence f(b-a) = f(:t~=I n- 1(b-a)) nf(n- 1(b-a)) and thus f(n- 1(b-a)) = 
-I -1 
-I n f(b-a) = n , since f(b-a) = I by definition. Therefore, f(kn (b-a)) 
-I kn for all k,n E lN. By the continuity of f it follows that f(y(b-a)) y 
for ally E [0,1] and thus f(x) = x(b-a)-l, 0 ~ x ~ b-a. Since 
d d 
-1 p(x) = dx F(x) = dx f(x-a) = (b-a) 
for all a< x < b, X has the rectangular distribution R(a,b). 
(cf. also RUDIN (1970) pp. 50-52.) 
Section 5 
Problem 2. 
For L the square of the error, unbiasedness of 8 is equivalent to 
(1) y2(8') - y 2(8) <: 2h(8){y(8') - y(8)} 
for all 8 and 8', cf. Example 12. 
If h(8) = y(8) for all 8, it therefore immediately follows that 8 is 
unbiased. 
Let 8 be unbiased. Assume that y(80) > h(80) for some 80 E n. Since 
A= {8 En : y(8) > h(80),y(80) > h(8)} is a non-empty (80 EA), open 
subset of n (continuity of y and h) and y is not constant in any open 
3 
subset of D, there exists e1 E A satisfying y(8 1) ~ y(80). If y(81) > y(8o) 
then y(8 1) > y(80) > h(8 1) (8 1 EA), and hence y2(80)-y2(8 1) = 
{y(80) +y(8 1)}{y(80)-y(8 1)} < 2h(8 1){y(8o) -y(8 1)}, in contradiction with 
(I). If y(8 1) < y(80) then h(80) < y(8 1) < y(80) (8 1 EA), and hence 
l<e 1)-y2(e0) < 2h(80){y(8 1)-y(60)}, again in contradiction with (I). 
In a similar way the assumption y(80) < h(8 0) for some Bo E D leads to a 
contradiction, implying that y(8) = h(8) for all 8 E D. 
Note that in this solution the connectedness of the parameter space D has 
not been used! 
(LEHMANN (I 95 I)) 
Problem 3. 
I y-a I - I y-a I = a - a 2 I 2 I 
and 
I y-a I - I y-a I > a - a 2 I - 1 2 forally>a 1• 
Let m be a median of the random variable Y; then for m s a 1 s a2 
E{IY-a21 - IY-a 11} :2: (a2-a1)[P{Y s a 1} - P{Y>a 1}J 
(a2-a1)[2P{Y S a 1} - I] :2: 0 
with strict inequality if a 1 < a2 and a 1 is not a median of Y. By 
symmetry this inequaliry is also valid in the case a2 S a 1 s m. 
(ii) From formula (9) on p. 12 we see that the estimate o(X) of y(6) is 
unbiase<d with respect to the loss function L(8,d) = IY(8) - di iff for all 
e,e• E n 
If y(8) is a median of o(X) for each 8, then (2) holds in view of (i). 
If for some e E n, say 80, y(80) is not a median of o(X), then 
l - + - + y(80 ) ~ [m (80 ),m (80 )). (Note that m (80 ) and m (80 ) are medians.) Assume 
4 
y(80) > m+(80). The set A= {80 : y(8) -m+(80) > O,y(80 ) -m+(8) > O} is a 
non-empty (80 EA) and open subset of Q (continuity of y and m+). Since 
y is not constant on the open set A, there exists 81 EA with y(81) f y(80). If y(8 1) < y(80) then m+(80) < y(8 1) < y(80). In view of (i) this implies 
E9
0
{!o(X)-y(80)! - !o(X)-y(81)1} > O, in contradiction with (2). Inter-
changing the role of 80 and 81 a contradiction in the case y(8 1) > y(80 ) is obtained. 
In a similar way it can be shown that the assumption y(80) < m-(80 ) leads 
to a contradiction. This completes the proof of (ii). 
Note that in this solution the connectedness of the parameter space Q has 
not been used! 
(LEHMANN (1951)) 
Problem 4. 
The assertion stated in Problem 4 is not correct as is shown by the 
following example. 
Let 0 = D = {0,1}, w0 = 0, V(O,O) 
The rule o, given by P0{o(X) = I} 
R(O,o) = 1. 
O, V(0,1) = 1, h(O) = 1 and h(l) = 2. 
1 and P1{o(X) = O} = 1, is unbiased and 
To avoid this kind of examples we impose an extra condition that the 
infinrum of h on wd is not attained. 
Let o be an unbiased procedure and let R(8,o) be the risk function. We 
suppose that h ~ 0 and V ~ 0. Let 8 E wd' that is, d is the unique correct 
ducision for 8. Then we have 
R(8,o) = E9L(8,o(X)) = h(8)E9V(d,o(X)). 
There exists 8' E wd with h(8') < h(8) because of our extra condition. 
Since o is unbiased we have 
E9L(8',o(X)) ~ E9L(8,o(X)) 
and hence 
h(8 1 )E9V(d,o(X)) ~ h(8)E9V(d,o(X)). 
With h(8') < h(8) and V ~ 0 it follows that E8V(d,o(X)) = 0 and therefore 
R(8,o) = O. 
Since 8 was arbitrarily chosen we have R(8,o) = 0 for all 8 E Q. 
Take in the example, wd = {8 : 8 = (d,a)}, h(8) a-2 and V(d,d') 
(d-d 1 ) 2 . Note that the infimum of h on wd is not attained and the result 
follows. 
5 
The extra condition above can be replaced by the condition: inf8Ewd h(8) = 0. 
This condition is also satisfied in the example mentioned in Problem 4. 
(LEHMANN (I 95 I)) 
Problem 5. 
Suppose G is a group of transformations that leaves the decision problem 
-I * invariant. Let g E G and 01 E c, then (g ) olg E c and 
* -I *· -I 
- -1 -1 R(8,g o0g ) = E8L(8,g 008 (X)) = E8L((g) 8,o0g (X)) 
- -I 
- -1 E(g)-1 8 L((g) 8,o0 (x)) = R((g) 8,o0 ) :;:; 
- -1 -1 * :;:; R((g) 8,(g ) 018) = R(8,o 1). 
* -I Since o1 was arbitrarily chosen g o0g uniformly minimizes the risk 
* -I within the class c. But 00 is unique, so 00 = g oog for all g E G, 
implying that o0 is ·invariant. 
If o0 is unique only up to sets of measure 0 (i.e. if o2 also uniformly 
minimizes the risk within the class C then P8{o0 (x) ~ o2 (X)} = 0 for all 






-I Let C be the class of unbiased procedures. Let o E C. Since g (X) 
distribution P(g)-1 8 and L(g8,g*d) = L(8,d) for all 8 E Q, d ED and 
G, we have 
* -I * E8L(8' ,g og (X)) = E(g)-18 L(8',g o(X)) = 
E(g)-18 L((g)- 18' ,o(X)) ~ E(g)-18 L((g)- 18,o(X)) 
6 
* -I 
= E9L(8,g og (X)). 
* -I Hence g og E c and by Problem 5 00 is almost invariant. 
(ii) For any 8,8' there exists g (by transitivity of G) such that 
(3) E8L(8 1 ,0 0(x)) = E8L(g8,o 0(x)) 
* -I R(8,(g) o0). 
* -I E8L(8,(g) o0(x)) 
Since o0 is (almost) invariant and c* is commutative, we have for all 
g,h E G (except on a set of measure 0) 
and hence (g*)- 1o0 is also (almost) invariant. Therefore, 
Combination of (3) and (4) completes the proof. 
(LEHMANN ( 1951)) 
Problem 7. 
Let 8 
First consider G1• Let g E G1, that is g(x) = x+b. Then g is given by g8 = 
(l;+b,02) and g* by g*d = d+b. Note that L(g8,g*d) = L(8,d). Since g~g;d 
g~(d+b2 ) = d+b2+b 1 = g;(d+b 1) = g~g~d, G~ is commutative. G1 is not 
transitive, e.g. there does not exist g E "G1 satisfying g(0,1) = (0,2). 
An estimate o(x) is invariant iff o(x+b) = o(x) + b for all b,x E lR, 
implying that the set of invariant estimates is {o : o(x) = x+c, C E JR}. 
Hence, if o is invariant R(8,o) = E8(t;-X-c)
20-2 = l+c20-2 , which is 
minimized by choosing c = 0. Therefore, the best invariant estimate 
relative to G1 is X. By Problem 4 it is seen that o(x) = x is biased. 
Next consider G2• Let g E G2, that is g(x) = ax+b. Then g is given by 
- r: 2 2 * * (- * ) (8 g8 = (a~+b,a 0 ) and g by g d = ad+b. Note that L g8,g d = L ,d). Let 
2 2 . -I -1 . (1; 1,01) and (1; 2 ,02) E 11. Taking g(x) = 020 1 x+t;2 -020 1 i; 1 we obtain 
g(t; 10y) (1; 2 ,0~) and hence "G2 is transitive. c; is not commutative, for 
* * ** ** . let g1d = 2d and g2d = d+I; then g1g2d = 2d+2 and g2g1d = 2d+I. An estimate 
7 
O(X) is invariant iff O(ax+b) = ao(x) + b for all a E JR+, b E JR and X E JR, 
implying that o(x) = x is the only and therefore also the best invariant 




(i) First it is proved that the conditional probability density of 8 
given X = x equals 1T(8jx) = p(8)p8(x) I fri p(8')p8 ,(x)d8'. For every Borel 
set Band every Borel set w' we have by Fubini's theorem 
P{X" B,8 E w'} = f f p8(x)dxp(8)d8 =ff p8(x)p(8)d8dx w' B B w' 
ff p8(x)p(8){fp(8')p8 ,(x)d8'}-
1
de f p(8)p8(x)d8dx B w' S"l [l 
f P{G E w'lx = x}f(x)dx, 
B 
where f(x) = f ri p(8)p8 (x)d8 is the probability density of X. Next it will 
be shown that if there exists a rule o0 , which minimizesf L(8,o(x))1T(8jx)d8 
for each x, then o is a Bayes solution iff o = o0 a.e. µx. Here µX denotes 
the probability measure induced by X. So, suppose that such a rule o0 
exists. Since by Fubini's theorem 
f E8L(8,o0 (x))p(8)d8 = ff L(8,o0 (x))p8(x)p(8)d8dx 
ff L(8,o0 (x))JT(8jx)d8f(x)dx 
s ff L(8,o(x))JT(8jx)d8f(x)dx = f E8L(8,o(X))p(8)d8, 
o0 is a Bayes solution. 
Suppose o1 is also a Bayes solution. Define cp. (x) = f L(8,o. (x))1T(8jx)d8 l. l. 
(i = 0,1), then f cp0 (x)f(x)dx = f cp 1(x)f(x)dx and cp0 (x) s cp 1(x) for all x. 
This implies cp0 (x) = cp 1(x) a.e. µx. 







af TT(8jx)d8=aP{8EW)ix} if O(x)=dQ J L(8,o(x))TT(8jx)d8 = wl 
bf TT(8jx)d8=bP{8EWQix} if O(x)=d) WO 
and 
According to (i) a Bayes solution is almost equal to o0 • 
(iii) a) I L(8,o(x))TT(8jx)d8 =I (g(8) - o(x)) 2TT(8jx)d8 = o2(x) -
2o(x) J g(8)TT(8jx)d8 + J g2(8)TT(8jx)d8, which is minimized by choosing 
o(x) =I g(8)TT(8jx)d6 = E[g(8jx)]. 
b) I L(8,o(x))TT(8jx)d8 =I jg(8) - o(x) jTT(8jx)d8, which is minimized by 
choosing o(x) is any median of the conditional distribution of g(8) given 
x (cf. Problem 3(i) with m = a 1). 
Problem 9. 
(i) In this example we have~= {HH,HT}, the sample space X = {H,T}, 
D = {HH,HT} and the randomized procedure Y is given by P{YH = HT} = p 
and P{YT = HT} = I, where 0 ::; p ::; I. 
Then the risk function of Y equals 
R(HH,Y) 
R(HT,Y) 
pL(HH,HT) = p and 
~(1-p)L(HT,HH) !(I-p). 
I I The maximum risk is minimized for p = 3 and equals 3· Note that the maximum 
risk of the four nonrandomized decision rules is always greater than or 
equal to !; so randomization reduces the maximum risk. 
(ii) If we replace HH by AA and HT by Aa, the only difference with (i) is 
that we assume an a priori probability p for AA. The Bayes risk equals 
9 
r(p,Y) pR(AA,Y) + (1-p)R(Aa,Y) = 
pp+ <1-p)!(1-p) = ~p(p-t) + H1-p), 
which is minimized by choosing p 0 if p > t. p I if p < t· 
Problem 10. 
A randomized procedure Yx based on an observation x can be characterized by 
nx P[decision do is taken I x xl p{y d }. 
x 0 
For such a procedure we have 
R(8,Y) { a1E8(1 - nx) 
aOE8nX 
If a0 = a 1 = 0 all procedures are both minimax and unbiased. Therefore, 
suppose a0 + a 1 > 0. 
Now Y is minimax if f 
(5) sup R(8,Y) = max {sup u 1E8(1-nx),sup a0E8nx} 8d] 8E510 8E51 I 
~ max {sup a 1E8 (1-nX),sup a0E8nX} =sup R(8,Y') 8E!10 8E!1 1 8ES1 
for all Y'; and Y is unbiased iff 
for all 8 and 8'. 
Because 1(8',·) = 1(8,·) if 8 and 8' are both in Q0 or both in Q1, we only 
have to consider the case 8 E Q0 , 8' E QI (the case 8' E Q0 , 8 E QI is 
treated similarly). This gives us 
Y is unbiased iff 
aOE8nx ~ alE8(I-nx) = R(8,Y) for all 8 E Qo 
and alE8(1-nx) ~ aOE8nx = R(8,Y) for all 8 E 511, 
which is equivalent to 
(6) Y is unbiased iff R(8,Y) 
JO 
(i) Let Y' be the procedure defined by 
for all x. 
If Y is minimax then supe R(e,Y) ~ supe R(e,Y') 
Y is unbiased. 
(ii) Let Y be a randomized procedure. First it will be shown that the 
continuity of Pe(A) for all subsets A of X implies the continuity of Eenx. 
Note that Eenx = Pe{Y d0}, but {Y = d0} is not a subset of X. Let E > 0. 
Define ai = iE and Ai {x: iE < nx ~ (i+J)d, i=0,1,2, ••• ,NE = [E- 1), 
where [t] denotes the integral part of t. Then we have 
So, E6nx is the uniform limit of continuous functions of 6 and must itself 
be continuous. 
It is assumed thst n0 and n1 have a boundary point in common, say 60 . Hence 
(7) sup R(e,Y) = max {sup a 1E6 (J-nx),sup a0E6nx} eEQ eEQO eEQ) 
~ max {alEeO(J-nX),aOEeOnX} 
ao a1 
-) ~ -- a Ee (1-n) + -- a Ee n = a0a 1(a0+a 1) • a0+a1 I O X a0+a 1 0 O X 
From (6) it follows that an unbiased randomized procedure attains the 
lower bound in (7). Hence Y is minimax. 
Problem 11. 
(i) Let Y be a randomized procedure. Define the procedure Y' by 
Y' I N Yg·x dP x(d) = N- L dP 1 (g~d) 
i=J 1 
for all x E X. Then we have by the invariance of the problem 
(8) R(e,Y') = EL(e,Y') Y' ff L(6,d)dP x(d)dPe(x) 
I N Yg·x * N- r ff L(e,d)dP 1 (g.d)dPe(x) 
i=I 1 
N-1 
N Yx * I: ff L(8,d)dP (g.d)dP_ 8(x) i=I ]. gi 
N-1 
N 
- 8 * yx( * N-1 N I: ff L(g. ,g.d)dP g.d)dP- 8 (x) I: R(gi8,Y). i=I ]. ]. ]. gi i=I 
The fact that Y' is an invariant procedure follows on observing that for 




Now (ii) on p. II implies that g~gj (gigj)*. Furthermore, since G is 
a group, g.g. takes on the same values as gl.. as i runs from I up to and ]. J 




Yg·x dP i (g~d) 
]. 
Now suppose that Y is a minimax procedure, i.e. 
(9) sup R(8,Y) = min sup R(8,Z), 
8 z 8 
y' 
dP X(d). 
where Z runs through all randomized procedures. Then by (8) and (9) 









= N I: min sup R(8;Z) 
i=I z 8 
min sup R(8,Z). 
z 8 
On the other hand, sup8 R(8,Y') ? min2 sup8 R(8,Z), implying that Y' is a 
minimax procedure, thus establishing part (i). 
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(ii) Let 8 = n1n2 ••• Tin for some n, and let X = 8Y, where P{Y =a}= 
P{Y = a- 1} = P{Y = b} = P{Y = b- 1} = !. Let Ube any (possibly randomized) 
invariant procedure. Then in view of the invariance 
P{U 8} I: P{u8y = 8}P{Y = y} yda,a-1,b,b-I} 
-I I: P{Ue = y }! 
yda,a-1,b ,b-1} 
t { { -I -!}} 1 4P U E a,a ,b,b s 4 , 
that is R(8,U) = P{U i 8} ? *· So, any invariant procedure U with 
12 
-I -I P{U E {a,a ,b,b }} = I minimizes the maximum risk (for instance, the e 
nonramdomized decision rule o(x) = xa). In such a case the risk function 
R(6,U) equals t• 
Now let V be the procedure described in the hint. Then 
6}P{Y y} 
that is max6 R(6,V) ~ !. 
(PEISAKOFF (1951), KIEFER (1957), KUDO (1955)) 
Section 7 
Problem 12. 
(i) To obtain the Bayes solution we have to maximize the expression 
-I n 
.r: n ri=l E9iG(6i,o(X)), where u is a decision rule and 
Since 
if i = j 
={a(6i) G(6. ,d.) 




L E9.G(6. ,o(X)) 







L J max {a ( 6 . ) L ( 6 . ) } dx 
l. x l. i=J {x:o(x)=6i} i 
n-I J max {a(6.)L (6.)}dx i l. x l. 
a ( 6 . ) L ( 6 . ) dx 
l. x l. 
with equality iff, for a.e. x, we choose o(x) = 6k, where 6k = 6k(x) 
satisfies max. a(6.)L (6.) = a(6k)L (6k), i.e. if o is the maximum l. l. x l. x 
likelihood procedure. So we see that the Bayes solution coincides with 
the maximum likelihood procedure (a.e.). 
3 4, 
(ii) In Problem 8 the a posteriori density is defined as n(6Jx) = 
p(6)p6 (x){f p(6')p6 ,(x)d6'}-I. If 8 is uniformly distributed on (O,I) then 
(JO) max n(6Jx) = max {p6 (x) If p6 ,(x)d6'}. 0 0 
Let 8 be the maximum likelihood estimate, i.e. P9(x) 
of (JO) 
max6 p6(x). In view 
n(e/x) = p9(x){f p9 ,(x)d9'}-I = max n(e/x), e 
that is, e is the mode of the a posteriori density of G given x. 
Problem 13. 
By formula 14 on page 15 the likelihood ratio procedure takes decision d0 
or d1 according to whether supeEwo Lx(9) I supeEwl Lx(9) > a 1 a~ 1 or< a 1a01. 
(i) Here w0 = {(s,0
2) : s < O}, w1 = {(s,02) : s ~ O} and log Lx(9) = 
11 2 1 1 2 1.,..n ( 1:)2-2 - 2n og TI- 2n og0 - 2"'"i=I xi-.., 0 • 
Differentiating with respect to 02 we see that 
( 11) sup 1 (9) 
02>0 x 
holds. Define 
-I n · 2 L (s,n 2: (x.-S) ) 




a A b = min (a,b) and a v b = max (a,b). 
In view of (II) the likelihood ratio procedure takes decision d0 when 
(2n)-!n{n-I l:~=I (xi - (x A 0))2}-!ne-!n 
> (2n)-!n{n-I l:~=I (xi - (x v 0))2}-!ne-ln 
i.e. when 
n n 
E (xi - (x A 0)) 2~ E (x. - (xv 0)) 2 < 





Using l:~=I x~ = l:~=I (xi - x) 2 + nx2 this may be written in the required 
form. 
(ii) In this case w0 = {(s,0
2) : 02 < 0~}, w1 = {(s,02) 02 ~ 0~}. 
Differentiating log 1 (s,02) with respect to s we obtain x 
sup log 1 (s,02) = log 1 (x,02) 
SElR. x x 




S • d l (- 2) I -4( 2 2) . h 2 -1 '<"'n ( _)2 h i.nce dcr 2 og Lx x,cr = 2ncr sn - cr wit sn = n "-i=l xi - x , t e 




2 2 {-1ns I (s " 2 n n 
2 2 {-!ns I (s v 
n n 
2 -2 . . > > ( 2) where qn = sncrO • By discerning the four cases qn $ I, c $ I, I may 
be written in the required form. 
Section 8 
Problem 14. 
(i) In Problem 10 we have seen (cf. (6)) that 
( 13) -I 0 is unbiased iff R(6 ,o) $ aOal (ao +al) for all 6 E Q. 
Let o0 be an unbiased procedure with uniformly minimum risk and suppose 
that o0 is inadmissible. Then there exists a procedure o1 with 
( 14) R(6,o 1) $ R(6,o0) 
R(6,o 1) < R(6,o0) 
for all 6 E Q 
for some 6 E Q. 
Since o0 is unbiased we have R(6,o0) $ 
-I hence R(6,o 1) $ a0a 1 (a0 + a 1) for all 
Because o0 minimizes the risk uniformly 
contradiction with (14) is obtained. So 
-I 
a0a 1 (a0 + a 1) for all 6 E Q and 
6 E Q. By (13) 01 is unbiased. 
among all unbiased procedures, a 
o0 is admissible. 
(ii) In the text of the problem the loss function is defined as 1(6,d) = 
(d - 6) 2• This seems to be a misprint. In this solution we take the natural 
-6 2 loss function 1(6,d) = (d- e ) • 
By Problem 2 we have 
o is unbiased ~ E6o(X) 
-6 
e for all 6 E Q 





for all 8 E Q 
00 ~ L o(x)8x(x!)-I 
x=I 
I-e-8 L (-I)x+I8x(x!)-I forall8ES1 
x=1 
~ o(x) (- 1)x+1 x = 1,2, ••• 
Therefore, o0 (X) = (-l)X+
1 is the unique unbiased es&imate. Define 
if x is even 
odd. 
-e -e -e Then for all e E Siwe have R(8,ol) = !{1-e ) < (l+e )(1-e ) 
-28 I - e = R(8,o0). So o0 is inadmissible. 
(LEHMANN (1951)) 
Problem 15. 
We use randomized procedures in this problem, which are denoted by capitals 
(this differs from the notation in the statement of the problem). 
Let g 1, ••• ,gN be the N different elements of the finite group. Let Y(O) be 
a procedure that uniformly minimizes the risk among all invariant procedures. 
The invariance of Y(O) implies 
(0) y(O) 
R(8,Y ) = JI L(8,d)dP x (d)dPe(x) 
y(O) f J L(g.8,g~d)dP x (d)dP8(x) l. l. 
y(O) f J L(g.8,d)dP x (d)dP~ 8 (x) l. gi 
for all 8 E Q and i E {1 , ••• ,N}. 
Suppose that Y(O) is inadmissible. Then there exists a procedure Y( 1) that 
dominates Y(O). Define the procedure Y by 
N y(I) 
L dP gix(d). 
i=I 
In Problem 11 it is shown that Y is invariant and R(8,Y) 
N-I L~=I R(gi8,Y(I)) for all 8. Since 
16 
f 11 9 . h . . 1. f 9 Y d . y(O) · or a wit strict inequa ity or some , ominates in contra-
diction with the definition of Y(O). So Y(O) is inadmissible. 
Problem 16. 
(i) We first show that the problem is invariant. We verify Lehmann's 
conditions on p. II. 
Let P be the set of distributions of the form P{X 9-1} 
for 9 E JR. 
P{X 9+1} 
10 P{X 8-1} P{X+ c 9+c-J} P{gX = 9+c-I}} distribution 
P{X 9+1} P{X+ c 8+c+J} P{gX = 9+c+I} of gX also in P. 
20 g8 = 9+c is I: I and g!t n. 
j' g*d = d+c is a homomorphism by linearity. 
40 L(g8,g*d) = min <l9+c-d-cl ,I) =L(9,d). 
Next we derive the invariant estimators which uniformly minimize the risk. y y An estimator Y is invariant iff dP x(d) = dP x+c(d+c) for all x and c, or 
iff dPYx(d) = dPYo(d-x) for all x. Furthermore, 
y ~ R(9,Y) = ff L(9,d)dP x(d)dP9 (x) =ff L(9,d+x)dP9(x)dP (d) 
y f <ld-11 A I)+ <ld+I I A l)dP 0 (d) 
2 p{yo = I}+ !P{Yo =-I}+ !P{Yo ~ {-1,1}} 
with equality iff P{Y0 E {-1,I}} = I. Therefore, R(9,Y) is minimized by 
taking P{Y0 E {-1,J}} = I, i.e. by taking the values X-1 and X+I with 
probabilities p and q (independent of X). Note that for invariant 
estimators the risk does not depend on 8. 
(ii) For the (nonrandomized) rule o1 the risk does depend on 9. Let 
9 < -1, then 9-1 and 8+1 are both negative, so P{X < O} = I. Hence 
! 2. 
Similarly, R(8,o 1) = for 8 2 I. But if -I~ 8 < I, then 9-1 < 0 and 
9+1 2 0, so R(9,o 1) = O. 
The rule o1 dominates any invariant estimator which uniformly minimizes 
the risk. This implies that the conclusion of Problem 15 need not hold 




Suppose that T is not minimal sufficient. Then there exists a function f 
such that U = f(T) is sufficient and k 1,k2 , ••. ,kr are the solutions of the 
equation f(t) = u for some 
all i = I ,2, ••• ,r and k. 
l. 
f 
j E {J,2, ••. ,r}, 




u and some r ~ 2, where k. E {O, I, •.• ,n} for l. 
k. if i f j. This means that for any J 
P{T = k. ,f(T) = u} I P{U 
J 
u} 
kj(I- )n-kj p p 
This expression depends on p, since r ~ 2, and hence U is not sufficient, 
implying that T is minimal sufficient. 
Problem 18. 
(i) Since T = max (X1, •.• ,Xn) E (0,8), we only.have to consider the 
conditional distribution of x1, ••• ,Xn given T = t fort E (0,8). 
For all t E (0,8) and xi > 0 (i = l, ••• ,n) P{X1 ~ x 1, .•• ,Xn ~ xn,T ~ t} 
8-n rr~=I (t A ~i).On the other hand 
T n-1 -n u}nu 8 du, 
implying that P{XI ~ x1·····xn ~ xn I T = u} is independent of 8. There-
fore, T is sufficient by the definition of sufficiency. 
With 
if T 8 and h(x1·····xn) 
> ={~ if min x. l~isn i. 
in formula 20 on p. 20 it follows by the factorization criterion that 




in formula 20 on p. 20 it follows by the factorization criterion that T 
is sufficient. 
Problem 19. 
Suppose T satisfies formula 20 onp. 20, then 
TY ,-1 P8 ' (t,y) = jJ g8 (t)h(x), 
where x and (t,y) correspond to one another with respect to the mapping 
given by formula I 7 on p. 19. Hence 
Ty J I ,-1 J Pe' (t,y)dy = g8(t) J(x(t,y)) h(x(t,y))dy. 
Therefore, by formula 19 on p. 19 
p~I t(y) = [ J(x(t,y)) [- 1h(x(t,y)) I J I J(x(t,y' )) l- 1h(x(t,y'))dy', 
and thus is independent of 8, im~lying that T is sufficient for 8. 
Suppose T is sufficient, the p~lt(y) is independent of 8 and we may 
delete the subscript 8. From formulae 18 and 19 on p. 19 we get 
x p8 (x) 
Thus functions g8 and h can be defined to satisfy formula 20 on p. 20 by 
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(i) This follows from Theorem (19.24) and definition (19.43) in the 
above book, pp. 315, 316, 328. 




application of (ii) yields 
and hence 
dv dv dµ 
= dv = dµ dv 
dv _ (dµ)-1 
dµ - \dv 




n dµk n dµk 




By Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem and the definition of the finite 
measure µ we have 
n dµ n dµ 
lim r f dAk d;\ = lim f r _.k d;\ µ(A) 
n-+oo k= I A n-+oo A k= I d;\ 
n 
n dµk d rk=I µk f lim r d:\ d:\ = f lim d;\ d:\, 
A n-+oo k = I A n-+oo 




Let X = JR, let A be the Borel sets of 1R and let A0 
countable subset ofJR}. Then A0 is a o-field, A0 ~ 
-I there exists a function T such that T (B) = A0 • 
{A : A or A is a 
A and A0 f A. Suppose 
Let A EA and T(x) E T(A); then T(x) = T(a) for some a EA. Since {a} E A0 
-I 
-I and A0 = T (B), there exists a set BE B such that {a}= T (B). Because 
T(x) = T(a) this implies x E T- 1(B) {a} and hence x =a. So, T- 1(T(A)) c 
A. We always have Ac T- 1(T(A)) and therefore T- 1(T(A)) =A EA, implying, 
by definition of B, T(A) E B and hence A = T- I (T(A)) E A0, in contradiction 
with A0 f A. 
-I So there does not exist a function T such that T (B) = A0. 
( BARAD UR and LEHMANN ( I 9 5 5) ) 
Section 4 
Problem 4. 
First (iii) will be proved. Then it will be shown that (i) and (ii) are 
special cases of (iii). 
(iii) Let BE Bn, the Borel sets of1Rn, and let f be a En-measurable 
and P-integrable function. Then we have 
r r f(gkgjx)h(gkgjx) r r JT-t(B) I (x) h(x)dµ(x) k=l j=I r h(g.g.x) {x:T(x)=gjx} ri=t l. J 
r r f(x)h(x) -1 -1 r r Ir1 (B) I (x) h(g. gk x)dµ(x) r h(gigklx) k=I j=I ri=I {x:T(x)=gklx} J 
= JT-l(B) f(x)dP(x), 
where we have used that T(gx) = T(x) for all g E G, implying gj 1gk1x E 
{x : T(x) = gjx} ~ x E {x : T(x) = gk 1x}. By definition of conditional 
expectation the proof of (iii) is complete. 
(ii) follows from (iii) by taking h(x) = 1. 
23 
(i) follows from (ii) by taking r = n, gk(x 1, .•. ,xn) = (~·~+ 1 , ..• , xn' 
x1, ... ,~_ 1 ), k = 1, ••• ,n, and T(x1, ... ,xn) = (y 1, ... ,yn). 
(It should be noted that for each sample point (x1, ••• ,xn) the index i such 
that x. = x(l) = min (x 1, ••• ,x) has to be uniquely defined; e.g. by l. n 
choosing the smallest such index in case of ties. Otherwise (y 1, ••. ,yn) is 
not defined uniquely.) 
Section 5 
Problem 5. 
Theore~ 4 of Chapter 2 holds true if X is a Borel space, so in particular 
if X = 1Rn. For a proof see BREIHAN ( 1968) pp. 79,401 or ASH ( 1972) p. 265. 
Problem 6. 
The independence of Y and T under P0 implies 




pi (y) J J h(y,t) T h(y,t)dv(t) = f(y) T f(y)g(t) g(t)dv(t) 
[ h(y,T) J - [ h(y,T) I - J f(y)Eo f(y)g(T) - f(y)Eo f(y)g(T) Y- y . 
Section 6 
Problem 7 
(i) Application of Problem 4 (iii) with G the group of all n! permuta-
( I) (n) . tions, h(x 1, ••• ,xn) =I and T(x 1, ••• ,xn) = (x , ... ,x ) yields for any 
function f which is P-integrable for all P E P E[ f (X) I T(x)] = f0 (x), 
independently of P E P, implying that T is sufficient for P. 
(ii) From Problem 4 we know that E[f(X) I Y = y] = f0 (y), where we use the 
notation introduced there. This means that Y is sufficient for P. 
(iii) Let G be the group of 2nn! transformations given by 
where (i 1, ••• ,in) is a permutation of (J, .•• ,n) and ci 
l, •.• ,n. Defining 
f 0 (x) = (2nn!)-I r f(gx), gEG 
I or -1, i 
we obtain by application of (the solution of) Problem 4 (ii) with 
T(x 1, ••. ,xn) = (W 1, ••. ,Wn) that for any integrable function f 
E[f(X) I W(x)] = f 0 (x), independently of P E P, inplying that W is 
sufficient for P. 
(Note that in the solution of Problem 4 (ii) the group G may by any finite 
group of transformations of x E 1Rn, not necessarily a group of trans-
formations corresponding to permutations of coordinates.) 
Problem 8. 
Defining T (x), g0 (t), g1(t) and h(x) by 
T(x) = {~1 (x)/po (x) if Po (x) > o 
if Po (x) = o ' 
go< t) {~ if t E [O ,oo) if t = 00 
gl ( t) g if t E [O,oo) if t 00 
h(x) = {Po(x) if Po (x) 
pi (x) if Po (x) 
if follows that p. (x) gi(T(x))h(x) for i l. 
sufficient for P. 
Problem 9. 
(i) Following the hint we see that P0 (S) 
continuous with respect to P0 and hence 
> 0 
0 ' 
= o, I. In view of (31), T is 
O; on X-s A. is absolutely 
J 
25 
n dL 0 c.P. j= J J 
(L~ I ((c /n)dP +c.dP.))-l j= 0 0 J J dP0 
( 
n 
= L j=l 
-1)-1 
f. ' J 
which is A0-measurable. 
By Problem 2 (ii) it follows that 
d n dPo _ dPo L 0 c.P. j= J J ar -
d n dA L 0 c.P. j= J J 
By Problem 2 (iv) we have 
Therefore 
dPo since the limit of A0-measurable functions is A0-measurable, dA is also A0-measurable. 
Because P0 is arbitrarily chosen, we have by Lemma I and Corollary I that 
T is sufficient for P. 
(ii) Define A as in the hint for part (ii). By what we have just proved, 
dPe0/(dPe0 + d:\) is A0-measurable. Since 
dPe dP80 
__ o_ = ---~ 








the result is established. 
There are some misprints in the hint of (i): r~ 1 l/f. should be n -I J= J (r. 1 l/f.) , and in the displayed formula the summation should be from 0 J= J 
to n and not from I to n. 
(HALMOS and SAVAGE (1949)) 
Problem IO.· 
The solution is given in the hint. There is one misprint: Lemma 3 (ii) 
should be Lemma 3 (i). 
Problem 11. 
Let Y = (Y(l), ••• ,Y<m» be a decision procedurebasedon x, x x x · Y(i) i's i.e. x 
the probability that decision di is taken when X = x. By Problem 10 there 
exists a procedure Z based on T such that 
E[y <i) I l x t • 
Note that by sufficiency this conditional expectation does not depend on 
P E P, the family of distributions of X. For each P E P we have 
R(P,Y) f ~ L(P,d.)Y(i)dP(x) 
i=I i x 
~ L(P d.)EE[Y(i) T] 
i=I ' i x R(P,Z), 
and hence the class of procedures based on T is essentially complete. 
Section 7 
Problem 12. 
The first statement is proved by induction w.r.t. s. Fors= I the statement 
is obviously true. Suppose the statement holds for s-1. Then for all 
integers x ~ 0 





where A= L~ A .• This completes the 
J=J J 
proof of the first statement. For 
all non-negative integers · f · "s-I < h · h t 1, ••• ,ts-I sat1s y1ng Li=! ti - t 0 we ave wit s-1 






t I' .. .,Ts-1 ts-1 I To = to} 
= t 1,. .• ,Xs-I = t 1,X = t }/P{ r X. = t 0} s- s s i=I l 
-Ai ti -I}/ -A to -I s -I e A. (t.!) {e A (t0 !) }=t0 ! )I p1.(t1.!) , l l i=l 
s 
where A = Li=! Ai and pi Ai/A. This completes the proof of the second 
statement. 
Problem 13. 
(i) The density of Y1, .•• ,Yn is given by 
This implies that the density gn (y 1, •.• ,yr) of Y1, ..• ,Yr equals 
cf. ROHATGI (1976) pp. 150-152. 
(ii) Defining z.(y 1,. • .,y) = (n-i+l)(y.-y. 1)6-
1
, i=2, ..• ,r, and i r i i-
z1(y1, ••• ,yr)= ny 1e-I it follows that LI=! zi(y 1, ••• ,yr) = 
[LI=! Yi+ (n-r)yr]e-1. For all Borel sets B1, ... ,Br we have 
J · · · · J gn(yl' ... 'yr)dyl, .. .,dyr {(y 1,..,y ):z.(y1, .. ,y )EB ,i=l,..,r} r i r r 
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r i i 
-!t !e 2 dt, 
and hence Z. has a chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and l. 
z 1, ••• ,zr are independent. Since [r: 1 Y. + (n-r)Y )8-I = r: 1 Z., it has i= i r i= i 
a chi-square distribution with 2r degrees of freedom. Cf. also EPSTEIN and 
SOBEL (1954), Corollary 2. 
(iii) By Problem I of Chapter it follows that z 1, ••• ,Zr are independent 
and that Zi (i= l, •.• ,r) has an exponential ditribution with parameter ~. 
which is the same as a chi-square distribution with 2 degrees 
of freedom. Since Y. 
l. 
i 8' rj=I Zj we have for all Borel sets B1, ••. ,Br 
and hence the density of Y1, ••. ,Yr equals 
Note that Yr/8' = rJ=I Zj. This implies that Yr/8' has a chi-square 
distribution with 2r degrees of freedom. 
(iv) A sample of n units (tubes) is randomly selected from a population 
having an exponential lifetime distribution with parameter (28)- 1, i.e. 
P[length of life of the unit :s; x] = I - exp (-(28)- 1x). Each time a failure 
occurs on the ith place (i= l, ••. ,n), the unit is replaced by a new, 
randomly selected unit. Let Ni(t) denote the number of failures at the ith 
location. Since the times elapsed between consecutive failures are inde-
pendent and exponentially distributed with parameter (28)- 1, N. is a 
l. Poisson process with intensity (28)-I (cf. Problem I of Chapter I). Let 
N(t) = r~=I Ni(t). The sum of independent Poisson variables is also 
Poisson distributed. So we see that the total numbers of events (i.e. 
adding over i= l, ••. ,n) in nonoverlapping time intervals are independently 
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Poisson distributed, the number in an interval of length T having expecta-
tion n(28)- 1T. Thus N is a Poisson proces with intensity n(28)-I. 
(EPSTEIN and SOBEL (1954)) 
Problem 14. 
It is assumed that the statements have to be proved for 8 E int G. Using 
Theorem 9 (ii) the proof is straightforward. 
Problem IS. 
We write (35) in the following form 
dP~ {) (x) 
' 
r r k-r ] C(8,{))exp L 8.U.(x) + L {).T,(x) dµ(x). Li=l 1 1 j=I J J 
Let (80,{)0) E ~. For any fixed t 
measure vt by 
t 1, ••• ,tk-r define the probability 
where Ct(8o,{)o) is a normalizing constant. Then we have for all (8,{)) E ~ 
U/t 
dP8 (u) Ct(8) exp ( r 8 .u.)dv (u), i=I 1 1 t 
cf. (37). Let 
Define 
~· ( t) {8 J exp ( r 8.u.)dvt(u) < 00}. i=I i i 
A(8) = {t : f exp ( r 8.u.)dv (u) = 00}. i= I 1 1 t 
We will prove (i) in the following sense: 
T If (8,{)) E ~ then P8 {) (A(8)) 0. 
' 
Note that if t f A(8) then 8 E ~·. 
So, suppose (8 ,i1) E ~. then 
30 
T 
and hence P9 ~(A(8)) = O. (Note that by equivalence of the measures this 
implies that,P§, ~,(A(8)) = 0 for all (8',~') ED.) 
' (ii.) By easy calculations it follows that D {(8 1,82): 81 <0,82 < O}. 
So, the projection of D onto 81 is {8 1 : 81 < O}. The conditional density 
of X given Y = Yo > 0 is given by 
Therefore D' = {8 1 : 81 < y0}, implying that the projection of D onto 81 
is a proper subset of D'. 
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(i) We denote max (x 1, ••. ,xn) by x(n). Then the density p8 with respect 
to Lebesgue measure A of a sample of size n from a uniform distribution on 
(0,8) satisfies 
X E ]Rn. 
If <p is defined as in the problem, then for any 81 > 80 the inequality 
implies <p(x) = I. Because the set 
is empty it follows from Theorem I (ii) that <p is MP for testing 8 = 80 
against 8 = 8 1. Because <p has been defined independently of 81, <p is UMP 
for testing 8 = 80 against K : 8 > 80 • In view of E8<p(X) $ a, 8 $ 80 , 
the test <p is also UMP for testing H : 8 $ 80 against K : 8 > 80 . 
(ii) With <p as defined in the problem 
I 
E90<1l(X) = P80{x(n) $ 80aTI} a. 
I I 
For the cases 81 > 80 , 80an < 8 1 < 80 and 81 $ 80an Theorem l (ii) 
with k = 8g8)n. k = 8g8)n respectively k = 0 shows that 
<p is MP for testing 8 = 80 against 8 = 81• Consequently <p is UMP for 
testing H : 8 = 80 against K : 8 # 80 • 
To prove uniqueness, let <p* be any UMP 
{x : <p(x) # <p*(x)}, D1 = D n {x : x(n) 





{x : e0an < x(n) $ 60} and n3 = D n {x : 60 < x(n) < K} 




J [~(x)-~*(x)]dA(x) = 0, e > 0. x(n)<6 
f [I -~*(x)]dA(x) 
DI 
f [-tp* (x) ]dA (x) f [~(x) - ~* (x) ]dA (x) + 
D2 x(n)<60 
f [I -~*(x)]dA(x) f [~(x) -~*(x)]dA(x) + 
D3 x(n)<K 
for some 
e > o, 
- f [~(x) -~*(x)]dA(x) = 0 "* A(D3) 0. 
x(n)<60 
Hence, for all K > e0 , we have A(D n {x x(n) < K}) = 0 which implies 
A(D) = O. 
(NEYMAN and PEARSON (1933)). 
Problem 2 
(i) The variables Y. = e-axi, i= 1,2, ... ,n, constitute a sample from l. 
the uniform distribution on (O,e-ab). The testing problem reduces to the 
problem of testing H* : e = e-abo against K* : e F e-abo on the basis of 
Y = (Y 1, ... ,Yn). By Problem 3.1 (ii) the UMP level a test for the 
original problem is given by ~(x) = I if min (x1, •.. ,xn) < b0 or min (x 1, •.. ,xn) ~ b0 - (an)-I log a and ~(x) = 0 otherwise. 
(ii) First consider the problem of testing H : a= a0 ,b = b0 against K' : a= a 1,b = b 1, where a 1 > a0 and b 1 > b0 . By Neyman-Pearson's 
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fundamental lemma it follows that the test ~. given by ~(x) = I if 
n -I 2 min (x 1, ••• ,xn) < ho or I:. 1 x. < (2a0) x2 + nb 0 and ~(x) = 0 other-i= i n;a 
wise, is MP at level of significance a. Here X~n;a is the lower a-quantile 
of the chi-square distribution with 2n degrees of freedom. 
Since the test does not depend on the particular alternative (a 1,b 1) 
chosen it is UMP against alternatives a > a0 , b < b0 . 
The (very unusual) existence in this case of a UMP test on a two-
parameter problem can be explained in the following way: 
Since P(ao,bo){min (X 1, ••• ,Xn) < b0 } = 0 we obviously reject H if 
min (x 1, ••. ,Xn) < b0 . On the set {(x 1, ..• ,xn) : min (x 1, ••. ,xn) ~ b0} 
the densities are strictly positive both under H and K and the role of 
the second parameter b is played out. What remains is a one-sided 
testing problem for exponential distributions. 
In that sense the problem can be generalized: 
Let x1, •.• ,Xn be a sample from a distribution with probability density 
(with respect to some measure µ) 
where Q is strictly monotone. Then there exists a UMP test ~ for testing 
H : 6 60 ,b = bO against K : 6 > 60 ,b < b0 • If Q is increasing (de-
creasing) 
if min (xl' ••• ,xn) < ho 
>(<) ) 
~(xl' •.. ,xn) 
if n T(x,J • c) and min (x1, ... , xn) ~ y :Li=I 
0 <(>) 
where Candy satisfy E(e b )~(X 1 , .•• ,X) =a. A similar assertion can o• 0 n 
be made about families with monotone likelihood ratio and truncation. 
. * Note that for testing H against K e < eo,b < bo the same argument 
holds, but that it does not work for testing H against K' : 6 > 60,b > b0 • 
(NEYMAN and PEARSON (1936)) 
Problem 3. 
If a = 0 or a = I a nonrandomized most powerful level a test trivially 
exist. Therefore let 0 < a < I and let ~be a most powerful test for 
ho 
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testing P0 against P1 at level a. Then, by Theorem I (iii), (j) satisfies 
(Lebesgue a.e.) 
where k is some constant and p0 and p 1 are densities (with respect to 
Lebesgue-measure) of P0 and P1 respectively. 
Define the measurable set A by A= {x: p1(x) = kp0 (x)}. An application of the lemma with f(x) = p0 (x), a= P0 (A) and b = JA (j)(x)p0 (x)dx yields the existence of a subset B of A that satisfies 
P0 (B) = JB p0 (x)dx = JA <P(x)p0 (x)dx. Therefore the nonrandomized test 
defined by 
__ {I when p1(x) > kp0 (x) or x E B (i5(x) 
0 when p 1 (x) < kp0 (x) or x E A- B 
has the same level and power as (j) and consequently it is a most power-
ful level a test. 
Problem 4. 
Let P0 and P1 with densities p0 and p 1 belong to P and note that for 
nonnegative k 
where g1 p1/(p0 +p 1) is a density of P1 with respect to P0 +P 1• Let (j) (·) be the critical function of the most powerful test based on T with c 
level of significance P0{g 1(x) ~ c}, 0 < c $I. Since T is fully in-
formative, th2 tests based only on T form an essentially complete class 
and Theorem I (iii) implies that there exists a k E [O,I] such that 
(I) 
holds up to sets of (P 0 +P 1 )-measure zero. If c is such that 
P1{g1(x) ~ c} < I, then Theorem I (iii) also yields Eo<Pc(T) = P0{g1(x) ~ c} 
and hence we have 
and 
Consequently {x: g 1(x) > k} c {x: g 1(x) 2 c} c {x: g 1(x) 2 k} holds 
up to sets of (P0 +P1)-measure zero. (Note that P0{c,,; g 1(X) < k} = 0 
implies P1{c,,; g 1(x) < k} = O).This implies that kin (J) can be chosen 
equal to c and hence that 
(2) {x: g 1(x) > c} c {x: \Pc(T(x)) 
holds up to. sets of (P 0 +P 1 )-measure zero. 




and k may be chosen 2c. So the second inclusion in (2) holds again because 
of (I). In view of (4) we also have 
po{IPC(T(X)) < I and g)(X) > c},,; 1:c P){\Pc(T(X)) < I}= 
= l:c[J-P 1{1Pc(T) =I}]= 0 
and we conclude that (2) holds in general. But this implies that 
{x gl(x) 2 c} = n ] 
n=[ f +I {x: IPc-l(T(x)) n I} 
up to a set of (P 0 +P 1 )-measure zero. Consequently the sets 
{x: g 1(x) 2 d, 0 < c,,; I, are contained, up to (P0 +P 1)-nullsets, in 
the o-field induced by T and obviously the same holds with g1 replaced by 
go = Pol <Po+ P 1) • 
Since (g0 (X),g 1(X)) is clearly sufficient for (P0 ,P 1) (cf. Problem 8 of 
Chapter 2), this implies that the statistic T is sufficient for (P0 ,P 1). 
Problem 9 of Chapter 2 completes the argument. 
Section 3 
Problem 5. 
(i) The number of successes X has a binomial distribution with density 
(with respect to counting measure) pp(x) = (~)px(J-p)n-x. 
For p < p 1 
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p ,(x) _ ( ')x(l-p')n-x ~ _ .P..... --p (x) p 1-p p 
is a nondecreasing function of x. 
So we have to find Candy, 0 ~ y ~ I, such that~. defined by ~(x) I if 
x > C, ~(x) y if x = C and ~(x) 0 if x < C, satisfies 
With the help of a programmable calculator one may find 
a = .05 C 3, y .094 
a= .10 C 3,y .473 
a = • 20 C 2, y . 440 
The power of the test against p 1 is given by 
This gives the following table: 
.05 .10 .20 
.3 .088 .158 .398 
.4 .205 .310 .593 
.5 .373 .492 . 759 
.6 .570 .675 .882 
. 7 .762 .835 .956 
(ii) (b) In order to estimate the answer of (a) we use the normal 
approximation first (X is approximately distributed as N(np,np(l-p))). 
If Uhas a N(0,1)-distribution then 
= a = .05 
Hence (C-np0)//np0(J-p0) !':$ 1.65 ( 111':$11 means "is approximately equal to"). 
In the same way we find Ep 1~(X) f3 = .90 =+ (C-npi)//np1(t -p1) !':$ -1.28. 
With p0 = .2 and p 1 = .4 this gives n !':$ 42.8. 
So the minimum sample size required in order to have S(.4) 2 .90 is 
approximately n = 43. 
(a) Using binomial tables we get 
for n = 43: C 
for n 44: C 
13, y 
13, y 
.3713 and S(.4) 
.1508 and S(.4) 
So the required sample size is n = 44. 
.896 < .90; 
.905 > .90. 
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(iii) Solvirig (C-np0)/lnp0(1-p0) RJ 1.65 and (C-np 1)/lnp 1(1-p 1) RJ -1.28 
for Po = .01 and p 1 = .02 we get n RJ 1179.05. Hence n = 1180. 
Problem 6. 
(i) We assume that the mixed second derivative 
()2 
()8()x logp8(x) 
exists. This derivative is nonnegative for all 8 and x, iff 
:x log [p8 r(x)/p8(x)] is nonnegative for all 8 1 > 8 and all x; or, iff 
log [p8 r(x)/p8(x)] is nondecreasing in x for all 8
1 
> 8. Since the 
logarithm is increasing this is equivalent to the monotone likelihood 
ratio property. 
Here we assumed also that for any 8 1 > 8 the densities p8 and p8 , are 
distinct, which may be phrased as follows. There exist 8" and x' such 
that 8 < 8" < 8' and 
(ii) The result follows by observing 
Problem 7. 
a2 log p8 (x) 
()8()x 
8" and x x'. 
2 Cl p8(x) 
Cl8()x + 
Consider the UMP tests (j)a based on T and define a=inf fo (j)a(x) 1}. 
By Theorem 2 a UMP test is given by 
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> 
when T(x) ca' 
< 
where ca and Ya satisfy 
E9 (/) (X) = P9 {T > c } + y P9 {T cN} a. o a 0 a a 0 u 
Now we note .that 
<PN(x) < I~ T(x) ~ c ~ Pe {T 2 T(x)} 2 Pe {T 2 cN} 2 a. 
u a o o u 
On the other hand, if Ya = I then 
I ~ T(x) 2 c ~ Pe {T 2 T(x)} ~ Pe {T 2 cN} =a 
a 0 o u 
and if Ya < then 
I~ T(x) > c ~ Pe {T 2 T(x)} ~ Pe {T > c } ~a. 
a o 0 a 
Summarizing we see that 
(5) Pe {T 2 T(x)} < a~ <Pa(x) I ~ P9 {T 2 T(x)} ~ a. 
0 0 
But this implies, with t = T(x), 
Pe {T 2 t} inf {a P9 {T 2 T(x)} ~a} 
0 0 
(6) I}(= a) 
~ inf {a Pe {T 2 T(x)} <a} Pe {T 2 t}. 
0 0 
Problem 8. 
(i) By Problem 13, Chapter 2, the joint distribution of Y = (Yi, •.. ,Yr) 
is an exponential family with density (with respect to Lebesgue-measure) 
~I~· n! ( T(y)) Pe(y) = r (n-r)! exp -""28 ' (28) 
r 
where T(y) = :Li=! yi + (n-r)yr' 
Because, by Theorem 9, Chapter 2, the power function 8(8) = E8<P(Y) of any 
test <P is continuous in 8 (> O), a UMP test for testing H* : 8 2 80 = 1000 
against K : 8 < 80 is also UMP for testing H : 8 > e0 against K and vice 
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versa. By reversing inequalities in Corollary 2 we have that the test ~. 
given by ~(y) = I if T(y) s C and ~(y) = 0 if T(y) > C, is UMP for testing 
H against K. 
Also by Problem 13, Chapter 2, we see that the statistic T(Y)/8 has a 
x2-distribution with 2r degrees of freedom and distribution function F 
2 r 
Hence C is determined by C/1000 x2r;.OS (cf. Problem 2). For r = 4 we 
find C = 2733.0. 
The power of this test against 81 
( 2733.0) F4 ~ = F4 (S.466) = .29. 
SOO is psoo{T(Y) s 2733.0} 
(ii) We have to find values of r such that PS00{x s C} ~ .9S. 2 Since C = I OOO · x2r;. OS we have 
In order that this expression is at least .95 r must satisfy r ~ 23. 
(EPSTEIN and SOBEL (19S3)) 
Problem 9. 
That X has a Poisson distribution with parameter AT and that 2AT has a 
x2-distribution with 2r degrees of freedom can be seen for example from 
Section I.4 of FELLER (1971). 
We consider the UMP tests for testing H : A s AO at level a based on X 
respectively T. For each choice of r the test based on T has the power 
S(r), say, at the alternative A1• Hence, since r is a natural number, one 
can not obtain every prespecified power Sat A1. Thanks to the fact that 
T is real, this phenomenon does not occur for the tests based on X. 
Let r be fixed and let us consider now the UMP test based on T for testing 
Hat level a, which has power S(r) at A1• This test rejects for realizations 
of T less than T, say. If X is the number of events occuring in a time 
interval of length T then (cf. again Section I.4 of Feller (1971)) 
(7) P, {T s T} = P, {X ~ r} 
"• r "•T 
and we see that the nonrandomized UMP tests based on X respectively T 
have the same power functions and hence are equivalent. 
(i) Since ET = (2A)- 1E(2AT) = r/A, the desired ratio equals AT/r. 
(ii) Using the x2-distribution we see that we have to choose here r 19 
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and T ~ 12.44. Consequently the first design has a smaller (expected) time 
of observation than the second one iff A < r/T ~ 1.53. 
Problem 10. 
(i) If g is a function with p 1(x)/p0 (x) 
we have for every Borel set B 
g(T(x)), then by Lemma 2.2 
J p;(t)dv(t) = f p1(x)dµ(x) 2 B T-l(B) 
= f g(t)p;(t)dV(t) 
B 
J g(T(x))p0 (x)dµ(x) T- 1(B) 
with equality if g(t) is finite on B. In view of this and 
we see that p;(t)/p~(t) = g(t) holds for almost all t. 
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.(i) in the proof of 
which it is implicitly assumed that E 1 ~(T) 2 E0~(T) is implied by J ~(t) [p; (t) - p~(t) ]dv(t) 2 O. This implication is valid under the 
convention that E 1 ~(T) 2 E0~(T) holds if E 1 ~(T) and E0~(T) both exist 
and satisfy the inequality or if E 1 ~(T) does not exist and E0~(T) = - 00 , 
or if E 1 ~(T) = 00 and E0~(T) does not exist or if E 1 ~(T) and E0~(T) do not 
exist. 
(iii) The first part follows from (i) and the version of the second part 
we will show is the following one: E0~(T) < E 1 ~(T) unless ~(T(x)) is 
constant where p0 f p 1 a.e. (P0 + P1) or E0~(T) and E 1 ~(T) are both 
00
, -
00 or undefined. Here we agree to say that E0~(T) < E 1 ~(T) also holds 
if E0~(T) does not exist but E 1 ~(T) = 00 or if E0~(T) = - 00 but 
E 1 ~(T) does not exist. With this convention we 
must only show that E0~(T) < E 1 ~(T) when both E0~(T) and E 1 ~(T) are finite 
and ~(T(x)) is not constant where p0 f p1 a.e. (P0 +P 1). However in this 
case, the proof of Lemma 2 (i) can be carried out with the first or second 
inequality in the displayed chain of inequalities being strict; for either 
~(T(x)) is not constant on A a.e. (P0 + P1) and µ(A) > O, or on B a.e. 
(P0 +P 1) and µ(B) > 0, or a< band µ(B) > O. Note that the extra con-
dition "where p0 f p 1
11 is necessary, for otherwise it is possible that 
at exists such that 0 < p0(t) = pj(t) <I, v((-oo,t)) > O, v({t}) > O, 
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v((t, 00)) = O, and such that o/ = 0 on (- 00,t) and o/ = b > 0 on [t, 00). 
(iv) By the concavity of the log-function we have 
( pi (X)J (, PI (X
)\ 
-00 $ Eo log \ Po(X)7 $log \Eo Po(X)7 $ 0 
and similarly 
( 
P1 (X)\ ( Po(X)\ 
00;:;, El log Po(X)) =-El log P1(X)7 :2'.0. 
With T(x) = p 1(x)/p0 (x) and o/(t) =log t the strict inequality now follows 
from (iii) once we have verified that log (p 1(x)/p0 (x)) is not constant 
where p0 'f p 1, a.e. (P0 +P 1). 
It this were not the case, then we should have either p 1 :2'. Po a.e. (P0 +P 1) 
or p 1 s Po a.e. (P0 +P 1); but this is impossible if P0 'f P1• We note that 
it is just as easy to check the conditions for strict inequality in the 
concavity argument. 
Problem 11. 
By Lemma I there exist two nondecreasing functions f 0 and f 1, and a 
random variable V, such that f 0(v) s f 1(v), for all real v, and the 
cumulative distribution functions of f 0 (v) and f 1(V) are F0 and F 1, 
respectively. Hence for any nondecreasing function ~ 
if the expectations exist. 
Section 4 
Problem 12. 
The experiment (f,g) is more informative than (f' ,g'), that is 
(8) sup {E ,c.p(X') g 
for all a E [0,1]. 
Consider any a' E [0,1]. By Theorem I there exists a testc.p' such that 
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and E ,<.p'(X') =a'. Using (8) with a= Ef,[I-<.p'(x')] and, again, 
g * Theorem I we conclude that there exists a test <.p such that 
This implies 
and hence 
Since a' was arbitrarily chosen, it follows that (g,f) is more informative 
than (g',f'). 
(BLACKWELL (1951, 1953)) 
Problem 13. 
(i) Let X and x' be two random variables taking on the values I and 
o and let under H0 : P{X = I}= p0 , P{x' = I}= p0, and under H1 
P{X = I}= P1' P{x' = I}= P) (0 < Po·P1·Po·P) < I). 
Without loss of generality we assume: Po< p0, Po< P) and Po< p 1• 
Let <.pa be the critical function and S(a) the power of the most power-
ful level a test for testing H0 against H1 based on X. 
-I -I Then for as p0 <.pa(!) = ap0 , <.pa~~) = O, S(a) = ap0 p 1 and for p0 s a 
<.l>a(I) =I, <.pa(O) = (a-po)(I-po) 'S(a) = P1+(a-po)(I-po)-1(1-p1). 
An analogous expression for the power S'(a) of the most powerful level 
a test for testing H0 against H1 based on x' may be derived. 
We have the following situation: 
Hence X is more informative than x' 
iff S'(a) ~ S(a) for all a, 0 ~a~ I 
iff Pj ~ S<p0) = p1 +<p0 -p0)(1-p0)- 10-p 1) 
iff i-pj ~ <1-p1)[1-<p0-po)<1-po)-11 
iff 
(9) (I - Po) (I - pi) ~ (I ..; Po) (I - p I) . 
(ii) We shall prove that a sample x1, •.• ,Xn from X is more informative 
than a sample x;, ... ,X~ from x' iff (9) holds. Sufficiency: let u0 and 
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u1 be uniformly distributed over (0,1) and let u0 , u1 and X be independent 
under both H0 and H1. For any y0 ,y1 E [O,I], define Y(y0 ,y 1) = I if X = I 
and u1 ~ y 1 and if X = 0 and u0 ~ y0 and Y(y0 ,y 1) = 0 otherwise. Then 
PH0{Y(y0,y1) = I}= y 1p0 +y0(I -p0) and PH1{Y(y0.y 1) = I}= y 1p 1 +y0(1-p 1). 
So Y(y0 ,y1) has the same distribution as x' under both H0 and H1, for 
some y0 and y 1, iff the system of equations 
( 10) rlpO+yO(l-pO): p~ 
Y1P1 +Yo(! -pi) - P1 
has a solution y0 ,y 1 E [O,I]. Since the solution without the restriction 
y0 ,y 1 E [O,I] is 
PoP1 - PoPi 
P1 - Po 
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and since, in view of (10), y 1 s I implies y0 ~ 0, Y(y0 ,y 1) has the same 
distribution as X1 under both H0 and H1 iff PoPI - PoPj + Pj - Po S PI - Po 
iff Pj(l -p0)-p0(1-p 1) s (I -p0) - (I -p 1) iff (9) holds. Now the suf-
ficiency follows from the theory of Section 4, p. 76. 
Necessity: for y E [0,1], consider the most powerful level a(y) 
l-y(l-p0)n test for testing H0 against H1 based on x1, ... ,Xn. Its criti-
cal function is the one that rejects with probability I - y when !: Xi = 0 
and with probability I otherwise. Hence its power equals S[a(y)] = 
n n n I- (l-p 1) + (l-y)(l-p1) = l-y(l-p 1) • The most powerful test based 
on x;, ... ,X~, which rejects with probability I - o, 0 s o s I, when 
!: Xi = 0 and with probability I otherwise, has the same level iff 
1-0(1-p0)n = l-y(l-p0)n, which is only possible for 
o s Y s (1-po)n(1-po)-n < I. 
If the sample x1, ••• ,Xn is more informative than x;, ... ,X~ then 
n n . ~ n n 1-o(l-pj) $ 1-y(l-pl) with u(l-po) = y(l-po) and y > 0 
sufficiently small. This implies y( I - p )n < y(I - p )n( I - p') -n( 1 - p 1 )n I - 0 0 I 
for sufficiently small, positive y, which is equivalent to (9). 
(BLACKWELL (1951, 1953)) 
Problem 14. 
Let X and x' be 0-1 random variables and let their probabilities of being 
equal to I be given by the third and fourth row respectively of the second 
table in Example 4. Let p s TI and let Ube uniformly distributed on (O,I) 
and independent of X. We define 
if X = 0 and Us (I -TI)/(1-p) 
y 
elsewhere. 
Now we have PH{Y = O} =I-TI and PK{Y = O} = 1-(TI-p)/(l-p). Cqnse-
quently Y and x' have the same distribution, which shows that X is suf-
ficient for x' and hence is the more informative of the two. 
In proving that B and B are not comparable we may assume without loss of 
generality that p s min (TI, I -TI) $ ! and p < pTI as can be seen by 
studying the first table of Example 4 and interchanging B and B if 
necessary. 
' ' ' ,..., Now let V = (V 1, ••• ,Vn) and V = (V 1, ••• ,Vn) be samples from Band B, 
respectively. Put Y. = I if V. EA, Y. 0 if V. EA and Y'. = I if v! EA, l. l. l. l. l. l. 
' def { } Y. = 0 if V '. E: A ( i = I , ••• , n) . Then under H q = P Y. = I = p, 
l.df l. df 0 l. q' ~ P{Y'. = t} = 1-p and underK q1 ~ P{Y. = t} = (p-p)/(1-n), 0 l. l. 
qj d~f p{y~ = t} = 1- p/'TT. Hence q0 < q0, qO <qi and qO < qj. 
Suppose Vis more informative than V'. Then, by Problem 13 (i), 
(I - q I) (I - qo) s; (I - qo) (I - qi) • that is 
( I - £.:£) p s; ( 1-p) E. if f ( p - p'TT) (I - TI - p) <>: 0 )-'TT 'TT 
iff p <>: p'TT, a contradiction. 
Furthermore, suppose v' is more informative than V. Then, by Problem 
13 (ii), q0q1 s; q0qj. that is 
(l-p)1=~ s; p(1-%) iff (TI-p)(p-'TTp) <': 0 iff p <': p'TT, 
again a contradiction. 
Hence samples from B and B are not comparable. 
(BLACKWELL (1951, 1953)) 
Problem 15. 
Consider the problem of testing H: A= AO against K: A= A1. Let v 1 and 
v2 be two different values of v. Without loss of generality we assume 
0 < AO < Al (Problem 12) and O < v 1 < v2. 
Let X and x' be random variables taking on the values 0 and 
-AoV1 -A1V1 { ' } -AoV2 P{X = I} = I - e or I - e and P X = I = I - e 
I with 
-A1v2 or I - e . 
Then the conditions of Problem 13 (i) are satisfied. Hence X is more 
informative than x' iff 
( 11) 
It follows that X is not more informative than x'. By Problem 13 (ii) 
we have: x' is more informative than X iff (1-e-Alvl)(t-e-Aovz) s; 
-AoVt -A1v2 -A1v1 -Aovz (1-e )(1-e ). Define f(v 1,v2) = (1-e )(1-e ) + 
- (1-e-AOVl)(t-e-AJVz). Then 
and 
by (I I). 
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So (a/av2)f(v1,v2) is strictly increasing in the first coordinate v 1 
(< v2). Furthermore (a/av2)f(O,v2) = 0. Hence (a/av2)f(v1,v2) > 0 if 
0 < v 1 $ v2• This means that f(v 1,v2) is stricly increasing in v2 for 
0 < v 1 < v2• Because f(v 1,v1) = 0 it follows that f(v 1,v2) > 0 for 
o < v 1 < v2 • 
Hence x' is not more informative than X. 
Concluding we see that X and x' are not comparable. 
(BLACKWELL (19SI, 19S3)) 
Section S 
Problem 16. 
First we note that for q = 1-p and t > [t] we have [n-t+I] n- [t] and 
hence 
p {T < t} p (t - [t])P {X = [t]} + P {X $ [t] - I} p p 
(t- [t])P {x = n- [t]} + P {x <= n- [t] + 1} q q 
- {(l+[t]-t)P {X=n-[t]} +P {X$n-[t]-I}} 
' q q 
= I - P {T < n-t+I}. q 
By continuity considerations we see that for all t 
P {T < t} = I - P {T < n-t+I}. p q 
In view of the above .£_ is easily obtained from p by 
.E_(t) = 1-p(n-t+I). 
Further we have p*(t) = p(t) for t <: .OS and p*(t) = 0 for t $ .OS. We 
therefore only present graphs of p and .E.· 
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Problem 17. 
The hint is a complete solution. Note that 
Section 6 
Problem 18. 
Absorbing, without loss of generality, the factor h(x) into µ, define 
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Q = {8 : 0 < f exp [Q(8)T(x)]dµ(x) < 00}. By Theorem 9, Chapter 2, the 
integral f W(x) exp [nT(x)]dµ(x) is differentiable with respect ton in 
the interior of Q(Q) = {Q(8) : 8 E Q}, for any bounded measurable function 
W· Its derivative is f W(x)T(x) exp [nT(x) ]dµ(x). 
Since Q is differentiable in int Q (= interior of Q) and since Q is strictly 
monotone, Q (int Q) c int Q(Q) and f W(x) exp [Q(8)T(x)]dµ(x) is dif-
ferentiable in int n with derivative QI (8) J w(x)T(x) exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x). 
Hence, taking W(x) :: I, C(8) f exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) :: I implies 
c' (8) J exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) + C(8)Q 1 (8) J T(x) exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) :: 0, 
that is 
(12) C I (8) I ~ = -Q (8)E9T(X), for all 8 E int n. 
Also, taking w(x) :: \P(x), the power function S(8) = 
C(8) f \P(x) exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) is differentiable in int Q with derivative 
S' (8) = c' (8) J ((>(x) exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) + 
+ C(8)Q 1 (8) J ((>(x)T(x) exp [Q(8)T(x) ]dµ(x) 
C I (8) ( · I ( ( 
= ~ E8\P X) + Q 8)E8\P(X)T X). 
Combining this with (12) we see that 
8 E int Q. 
Define \PO(t) = l,y, 0 as t >, =, < C then, for 8 E int Q, 
Ee\P(X)T(X) - Ee\P(X) ·E9T(X) 
= Ee\Po(T)[T-EeT] = Ee[\l>o(T) - l][T-EeT] 
j 
J \Po(t)[t-EeT]dP~(t) > 0, 
(E8T,oo) 
f [\Po(t)-l][t-E8T]dP~(t) (-oo,E8r) > O, when C < E8T. 
Remark: it is implicitely assumed that T(x) is not a constant (a.e. µ). 
It follows that S'(8) > 0 for all e E int n for which Q1 (8) > o. 
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Problem 19. 
(i) Preliminary remark: since the formulation of the problem is ambiguous 
we assume, in view of the hint, that one wishes to find a selection pro-
cedure such that the expected proportion of the candidates being selected 
is a. Let ~(x) be the probability of being selected for a member with 
measurements x = (x 1, •.• ,xn). Then "the expectation of Y for the selected 
group" equals EY·~(X) = J ~(x)E(Y I x)dPX(x). So we must maximize 
J ~(x)E(Y I x)dPX(x) subject to J ~(x)dPX(x) = a. For this we apply 
theorem 5 (ii) with m =I, f 1(x) =I, f 2 (x) = E(Y Ix), c 1 =a and 
~(x) =I, y, 0 as E(Y Ix)>,=,< C, where y and C satisfy 
P{E(Y j X) > C} = yP{E(Y j X) = C} = a. Now the desired result follows. 
(ii) This follows in the same way when we take f 2 (x) = P{Y ~ y0 j x}. 
(BIRNBAUM and CHAPMAN (I 950)) 
Problem 20. 
(i) Suppose there existed c 1,c2 , ••• such that p0 =I: cnpn (a.e. with 
respect to Lebesgue measure). Now up to a set of Lebesgue measure zero, 
Po = I on [ 0, I], zero elsewhere; and p = : 1 on [ 0, I + *], zero elsewhere. I I n nn i 
So on (I+ n+I , I +n] we have (a.e.) 0 = I:i=I ci i+I , n =I ,2, ••• 
Successive substitution shows that ci = 0 for all i, a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose ~ is a· test such that J ~(x)p (x)dx = a for all n ~ I. Then n 
we must have 
1+l 
n J n a= ~I ~(x)dx, for all n ~ I. 
n 0 
Now dominated convergence implies 
l+l I 
a = lim : 1 J n ~(x)dx = J ~(x)dx = J ~(x)p0 (x)dx, n-+<x> n 0 0 
as was to be shown. 
Problem 21. 
Let u satisfy the side conditions Fi(u) s: ci (i= 1,2, ••• ,m). Then from 




Fm+l<uo) - i:I kiFi(uo) 
it follows that 
m 
2'. I: k.[F.(u0 -F.(u)] 2'. o. i=I i i i 
Hence, if u0 satisfies the side conditions, u0 maximizes Fm+I subject to 




Using the method of p. 90 one obtains c1 = 5, y1 = .3969, c2 = 8 and 
y 2 = .6459. The power of the test against the alternative p = .4 equa'is 
.5338. 
Problem 23. 
We have to prove that the exponential family with densities 
p
8
(x) = C(8)eQ(e)T(x)g(x), 
with T(x) = x and Q(8) = e is strictly of Polya type. It is necessary to 
assume that the function g(x) is strictly positive, since ~n = 0 if there 
exists an xi such that g(xi) = O. This is however no restriction, because 
it can always be achieved by choosing an appropriate measure µ. The 
problem now reduces to the proof that for all x1 < ••• < xn and 
el < ••• <en 
e81x1 e81nn 
~* > 0. n ~8nx1 ·enXn e 
For n = I, we have~*= e8 JXJ > O. Now suppose that the assertion holds I 
* * * * for ~ 1 .~2 , •••• ~n-I' Divide the i-th column of ~n by exp (8 1xi), 
i = 1, ••• ,n, to obtain 
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exp{(e -e 1)x} n n 
Subtracting in the resulting determinant column (j-1) from column j, 
j = n,n-1, ••• ,2, we get 
0 0 
e (8z-81)xz - e (8z-81)x1 e< 82-81)Xu - e<82-8 1)Xu-1 




Expanding the two determinants by the first column, and using the notation 
h(x) 
where ak denotes the cofactor corresponding to enkx, we get 
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where y2 E (x 1,x2); the second equality follows from the mean value 





Now we expand Li~=; by the second column and then proceed in the same manner 
as for Li(!) to obtain 
n-1 
where y3 E (x2 ,x3). Then we proceed in an analogous way with the third 
column and we continue this procedure up to the n-th column. So we 
finally get 
where Yz < y3 < ••• < yn' or, since ni 
Since the obtained determinant is (n-1) x (n-1), the induction hypothesis 
implies that Li(!) and therefore Li* is strictly positive. n-1' n 
Remark. The yk s obtained by application of the mean value theorem are 
inner points of the interval [~_ 1 ,~J, and not yk E [~_ 1 ,xk] as is 
stated in the hint. This is essential, because otherwise it would be 
possible that yk = Yk+I = ~ for some k, which would imply that 
i,j 2,3, ... ,n 
has two identical columns, that is leniYjl 0. 
(KARLIN (1955, 1957)) 
Problem 24. 
First we prove that b) implies a). The determinant ~3 is positive for all 










where g(x) = k 1p9 (x) -k2p8 (x) +k3p9 (x). The equation g(x) = 0 has I 2 . 3 
therefore at most two solutions. If g(x1) = g(x3) = O, we have 
Monotonicity of the .likelihood ratios implies that g(x2) < 0. If 
g(x2) = g(x3) = 0, we have 
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Again by the monotonicity of the likelihood ratios it follows that g(x1) > 0. 
Finally if g(x 1) = g(x2) = 0, the same argument yields that g(x3)_ > O. 
To prove that a) implies b), let 81 < 82 < 83 and x1 < x2 < x3, and 
write the following set of equations in \ 2 and A3: 
( 13) {P91(x1): A2P82<x1) + A3P83<x1) 
P8 I (x3) - A2P82 (x3) + A3p83 (x3) 




is positive. Therefore the set of equations (13) has a solution, 
A2 = k2, A3 = -k3 say, and 
k2 = {pe1<x1)Pe3<x3) - Pe1<x3)Pe3<x1)}/D 
- k3 = -{pel <x1)Pe2<x3) - Pe1<x3)Pe2<x1)}/D. 
The monotonicity of the likelihood ratios implies that k2 and k3 are 
positive. Define 
then we have that g(x1) = g(x3) = O. Furthermore I k 1, k2 and k3 are 
positive. Hence we can apply a) to obtain that g(x2) < O. Since 
Pel (xl) 





it follows that Li3 > O. 


























We prove the results of Theorem 6, Section 3.7 for the family of densities 
{p8(x)} satisfying (a) and (b) of the problem. 
Remark: In formula (24) of Theorem 6 we must replace "C < C " by "C :;:; c2
11
• I 2 I 
First note (cf. (46)) that ll3 > 0 implies that there do not exist 
xl < x2 < X3 and el with Pel<x1) = Pe1<x2) = Pel<x3) = 0. Consequently 
the inequality (c) p8 (x) > 0 is violated for at most two points inlR. 
SS 
(i) Let e 1 < e' < e2• As in the proof of Theorem 6, we use Theorem S (iv) 
to prove the existence of constants k 1 and k2 and a test ~O with 
and 
I 
%(x) = t < when k1p8 (x) + k2p8 (x) Pe•(x) I 2 > 
or, in view of (c), 
< 
when k 1(p81 (x)/per(x)) + k2(p 82 (x)/p8,(x)) > 
k 1 and k2 can not be both ~ 0, for then: 
Ee ~(X) =Ee ~(X) = I. 
I 2 
If one of the k's is non-positive and the other is positive, then, as in 
the book, ~O has a strictly monotone power function, which is also im-
possible in view of (2S), p. 89, so k 1 > 0 and k2 > 0. Let 




when g(x) O. 
> 
By the continuity of Pe (x) in x (assumption (a)) ·and the fact that ~O does 
not p8-a.e. reject, there exists at least one point C with g(C) = 0. It 
follows from Problem 24 that there exist at most two points c1 and c2 with 
g(C 1) = g(C2) = O, and that ~O is of the form (24) if c1 ~ c2• If 
c1 = c2 = 0, then g(x) must be of equal sign for x < C and x > C. 
Otherwise ~O would be a one-sided test, which has a strictly monotone 
power function. This is however impossible by (2S). Observing the 
determinant k 1 ~ 3 in Problem 24 with x2 = C, we see that for x 1 < C < x3 
0 < kl~3 = g(xl){p9r(C)pe2<x3) - Pe•<x3)P92(C)} + 
+ g(x3){pe•<x1)P92(C) - P9•(C)p92(xl)}. 
We know already that g(x 1) and g(x3) have the same sign, and combining 
S6 
this with assumption (b) we see that g(x) > 0 for x 1' C. This means that 
also in this case <Po is of the form (24) with c 1 = c2 = c. By Theorem S 
(iii), <Po maximizes E6<.p(X) subject to 
for 61 $ 8 $ e2• From (ii) it follows by comparison with the test 
<.p(x) - a that Ee%(X) $et, for 8 $ e 1, 8 <:: e2, so <Po is UMP. 
(ii) I. Suppose that the equation 
( 14) 




when c 1 < x < c2 
when x < c 1 or x > c2• 
Let 811 < e 1 < e2• The set of equations 
i 
has exactly one solution 
k* Pe2<c2)Pe1<c1) - Pe1<c2)Pe2<c1) I Pe2<c2)Pe"<c1) - Pe 11 <c2)pe2<c1) 
k* Pe11<c2)Pe1<c1) - Pe1<c2)Pe11(CI) 2 p911(C2)Pe2<C1) - Pe2<c2)Pe"<c1) 
1,2, 
with k7 and k; both positive by assumption(b). Then it follows from 
(IS) and Problem 24 that 
or, since k7 > O, 
I > 
<.i>0(x) = { when Pe (x)/k7 - k;Pe (x)/k~ Pe11(x). O I 2 < 
By Theorem S (ii) we see that <Po minimizes Ee11<.p(X) subject to (2S). 
Similarly we can prove that <Po minimizes E8<.p(X) subject to (2S) for 
6 > e2• By comparison with the test <.p(x) =a we see that E8<.p0 (X) $ a for 
e $ e 1, e <:: e2• 
2. Now suppose that the equation (14) has only one solution x =C. 
From (25) it follows that Pe (C) = Pe (C). 
I 2 A 




Pen(x) > k 1p61 (x) + k2p62 (x) 
p6 .. (x) = k1p61 (x) + k2p62 (x) 
when x f C 
when x = c. 
Since p9
1
(C) = p62 (C), it follows from (17) that 
k2 = {p911(C)/p92 (C)} - kl. 
Substituting this into (16) gives 
Rewriting this inequality gives 
< < P911(x)p92(c) - P911(C)p92(x) 
P9l(x)p92(C) - P9l(C)p92(x) when x C. 
> > 
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Note that the right hand side of this inequality is positive for all x f C. 
Let x 1 < C < x3, then we must find k1 such that 0 < f(x3) < f 1 < f(x 1) 
for all x 1 < C < x3, where 
To this end we start with proving that f (x3) < f (x 1) for all x 1 < C < x3• 
By assumption (b) 
0 < Ll3 
p611(x1) p611(C) Pen(x3) 
Pe1<x1) P91(C) Pe1<x3) 
Pe2<x1) P92(C) Pe2<x3) 
p911(xl) 
Pel (xl) - Pe2 (xl) 
Pe2 (xl) 
P911(x3) 
Pe I (x3) - Pe2 (x3) 
Pe2 (x3) 
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{p92(x1) -pe1<x1)}{p911(C)pe2<x3) -p911(x3)p82(C)} + 
+ {p92 (x3) - Pe I (x3) }{pen (xl )p92 (C) - P911(C)p92 (xl)}' 
which can be rewritten to f(x3) < f(x 1) as was to be proved. 
So there exists a k1 > 0 with f(x3) 5 k1 5 f(x 1) for all x1 < C and 
x3 > C, that is there exist k1 and k2 such that 
( 18) 
(19) 
Pen(x) ~ k1p81 (x) + k2p82 (x) 
Pen(x) = k1p81 (x) + k2p82 <x) 
when x 1' C 
when x = C. 
Furthermore, k2 = {p8,,(c)/p82 (c)} - k1 5 {p8n(C)/p82 (c)} - f(x3) < 0 
by assumption (b), and so Problem 24 implies that the strict inequality 
must hold in (18) by which (16) and (17) are proved. 
Application of Theorem 5 (ii) gives that w0 minimizes Een<P(X) subject· to 
(25). Similarly it follows that <Po minimizes E8<P(X) subject to (25) for 
8 > e2 • By comparison with the test <P(x) =a we see that E8<P0 (x) 5 a 
for e 5 el and e ~ 82. 
(iii) In the definition given in problem 23 a family of distributions with 
densities p8(x) is said to be of ~6lya type if, among other things, 
p8 (x) is continuous in 8. To avoid serious difficulties we suppose also 
in this problem that the probability densities p8(x) are continuous in 8. 
Then we can follow the lines of the proof in the book (p. 90), yielding 
that if 8(8) does not Satisfy (iii), there exist e I < 811 < 8111 and 
x 1,x2 ,x3 such that 
i = 1,2,3. 
This is however impossible in view of Problem 24. 
(KARLIN (1955, 1957)) 
Problem 26. 
We prove the following (stronger) result: 
Let 8 be a real parameter and let the random variable X have probability 
density p8 (x) (with respect to some measureµ) with strictly monotone 
likelihood ratio in T(x) on S = {x : .Pe (x) > O}, where S is independent 
of 8. Suppose 81 and 82 are such that 81 5 e2 and that there exist 
6~ < 61 and 6; > 6z• It will be shown that under these conditions a UMP 
test of H' : 6 1 S 6 S 6z against K' 6 < 6 1 or 6 > 6z does not exist. 
* * Let 0 <a< I, 61 < 61 and 6z > 6z. By the proof of Theorem Z there exist 
* * 9* MP size-a-tests w1 and Wz for testing H1 : 6 = 6 1 against K1 : 6 = I and * * * Hz : 6 = 6z against Kz : 6 = 6z respectively, given by 
=b 
< 
w1 (x) when T(x) cl 
> 
and 
w2(x) - {:2 
> 
when T(x) cz. 
< 
Comparison with the test W(x) = a yields in view of Theorem Z (iv) that 
w1 and Wz are also size-a-tests for testing H' against K'. Suppose that 
w0 is a size-a UMP test for testing H' against K'. Then it follows that 
E9~Wo(X) ~ E9~Wi(X), i = I,Z, 
i i 
. * * is a level-a MP test'both for testing H1 against K1 and and hence w0 
* for Hz * . against Kz. According to Theorem I (iii) there exist constants 





kz such that except for a p6-null set N 
w0 (x) lo
! 
when p6*(x) I 
> 
< 
w0 (x) = {
1 
when p6*(x) > kzP6 (x). z z 0 < 
S n N, then Pe(A) = I for all 6. Suppose 
for some x E A, then by the fact that p6(x) has monotone likelihood ratio 
in T(x), we have for ally EA with T(y) s T(x) that p6*(y) > k 1pe (y), 
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I I 
and hence by (ZO) that w0(y) = I. Then (ZI) implies that Pez(x) ~ kzPez(x), 
and therefore for ally EA with T(y) > T(x), we have that 
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Pe2(y) > k2pe2 (y), implying that (j)0 (y) I. So in this case (j)0 (y) = 1 
for ally EA, in contradiction with a< I. 
Similarly Pej(x) < k 1pe 1(x) for some x EA leads to a contradiction. 
Therefore Pej(x) = k 1pe 1(x) a.e., in contradiction with 8~ < e 1• The 





when Li=! xi C, 
< 
with y E [O,I] and C chosen such that they satisfy E(j)(Z 1, ••• ,Zs) =a, 
where Zi, i = I, ••• , s are independently distributed with Poisson dis-
tribution P(A~) and L~ 1 A~ = a. l. i= l. 
The joint density of (X 1, ••• ,Xs) with respect to counting measure onlN is 
s -A. xi II e iA. /x.! = i=I i i 
s Let (µ 1, ••• ,µs) be any alternative, i.e. Li=! µi >a, then 
(µ~, ••• ,µ;) EH, where 




L x. c iff p ( (x) kp(µ* µ*)(x), i=I l. µI' ••• ,µs) ), ... , s 
< < 
where k is some constant depending on (µ 1, ••• ,µs), a and C, Theorem I (ii) 
implies that (j) is MP for testing(µ~, .•• ,µ:) against (µ 1, ••• ,µs). 
Since the distribution of L~ 1 X. depends only on L~ 1 A., and i= l. i= l. L~=I Ai ~ L~=I Ai implies that 
E(' , )(j)(X 1, ••• ,X) ~ Al, ... ,As s E (, , , , )(j)(X I , ••• , X ) , /\1•···•/\s s 
(j) is MP for testing H against (µ 1, ••• ,µs) at level a. Since (j) does not 
depend on the particular alternative chosen, (j) is UMP. 
Problem 28. 
(i) In order to determine a uniformly most accurate lower confidence 
bound, we have to find the acceptance region A(s0) of a UMP test for 
H(so) : s = So against K(so) : s > So· Defining p(s) by p(s) = 
PS{X1 S s 0}, it follows that, just as in Example 8, the joint density of 
x 1, ••• ,Xn at a sample point x 1, ••• ,xn satisfying 
is given by 
where we use the notation of Example 8. This means that the MP test for 
testing H0 : s = s0 against K : s = s 1 > s0 is given by 
t-p 
> 
q>(xl'. •. ,xn) when p(S)m(J _ £(s))n-m c, (!)n 
< 
or equivalently 
t-p < q>(xl' ••• ,xn) when m = k, 
> 
where k and p satisfy 
P{M < k} + (J-p)P{M = k} =a for s = s0 , 
and Mis the number of X's s s 0 . Now for s = s 0 it holds that 
P{M = m} = (:)<!)n, 
implying that k and p satisfy 
that is 
p ~ (~)<Dn + (I - p) ~ (nJ.)<Dn = 1-a. j=k J j=k+I 
Since the test is independent of the particular alternative chosen, it 




1 x(k) > i;o 
_ _ (k) < ~ (k+I ~(x 1 , ..• ,xn) - I p when x - s0 < x 
0 (k+I) < ~ x - so· 
Hence Theorem 4 (ii) implies that a uniformly most accurate lower con-
fidence bound is given by 
x<k) 
,f = { (k+I) with probability 
x 
(ii) If !; is a median of F, then 
p 
1-p. 
Pi;{,f(X1, •.. ,Xn) ~ !;} = pPl;{X(k) ~ !;} + (1-p)Pi;{X(k+I) ~ !;} 
= p £ (~)(!)n + (1-p) ~ (nJ·)<!)n = I-a. j=k J j=k+I 
(iii) The only difference with part (i) is that instead of p(i;0) 




Hence we obtain that a uniformly most accurate lower confidence bound 




where k and p satisfy 
p E (~)pj(l-p)n-j + (1-p) E (n
3
.)pj(l-prj I-a. j=k J j=k+I 
(THOMPSON (1936)) 
Problem 29. 
Let pi' i = 1,2, 3,4, be the probabilities with which H is rejected when 
X takes on the value i. To find the most powerful test of H: the dis-
tribution of X is P0 or P1, against the alternative that it is Q, we must 
solve the following problem: 
i = 1,2,3,4. 
With the help 
a= 5/13 the 
for a = 6/13 
of e.g. the simplex method, it may 
solution of this problem is pi = P3 
it is pi = P2 = I, P3 = P4 = 0. So 
powerful test is non-randomized. We have thus 
R5/13 = {l, 3} f- {l, 2} = R6/13" 
(STEIN (1951)) 
Problem 30. 
be verified that for 
I, P2 = P4 = 0 and 
in both cases the most 
(i) Let X and Y 
respectively. Let 
be independently distributed as b(n,p 1) and b(n,p2), 
H · p < p · K · (p ' p ' ) with p ' < p ' and p ' + p ' = I · • 2 - I' . I' 2 I 2 I 2 ' 
{( * *) * w = P1•P2 : P2 
w such that A(w') 
$ p~}; w' = {(!,!)}; A a probability distribution over 
= I, HA : (p 1,p2) = (!,!) and a E (O,!). 
By the fundamental lemma of Neyman and Pearson the most powerful level 
a test for testing HA against K is 
tp(x,y) = {~ when (;)(~)(pj)n-y+x(ppy+n-x: k(~)(;) 2-2n, 
0 < 
or equivalently, since p' 2 > Pj 
~(x,y) = {~ > when y- x = c, 
< 
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where Candy satisfy PO,D{Y-X > C} + yPO,D{Y-X = C} =a. For C < O, 
it holds that PO, D {y - X > C} > ! , so a < ! implies C ;:: 0. Furthermore, 
since P( 1 1 ){Y-X > O} + !P( 1 1 ){Y-X = O} =!,it follows that 
2' 2 2' 2 
YE [O,!) if C = 0, and since P( 1 l){Y-X > n} = 0, that y E (0,1] if C = n. 
2' 2 
By Theorem 7 it is sufficient to prove that <P is of size $ a with respect 
to H: p2 $ p1, i.e. to prove that 
B<LD. 
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* * where f3(p 1 ,p2) 
it holds that 
p(* *){Y-X>C}+yP(* *){Y-X=C}.Forp2:s:p1 P1 ·P2 P1 ·P2 
where the inequality follows from Example 2 and Theorem 2 (ii). 
Finally we shall prove that 
(22) 
To this end it suffices to prove that for all nonnegative integers c and 
all p E [O, I] 
(23) P {js I ~ c}::; P,{js I ~ c}, p n 2 n 
where S = rn1 (Y. - X.) (see the hint). First we show that S has a n i i n 
unimodal distribution under p = !, i.e. for all nonnegative integers c 
(24) 
Indeed, since P1{Y -X O} =!and P1{Y -X 2 n n 2 n n I} p I {Y - x - I} 2 n n 
hold, we have 
P1 {S = c} - P1{S = c+J} = ![P 1{S I = c-1} + P1 {S I c} 2 n · 2 n 2 n- 2 n-
-P 1{S 1 =c+I}-P 1{S 1 =c+2}], 2 n- 2 n-
which is nonnegative by the induction hypothesis; note that for c = 0 
the first and third summand in the last expression cancel because of 
symmetry. Since (24) clearly holds for n = I the unimodality has been 
proved. 
For c = 0 inequality (23) is a trivial equality. For c ~ I we have 
(25) 
P{jSl<:c}=P{IY-X+S 11<:c} p n p n n n-
= p(l-p)[P {Is 11 <: c-1} + P {Is 1[ <: c+I}) p n- p n-
+ {p2 + (l-p) 2}PP{ [sn_ 1 I <: c} 
~ p(l-p)[P!{lsn_ 11 <: c-1} + P!{lsn-I I <: c+I}) 
+ {p2+ (l-p)2}P!{lsn-1I <: c} 
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c-1} - P1{ls 11 = c}) 2 n-
~ P!{lsn_ 11 <: c} + ![P!{lsn-I I = c-1} - P!{lsn_ 11 = c}) 
!P!{lsn_11 <: c} + ![P!{lsn_ 11 <: c-1} + P!{lsn_ 11 <: c+I}] 
where the first inequality follows by induction and the second one from 
the unimodality (24). 
(ii) Since S(p,p) <a for p E (O,!) u (!,I), it holds that S(p 1,p2) <a 
for alternatives p 1 < p2 sufficiently close to the line p 1 = p2 . Against 
these alternatives the level a test ~(x,y) = a has power a. So the test 
described in (i) is not UMP against the alternatives p 1 < Po· 
Problem 31. 
(i) Let f and~ denote the sets of possible 6- and n-values, respectively. 
In view of theorem I and (b) there exists a level a test ~O which is most 
powerful within the class of tests based on T, satisfying 
> 
when p 1 ( t) Cp 0 ( t) , 
< 
for some C and y, where 
and 
P· l. 
T dP6 . l. 
T T ' d(Pe + Pe ) 0 I 
i O, I, 
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(26) 
Condition (b) of the problem implies that for all n E ~ 
Ee ~0 [T(X)] Ee ~0 (T) =a, o•n o 
in view of (26). Let~* be a test which satisfies 
* Ee ~ (X) $ a 
o•n 
for all n E ~. Consider for any fixed n E ~. a version of Ee [~*(x) I t] 
o•n that does not depend on e0 . It follows from Lemma 2.3. (iii) that T Pe(Nn) = 0 for all e E r, where 
Define ~n by 
when t E Nn' 
then ~n is a test with 
Since the test ~O is most powerful within the class of tests based on T, 
it follows that 
Ee n~*(x) =Ee ~n(T) $ Ee ~O(T) =Ee ~0 [T(X)]. l •' 1 1 '' 1 l•n 
Hence ~0 [T(x)] is a UMP level a test which depends only on T. 
(ii) If B denotes the class of Borel subsets of the real line and (X,A) 
is a measurable space with random variable X, satisfying X E B, A c B 
and (- 00 ,u] E A with u as in Example 8, then define P = {P : P a probability 
measure on (X,A)} and 
~ = {(P_,P+) : P E P,P+ E P,P_((- 00 ,u]) = P+((u, 00)) = 1}. 
Because for any p E [0,1] and (P_.P+) E ~the probability measure PEP 
defined by 
(27) P{X E A} P(A) P_(A)•p + P+(A)·(l-p) 
for any A E A, satisfies 
p = P{X ~ u}, P_(A) P{X E A I X ~ u} (if p > O) and 
P+(A) = P{X EA I X > u} (if p < I), 
it follows that the mapping from [0,1] x ~to Pas defined by (27), 
is a surjection. Hence 
P = {P8 : e = (p,P_,P+) E [0,1] x ~} 
yields a parametrization of P. Now consider the product space (Xn,An) 
with random variable (x 1,x2, •.. ,Xn), where Xn = X x X x x X and An 
is the smallest a-field containing the sets A1 x A2 x x An 
(A1, •.. ,An EA), and the class of product probability measures 
pn = {Pn: pn = p x ••• x P, p E P} = {P~: e E [0,1] x ~}. 
Define the statistic M: Xn + {O,l, ... ,n} by 
n 
M(x) = M(x1,x2, ..• ,x) = .r: I(-oo ](x.). n i=I ,u i 
Now, M(X) has a binomial distribu~ion with parameters n and p and the 
conditional distribution P~{X E A I M(X) = m} (A E An) depends only on 
(P_,P+) E ~.We have thus checked that M(X) is sufficient for p E [O,I] 
in the presence of a nuisance parameter (P_,P+) E ~.Hence by (i), the 




•o<~ • {~ 
> 
when ( n) m( 1 _ )n-m = *(n) m n-m \m P1 P1 c m Po< 1-po) ' 
< 
when m = C 
> 
< 
is UMP for testing H* : p = p0 against K* : p = p1 < p0 at level of 
significance a. As in Example 8 it follows from monotonicity and inde-
pendence of the particular alternative chosen that w0[M(x)] is a UMP 
level a test for testing H : p ~ Po against K : p < p0 • 





Let SI < nl be a particular 
of the simple hypothesis H* 
alternative. Consider the testing problem 
-I : s n = (m+n) (ms 1 + nn 1) against the 
simple alternative K* : s =SI' n nl with level of significance a. By 
the fundamental lennna of Neyman and Pearson (Theorem I) the MP test 
rejects when 
-lN (21T) 2 exp {-! 
-!N m > c (2rr) exp {-! L: 
a i=l 
where N = m+n, or equivalently when 
Y - X > c~, 
-I m -I n {- - } where X = m L_ 1 X., Y = n L:._ 1 Y. and c' satisfies PH* Y-X > c' i- -1i1 -I J- J -I a a a. Hence c~ = (mnN ) 2~ (I-a), where~ denotes the inverse of the 
standard normal distribution function. Since P (s,n) fY- x > c~} s a for 
all (s,n) with s ~ n, the test is'MP for testing H: n S s against K*. 
The test does not depend on the particular alternative s 1 < n 1 chosen. 
Therefore it is UMP for testing H against K. 
Remarks: I. The Kullback-Leibler "distance" from a probability measure P 
to a probability measure Q is defined as 
{:P log (dP/dQ) if P is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Q 
otherwise. 
Define by 1(8 1 ,82) the Kullback-Leibler "distance" from a normal N(8 1, I) 
distribution to a normal N(82,l) distribution. Then 1(8 1,82) = !(8 1 -82)
2 
Furthermore the Kullback-Leibler "distance" from the probability measure 
induced by the vector (X1, ••• ,Xm,Y 1, ••• ,Yn) under (s 1,n 1) to the 
probability measure induced by the same vector under (s,n) is given by 
mI(s 1,s) + nI(n 1,n). This function attains its minimum at s = n = 
-I (m+n) (ms 1+nn 1) if (s,n) runs through the set {(s,n);n s s}. So the point 
-I 
-I ((m+n) (ms 1+nn 1),(m+n) (ms 1+nn 1)) is that point of the null hypothesis 
nearest to the alternative measured in Kullback-Leibler "distance". 
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2. The same test arises when we reject for large values of X given 
X+Y (cf. Section 4.5). 
Problem 33. 
(i) We can restrict attention to the sufficient statistics 
m 
(X. - s) 2 n 2 u = I: and v = I: (Y. - n) • 
i=I i j=I J 
Their joint density equals 
f(u,v) C C -m -n (m/2)-1 (n/2)-1 { (2a2)-I (2 2)-1} = n · ma T u v exp -u - v T • 
where Cn and Cm depend only on n and m, respectively. Consider the 
hypothesis 
(28) H : T2 s a2 against K : T2 > a2 
Let a be any significance level E (O,I), and let (a~,T~) with a~< T~ 
be any particular alternative. The least favorable distribution A on H 
should be concentrated on the line a2 = T2 . Choosing A degenerated at the 
. ( 2 2) . h 2 b . f. d 1 h . p bl (28) point T2,T2 , wit T2 to e speci ie ater, t e testing ro em 
reduces to 
(29) CA: f(u,v) 
K8 : f(u,v) 
CT;(m+n) u (m/2)-lv(n/2)-1 exp {-(u + v) (2T;)-I} 
C,... -m -n (m/2)-1 (n/2)-1 {- (2,...2)-1 _ (2 2)-1} v 1 T1 u v exp u v 1 v T1 • 
The most powerful level a test for (29) is given by 
= {I 2 -I 2 -I 2 -I > !.p(u,v) when exp {-u(2a1) -v(2T 1) + (u+v)(2T2) } K, 0 < 
which is equivalent to 
= {I -2 -2 -2 -2 !.p(u,v) when -(a1 -T2 )u+(T2 -T 1 )v 0 < 
> 
* K . 
The constant K* satisfies E!.p(U,V) 2 2 a, where U/T2 and V/T2 have chi-
square distributions with m and n degrees of freedom respectively. Choose 
2 2 2 * T2 E [a 1,T 1] such that K 0. This is always possible since 







-I 2 -2( 2 2)/( 2 2)} i'f mn TOOO TI - a0 TO - TI 
where F has an F-distribution with n and m degrees of freedom. Denoting n,m 
the upper a-percentage point of this distribution by Fa' we find 
2 -I a 1 (I+ nFam ) 
2 -2 -I )+O)nFaTI m 
Hence the rejection region for testing HA against K0 is {(u,v) : v/u ~ C}, where mn- 1c Fa. Since 
P( 2 2){V/U ~ C} 0 ,T 
P(o2,T2){V/U ~ C} attains its maximum a over H when o2 = T2• It follows 
that the test defined above is also most powerful for testing H against 
K0 • Since this test does not depend on the particular alternative chosen, 
it is UMP. 
(ii) We can restrict attention to the sufficient statistics 
m -2 U = t (X. - X) , W = X, V 
i=I i ~ (Y . - Y) 2 and Z = Y. j=l J 
Their joint density equals 
(m-3)/2 2 2 2 ( ) u e-u/(20 )exp{-m(w-s) /(2o )} f u,v,w,z = Cn-ICm-1 m-1 2 -I ! 
a (2na m ) 
v(n-3)/2 -v/(2T2) exp {-n(z-n) 2/(2T2)} 
---.,.--e -
n-1 (2 2 -1)~ T TIT n 
Consider again the testing problem (28). Let a be any significance level 
and let oi,Ti,s 1,n 1 be any particular alternative (oi <Ti). The dis-
tribution A over H should be such that 
(30) f 2 2 2 2 g(o ,T .s.n)dA(o ,T .s,n) 
H 
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2 2 g(a ,T ,1;,n) exp {-u/(2a
2) -v/(2T2)}. exp {-m(w-0 2/(2cr2)} 
crm-ITn-1 (2ncr2m-I)! 
exp {-n(z-n) 2/(2T2)} 
2 -I 1 (27TT n ) 2 
We take A equal to the product of A1,A2 and A3, where Al is a measure over {a2 ~ T2}, Az a measure over 1; E lR and A3 a measure over n E lR. It is 2 2 . 2 2 natural to concentrate Al on {a = T }; take Al degenerated in (T2 ,T2), 
where T~ will be specified later. For the same reasons as for the testing 
of H1 or H2 against Kin Section 9 we take A2 degenerated at 1; 1, and A3 
a normal N(n 1 ,(Ti-T~)/n)-distribution. (Notice that T~ must be~ Ti)· 
As in Section 9 
2 is the density of the sum of two independent normal N(O,T2/n) and N(n 1 ,(Ti-T~)/n) variables. Therefore, (30) becomes 
2 2 2 exp {-(u+v)/(2T2)} exp{-m(w-1; 1) /(2T2)} 
m+n-2 2 -I Tz (2TIT2m ) 2 
2 2 exp {-n(z-n 1) /(2T 1)} 
(2TITin-l) 2 
The testing problem (28) then reduces to 
HA : f(u,v,w,z) = 
C C (m-3)/2 (n-3)/2 { 
n-I m-lu v ·exp -
(31) 
K0 : f(u,v,w,z) 






The most powerful level a test for (31) is given by 
} 
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cp(u,v,w,z) (i -2 -2 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 ~ when -(o -T2 )u-m(o -T2 )(w-s) + (T2 -T )v lo 
> 
< 
The constant K* is determined such that 
-2 -2 2 -2 -2 * P{-(ol -T2 )[U+m(W-sl)] + (T2 -TI )V > K} =a, 
. 2 2 2 2 where U, Wand V are independent and U/T2, m(W- s 1) /T2 and V/T2 have 
a chi-square distribution with (m-1), I and (n-1) degrees of freedom, 
respectively. In the same way as in (i) we can take T~ E (oi,Ti) such that 
* K = O. Hence the rejection region for testing HA against K0 is 
m 
where n-I C is the upper a percentage point of the F(n-1,m) distribution. 
To prove that this test is also most powerful for testing H against K0 
we have to show that 
2 P = P(n,s,o2,,2){v/(U+m(W-s 1)) ~ c} 
attains its maximum over H on cr2 = T2 T~, s = s 1• Now for all o2 ~ T2 
and for all s, 
where v0 and u0 have a chi-square distribution with (n-1) and (m-1) degrees 
of freedom, and w0 has a normal N(sm!o-
1
,1)-distribution. Since o2 ~ T2, 
{ ! -I 2 } P => P (s,o2) V0/(U0 + (W0 - s 1m o ) ) ~ C 
1 
-I 2 P(s,o2){(w0-s 1m2 0 ) => v0/c-u0 } 
0000 !-12 b b P(s,o2){(w0 -s1m o ) => v0/c-u0 }dPv0 <v0)dPu0 (u0). 
S. h . d . . 1 "f c ~ -I . i"f c ince t e integran is maxima i EW0 = ~ 1 m a , that is ~ 
* where w0 has a standard normal distribution. So 
* 2 p $ P{Vo/((Wo) + Uo) ~ C} 
2 
p(n le T2 T2){V/(U+m(W-~I)) ~ C}. 
•"I• 2 • 2 
It follows that the test defined above is most powerful for testing H 
against K0 • Since this test depends on the alternative, and since the 
test which is most powerful at a particular alternative is unique by 
Theorem I (iii) and Theorem 7 (ii) there exists no UMP test for testing 
H against K. 
Section JO 
Problem 34. 




(i) Since EN n~I nP{N n} = n~I P{N ~ n}, the preceding problem 
implies that 
00 
EN $ C E on 
n=I 
for some C > 0 and o. E (0,1), and therefore that EN< 00 • 
(ii) Similarly we get 
EetN $ 
00 
etllp{N ~ n} $ C 00 ( oe t) n < oo E E 
n=I 
for t E (O,- logo), so that ENk < 
(iii) Suppose P.{Z = O} = I for i 
l. 
(STEIN ( 1946)) 
n=I 
00 for all k = 1,2,3, •.. 






(i) In the situation of Examples 9 and 10, (35) p. 99 becomes 
Hence the test continues as long as 
Since a and b are positive integers, we have 
where Rn and Sn are defined on p. 98. Therefore, in (34) equalities hold, 
which entails that the approximations in (38) and (40), p. 103, are exact. 
(ii) If p ~ !, then equation (41), p. 103, has a unique nonzero solution 
h, thus satisfying 
which is equivalent to 
from which one concludes that 
1 ± lf="2i'Pcl { I 
2q = p/q 
-I h However, by assumption p0 < p 1 = q0, and h ~ 0, implying that (p0q0 ) 
-I pq Substituting this in (38), p. 103, one obtains 
S(p) 
(32) 
-1 -ah 1 
- (qoPo ) 
-1 a I - (pq ) 
-1 b -1 a (p q) - (pq ) 
a b a+b q p -p 
a+b a+b for p ~ !. 
q -p 
S(p) is non-decreasing by Lennna 4, and the right-hand side of (32) is 
continuous, whence 
b. 
1 ( -1 )a S(!) lim S(p) lim - E9 a a 
-1 -b (pq -1) a -b-a a+b p+! p+! (pq ) -
(iii) Let wn be the capital of the gambler who starts with capital a, 
after playing n times; define w0 =a. The games stop if either wn = 0 
or w = a+b. The relation to the sequential procedure is established by 
n 
n 
the mapping wn + 2 !:i=l xi - n +a. 
Problem 37. 
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First observe that for any i the randomvariablesI{N>'} and z: = max (O,Z.) 
_]. 1. 1. 
are independent, since I{N~i} is a function of (Z 1,z2 , ••• ,Zi-l), while 
Z~ depends only on Zi. Hence 
E(z7 + ... + z;) = E( ~ I{N=n} £ z:) = E( ~ £ I{N=n}z~) 
n=l i=l 1 n=l i=l 
00 
+ 




(EN)Ez7 < co. 
In the same way it follows that 
Hence 
E(Z~ + ••• + z;) (EN) (EZ ~) < CX'. 
E(Zl + ... +ZN) E(z7 + ..• +z;) - E(Z~ + •.. +z;) 
= (EN)(Ez7-Ez~) (EN)(EZI)' 
which had to be proved. 
(WOLFOWITZ (1947)) 
Problem 38. 
(i) Since ij;(h) = EehZ < 00 for all h E (-oo, 00), it follows from part (ii) 
of Theorem 9, Chapter 2, that 
2 
ij;"(h) = J _Cl_ ehzdP (z) = 
Clh2 z 
J 2 hz = z e dP2 (z) 
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which is positive, since P{Z = O} < I. For h > 0, it holds that 
1/J(h) I hz I hz e dP2 (z) ;:, e dP2 (z) (log (l+o),oo) 
;:, (l+o)hP{Z > log (1+0)}. 
Therefore, lim 1/J(h) = 00 • Similarly, lim 1/J(h) = 00 • This means that 1jJ h-Ko h+-oo h Z has a minimum at h0 and that 1/J'(h0) = EZe 0 = O; furthermore h0 f 0 since EZ f O. Because 1/J(O) = I, there exists a unique h1 f 0 for which 1/J(h1) = I. 





E [ Pe I (X) ] h = 
e Pe (x) 
0 
E8 log {pe 1(X)/p80 (X)} exists and does not vanish; 
h E8{p8 (X)/p8 (X)} exists for all h E (-00,00); I 0 
P8{(pe (X)/pe (X)) < l-o}P8{(p8 (X)/pe (X)) > l+o} > 0 for some o > O. I 0 . I 0 
Problem 39. 
(i) Let X = n-I L~=I Xi. The most powerful test for H against K rejects 
when x > xR(n), where ~(n) satisfies 
P{X > ~(n)} =a when e 0, 
that is x...(n) = n-!u 1 , where ~(u 1 ) = I-a, and~ the distribution K -a -a 
function of the standard normal distribution. The power against 8 > 0 as 
a function of n is then 
f(n) = P8{X> x...(n)} = P8{x > n-!u } = l-~(u 1 -n!e). K I-a -a 
Extend f(n) to all non-negative real values by defining 
then we have 
l f(x) = l-<I>(u 1_a-x
2 8), x;:, 0, 
and 
f"(x) 
The equation f"(x) = 0 has solutions 
2 This means that f"(x) > 0 for x E (x 1 ,x2) if u1_a > 4. Therefore, f(n) 
is not necessarily concave. An example is given in part (ii), where 
indeed u21 > 4. -a 
(ii) For a= .005 and 8 = !, we have 
f(9) I -~(u. 995 - 3/2) I -~(1.075) • 1412; 
f(2) I -~(u.995 - !12) l-~(1.868) .0308; 
f(l6) = I -~(u. 995 - 2) = I -<l'>(.575) = .2826. 
Taking 9 observations we have power .1412; taking 2 or 16 observations 
with probability ! each, we have power 
(.0308)/2 + (.2826)/2 = .1567 > .1412. 
(iii) a) For a 1 = .001 and n 1 2 we have 
f(2) = l -<l'>(u. 999 - !12) = I -<1>(2. 393) .0084; 
.009 and n2 = 16 
f(l6) = I -<l'>(u. 991 - 2) = I -<l'>(.366) = .3557. 
This gives power (.0084)/2 + (.3557)/2 = .1821 > .1567 > .1412. 
f(O) = I -<l'>(u1 - O) 0, and a 2 = .OJ 
!/18) I -<l'>(.209) = .4168; this 
b) Taking a 1 = 0 and n 1 = 0 yields 
and n2 = 18 gives f(l8) = I -<l'>(u. 99 
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Let ~O be a level a test which is UMP unbiased and suppose there exists a 
level a test ~I which is more powerful against alternatives in Q' f 0 c QK' 
and at least as powerful against all alternatives in ~K' i.e. 
S~ 1 (8) <: s~0 (8) for 8 E QK 
~ (8) > ~o (8) for 8 E n• c QK. I 
Then, because ~O is unbiased, 
s~ (8) <: S%(8) <:a for 8 E nK 
I 
and, of course, 
s~ (8) :;;; a 
I 
Hence ~I is also unbiased. But ~I is more powerful than ~O against n•. 
Since this is in contradiction with the fact that ~O is UMP unbiased, it 
follows that such a test ~I cannot exist. 
Problem 2. 
(i) The critical level (see p. 62) is defined as: 
&(x) inf {a a is a significance level at which the hypothesis 
would be rejected for the given observation x} 
inf {a x E Sa}. 
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(ii) First of all we show that 
(I) {x a(x) $ x} {x x E Sa} for all a E (0,1). 
If x E Sa then obviously a(x) $ a. 
If &(x) $ a then by condition (b) x E Sa' for all a' > a; hence 
x E na'>a Sa = Sa. 
Now it follows immediately that a(X) is uniformly distributed over (0,1) 
since by (I) and condition (a) we get: 
Pe0{a(X) $ a} = Pe {X E S } = a 0 a for all a E (0,1). 




Let X have the binomial distribution b(p,n). 
For testing H : p = Po against K : p # p0 at significance level a consider 
a test of the form 
when x < c 1 or > C2 
when x = ci' i = 1,2 
when cl < x < c 2 
First consider the case n = JO, p0 = .2 and a = • I. Then (j) is UMP 
unbiased for c 1 = 0, c 2 4, y 1 .5590 and y2 = .0815 and (j) is an 
equal tails test for c 1 = O, c2 = 4, y 1 = .4657 and y 2 .195. The power 
functions are plotted in Figure I (the dotted line is the power function 
of the equal tails test). Figure 2 is an enlargment of part of Figure I, 
which shows that the equal tails test is (slightly) biased. 
Secondly let n = I 0, Po = • 4 and a = • 05. Then (j) is UMP unbiased for 
c 1 = I, c 2 = 7, y 1 = .5034 and y 2 = .2677 and (j) is an equal tails test 
for c 1 = I, c 2 = 7, y 1 = .4702 and y 2 = .2992. The power functions of 
these tests are plotted in Figure 3 (again the dotted line is the power 











































function of the equal tails test). 
Problem 4. 
Let X have the Poisson distribution P(T), hence the density of X with 
. . (T')-lxlogT s· T() d respect to counting measure on JN is ex. e • ince X = X an 
ET
0
(X) = T0 condition (6) can be rewritten as follows: 
ET [T(X)tp(X)] =ET [T(X)]a 0 0 
~ ETO[Xtp(X)] =Toa 
x=C 1+1 
~ (iff c1 ;::: I) 
C2-I x-1 2 TCi-1 
r -To To + r (1-y.)e-To Q I-a. 
x=C 1+1 
e (x-1)! i=I i (Ci-1)! 
Problem 5. 
Tn/6 has a x2-distribution with n degrees of freedom. Hence 
t/6 
P{T s t} = P{T /6 s t/6} 
n n J 0 
!!.-1 -~ 
2 26 
x e dx. 
For varying 6 these distributions form a one parameter exponential family. 
As in Example 2 p. 129 the UMPunbiasedtest for H: 6 =I against K: 6 <f I 
has acceptance region c1 < Tn < c2 where c1 and c2 are determined by 
1-a 
with f the density of a x2-distribution with n degrees of freedom. The n 
power of the UMP unbiased test is strictly decreasing for 0 < 6 < I and 
strictly increasing for 6 > I (seep. 128). Hence it follows from the 
table that to ensure a power ~ • 9 against both e ~ 2 and e $ • 5 we need 
at least n = 45 for the UMP unbiased test. 
If the test is not required to be unbiased, we can restrict attention to 
tests.in the class C, defined in Problem 4.8 (i).Let (j) EC with critical 
. * * * * points c1 and c2• Then c1 $ c1 or c2 ~ c2• Hence from the solution of 
4.8 (ii) it follows that for n $ 44 8(j)(D $ 8(!) = .895 or 
8(/)(2) $ 8(2) = .898. Hence if the test is not required to be unbiased 
n has to be at least 45. 
Remarks 
I. The fact that we do not gain one or more observations if we delete 
83 
the condition of unbiasedness follows from the fact that both 8(!) and 8(2) 
are less that .9 for n = 44 and greater that .9 for ·n = 45. 
2. Replacing .9 by another number (e.g. .6 or .2) one or more obser-
vations can be gained by using for example the maximin test (see Chapter 8). 
Example: 
* for c1 
for c* I 
11.650 and c*2 = 38.979 8 <D = .615 and 8 (2) = .615 for n = 22 * (j) (j) 
2.026 and c2 = 18.937 8(1)(!) = .226 and 8(1)(2) = .226 for n = 7 
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Table (ill1P unbiased test) 
n cl c2 SO) S(2) 
I .003 7.817 .063 .080 
2 .085 9.530 .081 .113 
3 .296 11.191 .102 .148 
4 .607 12.802 .124 .182 
5 .989 14.369 .148 .215 
6 1.425 15.897 .173 .248 
7 J.903 17.392 . )98 .280 
8 2.414 18.860 .224 .311 
9 2.953 20.305 .251 .341 
10 3.516 21.729 .278 .370 
II 4.099 23.135 .305 .399 
12 4.700 24.525 .332 .426 
13 5.317 25.900 .359 .453 
14 5.948 27.263 .385 0 478 
15 6.591 28.614 .412 .503 
16 7.245 29.955 .438 .527 
17 7.910 31.285 .463 .550 
18 8.584 32.607 .488 .572 
19 9.267 33.921 .513 .593 
20 9.958 35.227 .537 .613 
21 10.656 36.525 .560 .633 
22 11.361 37.818 0 582 .651 
23 12.073 39.103 0 604 .669 
24 12.791 40.383 .625 0 686 
25 13.514 41.658 .646 .702 
26 14.243 42.927 0 665 ·718 
27 14.977 44, 192 .684 . 733 
28 15.716 45.451 .702 .747 
29 16.459 46.707 .719 .760 
30 17 .206 47 .958 .735 . 773 
31 17.958 49.205 .751 ·785 
32 18.713 50.448 ·766 .797 
33 19.472 51°688 ·780 ·808 
34 20.235 52.924 .794 ·818 
35 21 .001 54.157 ·807 ·828 
36 21. 771 55.386 ·819 ·838 
37 22.543 56.613 ·830 ·847 
38 23.319 57.836 0 841 ·856 
39 24.097 59.057 0 852 ·864 
40 24.879 60.275 
·861 ·871 
41 25.663 61.490 0 871 ·879 
42 26.449 62.703 ·879 0 886 
43 27.238 63.913 .887 0 892 
44 28.029 65.121 0 895 0 898 
45 28.823 66.327 ·902 ·904 
46 29.619 67°530 .909 ·910 
47 30.417 68°731 0 915 ·915 
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Problem 6. 
The assertion that a UMP unbiased test for testing H : e 1 = a, e2 = b 
against the alternatives e 1 f a or e2 f b does not exist, is not true in 
general. In the first part of this solution we give two counterexamples and 




If µT or VU are concentrated in (one or) two points a UMP unbiased test 
exists. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality let µ{O} 
e e T(x) x. Definep= p(6 1) = e l/(l+e I), q 
qo = I-po. 
Unbiasedness of (j)(X,Y) is equivalent to 
{ pEe2(j)(l,Y) + qEe2(j)(O,Y) <:a 
pOEb(j)(l,Y) + qOEb(j)(O,Y) ,;;; a 
# 
(I) { Ee (j)( I • Y) <: a. Ee (j)(O,Y) <: a 2 2 
Eb(j)(O,Y) = a, Eb(j)( I, Y) = a 
µ{I} = ~. V arbitrary and 
1-p, po p(a) = ea/(l+ea), 
for all e2 ,p 
Let (j)2(x,y) = (j)2(y) be a UMP unbiased test of e2 = b against e2 f b in the e2U(y) 
one-paremeter exponential family K(e 2)e dv(v). Then it will be proved 
that (j)Z is a UMP unbiased test of H0 : e 1 
or e2 f b. 
(j)2 is unbiased (cf. (I)). Let (j)*(x,Y) be also an unbiased test of H0 
against H1• Then by (I) (j)*(O,Y) is an unbiased test of e2 = b against 
e2 f band the same holds for (j)*(l,Y). 
Therefore 
* Ee2(j)2(Y) Ee2(j) (O,Y) ,;;; for all e2 
and 
* Ee2 (j)2 (Y) Ee (j) (I, Y) ,;;; for all e2 2 
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implying 
* Ee e (j) (X,Y) 
I• 2 
* * pEe (j) (l,Y) + qEe (j) (O,Y) 2 2 
~ pEe2(j)2(Y) + qEe2(j)2(Y) 
Ee (j)2 (Y) = Ee e (j)2(x,Y) 2 I• 2 
for all e 1,e2 . So in this case a UMP unbiased test exists. 
Counterexample 2. 
Letµ= v, T(x) x, U(y) = y, 8 = {e : f eexdµ(x) < 00 } =JR. 
Suppose that µT and VU are not concentrated in (one or) two points. Further-
more let c 1 < c2 with µ((c 1,c2)) =O, µ(Ci) > O for i = 1,2, µ((--00,c 1)) > O 
and µ((c 2 ,+oo)) > O. 
We now prove that under these conditions a UMP unbiased test exists. 
PROOF. Let pi(e) = C(e)eeciµ(Ci), i = 1,2 with C(e) = I/ f e8xdµ(x). Then 
lim p.(e) = 0, lim p.(e) 
e-r+oo i e+-oo i 
0, pi(·) is continuous onlR. 
Hence there exists a real number a such that p1(a) + p2(a) 
max8 {p 1(e) + p 2 (8)}. 




a-Pa,a{(X,Y) f {c 1,c2}x {c 1,c2}} 
{ Pa,a {(X,Y), {cl'c2J • {c 1 ,c2}) 
if (x,y) E 
{Cl ,C2} x {Cl ,C2} 
otherwise 
Then (j) is a UMP unbiased test of H against K, as will be proved. 
It follows by direct calculations that E (j)(X,Y) = a and a,a 
Ee e {I - (j)(X, Y)} ~ I - a and hence Ee e (j)(X, Y) <: a. Therefore (j) is un-i' 2 J • 2 biased. 
Suppose (j)* is also unbiased and suppose Ee e (j)*(X,Y) <:Ee e (j)(X,Y) for 
I' 2 I' 2 
all 81,8 2• It can be shown (see part 2) that a.e. on (x,y) t {c 1,c2} x {c 1,c2} ~*=~.We therefore have: 
(2) 
2 2 
* I: I: p. ( 8 I ) p • ( 8 2 )~ (C. , C • ) i=I j=I 1 J 1 J 
2 2 
~ I: I: p.(8 1)p.(82)<P(C.,C.) i=I j=I l. J l. J 
with equality if 81 = 82 = a. 
Divide both sides of (2) by {p 1(8 1)+p2(8 1)Hp 1(82)+p2(8 2)} and write 
r. (8.) = p. (8.) / (p I (8.) + p2 (8.)), i = I, 2, j = I, 2. l. J l. J J J 
Then 
2 2 2 2 
(3) * I: I: r . ( 8 I ) r . ( 8 2 )~ ( C . , C • ) i=I j=I 1 J 1 J 
~ I: I: r.(8 1)r.(82)<P(C.,C.) i=I j=I l. J l. J 






lim r 1 (8.) 8 •++oo J J 
0 
lim r 2(8.) = lim r 1(8.) J. 8 •++oo J 8 •+-oo J J J 
Let 81 + +
00 in (3). Then, for all 82 , 
* * rl(82)<P (C2,CI) + r2(82)<P (C2,C2) 
~ r1<82)<P(C2,C1) + r2(82)<P(C2,C2) 
implying 
Similarly we obtain 
and 
If 81 82 =a, equality holds in (3) (and ri(a) > 0) and hence 
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~*<c.,c.) = ~(c.,c.), i 
l. J l. J 
1,2, j 1,2. 
Hence ~ is a UMP unbiased test. 
PART 2. 
In this part we formulate sufficient conditions under which the assertion 
holds. First some preliminary considerations are made after which the 
solution is split up according to two different situations. 
Preliminaries. 
In part 2 we require that 
(4) 
(5) 
T U µ and V are not concentrated in (one or) two points 
(a,b) E int (81 x e2) (for simplicity) 
Consider the problems of testing the hypothesis H 
the alternatives 
b against 
For e2 = b is fixed, we have a one-parameter exponential family. Then by 
Section 2, there exists a UMP unbiased test ~2 , only depending on X, for 
testing H against K2 • Since ~2 only depends on X, Ea,b[~2 (X)] = a and 
Ee 1 ,b[~2 (X)] ~a, e 1 fa; it follows that Ee 1 ,e 2 [~2 (X)] ~a, e 1 fa or 
e2 f b. So ~2 is unbiased for testing H against K1• Analogously there 
exists a UMP unbiased test ~3 for testing H against K3 which is unbiased 
for testing H against K1• 
Suppose that ~l is a UMP unbiased test of H against K1 then 
Ee e [~ 1 (X,Y)] ~Ee e [~.(X,Y)] for all e 1 fa or e2 f b because ~1• is l • 2 l • 2 l. 
unbiased for H against Ki' i = 2,3. This implies that ~I is also a UMP 
unbiased test of H against Ki' i = 2,3. In view of Theorem 5 (iv) in 
Chapter 3 there exist constants k 1 and k2 such that a.e. µ x v (product 
measure) 
c < C(81)e81T(x) lPI (x,y) if C(a)(k +k T(x))eaT(x) I 2 0 > 
or, equivalently (see the theory on p. 127) 
c T(x) f [Cl ,C2] lPI (x,y) if 0 T(x) E (Cl ,C2) 
for some -oo < c 1 $ c2 < 00• ' 
a.e. µxv. Similarly, 
c U(y) f [DI ,D2] lPI (x,y) if 0 U(y) E (Dl,D2) 
for some -oo < D1 :> D2 < 
00 ; a.e. µ x v. 
Situation I: µ{x T(x) { [C 1.z£2]} = O. 
Since µ{x: T(x) f [c 1,c2]} = 0 * µ{x: T(x) E (C 1,c2)} > 0 
* v{y : U(y) f [D 1,D2]} = 0, the distribution is concentrated on the 
rectangle [c 1,c2] x [D 1,D2] and lj)I = 0 a.e. µ x \!for the vertices. 
Unbiasedness of lj)I is equivalent to 
2 2 
I: L p.r.lj)1(C.,D.) :?. a i=I j=I l. J l. J (6) 
2 2 
L L · p9r9lj)1 (C. ,D.) :s; a i=I j=I l. J l. J 
where 
pi(81) 81C· i 1,2 p. C(8 1)e 1µ(Ci), l. 
rj(8 2) 
82D • j 1,2 r. K(8 2)e Jv(Dj)' J 
p9 = p. (a), r9 ri(b). l. l. l. 
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Note that e1 = e2 =JR, since the distribution is concentrated on a bounded 
set. Note also that, if 
(7) 1,2 
lim p1(8) =I, lim p1(8) =O, lim r 1(8) =I, limr1(8) =O, limp2(8) =I etc. 8+-oo 8-++00 8+-oo 8-++00 8++oo 
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Let 81 + +
00 in (6) then, for all 82 , 
and hence 
Similarly lP(C 1,D 1)<:a and lP(C 1,n2) <: a and hence by the second line of (6) 
we have lP(C. ,D.) = a. But this implies Ee e lP = a: a contradiction (cf. l. J l • 2 
128, and Theorem 6 of Chapter 3). 
If (7) is violated we have for instance µ(Cl) o, then p 1 0 and (6) 
reduces to 
P2r1lP(C2,D1) + P2r2lP<C2,D2) 2: a 
0 0 0 0 p2r 1lP(C2 ,n 1) + p2r 2lP<c2 ,n2) ~ a. 
But this is impossible (vii. if e2 + - 00 , p2 + 0 and the first line is 
violated). So in this case a UMP unbiased test does not exist. 
The other cases where (7) is violated are treated in a similar way. 
Situation 2: µ{x T(x) f [c 1~2.ll__::_Q. 
µ{x: T(x) f [Cl,c2]} > 0 - v{y : U(y) E (Dl,D2)} = 0 
p. 
• V{y : U(y) f [D 1,D2 ]} > 0 • µ{x: T(x) e (C 1,c2)} = 0. Now lP = I a.e. 
µxv except for {c 1,c2} x {D 1,n2}. In this case a UMP unbiased test is 
possible (see counterexample 2). So extra conditions are required. For 
instance µ or v absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure is sufficient. 
Then lP = a.e. µxv, which contradicts a < I. 
Remark. 
For discrete distributions counterexamples inthe sense of counterexample 
2 can occur. 
Problem 7. 
Since, by the translation 8~ = 81 - a, e; = 82 - b, the given testing problem 
can be reduced to the equivalent problem 
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H e7 s 0, e; s 0 against K e7 > 0 or e; > 0 or both, 
we may assume a = b = 0 without loss of generality. 
First assume that the natural parameter space Q is open. The power function 
of any unbiased test ~(x,y) satisfies, withlR.- (-00,0] 
f3(8 1 ,82) s a if (8 1 ,82) E Q n OR- x lR.-) 
f3(8 1 ,82) ~ a if (8 1 ,8 2) E Q n OR- x lR.-)c. 
These inequalities and the continuity of f3(8 1,e2) (see Theorem 9, Chapter 2) 
imply that f3(0,82) = a for all e2 e2 E lR.- and (0,82) E n. Since, with 
b 1 = inf {e2 : (0,8 2) E Q} and b2 sup {e 2 : (o,e2) E.n}, J ~e8 2Ydµ is 
analytic in (b 1,b2) and C(0,82) J e
82Ydµ is analytic and unequal to zero 
in (b 1,b2); it follows that 
(see e.g. RUDIN (1970), Theorem 8.5). 
Now an induction argument is employed to prove that 
djf3(0'.e2) = 0 for all 82 E (b 1,b2) and all j E lN. aeJ 
I 
Fix e2 E (O,b2). Since f3(0,82) =a and (3(81,82) ~a for all e), f3(81,82) 
has a minimum ate) = o. Hence as<~9~2 ) = 0 for all e2 E (O,b2). Again by 
analiticity we get 
(8) 
as(o,e2) - o for e (b b ) 
--- - 2 E I' 2. ae 1 




with n(81) + 0 as e) + 0. 
Let n be odd. Since f3(8 1,e 2) ~a for all e2 E (O,b2), we have 
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The preceding inequality implies 
n 
+ n(e 1 )) lim ( _!_ 
a 13(o,e2) :<;; 0 
Clnl3(0,8 2) 
8 to n! aen 
I I I 
n! aen 
an13(0,e 2) I l" ( I + n<e 1 )) l.m --,- <: o. 8 +o n. aen I I 
Hence, for all 82 E (O,b2), 
(9) 0. 
By analiticity (9) holds for all 82 E (b 1,b2). 
Let n be even. For all e2 E (b 1,o) we have 13(8 1,8 2) :<;;a if 81 ,,;; 0 and 
13(8 1,8 2) <:a if 8 1 > 0. Because n is even we obtain in view of (8), for all 
82 E (bi ,O) 
( 10) 0 
(by a similar argument as in the case n odd). 
By analiticity (10) holds for all 82 E (b 1,b2). 
k k 00 e 1 a 13(0,82) 13 <8 1 •82) = r k! aek
1 k=O 
for all (8 1,82) En or equivalently 
Hence 
= a 
Ee 8 {~(X,Y) - a}= 0 for all (81,82) En. 1 • 2 
Hence ~(x,y) = a a.e. µby Theorem I of Chapter 4 (since n is open and 
hence it contains a 2-dimensional rectangle). 
In a second part we drop the assumption that n is open, however we suppose 
(O,O) E int n. 
For all (81,82) E int n we have 13(81,82) =a, by the first part of the 
( 0 eO • 8 - eO ( - - I ) proof.Nowlet e 1, 2)En\intn.Let in- ii n ,n=l,2, ••• , 
then (8 1n,e2n) E int n as a convex combination of (0,0) E int n and 
(e7,eg) E Q, Moreover, since exp (·) is a positive convex function, 
for all x,y E lR. The function I + exp <e?x + egy) is integrable because 
(O,O) E Q and (e7,eg) E Q, Hence for each bounded, measurable function 
~ we have by the dominated convergence theorem 




Throughout we assume e0 E int Q (otherwise (ii) is incorrect). 
' (i) Let ~O be any level a test with S~0 (e0 ) p. Without loss of generality assume that ~O has size a. 
Let e 1 ~ e0 and consider the problem of maximizing Ee 1[W(X)], subject to Ee0 [~(X)] =a and S~(e0 ) = p. Since, by Theorem 9 of Chapter 2 and the 
argument leading to (6) on p. 127, 
~:.<eo) = Ee [T(X)W(X)] - Ee [T]Ee [W(X)] 
o/ . 0 0 0 
on equivalent formulation of the maximization problem is given by: 
( 11) 




[W(X)] =a and Ee
0
[T(X)W(X)] = P + aEe
0
[T]. 
Define M ={(Ee [W(X)], Ee [T(X)W(X)]) : W is a critical function}, which 0 0 
is a convex set. 
Now we shall prove that either it is possible to construct a test ~ E C 
which has the same power as ~O (we say for short that there exists an 
"equivalent" test ~ E C) or (a,p + aEe T) is an inner point of M. 
0 
First suppose that for all critical functions W, with Ee [W(X)] a, 
0 




then ~O maximizes Ee0 [T(X)~(X)] among all critical functions of size a. 




if T(x) > k 
if T(x) < k. 
Hence an equivalent test ~ exists in C. Similarly, if 
Ee [T(X)~(X)] ~ p + aE9 [T] 0 0 
for all critical functions~ with Ee0 [~(X)] =a, we have that ~O minimizes 
Ee [T(X)~(X)] and again by Theorem 5 (iv) of Chapter 3, the existence of 0 
an equivalent test ~ E C follows. 
The final possibility is the existence of size a critical functions ~I and 
~2 such that E80 [~ 1 (X)T(X)] > p + aEe0[T) and E80 [~ 2 (X)T(X)] < p + aE80 [T]. Then, using the fact that M constains all points (u,uEe [T)) with 0 ~ u ~ I, 
0 it is easily seen that (a,p + aEe [T]) is an inner point of M. 
0 
Hence by Theorem 5 (ii,iv) of Chapter 3, there exist constants k 1 and k2 
and a test ~. such that: 





is a solution of the maximization Problem (II). 




which implies that the rejection region is the complement of an interval. 
Indeed, a one-sided rejection region cannot occur, because this would imply 
that~ maximizes or minimizes Ee [T(X)~(X)] subject to Ee [~(X)] =a by 0 0 Theorem 5 (ii) of Chapter 3, which contradicts (a,p + aEe
0
[T)) E int M. 
Since for some c1,c2 
k 1 and k2 can be chosen such that 
p82 (x) > k'1p90 (x) + k'2T(x)p90 (x) 
~ T(x) f [c 1,c2J 
•• P9
1
(x) > k1p90 (x) + k2T(x)p90 (x) 
implying by Theorem 5 (ii) of Chapter 3 that ~ also is a solution of (I) 
with 91 replaced by 92 • Therefore E9 [~(X)) 2 E9 [~0 (X)) for all 9. 
(ii) T is distributed according to the exponential family dP9(t) 
C(9)et9dv(t). 
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Let ~.~ E C, i.e. ~ and ~ satisfy (3) and (5) of Section 2, with parameters 
c 1,c2 ,y 1,y2 and c1,c2,y1,y2 respectively. Without restriction we may 
suppose that either "c 1 < c1"or"C 1=c 1 and y 1 ,s;y 1". 
Define 1/!(t) = ~(t) - ~(t), J = {t : 1/!(t) < O} and I = {t : 1/!(t) > Q}. 
Then it is immediate that t ,,; c2 for all t E J. Also we have that t 2 c2~ 
for all t E I. This follows easily from the remark that ~(t) = I if t < c 1, ~(t) = y 1 ,,; y1 = ~(t) if c 1 = c1 = t and ~(t) = 0 if c 1 < t < c2 • 
Let 9 be such that 9 > 90 and defines= p8(C 2)/p90(c2). Then, since 
p9(t)/p90 (t) is increasing with respect to t, we have p8 (t)/p90(t) ,,; s 
for t E J and p9(t)/p90 (t) 2 s for t E I. Hence 
f (-1jJ)dP9 ,,; s f (-1jJ)dP9 J J 0 s f 1jJdP9 I 0 
where the equality follows from the fact that 
0 = f 1/!dP9 = f 1/!dP9 + f 1/!dP9 
0 J 0 I 0 
(~and~ are size a tests). 
First suppose that J (-1jJ)dP9 = J 1jJdP9 , then 
. J I 
0. 
This implies that -1jJ(sp9
0 
- p9) = 0 a.e. on J and 1jJ(sp80 - p9) = 0 a;e. 
on I. Since 1jJ I 0 on J and I and T is distributed according to the 
exponential family dP9(t) = C(9)et
9dv(t) it follows that e< 9- 9o)tis con-
stant a.e. on I u J. Hence v(I u J) = 0 which implies ~ = ~ a.e. 
Secondly suppose that JJ (-1jJ)dP9 < J1 1jJdP9 or equivalently 0 < J 1jJdP9• 
Then S~(9) > si(9). Similarly we prove that S~(9') < ~(9') for all 
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8' < 80, unless ~ = ~ a.e. 
(iii) Let c* denote the class of all two- or one-sided tests based on T(x): 
i.e. the class of all tests of the form: 
T(x) < c1 or > C2 
if T(x) = ci' i = I ,2 
cl < T(x) < c2 
where - 00 $ c 1 $ c2 $ 
00 and 0 $ y1,y2 $I. 
To prove (iii) we add the obvious condition L0 (80) < L1(80). 
For any two test (i.e. decision procedures) ~ and ~· 
(12) R(8,~') - R(8,~) 
which follows by the proof of Theorem 3 in Chapter 3. Let~ be any test 
* . and let a= E80~. By (i) there exists a test ~· E C with E90~· =a such that S~,(8) - S~(8) ~ 0 for all 8. Hence, if L1(8) $ L0 (8) for all 8 f 80 
we have R(8,~') $ R(8,~) for all 8. Hence C* is essentially complete. 
* * To prove that c is minimal, let ~o E c and define c• = 
C*\ {~ E c* ! ~ = ~Q a.e.}. 
Let a 0 = E90~0 • Part (ii) ensures that for any ~ E C' with E90~• a0 parameters 81,82' both f 80, exist, such that 
( 13) 
If L1(8) < L0 (8) for all 8 f 80 , (12) and (13) imply that no test~ EC•, 
with E90~ = a0 , exists such that R(8,~) $ R(8,~0 ) for all 8. For any 
~ E c•, with E90~ > ao, we have (by the additional assumption) R(80'~) > 
R(80 ,~0 ). For any~ EC', with E90~ < a0 , we have, by continuity of the power function, R(8,~) > R(8,~0 ) for 8- 80 sufficiently small, but un-
equal to zero. 
(iv) In this part we extend (iii) to the problem of testing H' : 8 E (8 1 ,82) 
against the alternative K' : 8 f [8 1,82]. As in (iii) the problem is con-
sidered as a two-decision problem with decisions d0 and d 1 corresponding 
to acceptance and rejection of H' and with loss function L(8,di) = Li(8), 
i = 0,1. 
For this two-decision problem, the following results hold: 
( 14) if 11(8) - 10(8) ~ 0 
11(8) - 10(8) $ 0 
then the class c* is 
for all 8 E (8 1,8 2] and 
for all e f [81,82]' 
essentially complete. 
(15) if 1 1(8) - 10(8) > 0 for all 8 E (8 1,8 2] and 
11(8) - 10(8) < 0 for all e f [81,82], 
then the class c* is minimal essentially complete. 
Proof of (14). Take an arbitrary test ~O and define o: = E9 [~0 (x)l and 
* I S = E92 [~0 (x)]. Given ~O and a test~ EC the difference between the 
risk functions satisfies 
by the proof of Theorem 3 of Chapter 3. Hence, under condition (14), the 
inequality R(8,~) $ R(8,~o) holds for all e and some ~ E c* (i.e. c* is 
essentially complete) if we can prove that either there exists an equi-
valent test ~ E c* Or there exists a test ~ E c* SUCh that 
Ee[~(X)] ~ Ee[~o(X)] 
Ee[~(X)] 5 E 8 [~0 (X)] 
for all e f [81,82] 
for all 8 E ]8 1,82( 
First suppose that for all critical functions ~. satisfying Ee [~(X)] = 
I 1-o:, E92 [~(X)] 5 I - S. Then I - ~O is a level (1-o:) test, which is most 
powerful for the testing problem H : 8 = 81 against K : 8 = 82. Hence 
from the Neyman-Pearson fundamental lemma I - ~O ( and hence ~0 ) is a. e. 
one-sided. This implies that there exists~ E c*, which is equivalent 
to ~0 • Similarly if for all critical functions~. satisfying E81 [~(X)] = 
I - o:, E92 [~(X)] > I - S. 
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Since the two preceding arguments can be repeated with the roles of o: and 
S interchanged, it remains to consider as a final case the situation where 
(l-o:,1-S) is an inner point of M = {(E9 1 ~,E82~) : ~a critical function}. 
Let 8 be any value between e1 and e2 and consider the maximization problem: 
(16) 
maximize E8 [~(X)] 
subject to Ee [~(X)] 
I 1-s. 
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Then, by Theorem S (ii,iv) of Chapter 3, there exist constants k1 and k2 
and a test~*, such that 
~ * (x) = { 1 p8 (x) 0 
> 
is the solution of the maximization problem (16). 
Just as in (i) it is seen that ~* is also a solution of (16) with 8 re-
placed by SE (8 1,8 2). Hence E8 [(1-~*)(X)] :>: E8 [~0 (X)] for all 8 E (8 1,8 2). 
Now let 8' be a value of the parameter less then 81• Since for some c1,c2 
P9(x) < k1P81(x) + k2p92(x) 
# T(X) f [c 1,c2J # p8 ,(x) > k1p81 (x) + k2p82 (x) 
~ ~ * for some k 1 ,k2 ; I - ~ maximizes 
Ee2 [~(X)] = S by Theorem S (ii) 
Ee[~0 (X)] for all e < e 1• 
Ee,[~(X)] subject to Ee [~(X)] =a and 
I * of Chapter 3. Therefore Ee [ (I - ~ ) (X)] <>: 
Repeating once more the preceding arguments for a value of the parameter 
e greater then e2 , we end up with the conclusion that the test I-~* has 
the desired properties. 
Proof of (IS). Let ~o E c* and define c• = C\ {~ E c: ~ = ~o a.e.}. 
Suppose C' is essentially complete. Then a test ~ E C' exists such that 
R(~,8) - R(~0 ,e) :>: 0 for all e. Hence, by the assumptions in (IS), it 
follows that S~(e) ~ s~o(8) $ 0 for all e E [el,e2] and S~(e)-S~o(e) <". 0 
for all e f [el ,e2]. Now, the continuity of s~ - S~, (by Theorem 9, Chap-
ter 2) implies that: 
(17) 
and 
From (17) it follows that ~ and ~O belong to the class C as defined in 
(i) (with e0 replaced by e 1). Further, from the proof of (ii), it follows 
that S~(e2 ) ! S~0 (e 2 ) which contradicts (18). Hence the reduced class C' 
is no more essentially complete, or equivalently c* is minimal. 
(LEHMANN (1947); FERGUSON (1967) pp. 217-223) 
Section 3 
Problem 9. 
Let x1, ••• ,Xn be a sample from 
(i) the normal distribution N(ao,o2), with a fixed and 0 < o < 00 
(ii) the uniform distribution R(8-~,8+!), - 00 < 8 < 00 
(iii) the uniform distribution R(8 1,8 2), - 00 < 81 < 82 < 00 








I _I ~ exp {-.!..(Xi - ao)2} 
(2n)n/2 on i=I 2 o ' 
2 
I - 1-exp {-.!..([xi -22-rx. +na2)}=g (rx. [x:) (2n)n/2 0 n 2 0 2 o i. o i.' i. 
=C 0 
if 8-! < x1, .•• ,xn < 8+! 
otherwise 
otherwise 
g8 8 (min (xl, .• ,x ),inax (xl, .. ,x )). I• 2 n n 
(r X., r x:) is sufficient for N(ao,o2) 
l. l. 
(min(X 1, .. ,Xn),max (X 1, .. ,Xn)) is sufficient for R(8-!,8+~) 
(min (x1, .. ,Xn) ,max (X1, .. ,Xn)) is sufficient for R(8 1 ,82) 
by the factorization theorem. 
Let PT be the family of distributions of T 





P{r.x./ h:. x?' s x} = P{ r. x. I a) dr.(x. I a/ s x} 
1 1 1 1 
= P{r. z. I /r. z~' s x}, 
1 1 
where z1, ••• ,Zn are independent N(a,1) distributed random variables, the 
distribution of r. X. I Jr. x?' does not depend on a. 
1 1 
Define 
if (t 1 I vt;J 2 and t 2 > 0 
otherwise 
Then E [f("i.X.,"i.X~)] = 0 for all a> 0 and f 1- O, hence the family PT is 
a 1 1 
not complete. Since the function f is bounded, it also follows that PT 
is not boundedly complete. 
Let PT be the family of distributions of T = (T 1,T2) = 
(min (X1, ••• ,Xn), max (X1, ••• ,Xn)) where x1, ••• ,Xn is a sample from the uni-
form distribution R(8-!,8+!). 
It is easily seen that E9[min (X 1, ••• ,Xn)] = n!I + (8-!) and 
E9[max (X1 ' ••• ,Xn)] = n!1 + (8-D. . n-1 
Hence we have for all 8 that E8[max (X1 , ••. ,Xn) -min (X1 , ••• ,XJ - n+I] O. 
Since 
otherwise 
is a bounded function and E8f(T 1,T2) 0 for all - 00 < 8 < 00,it follows 
that the family PT is neither complete nor boundedly complete. 
Finally, let PT denote the family of distributions of T = (T 1,T2) 
(min (X1, ••• ,Xn), max (X1, ••• ,Xn)), where x1, ••• ,Xn is a sample from the 
uniform distribution R(8 1,82). From the distribution theory of order 
statistics it follows that the density pf T is given by 
I n(n-1 )(t2-tnl )n-2 if 81 < t1 < t2 < 82 P ( t I 't2) = ( 82- 81) 0 otherwise. 
JOI 
+ - + -Let f(t 1 ,t2) = f (t 1 ,t2) - f (t 1 ,t2) where f and f denote the positive 
and negative parts of f respectively. Then for all Borel sets A of X 
and 
v-(A) 
2 are two measures over the Borel sets on X { (x1 ,x2) : x 1 < x2} c lR , 
which agree for all triangles /';9 ,8 = {(tl,t2): 81,,; tl,,; t2;81,,; t2,,; 82} 
I 2 X + _ Since these triangles generate the Borel sets of , v (A) = v (A) for all 
Borel sets A of X. This implies f+(t 1,t2) = f-(t 1,t2) on X except 
possibly on a set of Lebesgue measure zero and hence f(t 1,t2) = 0 a.e. PT. 
Problem 10. 
Let x 1, ••• ,Xm and Y1, ••• ,Yn be independent samples from N(s,a
2) and 
N(s,-r2). The statistic T = (:[X.,I:Y.,!:X~,!:Y~) is sufficient but not 
1 J 1 J 





~ - _:_i L if ~ 0 n m f(t 1,t2,t3,t4) 2 - _:_i if < o. n m 
2 2 E<'" 2 2)[f(T)l = E('" 2 2)[f(rx.,rY.,rx.,rY.)] 
., ,a , T ., ,a , T 1 J 1 J 
p('" 2 2)ff-x ~ o} - p(C 2 2)ff-x < O} 
.,,a ,-r .,,a ,T 0 . 
First suppose that f is an arbitrary bounded (measurable) function and 
that for all 8 




f(O) + L (f(x-2) - 2f(x-1) + f(x))8x. 
x=I 
The above power series in 8 converges absolutely for every interior point 
8 of the unit circle (f is bounded), so all the coefficients of the power 
series are equal to zero. 
Hence f(O) 0 and f(x)- 2f(x-1) + f(x-2) = 0 for x = 1,2, ••.• 
By induction it follows that f(x) = -xf(-1) for x = 0,1,2, •.• 
But, since f is bounded, we conclude that f(x) = 0 a.e. P. To show that 
P is not complete, consider the function f(x) = x. 
For 0 < 8 < 
E8[f(X)] 8(1-8)
2 00 x-1 
-e + :L xe 
x=O 
e < 1-e) 2 
00 
-e + :L ~ex 
x=O d8 
-e + 2 d I eo-e) de 1-e 0 
Hence P is not complete. 
(GIRSHICK, MOSTELLER and SAVAGE (1946)) 
Problem 12. 
Given P = {P} a family of distributions with the property that for any 
P,Q E P there exists a 0 < p < 1 such that pP + (1-p)Q E P; it can 
easily be shown by induction over m that for any P,Q E P there exists 
a 1,a2, ••• satisfying 1 > a 1 > a 2 > ••• > 0 such that 
a P +(I-a )Q E P form= 1,2, ••• 
m m 
Then for any n, P,Q E P and h satisfying 
(19) 0 for all P E P 
it holds form= 1,2, ••• that 
n 
(20) 0 f h(x 1, ... ,x ) II d[a P(~) + ( 1-a )Q(~)] n k=I m m 
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by Fubini's theorem and symmetry of h; where for 0 $ k $ n 
Note that by (19), (20) and Fubini's theorem J~n)(P,Q,h) is well defined. 
Since in (20) we end up with a polynomial with an infinite number of zeros (i '.! , m = I ,2,. .. ) all the coefficients must by zero (~ee also Example 3). 
Henc~ J~n)(P,Q,h) = 0 fork= 0,1, ••• ,n. 
Now, using the preceding result, we will prove for n 1,2,. .. 
(21) for any h satisfying (I) 
J h(x1, ••• ,xn)dP 1(x1) ••• dPn(xn) 0 for each n-tuple 
(P 1, ••• ,Pn) e P. 
The proof is by induction over n. For n = I it is trivial. Suppose that 
(21) is true for some n. Consider any h satisfying (19) (with n replaced 
by n+ I ) and any P 1 ,. • ., P n+ 1 e P • 
For all P e P 
J(n+l)(P p h) = 
I n+I' ' 
J h(x 1, •.• ,xn+l)dPn+l(xn+l)dP(x1) ••• dP(xn) = 0. 
From Fubini's theorem and symmetry of hit follows that 
where 
Hence by the induction argument 
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(FRASER (1953); WALSH (1949)) 
Problem 13. 
The distributions in P are continuous. By the remarks on p. 48 and Example 
7 of Chapter 2, it follows that T is sufficient for P. 
T Suppose EQ[h(T)] = 0 for all Q E P . Remark that EQ[h(T)] = 0 for all 
T Q E P implies EP[h(T(X))l = 0 for all P E P by Lemma 2 of Chapter 2. 
Since h(T(X1, ••• ,Xn)) is a symmetric function and since (by independence) 
for all P E P 
Problem 12 implies 
(22) 
n for each n-tuple (P 1, ••• ,P) E P . n . 
0, 
0 
Let B1, ••• ,Bn be n finite intervals and let P1, ••• ,Pn be the uniform 
distributions over these intervals. They can be written as 
dP.(x) = c.IB.(x)dA(x), 1 . 1 1 
where A is the Lebesgue measure. 
Hence 
i 1, ••• ,n 
J h(T(x1, ••• ,xn))dA(x 1) ••• dA(xn) B1x ••• xBn 
(23) o. 
Let h+ and h- denote the positive and negative parts of h respectively. 
Then 
v-(A) = J h-(T(x1, ••• ,x ))dA(x1) ••• dA(x) A n n 
are two measures over the Borel sets A E Bn. 
+ Since by (23) it follows that v (B 1 x ••• x Bn) - v (B 1 x ••• x Bn) = 0 
for each n-dimensional bounded rectangle B1 x ••• x Bn E Bn, the measures 
+ - n v and v agree on bounded rectangles and hence for all A E B • This 
implies h+(T(x1, ••• ,xn)) = h-(T(x1, ••• ,xn)) a.e. An. Therefore 
n h(T(x 1, ••• ,xn)) = 0 a.e. A. 
Let B = {t : h(t) r O}. Then 
because Pn is absolutely contiuous with respect to An. 
Hence h(t) = 0 a.e. PT. 
(FRASER ( 1953)) 
Section 4 
Problem 14. 




denote the conditional cumulative distribution function of U given t when 
8 = e1 and 8 = e2 respectively. Note that in view of Lemma 8, Chapter 2 
these distributions are independent of e1·····ek. 





w(y,t) inf {u Ft(u) ~ 1-a+y}, 
where inf ~ = oo. 
Define y 1(y,t) and y 2(y,t) so that for v = v(y,t) and w = w(y,t) 
(27) F (v-) + y [F (v) - F (v-)] = y t I t · t 
and 
(28) 1-F (w) + y [F (w) - F (w-)] = a-y t 2 t t 
and such that y 1 = 0 and y2 = 0, respectively, if Ft(v) = Ft(v-) and 
Ft(w) = Ft(w-), respectively. 
Let H(y,t) denote the left hand-side of (25) with v = v(y,t) etc. 
By Theorem I (ii) of Chapter 3 and (28) it follows that the test 





~2 (0,t) when u = w(O,t) 
< 
is most powerful at level a for testing Ft against Gt. Hence by Corollary 
I on p. 67 it holds that H(O,t) > a. 
Now let a*= H(a,t). As in the previous case it follows by Theorem I (ii) 
of Chapter 3 that the test 
~~(u) 
< 
when u = v(a,t) 
> 
is most powerful at level a* for testing Gt against Ft. Hence (27) and 
Corollary I on p. 67 imply that H(a,t) =a* <a. 
Define H1(y,t) and H2(y,t) by 
and 
where v = v(y,t) etc. 
We shall prove that, for fixed t, H1(y,t) is a continuous function of y. 
Since Gt(x-) as a function of x is left continuous and since v(y,t) as a 
function of y is left continuous and nondecreasing, Gt(v(y,t)-) is left 
continuous. The left-continuity of Ft(v(y,t)-) can be shown in the same 
way and hence y 1(y,t)[Ft(v(y,t)) - Ft(v(y,t)-)] is left continuous, since 
by (27) it is the difference of two left continuous functions. Finally, 
since 
(29) Gt(v(y,t)) - Gt(v(y,t)-) = 
ct(62) (62-61)v(y,t) 
C (e ) e [Ft(v(y,t)) - Ft(v(y,t)-)] 
t I 
the proof of the left-continuity of H1(y,t) is complete. As to the proof 
of the right-continuity, we remark that for v(y,t) we always have one of 
the following three situations: 
(a) There exists a o > 0 such that v(y,t) = v(y+o,t) 
Then Ft(v(y,t)-) ~ y < y+o ~ Ft(v(y,t)). Hence from (29) we get 
(30) Gt(v(y,t)-) < Gt(v(y,t)). 
Further remark that (cf. (27)) for h < o 
and since Ft(v(y,t)-) < Ft(v(y,t)) it follows that 
(31) lim y 1(y+h,t) = y 1(y,t). h+O 
Finally, since for h < o, the difference H1(y+h,t) - H1(y,t) reduces to 
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the right-continuity (i.e. lim H1(y+h,t) = H1(y,t))follows from (30) and MO (31). 
(b) v(y,t) s: v(y+,t) < v(y+o,t) for all o > O. In this case 
limsup [Gt(v(y+h,t)) - Gt(v(y+h,t)-)] = O, 
h+O 
because otherwise Gt has infinitely many jumps ~ £ > 0, which is impossible. 
Therefore 
lim [H 1(y+h,t) - H1(y,t)] MO 
lim G (v(y+h,t)) - Gt(v(y,t)-) -MO t 
y 1(y,t)[Gt(v(y,t)) - Gt(v(y,t)-)] 
[I - y1(y,t)][Gt(v(y,t) - Gt(v(y,t)-)]. 
If Gt(v(y,t)) > Gt(v(y,t)-), then by (29) also Ft(v(y,t)) > Ft(v(y,t)-); 
moreover Ft(v(y,t)) = y and hence by (27) it follows that y 1(y,t) = I. (c) There exists a o > 0 such that v(y,t) < v(y+,t) = v(y+o,t). For h < o 
we have Ft(v(y+h,t)) = Ft(v(y+,t)) > Ft(v(y,t)) = Ft(v(y+h,t)-) = y and 
hence, by (27), lim y1(y+h,t) = 0. Therefore (cf. (b)) h+O · 
lim H1 (y+h, t) - H1 (y, t) = [I - y I (y, t) ][ Gt (v(y, t)) - Gt (v(y, t)-)] = O. h+O 
Similarly one can show that H2 (y, t) is both left- and right-continuous. To 
make the analogy with the previous case (H 1(y,t)) clear, it has to be 
noted that 
and that (28) is equivalent with 
I -a+ y 
where w = w(y,t) etc. 
Consequently H(y,t) = H1(y,t) + H2(y,t) is a continuous function of y for 
fixed t. 
It follows that H(y,t) ~ c if and only if for each n there exists a 
-I -I 
-1 rational number r such that y-n < r < y+n and H(r,t) > c-n • 
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Therefore if the rationals are denoted by r 1,r2 , ••• 
(32) -I -I -I {(y,t) :H(y,t):e:c}=n U {(y,t) :-n <r.-y<n ,H(r.,t)>c-n }. 
n i l. l. 
Since v(y,t) s u ~ y s Ft(u) and w(y,t) s u <* 1-a+y s Ft(u) and since 
Ft(u) = E9
1 
{I{Usu,TEJR} IT== t} is a measurable function of t for each fixed 
u, v(y,t) and w(y,t) are measurable functions of t for each fixed y. 
Moreover y 1 and y 2 are measurable functions of t for each fixed y by (27) 
and (28). Hence H(ri,t) is measurable in t for each i. Now formula (32) 
shows that H(y,t) is jointly measurable in y and t. Define 
y(t) inf {y H(y,t) <a}. 
Note that H(O,t) > a > H(a,t) and that H(y,t) is a continuous function of 
y for fixed t. Then (24) is satisfied with v = v(y(t),t) etc. By the 
definitions of v and wand by (27) and (28), (25) is satisfied, since 
H(y(t),t) =a. The measurability of c1(t) = v(y(t),t), c2(t) = w(y(t),t), 
y 1(t) = y 1(y(t),t) and y2(t) = y2(y(t),t) now follows from the following 
relations, which hold for all real c, 
{t : y(t) < c} = U {t : H(r,t) < a} 
r<c 
where r denotes a rational number, 
{t: v(y(t) ,t) s c} = {t: y(t) s Ft(c)}"' {t: y(t) -Ft(c) s O}, 
{t:w(y(t),t)sc}={t: 1-a+y(t)SFt(c)}={t:y(t)-Ft(c)sa-I} 
and from (27) and (28), the defining equations of y 1(t) and y2(t). Hence 
the function ~ 3 defined in Section 4.4 by (16) and (17) in the sense as 
indicated above is jointly measurable in u and t. 
Problem 15. 
The solution of this problem is essentially the same as that outlined in 
the preceding.problem. Therefore the comments upon the different steps in 
the solution as well as the references to the text are reduced to a 
minimum. 
With c 1 = v and c2 = w, the determining equations for v, w, y1 and y2 are: 
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and 
(34) J udFt(u)+ J udFt(u)+y 1v[Ft(v)-Ft(v-)]+y2w[Ft(w)-Ft(w-)] 
u<v u>w 
Since Ft(u) belongs to an exponential family J luldFt(u) < 00 (see 
Theorem 9, Chapter 2). 
For each y E [O,a] let 
v(y,t) = inf {u Ft(u) ~ y} 
and 
w(y,t) inf {u Ft(u) ~ 1-a+y}, 
where inf ~ = oo. 
Define y 1(y,t) and y2(y,t) so that for v = v(y,t) and w = w(y,t) 
(35) 
(36) 
Ft(v-) + y 1[Ft(v) - Ft(v-)] = y, 
I - Ft(w) + y2[Ft(w) - Ft(w-)] = a-y 
and such that y 1 = 0 if Ft(v) = Ft(v-) and Yz = 0 if 
Ft(w) = Ft(w-). 
Let H(y,t) denote the left-hand side of (34) with v = v(y,t) etc. 
Since v(O,t) = - 00 and F(w(a,t)) = I, it follows from Problem 3.18 that 
H(O,t) = J udFt(u)+y2(0,t)w(O,t)[Ft(w(O,t)-Ft(w(O,t)-)] 
u>w(O,t) 
and that H(a, t) < a J udF t (u). 
Define H1(y,t) and H2(y,t) by 




H2(y,t) = f udFt(u) +y2(y,t)w(y,t)[Ft(w(y,t))-Ft(w(y,t)-)]. 
u>w(y,t) 
We shall prove that, fort fixed, H1(y,t) is a continuous function of y. 
Since both J udF (u) as a function of x and v(y,t) as a function of y 
U<X t 
are left-continuous and v(y,t) is non-decreasing, f ( t) udFt(u) is u<v y, 
left-continuous. Furthermore the left-continuity of Ft(x-) implies the 
left-continuity of Ft(v(y,t)-), and in view of (35) the same is true for 
y 1(y,t)[Ft(v(y,t)) - Ft(v(y,t)-)], and therefore also for H1(y,t). 
To prove that H1(y,t) is right-continuous, we consider three cases: 
(a) There exists a o > 0 such that v(y,t) = v(y+,t). 
Then Ft(v(y,t)-) ~ y < y+h ~ Ft(v(y,t)) and 
lim H1(y+h,t) - H1(y,t) = h+O 
lim [y 1(y+h,t)-y 1(y,t)]v(y,t)[Ft(v(y,t))-Ft(v(y,t)-)] 0 h+O 
since in this case lim y 1(y+h,t) = y 1(y,t). h+O (b) v(y,t) ~ v(y+h,t) < v(y+o,t) for all o > O. In this case 
lti~up [Ft(v(y+h,t)) - Ft(v(y+h,t)-)] = O, because otherwise Ft has 
infinitely many jumps ~ E > 0, which is impossible. Therefore 
lim H1(y+h,t) - H1(y,t) = h+O 
lim f udF t (u) 
h+O [v(y,t),v(y+h,t)) 
- y 1(y,t)v(y,t)[Ft(v(y,t)) - Ft(v(y,t)-)]. 
Since Ft(v(y+,t)-) - Ft(v(y,t)) = 0 
lim H1(y+h,t) - H1(y,t) h+O 
=(I -y 1(y,t))v(y,t)[Ft(v(y,t)) - Ft(v(y,t)-)]. 
Because y 1(y,t) = I if Ft(v(y,t)) > Ft(v(y,t)-), it follows that also in 
this case H1(y,t) is right-continuous. 
(c) There exists a o > O such that v(y,t) < v(y+,t) = v(y+o,t). 
Then lim y 1(y+h,t) = O, and we can argue as in (b) to obtain the right-h+O 
continuity of H1(y,t). 
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Since v(y,t) always satisfies one of the three cases (a), (b) or (c), 
the continuity of H1(y,t) follows. 




J udFt(u) + (l-y2(y,t))w(y,t)[Ft(w(y,t))-Ft(w(y,t)-)] 
u<w(y,t) 
and that (36) is equivalent to 
1-a+y. 
Comparison of these equations with (35) and the definition of H1, shows 
that the same arguments as in the proof of the continuity of H1(y,t) 
apply, yielding the continuity of H2(y,t) as a function of y for fixed t. 
Just as in Problem 14 it now follows that H(y,t) is jointly measurable in 
y and t. Define y(t)=inf{y:H(y,t)<afudFt(u)}, and let v(t)=v(y(t),t) 
etc. Then (33) and (34) are satisfied for all t. Furthermore as in 
Problem 14 y(t), v(t) and w(t) are measurable, and in view of (35) and 
(36) y 1(t) and y2(t) are measurable. Finally the argument of the hint 
shows that J(-oo,z) udFt(u) is measurable in z and t. Hence the function 
~4 defined in Section 4.4 by (16), (18) and (19) in the sense as indicated 
above is jointly measurable in u and t. 
Problem 16. 
Let ~i(u,t), i= 1, ••• ,4 be the UMP unbiased tests of the hypotheses 
H1, ••• ,H4 of Theorem 3. Suppose ~~(u,t) is another UMP unbiased test 
of Hi' i= 1,. •• ,4. Then 
0 for all (8,~) E Ki. 
The parameter space n is convex and it has dimension k+l. Moreover, there 
are points inn with 8 < as well as points inn with 8 > 80,81 and 82 
respectively, implying that the family 
P. 
1 
(8,~) E K.} 
l. 
is complete .. Hence cj>~(u,t) 
cj>~(u,t) = cj>.(u,t) a.e. V. 
1 1 
Problem 17. 
cj>.(u,t) a.e. P. or equivalently 
1 1 
Section 5 
As indicated in the hint, the power of the UMP unbiased test under con-
sideration is given by 
oo (A+µ)t e-(A+µ) 
I: S(t) t! 
t=O 
where S(t) is the power of the conditional test given t against the 
alternative in question. 
Remark that, since 0 :s: S(t) :s: I, t = 0, 1,2, ••• , we have for each T E 1N 
js - ~ S(t) (A+µ)t e-<A+µ)i 
t=O t! 
ltj+I 
S(t) (A+µ)t e-<A+µ)I t! 
00 (A+µ)t e-(A+µ) ::;; I: t! t=T+I 
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Hence the truncation error in 8 is bounded by a Poisson tail probability. 
For each (A,µ) T is chosen large enough to ensure the truncation error to 
be less that Io-3 . 
The results are sunnnarized in the following table (a .I) 
(A,µ) 8 
( • I, . 2) • I JO 
( I ' 2 ) .217 
(JO , 20) .710 
( •I , • 4) .135 
These results illustrate the discussion on p. 142, concerning the ratio 
p = t as a measure of the extent to which the two Poisson populations 
differ (the first three (A,µ) have the same ratio). 
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Problem 18. 
Consider two (independent) sequences of binomial trials x 1, •.. ,Xn and 
Y1, •.. ,Ym with probabilities of success p 1 and p2 respectively and let 












(i) Let ~(X 1 , ... ,Xn,Yl, .•. ,Ym) be a level a test for testing H p =Po 
against K: p = p 1. For each p1,p2 satisfying P =Po 
a~ Ep p ~(X1·····x ,Y1·····y) I' 2 n m 
~ (0, ... ,O)P{X + Y = O} + Ep I ,p2 [ ~(X 1 , ••• ,Xn, YI, ... , Ym) I {X+Y>O}] 
~(O, ... ,O)q~q~ + f(p 1,p2) 
( nn ( . ~-with 0 ~ f p1 ,p2) ~ I - q 1q2 we write PPJ ,p2 as P). Since PJ q2 - p0 , 
under the hypothesis, p1 + 0 inplies p2 + O, and hence ~(0, ••• ,0) ~a. P2 qi Analogously for each p1,p2 satisfying p1 = PJ qz we have 
Ep p ~(X 1 , .•• ,X ,Y 1, ..• ,Y) I' 2 . n m 
n n ~(O, .•. ,O)qlq2 + f(pl,p2). 
Now let p1 + 0 then S(p 1,p2) + ~(O, .•• ,O) ~a and hence no test~ exists 
which has power~ S >a against all alternatives p1,p2 with p = p1. 
(ii) Let M1,M2,M3 , ... denote the consecutive indices M for which 




00 00 00 
[ [ 
m1=J mz=1+1 
[ P{Xm =El, ... ,XM =Ek,M1=m1, ... ,~ =m.} = m =m +I I k . K k k-J 
00 00 
[ [ oo m -1 L (plp2+qlq2) I p{~ =E1,Ym =I-El}· 
m1=J m2=m1+J ~=~_ 1 +1 I I 
·( m2-m1-1 { _ _ _ } P1Pz+q1q2) p ~z-E2,Ym2-I Ez .•• 
m -~ -1 
·(plp2+qlq2) k -1 P{~=Ek,Y~=l-Ek} = 
k 
.rr P{X1=E.,Y1+x1} i=l l k rr P{x1 =Ei I x1 + Y 1} i=J 
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where (X,Y) has the same distribution as (Xi,Yi)' i= 1,2, •••• By summation 
over all E1 , l= J, ••• ,i-1,i+l, ••• ,k it follows that XM1,xM2 , ••• are 
independent with distribution 
Now we restri'ct attention to XM
1
,,xM2'... • Experimentation is continued until 
N (N being a given integer) such pairs are available. From the preceding 
it follows that xM 1 + ••• + XMN is B(N, 1!p) distributed. Testing H: p =Po 
against K : p = p1 is therefore equivalent to the testing problem 
H : p = Po against K : p = p1 for a binomial distribution. For this 
situation tests of arbitrary high power can be obtained by choosing N 
large enough. 
(iii) is immediate by Example 9, Chapter 3, since XM1 ,xM2, ••• are 
independent random variables (see (ii)). 
(WALD (194 7)) 
Section 6 
Problem 19. 
(i) By stationarity we have 
TI I P{X1 = I} = P{Xi = I} 
I 
L P{X. I =k}P{X. =I Ix. I =k} k=O i- i i-
Hence 
TI1 Po I <Po+ qi) 
Tio l-TI1=q1f<po+q1). 
(ii) Let P(x1, ••• ,~) denote the probability of any particular sequence 
of outcomes (x1, ••• ,~), then we have to prove that 
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(37) P(x 1, ••• ,~) 
where m and n denote the number of zeros and ones and u and v the number 
of runs of zeros and ones in the sequence (x 1, ••• ,~). The proof is by 
induction over N. For N = I it follows immediately by (i).Now suppose 
that (37) holds for N, and consider the sequence (x1,x2 , ••. ,~+l). Then 
the following four cases can occur. 
(a) ~ = I, ~+I = I 
The cases 
(b) ~ I, 
(c) ~ o, 
(d) ~ o, 
P(x 1, ... ,xN-l'J,J) = P{~+I = J j x 1, ... ,~_ 1 ,J}P(x 1 , ... ,~-J'J) 
-1 v (n-1)-v u m-u 




are treated similarly. 
(DAVID (1947)) 
Problem 20. 
(i) The most powerful similar test. 
Let p~ < p7 be a fixed alternative. Consider the testing problem H : p Po 
against K* : p~ < p7. Under H, independence of t.he sequence x1, .•. ,~, 
we have that 
where m is the value of the random variable M, denoting the number of 
zeros. Hence M is a sufficient statistic for 
Moreover Mis complete by Example 3 p. 131. Sufficiency and completeness 
of M under H, together with an application of Theorem 2 p. 134 make the 
following equivalences immediate: 
a test ~ is similar 
Ep0 ,p0~<x 1 , ••• ,~) =a for all o < p0 < 1 
~ 
Ep0 ,p0E{~(x 1 , ••• ,~) I M} = a for all o < Po < 1 
~ 
So conditionally on M a simple hypothesis has to be tested against a 
simple alternative. Therefore, a test 
> 
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* * l 1 ~ (u,v,m) = ~ if P (p0,pj) {x1=x 1, .•• ~=~IM=m} = kPH{x 1=x1, .. ,~=~IM=m} 
or, equivalently, 
w• (u, v ,m) - l :• if (p~ + q;)-lp~v p;"~ q;\;-" 
or, equivalently, with L'.(u,v) (p; I p7)v(q7 I q;)u 





* *< * * ) [ ) d * k*( * * ) . f where y = y p0 ,p 1 ,m E 0, 1 an k = p0 ,p 1 ,m satis y 
PH{L'.(U,V) > k* I M=m} + y*PH{L'.(U,V) = k* I M=m} =a, is a most powerful 
similar test. Also riote that k* can be chosen as one of the possible 
values of L'.(u,v) and the for all possible pairs .u and v lu-vl s 1. There-
fore from now on k* = L'.(u,v) for some u,v with lu-vl s I. 
The run test. 
As to the run test we first remark that the conditional distribution of R, 
given M, is independent of p0 (an explicit expression of this distribution 
is derived in (iii) of the problem). Now define the integer C(m) ~ 0 by 
PH{R< C(m) I M= m} < a s PH{R< C(m) I M= m} 
and y(m) E [0,1) by 
(38) PH{R<C(m) I M=m} + y(m)PH{R=C(m) I M=m} a; 
then the run test ~ is defined as follows: (r = u+v) 
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w(u,v,m) • { ~(m) < if r = C(m) 
> 
Comparison of the run test and the most powerful similar test 
* * * * . As a consequence of p0 < p1 (and q1 < q0) the function 6 has the following 
properties: 
Moreover, 
6(i,i) is stricly decreasing in i 
6(i-l,I) > 6(i,i) > 6(i+l,i) 
6(i,i-I) > 6(i,i) > 6(i,i+I) 
R < 2r <o> 6(U,V) > 6(r,r). 
This can be shown, using the properties of 6, as follows. Suppose R < 2r. 
If U = V, then U < rand hence 6(U,V) = 6(U,U) > 6(r,r). If U = V-1, then 
V $ r and 6(U,V) 6(V-l,V) > 6(V,V) z 6(r,r). If V = U-1, then U $rand 
6(U,V) = 6(U,U-I) > 6(U,U) z 6(r,r). This proves the 1=> 1 part. 
Now suppose 6(U,V) > 6(r,r). If U = V, then 6(U,U) > 6(r,r) and hence 
Us r-1 implying R s 2r-2 < 2r. If U = V+I, then 6(r,r) < 6(U,V) 
6(V+l,V) < 6(V,V) and hence V s r-1 implying R s 2r-I < 2r. If U V-1, 
then Mr,r) < 6(U,V) = 6(U,U+I) < 6(U,U) and hence U s r-1 implying 
R s 2r-I < 2r. This proves the 1<= 1 part. 
Further we have that R = 2r iff U = V = r iff 6(U,U) 6(r,r). We now 
* can compare the tests ~ and ~. 
As noted before k* equals 6(r,r), 6(r,r-I) or 6(r-l,r) for some r. 
If k* 6(r,r) then~ and~* coincide. 
If k* = 6(r,r-I) then C(m) = 2r-I. This can be seen as follows. 
Suppose C(m) z 2r, then PH{R < C(m) / M= m} z PH{R < 2r / M= m} 
= PH{MU,V) > 6(r,r) / M=m} z PH{6(U,V) z k* / M=m} >a, because 
P{6(U,V) = k*} > 0 and y* < I. This contradicts (38). 
Suppose C(m) s 2r-2. Then, since PH{R = C(m)} > 0 and y < I, 
PH{R < C(m) / M= m} + y(m)PH{R = C(m) / M= m} < PH{R $ C(m) / M= m} 
s PH{R s 2r-2 / M=m} = PH{6(U,V) z 6(r-l,r-I) / M=m} 
s PH{MU ,V) > k* / M= m} s a, again in contradiction with (38). 
Therefore, if the run test rejects H with probability one, i.e. if 
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R < C(m) = 2r-l, then R::;; 2r-2 and hance ll(U,V) 2! ll(r-1,r-I) > ll(r,r-1) =k*. 
* Hence the most powerful similar test ~ also rejects H with probability one. 
The ordering of ll(r,r-1) and ll(r-1,r) depends on the alternative under 
consideration. Hence only the supplementary rule for bringing the con-
ditional probability of rejection (given m) up to a depends on the specific 
alternative. 
The case k* = ll(r-1,r) is analogous to the previous one. 
(ii) Let p~ < p; be a fixed alternative. The power of the run test ~ is 
given by 
where 
S(p~,p~ I M= m) = 
= (1-y(m))P * *{R<C(m) I M=m}+y(m)P * *{R$C(m) I M=mL 
Po·P1 Po•Pl 
Now fix m = mo and define al = PH{R < C(mo) I M = mo}. Let ~l = ~l(u,v,m) 
* * ( . . and ~l = ~l u,v,m) be the run test and the most powerful similar test of 
H against K* : p~ < p; with level a 1• Then ~ 1 (u,v,m) = 1 iff R < C(m0). 
By (i) it follows that R < C(m0) implies ~;(u,v,m0 ) = 1 and hence, since 
PH{R < C(m0) I M = m} = a 1, ~~(u,v,m0 ) = 1 iff R < C(m0); i.e. 
~ 1 (u,v,m0 ) = ~~(u,v,m0 ). Therefore 
p * *{R < C(mo) I M = mo} 
Po•P1 
Since m0 was chosen arbitrarely, we have for all m 
P * *{R < C(m) I M = m} 2! PH{R < C(m) I M = m}. 
Po•P1 
Similarly one shows 
and hence 
P * *{R ::;; C(m) I M = m} 
Po•P1 
S(p~,p7 I M = m) 
P * *{R < C(m)+l I M = m} 
Po•P1 
2! PH{R ::;; C(m) I M = m} 
2! (1-y(m))PH{R< C(m) IM= m} + y(m)PH{R::;; C(m) IM= m} 0 
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implying 
as was to be shown. 
(iii) See the hint for PH{R = 2r+I / M = m}; in the case R 2r a similar 
argument yields the result. 
Problem 21. 
(i) The joint distribution of Y1, ••• ,YN is given by: 
N 
p{yl = Y1•···•YN = yN} = IT P{Y. = y.} i=I i i 
~ (n~)p:'i(l -p.)nCYi = C(a,S) exp{~ 
i=I Yi i i i=I 
P· } y.log...:..J._..I dµ(y) 
i -pi 
with y = (y 1, ••• ,yN)' µa suitably defined a-finite measure, T1(y) N N Li=! yi and T2(y) = Li=I xiyi. 
Hence for tests concerning both a.and S Theorem 3 can be 
applied. 
(ii) By Theorem 3 the UMP unbiased test for testing H S 0 
against the alternative S > 0 is given by 
cfi(u,t) 
when u > C(t) 
when u = C(t) 
when u < C(t) 
where the function C(t) and y(t) are determined by 
for all t. 
Remark that, if n denotes the number of successes in N trials, 
N N 







since Yi· = I when the i'th trial is a succes and y. 0 otherwise. Hence N i Li=I iyi just adds the ranks of the trials at which a succes occurs. 
(iii) The joint distribution of Y1, ••• ,YM, z1, ••• ,ZN can be written in 
the form (I O) of Section 4.4 with 
e y-a U(y,z) 
~] o-13 T1(y,z) 
~2 = a T2(y,z) 






i=I J. J. 
N 








+ I: u.y .• 
i=I 1 1 
Hence Theorem 3 can be used for the construction of tests 
concerning y-a. A similar argument holds for tests concerning o-13. 
(HALDANE and SMITH (1948); KRUSKAL (1957)) 
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Student's t-test for H s ~ 0, K s > 0 is given by (j)(X) = I # t(X) ~ c0, 
with t(X) = IIiX/S. 
Let 8 = (s,cr) and note that (U,V) = (/Il(X-s)/cr, S/cr) has a joint distri-
bution which does not depend on 8. Then 
8(j)(8) = Ee(j)(X) = Pe{t(X) ~ Co} 
Pe{lll(X-s)/S ~co~ llls/S} 
P8{/Il(X- S)/cr ~ c0s/cr - Ill s/cr} 




Let 8(s 1,cr) be the power of any level a test of Hand let 8(cr) denote the 
most powerful test for testing H against s = s 1 when a is known. (The 
existence is guaranteed by the Neyman-Pearson lemma.) Then 
and hence 
inf 8(s 1,cr) ~ inf 8(cr) =a. (j (j 
The last equality holds for the same reason as given in Section 2 of Chap-
ter 5, p. 167,for when a+ 00 then 8(cr) +a by the continuity of 8 and the 
fact that 8(cr) > a for all er. 
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Problem 3. 
(i) The density f 0 of the joint distribution of Z and V is 
(I) exp [-!<z -o) 2 ])f-I exp (-!v). 
Consider the invertible transformation t z !\[% , y = v, with Jacobian, 
(2) l()(z,v)I =1/i_ Cl(t,y) VI · 
The joint distribution of T and Y then has density 
(3) 
The integration p0(t) = J~ g0(t,y)dy gives the first result. Substitution 
of v = l(f+t 2 )/f ·.Ty leads by some elementary calculus to the second result. 
Finally the substitution w = t~ yields the slightly different form 
(4) I ( Of )(If )f-I p ( t) = I exp -! --;:-:-:-z --o 22<f-l)f(!f)lii7 f+t t 
00 
f [ f+t 2 ( ot 2 )
2
] 
· J w exp -~ • ~ w - f+tz dw. 
0 
(ii) Consider an orthogonal transformation Zi = LnJ'=J a .. X., which satisfies 
I . - ,!Il l.J J 






L z~ - z2 
i=I i I 
n 
L x~ - nX:2 
i=I i 




(X. - X) 2 l. 
In Problem 6 it will be shown that z1, ••• ,Zn are independently normally 
distributed with common variance o2 and means s. = s L~ 1 a ..• We have l. i= l.J 
SI= srn and Si= 0 for i=2,3, ••• ,n (by orthogonality). It follows that 
-0
1 Z I and :!zL~ 2 Z~ are independently distributed as N(§_ ,!Il, I) and x2 with o i= i o 
(n-1) degrees of freedom respectively. Hence 
x: rn lz o I 
n-1 
has a non-central t-distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom and non-
centrality parameter o = ~lil. 
Problem 4. 
With the aid of the following formulae we obtain the required powers: 
I. One-sided test. 
a. a unknown, 
f3(f,/a) = P{T I (lil f,/a) <: t I } ' n- n- ;a 
where T 1 (lil f,/a) has a non-central t-distribution with (n-1) degrees of n-
f reedom, and non-centrality parameter lil f,/a, and t I is determined by 
n- ;a 
f3(0) = a. 
b. a known, 
f3*(f,/a) = P{U <: u - lilt,/a}, 
a 
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where U has a standard normal distribution and ua is determined by f3* (0) =a. 
II. Two-sided test. 
a. a unknown, 
f3(f,/a) P{Tn-1 (lil f,/a) <: tn-1 ;a/2} + 
+ P{Tn-l(lilf,/a):::; -tn-l;a/2}. 
with Tn_ 1(1ilf,/a) and tn-l,a/2 as under I.a. 
b. a known, 
r;,*(f,/a) = P{U <: ua/ 2 - lilt,/a} + 
+ P{U:::; -ua/ 2 - lilt,/a}. 
with U and ua/2 as under I.b. 
The following tables give the required powers. We notice that r;,* <: f3, 
and that the difference between r;,* and f3 becomes smaller as n becomes 
larger. 
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One sided test 
~ 5 10 15 
13* 13 13* 13 13* 13 
. 7 .4683 .3660 .7152 .6548 .8568 .8243 
.8 .5573 .4364 .8119 .7544 .9270 .9030 
.9 .6434 .5084 .8852 .8360 .9672 .9521 
J.O . 7228 .5797 .9354 .8975 .9871 .9789 
1.1 .7924 .6482 .9666 .9402 .9955 .9918 
J.2 .8505 . 7119 .9842 .9675 .9987 .9971 
Two sided test 
.~ 5 JO 15 
13* 13 13* 13 13* 13 
. 7 . 3467 .2278 .6001 .5064 . 7737 .7129 
.8 .4322 .2810 .7156 .6162 .8725 .8213 
.9 .5210 .3393 .8122 . 7172 .9365 .8995 
1.0 .6088 .4014 .8854 .8031 .9721 .9491 
J. I .6914 .4656 .9356 .8708 .9893 .9764 
J.2 .7653 .5302 .9667 .9203 .9964 .9906 
Problem 5. 
z 1, ••. ,Zn are independently normally distributed with common variance cr
2 
and means E(Z.) = s. (i= l, ... ,s), E(Z.) = 0 (J=s+J, .•• ,n). 1 1 1 0 0 
Consider the problems of testing H : s1 ~ s1 against K : s1 > s1 and 
I • _ 0 • 1 • ..l 0 H • s1 - s1 aga1ns K · s1 r s1. 0 As is seen by transforming the variable z 1 
1 . . . h 0 0 
into Z 1 - s 1 , there is no loss of 
genera 1ty 1n assunnng t at s1 = . 
The joint density of z 1, .•. ,zn is 
(6) ,2 -n/2 { I ( n 2 s s 2)} (2na ) exp -~ I: z. - 2 I: z. s. + I: s. . 
2a i=I 1 i=I 1 1 i=J 1 
We make the identification of (6) with (I) of p. 160 of the book through 
the correspondence 
2 2 2 2 I 9 = s1/cr ; ~ = (s2/a , ••• ,ss/a , I/a) : 
n 2 I U(z) = z 1; T(z) = (z2 , •.. ,z, I: z.) = (T 1, .•. ,Ts)'. s i=J 1 
Theorem 3 of Chapter 4 then shows that UMP unbiased tests exist for the 
hypotheses 6 $ 0 and 6 = O, which are equivalent to s1 $ 0 and s1 = 0 
respectively. Now 
v u 
is independent of T when s1 = 0 (6 fixed~ a2 fixed~ distribution of V 
does not depend on~~ V is independent of T by Corollary 2). 
It follows from Theorem I that the UMP unbiased rejection region for 
H : s1 $ 0 is v ~ C~ or equivalently 
t(z) ~ c0 , where t(z) = 
( l:n i=s+I 
2 ~)! 
n-s 
In order to apply the theorem to H' : sl = 0, let 
W= u 
zl 
(T - s-1 T.) ! (l:n z~ + Z2)! 
s l:i=I ]_ i=s+I ]_ I 
Now W is also independent of T when s1 = 0, and is moreover linear in U. 
The distribution of W is symmetric about 0 when s1 = O. It follows from 
Theorem I that the UMP unbiased rejection region for H' : s1 = 0 is 
\w\ ~ C'. Since 
t(z) rn::8" w 
l1-w2 
the absolute value of t(z) is an increasing func.tion of \w\, and the 
rejection region is thus equivalent to 
\t(z)\ 2 
( 
z. )! Ln __ i_ 
i=s+I n-s 
~ c. 
From the definition of t(z) it is seen that t(Z) is the ratio of two 
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n 2 2 1 independent random variables z1/a and (r. +I Z. I (n-s)a ) 2 • The denominator i=s i 
is distributed as the square root of a x2 variable with n-s degrees of free-
dom divided by n-s; the distribution of the numerator, when s1 = 0, is the 
standard normal distribution. It follows that the distribution of t(Z) 
under s1 = 0 is Student's t distribution with (n-s) degrees of freedom 
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Problem 6. 
The result of this problem may be obtained as a straightforward application 
of a standard result from multivariate analysis. See, for instance, 
Theorem 2.4.1 on pp. 19-20 in ANDERSON (1958). 
Problem 7. 
x 1, ••• ,Xn is a sample from N(s,cr
2). Consider the same orthogonal trans-
formation as in Problem 3 (ii), i.e. we have z1 = X v'n ~ N(v'n s,cr2) arid 
z2 , ••• ,Zn are normally distributed random variables with common variance 
and mean zero. Moreover, z1, ••• ,Zn are independent. 
By Problem 5, it follows that the UMP unbiased tests for testing s ~ 0 
and s = 0 are given by the rejection regions 
{L~=2 zi/(n-1)}! > c 
respectively. 
2 
Using z1 = X In and (5) in the solution to Problem 3, it follows that these 
rejection regions may also be written as 
rnx 
These results correspond to formulae (16) and (17) of Section 2. 
Problem 8. 
(i) The random variables Y1,Y2 , ••• are independently distributed as 2 N(O,a ). 
PROOF. For each fixed n ~ I, (Y 1,Y2 , ••• ,Yn)
1 is a linear function of 
> c. 
(X1, ••• ,Xn+l)' and hence has a multivariate normal distribution which is 
completely specified by its expectation and covariance structure. We have 
-1 
EYn=fo(n+I)} 2 [nEXn+l-(EX1 + ••• +EXn)]=O, n=l,2, ••• , 
and, for m > n, 
! m n 
fo(n+l)m(m+I)}- cov(mX 1 - !: X.,nX 1 + !: X.) m+ i=I 1 n+ j=I J 
fo(n+l)m(m+l)}-![mncov(X 1,x+ 1)-mcov(x , ~ XJ.) m+ n m+I j=I 
-ncov(x 1, ~ x.)+ cov( ~ X., ~ x.)J n+ i=I i i=I i j=I J 
-
1 2 2 {n(n+l)m(m+I)} 2 [0-0-nO' +nO'] = O. 
By symmetry of course cov(Y ,Y ) 
2 m n Furthermore we find for a (Yn): 
0 for m < n. 
-1 n n {n(n+I)} cov (nX I - !: X., nX +I - !: X.) 
n+ i=I 1 n j=I J 
This proves the proposition. 
(ii) H : a= a0 , K : a= a 1• 
Assume a 1 > a0 . The case a 1 < a0 can be treated analogously. 
The joint density of. Y1, ••• ,Yn is equal to 
p. (y) = ( l27r a.) -n exp {- -\- ~ i} 
in i 2ai j=I J i 0, I, 
under H and K respectively. Therefore 
= (1 f exp{!(-+ - _!_2 ) .~ yJ~}. al ) a a J=I 
0 I 
So we have 
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H is rejected or accepted at the first violation of this equality, i.e. H 
is accepted when L~ 1 Y: is too small and rejected when L~ 1 Y: is too J= J J= J 
large. For the determination of A0 and A1 for given confidence level and 




We test H T $ o 
dependent samples 
respectively. The 
against K : T > o, at level a = • 05, based on two 
2 2 
x 1, ••• ,xn and Y1, ••• ,Yn from N(~,o) and N(n,T) 
hypothesis H is rejected when 
L (Y. -Y) 2 
1 ;;:: c 
L (X. - x) 2 n' 
1 
where c is determined by 
n 
00 
(7) J Fn-1,n-I (y)dy = .05. 
n 
(cf. (20) and (22) in Section 3, p. 169). 
For an alternative with TO-I = A, the power is given by 
{ 
L (Y. -Y) 2 :r (Y. -Y) 2T-2 
PA L (X~ -X)2 ;;:: en}= PA { :r (X~ -X)2o-2 
1 1 
= P{V ;;:: C A-2} = P{V $ c- 1A2} = 1-P{V ;;:: 
n n n n n 
where Vn has an F-distribution with n-1 and n-1 degrees of freedom. 
Note that the power function is increasing in A. 
in-
To determine the sample size n necessary to obtain power ;;:: .9 against the 
alternatives with TO-I > Li, the number n has to satisfy (7) and 
co 
f F I I (y)dy $ O. I. 
c-lfi2 n- ,n-
n 
By trial and error we find for Li= 1.5 that n;;:: 56, for Li= 2 that n;;:: 20 
and for A = 3 that n ;;:: 9. 
Problem JO. 
The test ~(W), with 
which is given by 
{
o when cl s w s c2, 
~(w) = 
I when w < c 1 or w > c2, 
and where c 1 and c2 satisfy 
EH• [~(W)] = a and EH' [Wtp(W)] = a~1 [W], 
2 
is UMP unbiased for H' : ~2 = li0 • 
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Under H' and if m = n, the distribution of W is the beta-distribution with 
density B(!(n-l),!(n-l))(w). So, in that case, the distribution of W is 
symmetric about !. 
Take c2 = I - c 1 and let c 1 
Cl 
EH' [~(W)] = f 
0 
. Cl a 
satisfy J0 B(!(n-l),Hn-l))(w)dw = Z' then 
I 
B(Hn--1),!(n-l))(w)dw + l~CI B(Hn-1),!(n-l))(w)dw= 
Cl 
= 2 b B(!(n-l),!(n-l))(w)dw =a, 
and 
EH' [Wtp(W)] = EH' [ (W-! )~(W)] + !EH' [ti>(W)] = !a = EH' (W) . a, 
since~ is symmetric about ! and the distribution of W is symmetric about !, 
so that EH' [(W-!)~(W)) = O. 
Finally we have 
1-c1} .. 
and sis (t-C1)Li0si + (t-C1)si} ** 
and C I si s (I - c 1 )li0si} ** 
2 ~<~} .. 
t:,. s2 - ct 
0 x 
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2 2 ~ {max ( L\OSX , ~) $ ~} 
s2 Ll s2 cl 
y 0 x 
Problem 11. 
Define R = (X 1,. .. ,Xm,Y 1,. •• Yn)'. Let A be the orthogonal (m+n) x (m+n) 
matrix which defines the orthogonal transformation Z = AR such that 
m n { r! I I 2 - -(8) zl :L al/j + :L a . Y. - + - (Y- X) j=I j=I I ,J+m J m n ' 
m n {m+n}-!C~1 n yj) (9) Z = :L a2/j + :L a2 . Y. = x. + !: 2 j= I j=I ,J+m J i j=I 
This defines the first two rows of A. The orthogonality conditions are 
easily checked. The matrix A may now be completed using the Gram-Schmidt 
method. The covariance matrix of R is equal to D(R) 021 so that 
m+n 
D(Z) = D(AR) = AD(R)A' = 0 2AA' = 0 21 . 
m+n 
It follows that the components of Z are independent and have common 
· 
2 F . f d f" d variance 0 • or the expectation o z 1 an z2 we in 
EZ = - + -
2 (T"J - t;) {I 1}-1 I m n ' 
From (8) and (9) we obtain 
( 10) a . = - _!_ {..!. + ..!.}-~ j = I , ••. ,m; IJ m m n ' 
-1 (II) a2j = {m+n} 2 , j = l,. . .,m+n. 
{ }
_! 
a =_!_ l+l 2 lj n m n ' 
j =m+l, ••. ,m+n; 
Because A is orthogonal we must have for i = 3, ... ,m+n, 
(12) m+n !: ai. J. a 1 J. = 0 , j=I 
m+n 
!: ai·J· a2J. = 0, j=I 






a .. + - !: 
iJ n j=m+I a .. iJ o, 
(14) m r a .. j=J l.J 
m+n 
r a ..• j=m+I l.J 
So, from (13) and (14) it follows for i=3,4, ••• ,m+n, that 
m m+n (15) r a .. 0, r a .. 0. j=I l.J j=m+I l.J 
We find for EZi' i = 3,4, ••• ,m+n, using ( 15)' 
(j!I 
m 
EZ. = E a .. X. + r a .. Y.) l. l.J J j=I i,J+m J 
m m+n 
~ r a .. + n r a .. o. j=I l.J j=m+I l.J 
So z 1, ••. ,Zm+n satisfy the conditions of Problem 5. To test H n-~ 0, 
the critical region is defined by 
m+n 2 
I: Z./(m+n+2) i=3. l. 
Using z'z' = R'A'AR = R'R, 
may rewrite this as 





-Ill - 2 s2 Lj=I (Xj -X) , y 
> c. 
n - 2 
rj = 1 (Y j - Y) , we 
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The test statistic has, under H, a Student distribution with m+n-2 degrees 
of freedom, so C is determined by P(!t 2 1 > C) =a. m+n-
Problem 12. 
We restrict attention to the ordered variables X(I) < ••• < X(n) since 
these are sufficient for a and b, and transform to new variables Z = nX( 1) 
I ' Zi = (n-i+l)(X(i) _X(i-I» for i=2, ••• ,n as in Problem 13 of Chapter 2. 







(i) Under the hypothesis H a= I, z 1 is easily seen to be sufficient 
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for b. We shall prove that z 1 is also complete. Consider 
00J -(z-nb) Eb(f(Z 1)) = f(z)e dz 
nb 
nb COJ -z 
e f(z)e dz. 
nb 
Now suppose that Eb(f(Z 1)) = 0 for all b E JR. This t -z means that nb f(z)e dz 
is equal to zero for each b E JR. This implies that f -z I f(z)e dz = 0 for 
each interval I, from which it follows that f (z) = 0, except possibly on a 
set of Lebesgue-measure zero. This proves completeness. 
Considering only unbiased tests, and thus only similar tests, by Theorem 2, 
Chapter 4, all considered tests~ then have Neyman-structure w.r.t. z 1, 
i.e. for all such tests we have 
Following the reasoning of Section 3 of Chapter 4, we only have to solve 
the "optimum problem" on each surface Z 1 = z 1 separately. 
The conditional distribution of z2 , ••. ,Zn given z 1 = z 1 has density 
( 16) h(z 2 , ••• ,zn I z 1) = cexp{-l ~ z.}. a i=2 l. 
from which it follows in particular that zl and z2·····zn are independent. 
Moreover, (16) constitutes an exponential family for which the UMP test for 
the hypothesis H : a = I has critical function (cf. Section 2 of Chapter 4) 
(17) 
Because of the above mentioned independence of z 1, and z2 , ••• ,Zn, the 
constants c1(z 1) and c2(z 1) are independent of z 1 and are determined by 
( 18) 
(19) 
The test ~(z 1 , ••. ,zn) considered as an unconditional test is then UMP 
unbiased for H a= I. 
The acceptance region derived from (17) may be rewritten as follows 
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n n 
{C I < L Zi < c 2} ** {2C 1 < L 2Zi < 2C2} ** i=2 i=2 
n 
{2c 1 < 2 L (X. - min(x1, ••• ,Xn)) < 2C2}. i=2 l. 
By Problem 13 (ii) of Chapter 2, for a= I, the statistics 2Z 2 , .•• ,2Zn are 
independently distributed as x2 with 2 degrees of freedom and hence 
n 2 Li=2 2Zi has a X distribution with 2n-2 degrees of freedom. Hence k 1 2C 1 
and k2 = 2C2 must satisfy 
k2 
\I 2 X2n-2(y)dy 1-a (i.e. 18) 
k2 2 
Jk hX2n-2(y)dy (n-1)(1-a) (i. e. 19). I 
The last equality is equivalent to (cf. Example 2 Section 2 of Chapter 4) 
n (ii) When b = 0, the statistic Li=! Zi is sufficient for a and also complete, 
which can be shown using the fact that for b = 0 the statistic~ L~=I Zi has 
a x2-distribution with 2n degrees of freedom. 
We can therefore follow the same reasoning as under (i). 
It is easy to show that the density of z 1, ••• ,zn given L~=I Zi 
n 
stant on the following section of the hyperplane Li=! zi = c: 
n 
{ z 1 <:: nb , z 2 , ••• , zn <:: 0, L z. i=I i. (say). 
c is a con-
Hence (Z 1, ••• ,Zn I L~= 1 Zi = c) has a homogeneous distribution over Sb and 
a homogeneous distribution over s0 when b = O, i.e. when H holds. 
Application of Neyman & Pearsons fundamental lemma to this conditional 
situation shows that a test with critical function: 
n 
<P( z I ' ... 'z I L 
n i=I 
z. = c) = {I when z 1 > k(c) or z 1 < 0 
l. 0 when 0 < z 1 < k(c) 
is MP for H: b = 0 against K b b 1, 





Because the same test is obtained for any b 1 f 0, the test is UMP for 
H : b = 0 against K : b f O. 
Now, (20) implies 
c} 1--a. 
This may be rewritten as 
n n 
Pb=O{o < z 1 I i:l zi < k(c) I c I i~I zi = c} 1-a 
or, by the independence of I:~= 1 Z i and Z 1 I I:~= 1 Z i, as 
This shows that k(c) I c 
acceptance region 
C does not depend on c. Hence the test with 
now considered as.an unconditional test is UMP unbiased for H b 0 
against K : b f 0. 
A trivial calculation shows that (21) may be written equivalently as 
0 < £ {x· - min(x 1, ••• ,x ) } i=l i n 
n 
< c' (i.e. o < z. / I: z. < c'). ]. i=2 ]. 
Furthermore, from Problem 13 (ii) of Chapter 2 we know that, when b = O, 
2Z 1 and I:~=2 2Zi are independently distributed as X~ and x;n_2 respectively. 
Hence n 
(n-l)Zl I I: zi ~ F2,2n-2' 
i=2 
an F-distribution with 2 and 2n-2 degrees of freedom. It follows then 
n 
easily that u = z 1 I I:i=2 zi has probability density 
-n (n-l)(l+u) , u <': 0. 
(PAULSON (1941), LEHMANN (1947)) 
Problem 13. 
Notice that the joint density of (X(I) , ••. ,X(r)) is equal to 
< x • 
r 
as follows from Problem 13 (i) of Chapter 2. Transformation to new 
variables z 1 = nX<O, zi = (n-i+l)(X(i)_X(i-I)) for i=2, ••• ,r 
(2 ~ r ~ n) as again in Problem 13 (ii) of Chapter 2 gives the joint 






z 1 ~ nb, z2 , ••• ,zr ~ O. 
Thus, the joint density of z 1, ••• ,Zr has the same structure as the 
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joint density of z 1, ••• ,Zn in the preceding problem. (This result could 
also have been obtained by integrating out the variables zr+i•··· ,zn of the 
density of z 1, ••• ,Zn as one can see easily). Notice that this time 
X(I) , ••• ,x<r) are. (of course) sufficient for a and b, as no further infor-
mation is available, and that z 1, ••• ,Zn is a one to one transformation of (I) (r) the X , ••• ,X • 
It follows that the results of the preceding problem hold when we replace 
n by r throughout. 
This means that the UMP unbiased test for H a = I has acceptance region 
(22) 
where the constants kl = 2C 1 and k2 2C2 are determined by 
k2 2 Jk X2r-2(y)dy I-a, I 
k2 2 
Jk X2r(y)dy J-a. I 
Expression of the critical region in terms of the original variables 
x 1, ••• ,Xn' as was done in the preceding problem, is in this case of 
course impossible. 
The critical region can however be expressed in terms of X(I) , ••• ,x<r). 





(22) may be rewritten as 




The UMP unbiased test for H b 0 has acceptance region 
r 
where u = zl I Li=2 zi has, for b = 0, probability density 
Problem 14. 
-r (n-l)(l+u), u;::: o. 
Section 4 
Let o : lRn + lR be any measurable function and L any constant such that 
(o(X) -L/2,o(X) +J,,/2) is a confidence interval fort;.. Furthermore, let N 
be any integer and t;. 1 , ••• ,t;. 2N such that I t;.i - t;.j I > L whenever i 1' j. 
Then the sets 
Si= {(x1 , ... ,xn) I lo<x1, ... ,xn)-t;.il !> L/2}, i = l, ... ,2N 
are mutually exclusive. Let y(i) = (Y(i), ••• ,Y(i)) be a sample of fixed 
size n from N((t;.i - t;. 1)/o;I), and f(ij(y) the ~ensity function of Y(i), 
i= l, ... ,2N. Since f(i)(y) + f(l)(y) as o + 00 for all i, it follows from 
the Lemmas 4 and 2 of the Appendix that there exists a ON > 0 such that 
for o > ON' 
IP~ 0 {X E s.} - P~ 0 {x E S.}J = ~i· l. ~1· l. 
(i) (i) JP{(oY 1 +t;. 1 , ... ,oYn +t;. 1) E Si}+ 
{ (I) (I) 
- p (OYI +t;.l, ... ,oYn +t;.I) E S.}1 
l. 




min Pi; 0 {X E S.} $ (2N) -I, i I• i 
it follows for o > ON that 
min Pi;. , 0 {X E S.} -I $ N ' i l. l. 
and hence that 
inf Pc {io(X)-t,;I s L/2} s N- 1• 
i;,o ..,,o 
Because N is arbitrary, the confidence coefficient associated with the 
intervals (o(x) - L/2,o(X) + L/2) is zero, and the same must be true a 
fortiori of any set of confidence intervals of length SL. 
Problem 15. 
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(i) mS2/o2 is x2-distributed with m degrees of freedom and, conditional on 
S = s, Y is N(O,o2/s2) distributed. Therefore, conditional on S = s, 
sY/o = SY/o is N(0,1) distributed. Since this distribution does not depend 
ons, SY/a is N(O,I) distributed independently of s 2 Therefore 
Y = (SY/a) I IS 2 /o2 is t-distributed with m degrees of freedom. 
(ii) The random variables x0 ,s,~o+l'~o+2 , ••• are independent; x0 is 
N(i;,o2/n0) distributed, Xi' i ~ n0+1, is N(t,;,o2) distributed, and 
(n0-1)S
2/o2 is x2-distributed with n0-1 degrees of freedom. Conditional on 
S = s, a, b, and n are fixed and x0 ,~ +1,Xn +2•••• are still independent 0 0 
with the same normal distributions. Since 
n n 
:L ai (Xi - /;) = n0a(X0 - !;) + :L b(Xi - 0, i=1 i=n0+1 
n . 2 2 2 2 we have that conditional on S = s, :Li=I ai (X- 0 is N(O,n0a o +(n-n0)b o ) n 2 2 
= N(O,:Li= 1 aio ) distributed. Therefore, still conditional on S = s, 
y n / 2 n 2 :L a. (X. - I;) / v (S :L. I a.) i=1 i i i= i 
is N(O,o2/s 2) distributed. It follows by (i) that Y is (unconditionally) 
t-distributed with n0-1 degrees of freedom. 
(iii) There exist numbers a and b such that n0a + (n-n0)b = 1 and, for 2 2 2 given c : n0a + (n-n0)b = c/S if n > n0 and if the following equation 
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= c/s2, has a solution 
2 (l-noa)2 2 
n0a + (n-n0) 2 = c/S • (n-n0) 
This equation is equivalent to 
and this equation has a solution if 
2 2 s 2 4n0 - 4nn0 (1 - (n-n0)c/S ) ?: 0 ~ n ?: c 
H f { 1[
52 ] 1}> 52 h bl . solvedi.'f ence or n = max n0 + , -c- + n0 , c , t e pro em is 
we take a 1 = ..• =au =a, au +I= ... = a = b where a and bare the 0 0 n 
solutions of the equations above. 
(iv) Apply (ii), where a. = .!. (i = I, ..• ,n). 
l. n 
(STEIN (1945), CHAPMAN (1959)) 
Problem 16. 
(i) Clearly, the interval L~=l aixi ± L/2 has length L. Moreover 
P{ ~ a.x. - L/2 s s s i=I l. i. £ a.x. + L/2} = i=I 1 i. 
= P{- L/2 $ ~ a.x. - s $ L/2} = 
i=I 1 1 
= P{- L/2/'C s ~ a. (X. - s)//'C s L/2/'C} = i=I i. 1 
L/2./C 
=I tn _1(y)dy = y, 
-L/2/'C 0 
using :L~=I ai =I, and the fact that :L~=I ai(Xi-s)//'C ~ t(n0-1), which 
follows from (iii) of Problem IS. 
(ii) P{X - L/2 $ s $ x + L/2} = P{ix- sl $ L/2} = 
< rn1} > p{rnlx-sl 
- 2S - S < L } - 2/c , 
since by definition (Problem 15, (iv)), n ~ [ ~2 ] +I,,. ~n ~IC. 
Furthermore, 
L } . L/2/C 
s;-- =J tn-l(y)dy=y, 
Uc -L/2/C 0 
since vn(X-[,)/S ~ t(n0-I) by (iv) of Problem 15. 
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We now show that the expected number of observations under rr2 is slightly 




+I, [sc2] + J}, 
= max{n0 , [s:J + I}. 
Since [S2/c] + I is an integer, 
So 
nrr = nrr = [S 2/c] + if [S2/c] + 
I 2 
nrr - I nrr = no 
I 2 
E (nrr ) - E (nrr ) 
I 2 
if [S2/c] + 
E(nrr - nTI ) 
I 2 
P{[S2/c] + I s; n 0} 
2 P{S /c < n0} 
2 P{U < n0c/cr } 
~ n0 +I; 
s; no 
where U is x2-distributed with n0-1 degrees of freedom. 
(STEIN (1945), CHAPMAN (1950)) 
Problem 17. 
(i) Define the critical function 
=( 
0 
if (r.1: 1 a.x. - t;,0)//C ~ c, i= l. l. 
otherwise. 
Then we have to prove that 
(I) 
(2) 
8c(t;,) = Et;,~<x 1 , ••• ,Xn) s; a fort;, s; t;,0 
8c(t;,) is a strictly increasing function depending only on t;,. 
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By Problem 15 (iii) (.L1: 1 a.X. - s)/IC = .L1: 1 a. (X. - f,)/IC (since 1= 1 1 1= 1 1 n 




f tn -l(y)dy, which is strictly increasing ins. 
C-(s-so)/IC 0 
Also, by the definition of C, it follows innnediately from the preceding 
equality that Sc(s) $a for all s $ s0 . 
(ii) From the equality 
()() 
Sc<s 1) = f tn _1(y)dy = S C-(sl-sO)/IC 0 
we get 
where Fv(t) denotes the probability integral of a t-distribution with v 
degrees of freedom. Hence 
( s -s f 
c= F~l_:(l-~)-cf 
0 
(note that since a< S < I, we have C < F~ 1 _ 1 (I-S) < 00). 0 
(iii) Since n = max{n0 , [ 
8c




vn > _I_ 
-s- IC 
v'n<s - s0) 
s 




s - s 0 for all s > so Id 
s - so 
for all s :$ s0• IC 
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First we show that the test determined by vn(X - F,0 ) /S > c is a level a test. 
Indeed we have for all F, $ F,0 
{ ltl<x - r,0) Pr, S > c} P { ltl<x- s) F, s 
{
raixi-F, F,-F,o}- {raixi-r,} 
$ Pr, IC > c -~ - Pr, IC $a 
where the first inequality follows by (24) and the fact that IU(X- F,)/S 
and (I: a.X. - F,)//C have a t-distribution with n0-1 degrees of freedom, ]_ ]_ 
by Problem 15 (iii) and 15 (iv). The second inequality follows by part (i). 




Hence the test with rejection region ln(x-F,0 )/S > C based on rr2 and the 
same c as in (i) is a level a test of H which is uniformly more powerful 
than the test given in (i). 
(iv) ~ (extension of (i)). 
For the procedure rr 1 with any given c, let C now be defined by I; tno-1 (y)dy = % . Then the rejection region I (I: aixi - so)/lcl > c defines 
a level a test for H : F, = r,0 against K : F, ~ r,0 with power function Sc(F,) 
strictly increasing in IF, - r,0 I and depending only on F,. 
The power of the test is 
Hence 
I - Sc(F,) Pr, {-c $ r aixi - r,0 $ c} IC 
PF, {-c - F,- so r aixi - F, F, - F, } rc $ IC $C- /CO • 
Since (I:~ I a.X. - s)//C has a t-distribution with n0-t degrees of freedom i= ]_ ]_ 
it follows by elementary consideration that I -S (F,) decreases strictly as 
c 
F, tends away form r,0 in either direction. 
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part 2 (extension of (ii)). 
We must show that, given any alternative s 1 and any S, a< S < I, the 
number c can be chosen so that Sc(s 1) = S. 
From the equality 
J tn _1(y)dy s1-s0 o c- rc 
-c- s1-so 
J rc tn -J(y)dy + 
00 0 
it follows that c is the solution of the equation 
Note that in this case we obtain an integral equation for c, but this 
equation always has a unique solution for a< S < I. 
part 3 (extension of (iii)). 
We must show that the test with rejection region llil<'X-s0)/SI > C based 
on rr2 and the same c as in part is a level a test for H : s = s0 against 
K : sf s0 which is more powerful than the test given in part I. 
Let B (s) denote the power function of the test with rejection region 
c 
I rn <x - s0 ) / s I > c. 
Case (I): s > s0 • 
We have 
< T < C - } ' 
{ 
s - so s - so } 
I - Sc ( s) = P s - C - re-- < T < C - le 
where T has a t-distribution with n0-1 degrees of freedom. Since 
li:l(s-s0)/S > (s-s0)/./C, it follows from the preceding equations that 
I - B (S) < I - S (s). 
c c 
Case (2): s < s0 • 
Since now li:l(s - s0) /S < (s - s0) /./C, we get the same relation between 8 (s) and S (s) as in case (I). 
c c 








f b(x) = 
a, 0 
if x;;:: b, 
if x < b. 
If X has density f b(x), then X/a' has density f I 1 b/ ,(x). Let cp be the a, a a , a 
UMP unbiased test of Problem 12 for the hypothesis H: a= 1. Then 
cp'(x) = cp(x/a0) is a UMP unbiased test for H
1 
: a= a0• We have 






Hence, cp' is unbiased. 
if a = ao 
if a "' ao. 
Since each test~ for H': a= a0 can be transformed by ~'(x) 
a test for H : a 1 and conversely, cp' is UMP unbiased. 
The acceptance region of cp' is 
and hence the most accurate unbiased confidence interval for a is given by 
Problem 19. 
(i) Let X and Y be independently distributed according to the binomial 
distributions b(p 1,m) and b(p2 ,n) respectively. The conditional distri~ 
bution of Y given Y + X = t is given by (21) on p. 143 of the book. 
where P (p2q1)/(p 1q2) and Ct(p) is a norming constant. The UMP unbiased 
test of the hypothesis p = p0 is the same for each t on the line segment 
X + Y = t as the UMP unbiased conditional test of the hypothesis p = p0• 
The conditional distribution of Y given X+Y = t constitutes a one-
parameter exponential family, so Lennna 1 can be applied. The conditions of 
of this lemma are satisfied because the above test is strictly unbiased as 
is shown on p. 128, and the conditional distribution can be made continuous 
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by addition of a uniform variable (cf. p. 180, p. 81 of the book). 
Therefore most accurate unbiased confidence regions exist and are indeed 
intervals. 
(ii) In the same way, using the conditional distribution of X given X+X' 
and X+Y as stated on p. 145, it follows that most accurate unbiased con-
fidence intervals exist in a 2 x 2 table for the parameter /';. of Section 6 
of Chapter 4. 
Section 6 
Problem 20. 
(i) Consider the following transformation: 
( ~2 + b )-! ~ (bv. 
: )Yi 
n 
zt + I: aliyi 
i=I 1 i=I 
2 -! n n 
z2 (a + nb ) I: (av. -b)yi I: a2iyi. i=! l i=! 
Then, since n 0 n 2 I, I:i=I v. and I:i=I v. l l 
n 2 (a: + 2rl( 2 n 2 2ab n 2 I: ali b b I: v. + -- I: v. + n· :z ) i=I i=I l n i=I l 
n 2 n 
and analogously, I:i=I a2i = I and I:i=I a 1ia2i O. 





I: a .. Y., 
i= I J l l 
j = 1,2, ••• ,n 
with z 1 and z2 as above. 






n (25) b I: v.a .. 
i=I l Jl 
n (26) a I: v.a .. 
i=I l Jl 
( a
2 
+ b2)-! ~ (bv. +~)a .. = 0 
n i=J l n J l 
2 2 -! n (a +nb) I: (av. -b)a .. 
i=I l Jl 
0 
n 
a I: -- a .. 
n i=I Jl 
n 
b I: a •. 
i=I Jl 
so that for j = 3,4, •.. ,n 
(27) 
n 
I: v.a .. = 0 
i= I 1 J 1 
n 
and I: a .. = O. 
i=l J 1 
For (a = 0 and b # O) or (a # 0 and b = O) this follows immediately from 
(25) and (26). For a# 0 and b # 0 it follows from (25) and (26) because 
( 2 2) n L + .iL. I: a .. = 0, a n i=I J 1 or n I: i=l a .. = O. 1] 




ansformation I:~=I zi = I:~=I Yi and hence 
n 2 n 2 
I:i=3 2 i = I:i=l Yi - (Zl + 22). 
Now 
(~2 + b 2)-1 [b ~ 
i=I 
-]2 v. Y. + aY + 
1 1 
2 2 -I[ n -]2 + (a + nb ) a I: v.Y. - nbY 
i=I 1 1 
2 ( n )2 nY + I: v. Y. 
i=I 1 1 
so 
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(28) ~ z: = ~ ~ - nY2 - ( ~ v. Y.)2 = ~ (Y. - Y) 2 -( ~ v. Y.)2 • 
i=3 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 1 i=I 1 i=I 1 1 
By Problem 6,Z 1, •.• ,Z are independently normally distributed with cominon 2 n 
variance cr and means 
(~ + b2r![ b n EZ 1 I: v.EY. + aEY] = i=I 1 1 
(~ + b2r![b n + !! n (y+ovi)] I: v.(y+ov.) I: 





-+ b 2(b·o+a·y) = : + b 2p 
n 
2 2 -! EZ2 = (a + nb ) (ao - nby) (analogously) 
and for j = 3,4, ... ,n 
n n 
EZ. = L a .. EY. = L a .. (y+ov.) = 0, by (27). 
J i=I J 1 J i=I J 1 1 
Putting s = 2 in Problem 5 the UMP unbiased test for testing 
H: (a2/n+b2)-!p= (a2/n+b2)-!p0 (orequivalentlyH: p= p0) is given 
by the acceptance region 
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I 2 2 -! I Z 1 - (a /n + b ) p0 $ c 
Vr.r: 3 Z~/(n-2) i= 1 
Using (28) this can be written as 
lb L.~=I viYj +aY-p0 j; /a2/n+b2 $ c \j[ n - 2 n 2] L. 1 (Y.-Y) - (L. 1 v.Y.) /(n-2) i= 1 i= 1 1 
where C is determined by le t 2 (y)dy = 1-a since under H the test -c n-
statistic has at-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom (cf. Problem 5). 
(l· 1·) . 2 ,...n ( -) 2 (..-n )2 h f 11 0 Putting S = L.i=I Yi -Y - L.i=I viYi we ave or a t > 
IP(a,b) - P(a,b)j s t 
lb 
n 
aY. + c/a2/n+b 2 /s 2/(n-2) - P(a,b)I s ~ 'I:. v.Y. + t i=I 1 1 
~ lb n 'L.i=I viYi + aY- P(a,b) + _c_ /s2 /cr2 I s t/cr 
cr/a2 /n + b2 fxi="2" /a2/n+b2 
Since (b r.1; 1 v.Y.+aY-p(a,b))/cr/a2 /n+b 2 is standard normally distri-1= 1 1 
buted and independent of s 2;cr2 which has the x2-distribution with n-2 
degrees of freedom, it follows that for (a 1,b 1) and (a2 ,b2) satisfying 
lai/n+bj < /a~/n+b~, 
Since f 1 is an increasing function it follows from Problem II of Chapter 3 
that 




The set of order statistics 
T(Z) 
is a complete sufficient statistic for F (Chapter 4, Example 6). A 
necessary and sufficient condition for (48) on p. 184 is therefore 
(29) E[<P(Z) I T(z)] = a a.e. 
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The set S(z) consists of the N1! ••• Nc! points obtained from z through 
permutation of the coordinates z •• (j + 1,2, ••• ,N.) within the ith subgroup 1J 1 
(i = 1,2, ••• ,c) in all N1 ! ... Ne! possible ways, so that S(z) = 
{z': T(z') = T(z)}. 
It follows from Section 4 of Chapter 2 that the conditional distribution 
of Z given T(z) assigns probability l/(N 1! ••• Nc!) to each of the N1! ••• Nc! 




For c = I and m = n = 4 the rejection region given by (54) on p. 188 
becomes 
8 
I: z.'> C[T(z)J. j=S J 
The test statistic takes on only (~) = 70 distinct values over all per-
mutations of Z(l) , ••• ,z<8) so for a = .JO the test rejects H for the 7 
largest ones. The rejection region turns out to consist of the points e 
for which I:~=S zj ~ 12.09, corresponding to {z5,z6 ,z7,z8} = {Z(i): i EI} 
with I= {3,4,7,8},{4,S,6,8},{3,S,7,8},{3,6,7,8},{4,S,7,8},{4,6,7,8} or 
{S,6,7,8}. 
Problem 23. 
A point (x1, •.• ,xm,yl, ••• ,yn) is in the acceptance region A(~) for H(~) 
if and only if 
I.!. ~n z. _ _! ~ z.J =I.!. ~ (y. -~) _ _! ~ x.1 n j=m+l J m j=l J n j=l 1 m j=l J 




- I: z· I: z· I 
n j=m+l 1• m j=l 1j J 
where i 1 < ••• < im;im+l < ••• < im+n is a permutation of the integers 
ISO 
1,2, ••• ,m+n. 
Denote for any finite set A the number of elements of A by N(A) and let 









- ..!. :r 
m j=I 
z· = i. 
J 
=.!_[ ~ yJ'.-N(Jn{m+l, .•• ,m+n})L'l]-l[ ~ x!-N(Jn{t,2, ••. ,m})L'I]= 
n j=I m j=I J 
= y' - x' -y L'I 
h ( I I I I) • th t t • f ( ) were x 1, •.• ,xm,y 1, ••• ,yn is e permu a ion o x 1, ••• ,xm,y 1, •.• ,yn 
that corresponds to (i 1, ... ,im+n) and 
I I y = n N(J n {m+l, ••• ,m+n}) - m N(J n {1,2, ••• ,m}) 
so that IY! s I. 
The (I-a) confidence region for L'I is given by 
That this is indeed an interval can be seen as follows: 
Let a, b, y, 1'1 1 and1'12 be real values with !YI s I, 1'1 1 < 1'12 and 
(a-L'l.) 2 s (b-yll.) 2 , i= 1,2. Then, because (b-yll) 2 - (a-1'1) 2 = i i 
(y2 - 1)1'12 + 2(a-by)L'I + b 2 - a 2 and y 2 - I s 0, it follows that 
(a-1'1)2 s (b-yt:,.)2 for any L'I with 1'1 1 s/:,.s1:,.2 • 
Now consider any 1'1 1 E S(x1, ••• ,xm,y1 , ••• ,yn). Then 
<)T-x-A) 2 s (y' -x' -y1:,.) 2 
l d f A - • f 1 (m+n)- k . ( ' ' ' ') ho s or u 1 or at east n permutations x 1 , ••• ,xm,y1 , ••• ,yn. 
The inequality also holds for /:,. = y - x for all permutations and hence it 
holds for all A between y - x and ti 1 for at least (':.n )- k permutations 
(xj, ••• ,x~,yj, ••• ,y~). So any/:,. between y-x and L'l 1 is an element of 




From Problem 7 (iii) of Chapter 2 it follows that under the hypothesis 
2 2 the set T of order statistics of (Z 1, •.• ,Zn) is sufficient and from 
Example 6 of Chapter 4 that T is also complete. (T is equivalent to 
n 2 n 2n . (Li=I Zi, ••• ,Li=I Zi ), which is suggested in the hint). 
Let Z = (Z 1, ••• ,Zn)' ~any unbiased level a test and hs the density of 
an n-variate normal distribution with mean (s, ••• ,s) and covariance 
matrix a2r. 
As in Example 7 of Chapter 2 under the alternative the conditional 
expectation of ~(Z) given T = t is 
E[~(Z) IT = t] = 
where the summation is over 
{ ( I I) ( I 2 12) z I ' •• • ' zn : z I ' ... 'zn 
the proof of Theorem 3 under 
E[~(Z). I T = t] = 
L ~(z')hs(z') 
L hs(z') 
the 2nn! point z' E S(t) = 
is a permutation of t}. Furthermore, as in 
the Hypothesis 
2n I n. 
L ~(z'). 
z 1 ES(t) 
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Therefore, the problem is quite similar to the one described in Section 8. 
To carry out a most powerful unbiased test the 2nn! points of each set S(t) 
are ordered according to the values of the density hs. 
Since hs(z'), for fixed L~=I zi~ is an increasing function of L~=I zi, and 
• ,.-n • h I • I I since'i=I zi is constant overt en. permutations of (z 1, ••• ,zn)' the test 
reduces to the following: 
n n Order the 2 values of Li~! ±Zi (almost surely there will be no ties) 
and reject the hypothesis if Li=! Zi is one of the k largest values; 
reject with probability y if Li=I Zi is the (k+J)'th largest value. Herek 
and y are defined by k+y = a2n. As in Section 8, the rejection region has 
the form of the t-test (IS) of Chapter 5 in which the constant cutoff 
point c0 has been replaced by a random one. 
Problem 25. 
(i) Let x1, ••• ,~,Y 1 , ••• ,Yn be independently normally distributed with 
common variance a2 and means EXi = i;i and EYi = i;i + !::,, i = I ,2, ••• ,n. 
Consider the following transformation: 
X ! ~ (Y . - X. ) I 12, Y ! = (Y . + X. ) I 12, i = I , 2 , ••• , n. i i i i i i 
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Since this transformation is orthogonal, x;, ... ,X~,YJ, ••. ,Y~ are 
independently normally distributed with common variance cr2 and means 
EX!= b.j./2 and EY! = (21;. +/J.)/./2, i= 1,2, ••• ,n. (cf. Problem 6). There-i i i 
. • d . f I I Y' Y' • • b fore the Joint ensity o x1, ••• ,Xn' . 1, ••. , n is given y 
(30) 
f(x' ,y') ---- exp [- _!__ { ~ (x! - /::,././2) 2 + (21Ta2) n 2a2 i =I i 
+ ~ (yi_-(2/;i+/J.)/./2)2}] = 
i=l 
C(a2 ,/J.,I;) exp [ f - ~ 
O' ,12 i=I 
x! - b ~ {(x!)2 + (y!)2} + 
i 20' i=I i i 
I n ] + -- I: (21;. + li)y! 
a2/2 i=I i i 
This density is of the form (I) on p. 160 with 
and 
n 
U = I: 
i=I 
X!' i 
e = /J. 
12. a2 ' 
and T. = Y!, 
i J. 
i = 1,2,. • .,n 
- -
1
- and {}, = 
2a2 i i = 1,2,. .. ,n. 




VI:~ (X! -X1 ) 2 i=I i 
is independent of T0 (see Example I) and of T1, ••• ,Tn. Furthermore Vis 
an increasing function of U for each T0 ,T 1, ••• ,Tn' so by Theorem I the 
UMP unbiased test for the hypothesis H : /::,. = 0 is given by the rejection 
region V > C. 
In terms of the differences Wi = Yi - Xi, i = 1 ,2, •• .,n the rejection region 
of the UMP unbiased test for testing H : Ii = 0 agianst K : /::,. > 0 can also 
be written as 
Under H this statistic has a t-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom, 
so c0 is determined by J: tn_ 1(y)dy =a. 
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(ii) In order to obtain the most accurate unbiased confidence intervals 
for 6 we first consider the hypothesis H' : 6 = 60 against K' : ti f 60 • 
With X'.' = (Y. -ti0 -x.)/12. and Y~' = (Y. -60 +x.)/./2, i= 1,2, ••• ,n the joint i i i i i i 
d · f x" x" Y" Y" · · b (30) ·th ' 1 d b ' A ensity o 1, ... , n' 1, ... , n is given y wi '-"rep ace y ,_,-,_,0 • 6-tio When 6 = 60 (or equivalently 8' 0212 0) the statistic 
w = ( ~ X'.') 1V:rr: (X'.') 2 i=I i i=I i 
is independent of the sufficient statistic To' = :rr: { (X'.') 2 + (Y~') 2} and i=l i i 
T ! - Y" . - J 2 d . 1° • U' - ..-n X" Th d. . b . f W i - i' i-, , ••• ,nan is inear in - ~i=I i. e istri ution o 
is symmetric about 0 when 6 = 60 , so Theorem I implies that the UMP 
unbiased test for testing H' : 6 = 60 against K' : ti f 0 is given by 
rejection region lwl > C. 
Since 
lw'I rn=T I wl ln-w2 
is an increasing function of lwl this rejection region is equivalent to 
lw' I > co. 
In terms of the differences Wi =Yi-Xi, i= 1,2, ••• ,n the rejection region 
of the UMP unbiased test for testing H' : ti = 60 against K' : 6 f 60 can 
also be written as 
v:r~=I (Wi -w)2/(n-1) > c . p 
Under H' this statistic has a t-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom, 
so C is determined by J00 t 1(y) = a/2. P CJ n-
The corresponding most accurate unbiased confidence intervals for ti are 
given by 
W - C 1 
1 v~n (W. - W) 2 s 6 s ln(n-1) i=I i 
- I vn -2 s W + c1 .~ I:._ 1 (W~ -W) • Yn,n-1; i- L 
Problem 26. 
Let u1, ••• ,u2 and v1, •.• ,V and V 1, ••• ,v2 be independently distributed 2 n 2 n 2 n+ n as N(µ,a 1), N(~,a ) and N(n,a ) respectively. Consider the hypothesis 
H ': n s ~ or, equivalently, H : ti s 0 where ti = n - ~. 
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Ii.1 the case of complete randomization we have 
x. U. +V. i 1,2, ••• ,n 1 1 1 
Y. un+i + vn+i i 1,2, ••• ,n 1 
2 2 2 2 with Xi and Yi independently distributed as N(µ+~,o 1 +o ) and N(µ+~,o 1 +o ) 
respectively. The UPM unbiased test given by (27) on p. 172 has rejection 
region 
T = (Y-X)/./z/n 
1 V[r. cxi -x)2 + (Yi -'Y)2]/2(n-I) 
The test statistic T1 has a noncentral t-distribution with 2(n-1) degrees 
• /, 2 2 of freedom and noncentrality parameter !;, I V(2/n) (a 1 +a ) • 
In the case of matched pairs we have 
x. u. + v. i 1,2, ••• ,n 
1 1 1 
Y. ui + vn+i i 1,2, ••• ,n. 1 
Define Wi = Yi-Xi Vn+l-Vi. Then WI' ••• ,Wn are independently distributed 
as (!;,, 202). 
The UMP unbiased test given by (59) on p. 192 has rejection region 
rnw T2 = > C2 vr.~=I (Wi -w)2/(n-1) 
The test statistic T2 has a noncentral t-distribution with (n-1) degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter t;,//2a2 /n . 
In table I the power of the two methods is given for a number of values of 
n with!;, 4 and a = .05 when a 1 = I and a = 2. The procedure used is: 
(a) Compute Ci: 
In the case of complete randomization c1 follows from 
P{t 2 (n-I) > c1} = .os. 
In the case of matched pairs c2 follows from P{tn-I > c2} = .OS. (b) Compute the power 8 for the alternative with !;, = 4: 
In the case of complete randomization the noncentrality parameter 
becomes 4/n/10 so the power is given by 81 = P{t 2(n-l)(4/n/IO) > c1}. 
In the case of matched pairs the noncentrality parameter becomes 
v'2Il so the power is given by 82 = P{tn_ 1(/2Il) > c2}. 
n SI S2 
2 • 33477 .24669 
3 .56548 .49087 
4 • 72157 .69359 
5 .82471 .82595 
6 .89147 .90464 
7 .93380 .94911 
8 .96016 .97340 
9 .97630 .98634 
10 .98605 .99308 
12 .99530 .99829 
14 .99846 .99959 
16 .99951 .99991 
18 .99985 .99998 
20 .99995 1.00000 
30 1.00000 1.00000 
Table I 
The method of complete randomization only yields greater power for n ~ 4. 
For larger n, the two methods are very close. 
In table II the power of the two methods is given for the same values of 
n, ~and a when cr1 = 2 and cr2 = I. In the case of complete randomization 
the results remain the same as in table I, because the distribution of 
T1 doesn't change. In the case of matched pairs, only the noncentrality 
parameter changes and becomes l8ri. 
n SI 132 
2 • 33477 .46851 
3 .56548 .90794 
4 • 72157 .99292 
5 .82471 .99961 
6 .89147 .99998 
7 .93380 1.00000 
8 .96016 1.00000 
9 .97630 1.00000 
10 .98605 1.00000 
12 .99530 1.00000 
14 .99846 1.00000 
16 .99951 1.00000 
18 .99985 1.00000 
20 .99995 1.00000 




In the second example the method of matched pairs performs much better 
than the method of complete randomization and its power tends to 1 more 
rapidly. This is due to the fact that the method of matched pairs eliminates 
the effect of the units which have a greater variance in the second example. 
Values of c 1 and c 2 for the two examples are given in the next problem. 
Problem 27. 
If d · bl z h 2 d' 'b · · h d f f d a ran om varia e as a X - istri ution wit n egrees o ree om, 
then 
oo 1 n/2-1 -z/2 Ev'z = J z 2 z e dz 
0 2n/ 2f(n/2) 
Ii f((n+l)/2) 
f(n/2) 
f n/2-1 -u 4 2 e du = 
f(n/2) 
In the case of complete randomization in Problem 26 the most accurate 
unbiased confidence intervals for ~ = n - ~ are given in Example 6 on 
p. 178 
where 
and cl is determined by 
f: t 2 (n-l)(y)dy = a/2. 1 
The expected length of this confidence interval is given by 2C 1E(S) 
where s2 is distributed as x2 with 2(n-l) degrees of freedom multiplied 
2 2 by (a 1+a )/n(n-1). 
In view of (31) we have 
02+a2 
i • rz r(n-D 
n(n-1) f(n-1) ES = 
so 2C 1E(S) = 2/2c 1 l(o~+a
2 )/n(n-I) f(n-!)/f(n-1). 
In the case of matched pairs it follows from Problem 26 and Example 4 on 
p. 175 that the most accurate unbiased confidence intervals for ~ = n - ~ 
are given by 
r~=I (WCW)2 r~=I (WCW)2 
n-1 n-1 
where c2 is determined by f
00 
t 1(y)dy = a/2. The expected length of this c2 n-
confidence interval is given by · 
n (W.-w) 2 2C2 ri=I o·C2 f(n/2) l. 2/2 
v'n(n-1) 02 rnrn=rY r((n-1)/2) 
in view (31), because n (W.-W) 2/cr2 2 d" "b . . h n-1 of ri=I has a X - istri ution wit l. 
degrees of freedom. 
In table III the expected lengths of both confidence intervals are given 
in the same situations as in Problem 26 (when cr 1 = I and a= 2 and when 
a1 = 2 and CJ = I) with a = .OS and with various values of n. 
Note that in the case of complete randomization the results for the 
two examples are the same as in Problem 26. In the case of 
matched pairs, the expected length is halved when going from the first 
example to the second. The qualitative conclusions are the same as in 
the power comparis.ons of Problem 26. 
complete randomization matched pairs 
expected expected length 
IS7 
n cl length c2 a 1= I ,o2=2 0 1=2,02=1 
2 4.3027 17.0S28 12.7062 28.6748 14.3374 
3 2. 7764 9.S297 4.3027 8.8060 4.4030 
4 2.4469 7.4234 3.1824 S.8641 2.9320 
s 2.3060 6.3222 2. 7764 4.6686 2.3343 
6 2.2281 S.6112 2.S706 3.9943 1.9971 
7 2.1788 s. 1011 2.4469 3.S491 I. 774S 
8 2.1448 4. 7111 2.3646 3.2271 I. 6136 
9 2.1199 4.3999 2.3060 2.9803 1.4902 
10 2.1009 4. 1439 2.2622 2.7832 I. 3916 
12 2.0739 3.7436 2.2010 2.4844 1.2422 
14 2.0SSS 3.4412 2.1604 2.26S6 I. 1328 
16 2.0423 3.2023 2.1314 2.0962 1.0481 
18 2.0322 3.0073 2.1098 I. 960 I .9801 
20 2.0244 2.8442 2.0930 1.8476 .9238 
30 2.0017 2.3014 2.04S2 I. 4808 .7404 
40 1.9908 I .984S 2.0227 ). 2711 .63SS 
so l.984S ). 7704 2.0096 I. 1310 .S6SS 
60 ). 9803 I. 613S 2.0010 1.0289 .SJ4S 
70 1.9773 J.4920 I. 9949 .9S03 .47S2 
80 l.97SI ). 3944 l.990S .8873 .4437 
90 ). 9734 1.3137 1.9870 .83S4 .4177 





Let y = (N 1! ••• Nc!)-I. 
By induction it is seen that 
(32) (m= 0,1, ••• ). 
In the case m = 0 this reduces to 0 :s; a -1)!0 (z) :s; a -1)!0 (z) a. e. which is 
true since cp0 satisfies (65) on p. 193. 
Suppose that (32) holds form= mo. Using ijJm(z) ijJm(z') for all z' E S(z) 
and m E lN we have 
Y :r Hmo ( z ') + [a. - 1)!111,.. ( z ' ) ] • I A ( z ' ) } :s; 
z 1 ES(z) u 
a.e. 
by the induction hypothesis, where A = {z : cjlmo (z) < a.,1)Jm
0 
(z) < a}. So by 
induction the first inequality of (32) is true for m= O, I, •••. To prove 
the second inequality of (32) it should be noticed that, because if 
ijJmo(z) ~ 1 a. then ijJmo+l<z) =a. and hence o = a.-ijJmo+J<z) :s; (1-y)IDo [a.-1)J0(z)], we may restrict our attention to z with cpm0 (z) <a. If ijJIDo(z) <a. then there exists z0 E S(z) with 1)Jm0 (z0) <a., and 
1)Jm,.. +I ( z) = ijJmo ( z) + Y :r [a. -1)!111,.. ( z ' ) ] • I A ( z ' ) <:: 
u z'ES(z) u 
a.e. 
The inequality holds a.e. by the first part of the induction hypothesis 
and the second equality holds because z0 E S(z). Hence a. - ijJIDo+I (z) :s; (1-y)[a.-ijJIDo(z)] :s; (1-y)mo+l[a.-1jJ0 (z)] a.e. by the induction hypothesis. 
By induction also the second inequality of (8) is now proved. 
Also by induction it can be proved that beginning with a critical 1.function 
cp0 the construction provides measurable functions cjJ and 1jJ • m m 
From (32) and the construction of cjJ it follows that the functions cjJ are m m 
nondecreasing between 0 and I a.e. Therefore cjJ = lim cjJ and 1jJ = lim 1jJ 
m-too m m+<x> m 
are a.e. bounded measurable functions. 
lim (1-y)m = 0 so from (32) it follows that w(z) 
m+oo 
a a.e. Hence 
a = w(z) lim w (z) = limy L ~ (z') 
m+oo m m-><x> z ' E S ( z ) m 
y L lim ~ (z') 
z'ES(z) m+oo m y L ~(z') a.e. z'ES(z) 
as was to be proved. 
Problem 29. 
The formulation of the problem is incomplete because only the hypothesis 
H is described. "Unbiasedness of a test ~ of H" is undefined without 
specification of the alternative. 
So let H be the class of densities 
where Pa,r; is given by (63), c0 is a given constant and R is a given 
bounded region containing a rectangle. In this solution we shall consider 
the problem of testing H against a class of alternative densities K, 
where K is such that for.each a> c0 > 0 and r; ER there exists a 
sequence of densities p(J~ E K with p<j? + p r a.e. as j + 00 • 
a,., a,., a,., 
Theorem 4 is no longer applicable because a and r; are restricted and so 
Lennna 3 cannot be applied. 
Let ~ be any unbiased level a test of H against K. Unbiasedness of ~ 
implies 
for all p r E H, and a,., 
f ~(z)p(z)dz ~ a 
for all p E K. 
Let p r E H. Then there exists a sequence a,., (") 
a.e. as j + 00 • Since (~(z) - 1)p J r(z) s 0 a,., 
p(j) E K such that p(j) + p 
a,r; a,r; a,r; 
Fatou's lennna yields 
limsup J (~(z)-1 )p (j ~ (z)dz S J limsup (~ (z)-1 )p (j ~ (z)dz. j+oo a,., j+oo a,., 
The left hand side of this inequality is greater than or equal to a-1 
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while the right hand side equals J (~(z)-l)p ,.(z)dz which is smaller than CJ,., 
or equal to a-1. 
Hence J ~(z)p r(z)dz a for all p r E H. Now let CJ,., CJ,., 
ljJ(z) = :L ~(z'), 
z'ES(z) 
then 
a= J ~(z)p r(z)dz = J 1/!(z)p r(z)dz = CJ,., CJ,., 
1 [ 1 c Ni 2] Jl/J(z) /27f N-exp --2 :L :L (z .. -1; .. ) dz ( 27f CJ) 2CJ i=1 j=1 l.J l.J 
for all CJ > c0 > 0 and s E R. Since a > c0 > 0 and R contains a rectangle, 
application of Theorem 1 of Chapter 4 yields the completeness of this last 
family. Therefore ljJ(z) = a a.e. as was to be proved. 
Problem 30. 
Let G = {g 1, ••• ,gr} be a group of orthogonal transformations of JRN, let 
~ be an critical function and 
1/J(z) = _.!_ :L ~(z') 
r z'ES(z) 
If (78) on p. 207 does not hold, there exists n > 0 such that ljJ(z) > a+n 
on a set A of positive measure. By Lellllil8. 3 there exists CJ > 0 and r;; = 
(r;: 1, ••• ,r;:N) such that P{Z EA}~ 1-n when z1, ••• ,ZN are independently 
normally distributed with connnon variance cr2 and means EZ. = r;;., 
]_ ]_ 
i = 1,2, ••• ,N. 
We have fork= 11,2, ••• ,r 
r 1 1 2 :L exp (-- jgk(z) - g1 (r;:)j ) = r l= 1 ( l21f cr)N 2CJ 2 
=_.!_ ~ 1 ( 1 j· -1 j2 r l=l(l2ncr)N exp - 2cr2 gk(r)-gkgk gl(r;:) ) 
1 r 1 1 -1 2 
= - :L exp (-- j ( (r)) j ) r1=1(/21fcr)N 2cr2 gkz-gkgl., 
1 r 1 1 1 2 
= - :L exp (-- I - (1;) I ) r 1=1(h7Tcr)N 2crz z-~ gl = 
1 r 1 1 2 
= - :L exp (-- jz-g (1.;:)j ) 
r m= I (12n a) N 2CJ 2 m P r(z). CJ' s 
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The third and fourth equalities hold because gk is a linear and orthogonal 
transformation; the fifth equality holds because every g , m = 1,2, ••• ,r 
-I m 
can be written as gk g1 for some 1 E {1,2, ••. ,r}. (Take g1 = gkgm). Hence 
1 r . f 1/J(z)p r(z)dz = - L f ~(gk(z))p0 ,r(z)dz lRN a'.., r k= I lRN .., 
= + k~I iN ~(gk(z))po,z;(~(z))dz. 
Applying the transformation z = gk(z) this leads to 
f 1/J(z)p0 r(z)dz = f ~{z)p0 r{z)dz. lRN ,.., lRN ,.., 
Further, since 1/J(gm(z)) =+~=I ~(~gm(z)) = + L~=I ~(g 1 (z)) 
m = 1,2, ••• ,r it follows that 
f 1/J{z)p0 r(z)dz = lRN ,.., 
= - f f 1/J(z) 1 exp (--1- I z - g (I;) I 2)dz = 
r1=1lRN (rz:iTo)N 202 1 
1/J(z), 
= - f f 1/J(g1{z)) ~ N exp (--1- lg1(z) - g1 {s) 12)dz r l= I lRN ( 211 o) 20 2 
r I 1 
I - 1
2 
-= - L f 1/J(z) exp (-- g1 (z - 0 )dz r l=I lRN (1211 o) N 20 2 
r 1 1 
,- 12 -L f 1/J{~) (1211 o)N exp (-- z - I; )dz ~ r l=I lRN 202 
::>: (a+ n) ( 1 - n) > a 
and hence f N ~(z)p0 r{z)dz > a. lR ,.., 
This proves that (77) on p. 207 implies (78) on p. 207. 
Problem 31. 
Let ~O be any level a test. By the preceding problem the average value of 
~O over each set S{z) is $ a. On the sets for which this inequality is 
strict, one can increase ~O to obtain a critical function ~ satisfying 
(79) on p. 207, and such that ~0 {z) $ ~(z) for all z. Since against all 
alternatives the power of ~ is at least that of ~O' this establishes the 





(i) Since the marginal distribution of X is normal with mean ~ and 
variance a2 we have 
= (21TTll-p2)-I exp [- I (y-n-pT(x-~))2] 2T2(1-p2) a 
so Y given x has the normal distribution with mean n + p·~(x - E,) and 
variance T2 (I - p2). 
(ii) If v. = (x. -x)//L (x. -so2 ]. ]. J 
the statistic R can be written as 
R = 










l[L: Y?-n¥2- (:L v.Y.)2]/(n-2) ]. ]. ]. 
where all summations are taken over i = I ,2, ••• ,n. 
The distribution of this statistic is seen to be independent of n and T2 
so one can assume n = 0 and T2 = I. 
Consider the following transformation: 
n I n 
zl L: /x1 Y. L: aliyi i=I n l. i=I 
n n 
z2 = L: v.Y. L: a2i Yi' i=I ]. ]. i=I 
n 2 n 2 n Then :Li=I a 1i :Li=I a2i = I and :Li=I a 1ia2i = 0 so we can construct an 
orthogonal transformation from Y1, ••• ,Yn to z 1, ••• ,Zn with z 1 and z2 as 
above. 
Since Y1, ••• ,Yn given x1, ••• ,xn are independently standard normally dis-
tributed, by Problem 6 we have that z 1, ••• ,Zn given x1, ••• ,xn are inde-
pendently standard normally distributed. 





Given x 1, ••. ,xn the numerator is standard normally distributed
 and the 
denominator has a x2-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom divided by 
n-2. Furthermore both are independent, so given x1, .•. ,xn T has a 
t-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom. Since the conditional dis-
tribution of T doesn't depend on x1, ••• ,xn the result also holds for the 
unconditional distribution of T. 
(iii) For -1 < r < 1 




1-r -4 (TI (n-2)) f(Hn-1)) ( y2 \-Hn-1) fO(n-2)) 1 + n-27 dy 
So P(r) d { · r} 1 f(Hn-1)) (l _ 2)4n-2 
= dr p R 5 = liT r ( Hn-1)) r . 
Problem 33. 
(i) Let (X 1,Y 1), ••• ,(Xn,Yn) be a sample from the bivariate normal dis~ 
tribution (70) on p. 197 with IPJ ~ 1. 
Consider the hypothesis H : ~ = 6. Making a transformation U. = 6X. + Y., 
1 • • i i. i 
Vi= Xi -!\Yi' i= 1,2, ••• ,n the variables (U 1,v1), ••• ,(Un,Vn) are in-
pendently identically bivariate normally distributed with cov(U1,V1) 
6 2 12 H h h h • T •• • l a - l\T. ence t e ypot esis H : (j = u is equiva ent to 
H : cov (U l , V 1) = 0. 
By (73) on p. 198 the UMP unbiased test for testing H against the 
alternative K: cov(u 1,v1) # 0 has acceptance region 
IRI 5 c 
/(l-RZ)(n-2) 
or equivalently IRJ 5 c0 , where 




S2 = ~ - 2 I L. (X. - X) , i=I 1 S
2 = ~ - 2 
2 L (Y. -Y) ' i=I 1 
n 
812 = I: i=I 
(X. - X) (Y. - Y) 
1 1 
Under H the probability density of R is given by (80) on p. 208 (cf. 
Problem 22). 
(ii) Assume T = o. Making a transformation U! = Y. +X., V. = Y. -X., 1 1 1 1 1 1 
i= 1,2, ••• ,n the variables (U),V)), ••• ,(U~,V~) are independent and 
bivariate normally distributed with means EU! = n + E;,, EV~ = n - E;, and 2 1 1 
covariance matrices 2o (l+p)I. 
Because the transformation y = n -1;, o = n + l; is 1-1 onto and 
(u;, ... ,U~) and (v;, ... ,V~) are independent (v;, ... ,V~) is sufficient for y. 
Hence, by Problem 7, the UMP unbiased test for testing H : E;, = n (or 
equivalently H : y = O) is given by the acceptance region 
lrJ ~ c 
where 
T v• "Y-x 
From Problem 3 (ii) it follows that under H the statistic T/n(n-1) has. 
a t-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom. 
Note that the test statistic T differs slightly from the test statistic 
given in the problem. 
(HSU (1940), MORGAN (1939), PITMAN (1939)) 
Problem 34. 
(i) Make an orthogonal transformation X' =AX, A= (a .. ), i,j = 1,2, ••• ,n I 1J 
such that a . = '- , j = I, ••• ,n and apply th; same transformation to nJ vn 
Y : Y' = AY. Now we have the orthogonal transformation 
(~:) = (~ 1)(~). 
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By orthogonality it follows that the covariance matrix of (~:) is the same 
as the of(~). Therefore the pairs of variables (X1,Y 1), ••• ,(Xn,Yn) are 
independently bivariate normally distributed with the same covariance 
matrix as that of (X,Y) and with means 
n n 
EX. l. !: a .. I; = In I; !: a .. a . j =I l.J j =I l.J nJ O, i= 1,2, ••• ,n-1 
and similarly EYi = 0, i = 1,2, .•• ,n-1. 
By orthogonality!:~=! X~ = !:~=! (Xi) 2 and hence 
~ (X. - x} 
i=I i 
and similarly 




















X!Y!. l. l. 
So we have 
s2 
I 
n-1 2 2 
!: (X!) , S 
i=I i 2 
n-1 2 !: (Y'.) and s 12 i=I i 
Since (X' Y') = li.l(X,Y) the result follows. 
n' n 
(ii) Following the hint we see that 




X!Y!. l. l. 
P{s 1z 1 :-;; s 12 , (s;-z~)+Z~ :-;; s; xl' ••• ,xm} 
s12szl( s2-x2 2 ) J-oo J0 2 f(x)\n_-J (y)dy dx 
where f and x;_1 are the density functions of z 1 (standard normal) and S~ - Z~ (chi-square with m-1 degrees of freedom) respectively. 
Therefore the joint density of s 12 and s; given x1, •.• ,xm is given by 
S12•s~lx 2 -1 -1 2 2 2 -2 S12•s~ls1 
P (s12's2) = sl f(s12sl )\n_-1 (s2 - s12sl ) = P · 
The last equality holds because the conditional distribution depends on the 
x's only through si. The joint density of S~, s 12 and s; is therefore 
found by multiplying the above conditional density by the marginal density 
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-I 2 2 2 Hm-3) 1 2 2 2 < 2 2 (41Tf(m-I)} (s 1s 2 - s 12 ) exp {-2(s 1 + s 2)} for s 12 - s 1s2 
0 elsewhere. 
(iii) If (X',Y') = (Xi,Yi; ..• ;X~,Y~) is a sample from the bivariate 
normal distribution (70) on p. 197 with ~ = n = 0 then 
T = (L~ I (X!) 2 ,L~ I X!Y!,L~ I (Y!) 2) is sufficient for 8 (o,p,T) and 1= 1 1= 1 1 1= 1 
the probability density of (X',Y') can be written as g8(t). 
Now for any Borel set B we have by Lemma 2 of Chapter 2 
P~(B) = p {(X',Y') E T- 1(B)} = J ge(T(x,y))dxdy = 
T-I (B) 
J g90 (T(x,y)·g8 (T(x,y))/g80 (T(x,y))dxdy = T-I (B) 
(X' Y') J g8(T(x,y))/g8 (T(x,y))dP8 ' (x,y) T-l(B) 0 0 
= J g8(t)/g8 (t)dP~ (t). B O O 
From part (ii) we know that PT is absolutely continuous with respect (I ,0, I) 
to Lebesgue measure so that for all 8 
where p~ is the density of P~ with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
Using part (i) with m = n-1 and part (ii) it follows that 
T 2 2 
P9(sl ,sl2's2) = 
2 2 2 Hn-4) 
(sls2 - sl2) { 
-4-TI-f(-n--2-)-(0_T_/ _ p_)_n ___ I exp -
1"f 2 2 2 T( ) s 12 ~ s 1s 2 and Pe t = 0 elsewhere. 
Problem 35. 
Let (X1,Y 1), •.. ,(Xn,Yn) be a sample from the bivariate normal distribution 
given by (70) on p. 197. As in the preceding problems let 
2 n -2 n - - 2 n -2 
s1 = !:i=I (Xi-X) , s12 = !:i=I (Xi-X)(Yi -Y) and s2 = !:i=I (Yi -Y) • The 
joint density of S~, s 12 and S~ is given in Problem 34 (iii). 
The sample correlation coefficient is defined by R = s 12Jlsis~ so the 
joint density of (S~,s;,R) is given for r 2 $ I by 
2 2 2 2 2 !(n-4) ;::-z::-z 
(s 1s2 - r s 1s2) [ 1 {sy 2p/s 1s 2 r s~}] __ 
---------exp - -- +- ·ls2s2 
47ff(n-2) (aTll-pz)n-1 2(1-p2) a2 OT T2 1 2 
because the Jacobian of this transformation equals /s~s~ . This density 
equals (for r 2 $ 1) 
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2 !(n-4) 2 2 !(n-3) 
(1-r) (s 1s2) t 1 {s2 s2}] oo 1 (prls2s2~k 
.:.l+--2. • !: _ I 2 
n-1 exp - ---2~ 2 2 k' 2 · 47ff(n-2)(aTIJ-p2) 2(1-p) a T k=O . OT(l-p 
2 2 Integrating with respect to s 1 and s2 gives the marginal density of R: 
2 for r $ I, which was to be proved. 
To see the equivalence of (82) and (83) on p. 210 we expand 
so that 
n-1 ( 1-prt) 
~ (n-1) .• ;(n+k-2)(prt)k = ~ f(n+k-1) (prt)k 
k=O k. k=O f(n-1) k! 
1 tn-2 l I f -- dt f 





- du = 
(J-pr/U)n-1 l1=U 
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I oo k J I: ! J.£EL f(n+k-1) uHn+k-3) ):::: du = 







f(n+k-1) i.£EL_B(l( +k-I) l) 
f(n-1) k! 2 n ' 2 
f(n+k-1) (pr)k f(!(n+k-l)f(!) 
f(n-1) ~ f0(n+k)) 
~ 1 (2TI)-!2n+k-ff(!(n+k-l))f(!(n+k)) (pr)k f(!(n+k-l)f(!) 
2 f(n-1) ~ f(Hn+k) k=O 




The fifth equation holds because f(2x) 
last equation because f(!) = v'1T. 
Substituting this expression in (83) on p. 210 yields the required result. 
Making a transformation t = ~ we have 1-prv 
f tn-2 dt = 
0 (1-Prt)n-I ~ 
O (l-v)n-2 (1-Prv)n-I (1-prv) 
J n-2 n-1 /(2 ) ( ) (J-prv) (1-pr) -prv-v v-prv 
pr-1 dv = 
(l-prv) 2 
JI I ( 1-v)n-2 ~~~~ ·dv. O (l-prf-3/ 2 l2V /J-!v( l+pr) 
Using the expansion I = ~ f(kiD v~ ( l+pr))k 
/J-!v(l+pr) k=O f(2) k. 2 
this equals 
I ~ f(k+!) _l_(l+pr)k} (l-v)n-2vk-!dv = 
(1-pr)n-3/2 k=O r(f) IZk! 2 0 
_ f(n-1) I ln/2 ~ f(k+!) f(k+!) f(n-!) _!_ (.!.:!:E.E.)k 
- f(n-D ( l-pr)n-3/2 k=O r(f) r(f) f(n+k-D k! 2 · 
Substituting this expression in (83) on p. 210 yields the required result. 
Problem 36. 
If X and Y have a bivariate normal distribution given by (70) on p. 197 
with p > 0, then Y given x has a normal distribution with mean 
n + pTcr- 1 (x-~) and variance T2(I-p2) (cf. Problem 32). 
Let Y 
x 
denote the random variable Y given x. Then it follows that the 
distribution of Yx' is the same as that of Y + pTa- 1 (x' - x). Since p > 0 
x 
we have for x < x' Y , stochastically 
x 
are positively dependent. 
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Let G be a group of measurable transformations (bijections) of (X,A). 
Suppose that T (X,A) + (T,B) is such that: 
(i) T is a measurable transformation from X onto T; 
(ii) for all g E G, for all x 1,x2 EX 
For all g E G define g* T + T, by g*T(x) = T(gx). 
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We will first show that G* = {g* I g E G} is a group of measurable trans-
formations of (T,B). By assumption (ii) and since T(X) = T, g* is a well 
defined function. Moreover g* is a bijection. To see this, we notice that: 
(a) for all x,y E X 
g*T(x) = g*T(y) .,. T(gx) = T(gy) 
=> T(g-lgx) = T(g-lgy), (by assumption (ii)) 
.,. T(x) = T(y), 
(hence g* is injective) 
(b) for all z E T 
z = T(y) = T(gx) = g*T(x), for some x,y EX, 
(hence g* is surjective). 
Let G1 be the group of all bijections from T to T. Define ~by 
~: G + G1 
g I+ g*. 
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Since G* = ~(G) and since ~ is a homeomorphism, G* is a group. (That ~ is 
a homeomorphism follows from the fact that for all g 1,g2 E G, and for all 
T(x) E T 
h h G* 1 PT ' ' h G 1 {p 8 "} Now we s ow t at eaves invariant, w enever eaves 8 , E " 
invariant (i.e. for all g E G: grl = S1). It is tacitly assumed that for all 
8 1,82 E S1 
(otherwise g8 
T 81 i' 82 =>Pel 
is not uniquely defined). However this does not imply that 
1' Pl (e.g. if T is a constant function, then all P~ are the 2 
same). Let S1* be a subset of S1 such that for all 8 in S1 there exist pre-
cisely one e* in rl* with the property 
"if X has distribution P8 then T has distribution P8~ 11 
(the existence of such a set rl* follows from the axiom of choice). Now we 
have 
{P~, 8 E $1} = {pi*• 8* E S1*}, 
e* e* ,-,* e* ~ e* for all 1, 2 E " : 1 r 2 => 
It remains to show that for all g* E G* we can define a function 
? S1* + S1* such that 
(a) 
(b) 
if T has distribution PST*• then g*T has distribution PT 
g*e*' 
g>'S1* = S1*. 
T Let T have distribution PS*' Then for all B E B 
P{g*T E B} * -I = Pe*{g T(X) E B} = Pe*{gX E T (B)} 
T-I(B)}. 
Hence, if we define g>' by 
g*e* = e**, 
where e** is the unique element in n* with the property 
"if X has distribution Pge* then T has distribution P:**"; 
then the first requirement (a) is satisfied; and moreover: i?°Q* c Q*. 
Conversely, if e** En* then e** = g*e*, with e* = (g-l)*e** as is 
easily seen. This proves that g*Q* = Q*. 
Section 2 
Problem 2. 
(i) Let T(x) = (sgn x ,x 1/x , .• , ,x 1/x ) • T is evidently invariant under n n n- n 
G. If T(x) = T(y) then sgn x = sgn y and hence x /y > 0. Since T(x) = 
n n n n 
T(y) also implies that x./x = y./y for i= 1,2, ••• ,n-I, we have x = cy, 
i n i n 
with c = xn/yn, and hence T is a maximal invariant. 
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(ii) Let x,x' E X. Let f be a function which satisfies the conditions 
stated in the hint, and which in addition maps I. one to one onto r'.. Then 
J J 
f E G and f(x) = x'. So for each pair of distinct points X, there exists 
a f E G which maps· the one onto the other. Hence G is transitive over X. 
Problem 3. 
(i) Let D be a normal subgroup of G. Since s is maximal invariant, th~ 
equality s(x 1) = s(x2) implies x2 = dx1 for some d E D. Since D is a 
normal subgroup there exists for all e E E an element d' E D such that 
ex2 = edx 1 = d'ex1• By the invariance of s w.r.t. D it follows that 
s(ex2) = s(d 1 ex1) = s(ex1). 
(ii) We first show that the subgroup D0 of translations x' = x+b is 
normal. Let d0 E n0 be given by x' = x + b0 , and let g E G be given by 
x' = ax+b. The translation d0 E D0 given by x' = x+ ab0 satisfies 
gd0 = d0g. 
To show that the subgroup D1 of transformations x' = ax is not normal, 
let d1 E D1 be given by x' = 2x and let g E G be given by x' = 2x+I. If D1 
is normal then there exists a transformation d; E D1 given by x' = a'x 
such that gd 1 = d;g, i.e. 
4x+ I a' (2x + I), for all x. 
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Since it is impossible to choose an a' satisfying this condition, D1 can 
not be normal. 
Section 3 
Problem 4. 
Define (j) : 1R2 -+ 1R2 
(x,y) I+ (z,v) = (y-x,y). 
Since the Jacobian of this transformation equals one, the joint probability 
density of Z = Y-X and Y is equal to f(v-z,v). Hence Z has probability 
density 
+oo 
h(z) f f (v-z,v)dv. 
-oo 
Since l::' h(z)dz = I, h(z) is finite a.e. 
Problem 5. 
(i) The invariance of the testing problem is established easily. It 
follows from the argument on p. 217 that a maximal invariant is given by 
(z 1, ••• ,zn_2), with 
By Theorem I we may restrict attention to tests depending only on 
(Z 1, •.• ,zn_2), with 
z.=(x.-x )/(X 1 -x ), i=l,2, .•• ,n-2. i i n n- n 
Defining W and Y by W = Xn-I - Xn, Y = Xn and expressing x1 , ••• ,Xn as 
functions of z 1 , ••• ,Zn,W,Y we find that the density of z1, ••• ,Zn_2 ,w,Y 
satisfies 
g(z 1, ••• ,zn_2,w,y) = 
= lwl n-2. _I_ • f ( wzl+y-~ 
en e , ... ' 
The marginal density of z 1, ••• ,Zn_2 is thus given by 
+oo +oo 
y+w-~ ..1.3_) 
' e ' e · 
g(z 1, ... ,zn_2)= f f g(z 1, ... ,zn_2 ,w,y)dwdy 
-o:> -oo 
+oo +oo +oo +oo 
f f g ( -) dwdy + f f g ( .) dwdy. 
-oo -oo -oo -oo 
Applying the nansfonrtations (i, Y;s)-+ (w,y) and (i, Y;s)-+ (-w,-y), and 
using the fact that f is even we find 
+oo +oo 
g(z 1, ••. ,z _2) = 2 f f n -oo 0 
n-2 
w f(wz 1+y, ••• ,wzn_2+y,w+y,y)dwdy. 
Since this density is independent of s and 9, the testing problem is 
reduced to the testing of the simple hypothesis f = f 0 against the simple 
alternative f = f 1• By the Neyman-Pearson lennna (Chapter 3, Theorem I), 
the most powerful rejection region is given by 
+oo co 
f n-2 >CJ w f 0 (wz 1+y, ••• ,wzn_2+y,w+y,y)dwdy. 
-co 0 
The result now follows from the substitution zi = (xi - xn) I (xn-I - xn), 
i =I, ••• ,n-2; and .from the transformations w = (xn-I - xn)u, y = vxn + u. 
(ii) Let W denote then x k-matrix whose (i,j)-th element is given by w ..• 
l.J 
Write x,x,S;y for (x1·····xn)', (x1····•xn)', (S), ••• ,Sk)', (y), ... ,yk)' 
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respectively. G is the group of transformations x 1+ x, given by x = x +. Wy, 
k y E ]R. • 
(A). We first assume that W has full rank k. 
Let w1 denote the (n-k) x k-matrix, consisting of the (n-k) first rows of W. 
Let w2 denote the k x k-matrix consisting of the k last rows of w. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that w2 is nonsingular. Given a vector 
x = (x1 , •. .,xn)' we will write x(l)'x( 2) for (x1, ••• ,xn-k)' and 
(xn-k+t•···•xn)' respectively. We will use the shorthand notation 
We first show that a maximal invariant with respect to G is given by 
t(x) = x(I) - Ax( 2)' 
where A is a suitable (n-k) x k-matrix. 
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Let x = x + Wy. Then we may write 
twill be invariant if and only if w1y - AW2y 0, for all YE lR.k. This 
condition is equivalent to 
Now suppose that t(x) t(x*), i.e. x(l) - Ax(Z) 
- -1 ( * Y - w2 x(Z) - x(Z)). Then we have 
so 
It follows that t is maximal invariant. By Theorem 1 we can restrict 
attention to tests depending only on 
T -1 x(I) - w1w2 x(2) 
(TI' •.• ,Tn-k)'. 
Then density of Twill now be derived. Put Y X(Z)" Then we have 
The Jacobian of this transformation equals one. Since the density of 
(X 1, ... ,Xn) is given by f(z 1, ... ,zn)' with z = (z 1, ... ,zn)'= x-WS, the 
density of (T 1, ••• ,Tn-k'Y1, ••. ,Yk) is given by 
with 
The marginal density of (T1, ••• ,Tn-k) is given by 
+oo +oo 
g(t 1, ••. ,tn-k) = f·{ f(z~, ••. ,z:)dy1 •.• dyk, 
-oo -co 
with z* as above. Transforming to the new variables u = (u1, ••• ,~)' given 
by 
-I 
u = w2 y- 8, 
we get 
+oo +oo 
jdet(W2)j J ... J f(z;', ••• ,z~)du 1 ... duk, 
-oo -oo 
where 
The density g does not depend on (8 1, ••• ,8k). Thus the testing problem 
is reduced to the testing of the simple hypothesis H : g = g0 against the 
single alternative K : g = g 1• By the Neyman-Pearson le1Illlla (Chapter 3, 
Theorem 1), the most powerful rejection region is given by 
f_: ... 
( 1) > c, 
i+oo -oo ••• 
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with z" given as above. In terms of the original variables, the rejection 
region is also given by (1), but now 
Transforming to new variables 6 = (o 1, ••• ,<\)' given by 6 
get (for i=0,1) 
+oo +oo 
J .. .' J 
(2) 
+oo +oo 
c J ... J 
-00 
where c is some constant and 
-1 
w2 x(2) - u, we 
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(3) (x-Wo). 
The desired result now follows by substitution of (2) and (3) in (I) and 
replacement of o by B troughout. 
(B). If W has rank l < k, then via a linear transformation 
(B1, ••• ,Bk) 1+ (87, ... ,B~), the density of (x1, ••• ,xn) can be written as 
l * * l * * f(x1 - L w1.B., ••• ,x - L w .B.), j=I J J n j=I nJ J 
where w* = (w~.) is an n x l-matrix which is explicitly known (as a function i] 
of W). It follows from (A) that in this case the most powerful invariant 
rejection region is given by 
* * * * * * f 1(x 1 -L w1.f3., .•. ,x -L w .(3.)dB1 •.• dB 0 J J n nJ J ~ > c. ( * B* * B*) B* B* f 0 x1 -L w1 .. , ••• ,x -L w •. d 1 •.• d 0 J J n nJ J ~ 
(It should be noti.ced that this rejection region is most powerful in-
variant w. r. t. the group of transformations G* : x + x + w*y*, y* E lRl.) 
Problem 6. 
For convenience of notation, we will write 6 for the ratio T/a. Let 6 · 0 be positive. We are dealing with the testing problem: H : 6 ~ 60 vs 
K : 6 > 60 . 
(i) Let ~ be a test which is invariant with respect to G. Denote the 
ordered variables by X(l) < < X(m), and Y(I) < ••• < Y(n). Since 
where the suillIIlation extends over the m!n! permutations of (x 1, ••• ,xm) and ( [ I (I) (m) (I) (n)] • . • y 1, ••• ,yn); E ~(·) x , ••• ,x ,y , •.• ,y is also an invariant 
test which has the same power function as~. The transformation 
u1 mX(I); u. (m-i + l)[X(i) -x(i-I)], i = 2, ••. ,m, i 
VI mY(I); v. (n-j + l)[Y(j) -Y(j-I)], j = 2, ••. ,n, J 
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is one to one. Hence attention can be restricted to invariant test based 
on u 1, ••• ,um,Vl, ••• ,vn. Now it will be shown that attention
 can further be 
restricted to invariant test based on the sufficient statistics 
m 
:r u.' i=2 ]_ 
n 
T4 = :r V •• j=2 J 
Since u 1, .•• ,Um and v 1, .•• ,Vn are independent random variables, fol
lowing 
-1 -I 
an exponential distribution with parameters 0 and T respectively 
(Chapter 2, Problem 13), the joint density of (U2 , ••• ,Um,v2 , .•• ,Vn) and 
the joint density of (T3,T4) are given respectively by 
0 - (m-1) ~ - (n- I) exp (- ~ /0 ~ I ) ' L ui - L v. T ; 
i=2 j:=2 J 
m-2 n-2 
u v 2'. o,· i' j 
-(m-1) -(n-1) l_~
0 T (m-2 ) ! (n-2) ! exp (-t/0 - t 4/T); 
Suppose that (j) is an invariant test based on u 1, ... ,um,Vl, ... ,vn. The 
conditional expectation of (j) given (T 1 ,T2 ,T3,T4) = (t 1,t2,t3,t4) satisfies 
* (j) (t1,t2,t3,t4) = 
E[w(u 1, ••• ,um,v1, ... ,vn) I T1 = t 1, ••• ,T4 = t 4J = 
E[W(t1,u2,···•um,t2,v2, ••. ,vn) I T3 = t3,T4 = t4] = 
00 00 m-1 n-1 
O
J ••• OJ (j)(tl,u2, ... ,um-l't3 - :r u.,t2,v2•···•v -l't4- .:r v.) i=2 i n J=2 J 
m-1 n-1 
• [f(u2, ••• ,u _1,t3- .:r u.,v2, •.• ,v _1,t4- :r v.)]/g(t3,t4) m i=2 i n j=2 J 
• du2 .•• dum_ 1dv2 ••• dvn-l = 
m-1 n-1 
= (n-2)!(m-2)! J ••. J [w(t 1 ,u2, ••• ,t3- .:r u.,t 2,v2, •• .,t4- .:r v.) i=2 ]_ ]=2 J 
-(m-2) -(n-2) 
• t 3 t 4 ]du2 ••• dum_ 1dv2 ••• dvn-I" 
. m-1 < n-1 (the last integration is on the region :ri=2 ui - t 3 , :rj=2 vj ~ t 4). 
The group G induces the group G1 of transformations given by 
T; = aT l + b I , T; = aT 2 + c I , T; = aT 3, T ~ = aT 4• 
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It is easily seen that invariance of~ w.r.t. G implies invariance of~* 
* w.r.t. G1• Moreover~ and~ have the same power function. This proves that 
attention can be restricted to tests which depend only on (T 1,T2 ,T3,T4) 
and which are invariant w.r.t. G1• 
A maximal invariant w.r.t. G1 is given by Z = T4/T3 (Example 6). By 
Theorem I attention can be restricted to tests depending on Z. Since 
2T3/cr and 2T4/T are independent random variables, following a x
2
-dis-
tribution with 2(m-I) and 2(n-I) degrees of freedom (respectively), 
Z • cr(m-1)/[T(n-I)] has an F-distribution with 2(n-I) and 2(m-1) degrees 
of freedom. Hence the density of Z equals 
n-2 
C(6) z z > O, 
m+n-2 ' (z+6) 
6 =.I. 
cr 
For varying 6 these densities constitute a family with monotone likelihood 
ratio. Hence among all invariant tests of H there exists a UMP invariant 
test given by the rejection region 
z 
:L [Yj -min (Y 1 , ••• ,Yn)] 
:L [xi - min (x 1, ••• ,Xm)] 
> c. 
(ii) In order to construct a UMP unbiased test we first note that attention 
can be restricted to tests based on the sufficient statistics T1,T2,T3,T4 (Chapter 5, Problem 22). Under 8 = (s,n,cr,T) the joint density of 
(T 1,T2,T3,T4) is given by 
m-2 n-2 
cr-m,-nexp (- tl-ms - t2-nn -~-~)2- t4 fe(t) = . cr T a T (m-2) ! (n-2) ! ' 
where t = (tl,t2,t3,t4) satisfies tl ~ms, t2 ~ nn, t3 ~ 0, t4 ~ o. 
Now it will be shown that the power function of every test is continuous 
(then Lemma 1 of Chapter 5 will be applied). Let {e.}= {(s.,n.,a.,T.)} 
J J J J J . 
be a sequence of parameter values such that l~ ej = eo = <so.no,cro•'o)· 
Leto= min (cr0 ,T0)/2. For all j large enough we have: lsj -s0 1 < o, 
lnj-nol < o, laj-crol < o, ITj-'ol < o. Hence tl ~ msj implies 
t 1-m<s0+o) :;; - --a-+~o-­
o 
Moreover, if t 1 ~ msj then t 1 ~ m(s0-o). Therefore, if~ is some critical 
function, then 
(4) 
where 6 = (s0-o,n0-o,a0+o,T0+6). Since the right hand side of (4) is 
independent of j and integrable w.r.t. Lebesgue measure, application of 
the dominated convergence theorem yields 
;im Ee .<P(T) 
J->= J 
;im f <P(t)fe.Ct)dt 
J->= J 
J <P(t)fe (t)dt =Ee <P(T). 
0 0 
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By Lelllllla I of Chapter 4 the problem of finding a UMP unbiased level a test 
is reduced to the problem of finding a level a test which is UMP among 
all similar tests. 
We make the following one to one transformation: s1 = T1, s2 = r2 , 
S3 = T4/T3 , s4 = T3 +T4/!:J.0 • Under e = (s,n,cr,a!:J.) the joint density of 
(S 1,s2,s3 ,s4) is given by 
where s 1 ~ ms, s2 ~ nn, s 3 ~ 0, s 4 ~ 0. Similarity of a test <.p means that 
for all e = (s,n,cr,cr!:J.o): J <.p(s)ge(s)ds =a, or equivalently 
where 





From the completeness of the class of exponential distributions with un-
known starting point and fixed parameter a (Chapter 5, Problem 12(i)), 
it follows that for all n and a there exists a Lebesgue null set A(n,o) 
such that 
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Let { (ni ,a i) I i E :N} be a countable dense subset of lR xJR~. Define 
"" A= Ui=I A(ni,ai). Then A is a Lebesgue null set such that h(s 1,ni,ai) =a for all s 1 f A and all i E lN. Since·h depends continuously on n and a 
(see the proof of the continuity of E8<.p(T)), and since A is a dense subset + of lR xm.0 , we have 
h(s 1 ,n,cr) = a for all s 1 f A and all (n,a) Ell xm.~. 
Applying the completeness argument once again we find that for all s 1 f A, + for all a E JR.0 there exists a Lebesgue null set B(s 1,a) such that 
Using the continuity of k w.r.t. a we arrive at the following statement: 
for all s 1 f A there exists a Lebesgue null set B(s 1) such that 
Applying now the completeness of gamma distributions yields the following 
result: for all s 1 { A, for all s2 f B(s2) there exists a Lebesgue null 
set C(s 1,s2) such that 
Define 
A x lR x lR+, 
{(sl ,s2,s4) SI f A, s2 E B (s 1), S4 E JR.+}, 
{ (sl ,s2 ,s4) SI f A, 52 f B(s I), S4 E C(s 1 ,s2) }. 
Then l(s 1,s2 ,s4) =a for all (s 1,s2 ,s4) f v1 u v2 u v3• Since v1,v2 ,v3 
are Lebesgue null sets on lR x lR x JR.+ we have 
(5) 
We have shown that similarity of a test implies (5). 




If a test ~O satisfies (5) and maximizes q for each fixed s 1,s2 ,s4 (among 
all tests satisfying (5)) then certainly ~O has maximal power at the 
alternative (b 1 ,~,n,cr) among all similar tests. A test ~O with this , 
property will now be constructed. 
The problem of maximizing (7) w.r.t. (5) is identical to the problem of 
finding (for each fixed s 1,s2 ,s4) a most powerful test of level 
a.· exp(-s/cr) for the simple hypothesis /<,. = b0 against the alternative 
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b = b1• By the fundamental lemma of Neyman and Pearson (Chapter 3, Theorem 
I) it follows that the test 
(where y and k are such that (2) is satisfied) exists, and maximizes (.7) 
subject to 
increasing 
(5). Since -(s3+t,1)/(s3+60) = -1- (t,1-60)/(s 3+60) is an 
function of s when 6 > 60 , the test ~ can be written as ~.c. 1 •• 2 •• ,.:,J = {~ 1 '' ". , 3 : k' 
Since {z = k} is a Lebesgue null set, y can be taken zero. The number k' 
is given by (5). Since the test ~O does not depend on the particular 
alternative (i.e. not on 6 1, nor on cr), it is uniform most powerful among 
the tests satisfying (5), i.e. it is UMP unbiased. It is identical to 
the UMP invariant test of (i). 
(iii) To extend the results of (i) and (ii) we restrict our attention to 
u =mX(I) 
I ' 
u. = (m-i+l)[X(i) -x<i-I)], 
l. 
i = 2, ••• ,r ::;; m, 
and 
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V = nY( 1) 
1 ' 
V. = (n-j+1)[Y(j) -Y(j- 1)), 
J j=2, ••. ,s:Sn, 
and proceed in the same way as we did in (i) and (ii). Observing that 
~ u. = (m-r)[X(r) _X(I)] + 
i=2 l. 
we arrive at the following two statements 
~ [X(i)_X(I)] 
i=I 
(i)' for testing T/O :S 60 against T/O > b0 there exists a UMP invariant 
test w.r.t. G and its rejection region is given by 
(ii)' this test is also UMP unbiased. 
Problem 7. 
We take as our sample space the set 
2n { X =lR \ (x1, ••• ,xn,y1, ••. ,yn): x1 = x?. = ••• = xn or y1 = Yz = ••• = yn}. 
Suppose T is maximal invariant under G. By Theorem 1 attention can be 
restricted to tests depending only on T. By Theorem 3 the distribution of 
T depends on 8 = (~,o2 ,n,T2 ) only through a maximal invariant v(8) w.r.t. 
G. Let f = v(Q). 
as pT = {PT : y 
y 
The family of possible distributions of T can be written 
E f}. Let E(T) be a sufficient statistic for y. For every 
invariant test ~(T) there exists an invariant test ~O which depends on T 
only through E(T) and which has the same power function as ~(T) 
define 
Hence we can restrict attention to those tests which depend only on E(T). 
A statistic E(T(X,Y)) with T(X,Y) maximal invariant under G, and E(T) 
sufficient for v(8) (as above) will now be constructed. 
Define S(x,y) = (x,!:1:1 1 (x. -x)
2 
,y,!:1:1 1 (y. -y) 2). S is sufficient for 2 2 ].= l. J= J (~,o ,n,T ). It is easily seen that 
for all g E G: S(x,y) = S(x' ,y') .. S(g(x,y)) = S(g(x,y)) 
((x,y) stands for (x 1, ••• ,xn,yl, .•• ,yn)). Hence S induces a group GS on 
S(X) = lR x lR~ x lR x lR~. GS consists of the transformations 
(sl ,s2,s3,s4) t+ 
(sl ,s2;s3,s4) t+ 
2 2 
as 1+b,a s 2,as 3+c,a s 4,a f 
2 2 
as 3+b,a s 4 ,as 1+c,a s2 ,a f 
A maximal invariant w.r.t. GS is given by 
O,b E lR,c E lR, 
O,b E lR,c E lR. 
This can be seen as follows: if W(s 1,s2,s3,s4) = W(sj,sz,s3,s4) then 
s 2/s4 = szls4 or s2;s4 s4lsz. In the first case (s 1,s2 ,s 3,s4) 
g(sj,sz,s3,s4) where g E GS is defined by 
(- - - - ) ( - 2- - 2- ) g s 1,s2 ,s3,s4 = as +b,a s 2 ,as 3+c,a s4 , 
with a= (s 2!sz)!, b = s 1-asj and c = s 3-as3. The second case can be 
treated similarly. 
Condition (C) of HALL, WIJSMAN and GHOSH (1965) (see the remarks in the 
solution of Problem 11), is easily verified here. Hence W(S(X,Y)) can be 
written as E(T(X,Y)), where E and Tare as above, and attention can be 
restricted to tests depending on W. 
Let b = T2/o2• The testing problem is equivalent to H b 1 vs 
K : b f 1. Let 
F 
s ;o2 2 
--;-;;z 
4 
F has the distribution F (Chapter 5, Section 3). The cunmulative n-1,n-1 
distribution function of W equals 
P{max(6/F,F6) ::;; w}, (w?: I) 
P{6/w s F s wb} 
K(wb) - K(b/w), 
where K(x) = J0x k(y)dy, k(y) = C y<n-
3)/ 2/(1 +y)n-l, 
2 n 
Cn f(n-1)/[f((n-I)/2)] . Hence the density of W equals 
h(w;b) = Cnb(n-l)/2w(n-3)/2[(b+w)-n+l + (bw+l)n-1]. 
Let f(w,b) = h(w,b)/h(w,1). Since ~! (w,b) = 
((n-1)/2)b(n-l)/ 2(b-l)(l+w)n-2[(b+w)-n - (bw+l)-n] > 0 for all b > O; 
f(w,b) is for all b > 0 a nondecreasing function of w (w ?: 1). 
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Let 6 1 f 1 be an arbitrary (fixed) alternative. By the fundamental lenma 
of Neyman and Pearson the test which is most powerful at the alternative 
6 1 is given by f(w,6 1) ~ k, or equivalently by 
Since this test does not depend on the particular alternative it is UMP 
among all tests depending on W, i.e. UMP invariant. 
Section 4 
Problem 8. 
Let p be the probability of an item being defective. We consider the 
testing problem H : p ~ Po vs K : p > Po· 
(i) Inspection of the item by variables 
An item is considered satisfactory if a variable Y exceeds a given constant 
u. Hence p = P{Y ~ u}. We assume that Y1, ••• ,Yn constitute a sample from 
a normal distribution. The UMP invariant test rejects when 
t = IIl (y - u) I {:r (y. - y) 2 I (n-1)} ! < c, 
l. 
where C satisfies f_C
00
g(t)dt =a. g(t) is the noncentral t-density with 
,- -1 n-1 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter - vn<I> (p0) (see 
Section 4). For given n,p0 ,a we can calculate C. For an alternative p the 
power of the test, S(p) is then given by J_<;,,g 1(t)dt, with g1(t) the non-
central t-density with degrees of freedom n-1 and noncentrality para-
meter - /Illt>-I (p). Since the UMP invariant test is based on all the 
observations y 1, ••• ,yn' the power S(p) is nondecreasing w.r.t. n. Hence 
the sample size required to obtain power f3 is the smallest n for which 
f3(p) ~ s. 
(ii) 
(a) Inspection of the item by attributes 
Each item is classified directly as satisfactory or defective. The 
number of defectives D in a sample of size n is distributed as b(n,p). 
The UMP test rejects H with probability one when D > k, and with proba-
bility y when D = k; y and k satisfy 
The sample size required to obtain power S is determined analogously as 
in (i). 
(b) Sequential probability ratio test 
Let E (N) denote the expected sample size under p. By Section II of p 
Chapter 3, E (N) is approximately equal to p 
{S(p) log (S/a) + [I - S(p)] log [(J -S)/(1-a)]}/E (Z), p 
where 
Table I, Numerical results for a= .OS and S .9. 
required sample sizes expected sample size 
sequential test 
inspection by inspection by EPo(N) Ep I (N) 
variables attributes 
Po=. J; p1 =.JS 237 433 183.0 194.2 
P1 = .20 69 132 S4.4 53.5 
P1 = .2S 34 69 27.S 2S.7 
Po= .05; PI=. JO 134 267 111.4 115.0 
pi=. IS 44 93 39.3 33.8 
P1 = .20 24 SI 21.2 17 .o 
P1 = .25 16 3S 13.8 10.6 
Po= .OJ; P1 = .02 390 ISl9 639.3 607.2 
pi= .OS SS 209 80.6 S7.S 
pi=. JO 21 6S 28.0 16.4 
P1 =.JS 13 43 16.1 8.6 




(i) Since the time N of the first violation of the inequalities 
A0 <Po (t 1, •.• ,t )/p0 (t 1, •.• ,t) < A1 satisfies p0 .{N < oo} = I for I n 0 n i i = O, I, the same arguments as those on p. 98 can be used to prove (34) 
of Chapter 3. 
(ii) Define y(x) = (y 1(x), ••• ,y (x)) by y.(x) n i I 1
-1 . 
xi • x 1 , i = 1 , 2, ••• , n 
and t(x) = (t 1(x), .•• ,tn(x)) by t 1 = sgn x 1, 
k = 2, ••• ,n. 
Let Y = y(X) and T = t(X). Then 
00 
where f 0 is the density function of x1 under o, and similarly 
Po{Yl = -l,Yz ~ Yz····•Yn ~ yn} = 
0 
= J P0{x2 ~ -y2x} .•• P0{Xn ~ -ynx}f0 (x)dx = 
-oo 
= f P0{x2 ~ y2x} .•• P0{Xn ~ ynx}f0(-x)dx. 0 
This means that the density h0 of Y w.r.t. µ* = µx;,_n-l, whereµ is 




. -Iv n 2 for y 1 =±I, - 00 < y2 , ... ,yn < 00 • Putting w = xo ri=I yi and zn {r~=I yi}·{r~=I yf}-~ we find after some computations that 
n 




2 t 2s (x)2]2 S (x) + _n.,_.n.___ 
n n-1 
h - I rn _ I rn 
were y = n ·i=I Yi' x = n i=I 







n - I+ t 2 
n 
""s n-1 2 
· w exp [-Hw-oz ) ]dw. 
0 n 
nx 





n - I+ t 2 
n 
where c is independent of o. Comparison with (76) of Chapter 5 yields 
that h0(y 1, ... ,yn) = c(y 1, ... ,yn)·p0(tn(y 1, ..• ,yn)), where p is the 
density function of the non-central t-distribution with n-1 degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter o/Il. Now by the factorization 
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theorem T = t (Y 1, ... ,Y ) is sufficient for 8 n n n 
Since (T1, •.. ,Tn) is a function of (Y 1, ... ,Yn)' 
on the basis of Y1, ... ,Yn. 
it follows that T is 
n 
sufficient for 8 on the basis of r 1, ..• ,Tn (cf. Problem 10 of Chapter 2), 
which is equivalent to the statement we have to prove. 
(iii) Making the transformation v =Ox-I in (8), we obtain that 
00 
J n-1 1-n = -n [ 2 -I n -I 2] -2 o v (ov2n) exp -(2o ) r (yiov - co) ov dv = 
0 i=I 
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oo [ n ] -n 2 -I 2 -I = J (vl2TI) exp -(2v) I: (y.-ov) v dv. 0 i=I i 
. . I 1-1 h. b writing v = w x 1 t is ecomes 
hc;(Y1•···•Yn) = 
00 
-nl In [ 2 -1 n 2] -I J (wl2TI) xl exp -(2w ) I: (xi - ow) w dw, O i=1 
which implies the required result. 
(ARNOLD (1951), RUSHTON (1952)) 
Problem 10. 
(i) We take as our sample space the set 
We write x for (x1, ••• ,x ). As in the solution of Problem 7 we can restrict . n 
attention to tests depending on a statistic E(V(X)), where 
(a) V is maximal invariant under G, 
(b) the distribution of V depends on (s,a2) only through v(s,cr2) 
where v is maximal invariant under G, 
(c) E(V) is sufficient for v. 
(G is the group of transformations: x I+ ex (c ~ 0).) The statistic E(V) 
will be constructed as in the solution of Problem 7. 
Define 
s + X + lR x lRO 
x 1+ (s 1(x),s2 (x)) = (x, .~ (x. -x/). i=I i 
2 Clearly S(X) is sufficient for (s,cr ). 
Since for all gin G: S(x) = S(x') .+ S(gx) = S(gx'), S induces the group 
of transformations GS on lR x lR~, where GS = {g
5 
: gs (s 1, s2) = (cs 1 , c
2
s2); 
c ~ O}. A maximal invariant under GS is given by ls 1l/rs;. 
Since condition C of HALL, WIJSMANN and GHOSH (1965) (cf. Problem II) is 
satisfied it follows that ls 11;rs; = lxl/(I: (xi-x) 2)! can be written as 
E(V(X)). Hence attention can be restricted to tests depending on 
Write e for s/G. The testing problem is equivalent to H e = 0 VS 
K : 8 ~ O. The density of T is given by: p0(t) + p0(-t), t > O; with 
o = Ill 8, and p0 as on p. 223. Now it will be shown that the ratio 
r(t) = [p0(t) + p0(-t)]/[p0 (t) + p0 (-t)] is an increasing function of t 
(on the interval t E (0,00)). Since p0 (-t) = p0 (t), r(t) = 
![p0(t)/p0(t) + p0(-t)/p0(-t)]. The substitution v = t(w/(n-J))! in the 
integral of p0(t) yields 
00 
p0 (t)/p0 (t) = exp(-o
2) • f exp(oJv)g 2(v)dv 0 t 
2 n-J 
with g 2 (v) as on p. 223, and f(v) = exp(-v /2)·v (i.e. fas t 
on p. 223, but with 80 = O). Since p0(-t) = p_0(t) we have 
00 
r(t) = ! exp (-02/2) f [exp(ov) + exp(-ov)]g 2 (v)dv. 0 t 
That r(t) is monotone on t E (O,oo) follows now from the argument at the 
bottom of p. 223. 
Hence for any particular alternative OJ' the most powerful test depending 
on T is given by the rejection region T > C. Since this test does not · 
depend on OJ' it is uniform most powerful among the tests depending on T, 
and hence uniform most powerful invariant. 
(ii) We take as our sample space the set 
... = x or 
m 
yn or x = y}. 
Write x, y for (xJ, ••• ,xm), (yJ, .•• ,yn) respectively. 
As in (i) we will construct a statistic E(V(X,Y)) with the properties 
(a),(b),(c). (Now G consists of the transformations (x,y) 4+ (ax+b.ay+b), 
a E JR0 , b E JR.) Define S by 
S=X-+lRXlR XJR+ 0 0 
(x,y) I+ (s 1(x,y),s2(x,y),s 3(x,y)) 
= (x, x-y, lx-yl/[:r~=J (xi -:;o 2 + :rj=J 
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S induces a group of transformations GS onlR x JR0 x lR~ given by G5 {gs : gs(s 1,s2 ,s 3) = (as 1+b,as 2 ,s 3),a E JR0 ,b E lR}. s 3 is a maximal 
" ' b f 11 I I I II II h ( 11 11 I) _ invariant, ecause or a s 1,s2 ,s3 ,s 1,s2 we ave s 1,s2 ,s 3 -
g0 (sj,s2,s3), with g0 given by g0 (s 3 ,s2 ,s 3) = (as 1+b,as 2 ,s3); a= s2!s 2 , 
b = s j - as 1. 
Since condition C of HALL, WIJSMANN and GHOSH (1965) (cf. Problem It) is 
satisfied s 3 = lx-Yl/[r (X. -x) 2 + r (Y. -Y) 2]! can be written as i J 
L(U(X,Y)). Hence attention can be restricted to tests depending on 
I- -1 - 2 - 2 I I 1 T = X-Y /{[r (X. -X) + r (Y. -Y) ](- + -)/(m+n-2)}2. i J m n 
Write 8 for (Tl - [,)/a. The testing problem is equivalent to H : 8 = 0 
vs K : 8 -f 0. The density of T is given by: p0(t) + p0(-t), t > 0, with 1 I I o = 8/(- + -) 2 and p~ the density of a noncentral t-distribution with m n u 
m+n-2 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter o. In (i) it has 
been shown that the density of T has monotone likelihood ratio. Con-
tinuing as in (i) yields: the UMP invariant test for testing Tl = [, is 
given by the rejection region T > C. 
Problem 11. 
In many problems of this chapter, concerning normal distributions and 
groups of linear transformations, a sufficiency reduction precedes a 
reduction through invariance. From a theoretical point of view the 
reverse order is the correct one. 
HALL, WIJSMAN and GHOSH (1965), however, proved that under certain 
conditions the final result is independent of the order chosen. 
As an example, we will check Assumption C from section II.7 of their 
famous paper, which guarantees that (with their notation) the subfield 
ASI is sufficient for AI' which is a reformulation of the assertion in 
terms of a-fields. We quote: 
Assumption C. X is an n-dimensional Borel set, A the Borel subsets of X, 
P = {P8 ,e E 8} with 8 an arbitrary index set, and with respect to 
n-dimension Lebesgue measure P8 has a density 
(9) p8(x) = g8(s(x))h(x), X E X, 
in which s is a measurable function from X into k-space (k < n) with 
range S, g8 and h are positive, real-valued measurable functions on S, X, 
respectively, and s and h satisfy the conditions below. Let G, AS, AI and 
ASI be as in Section 3 and suppose that there is an open set ASI E ASI of 
P-measure 1, such that on ASI 
(i) for each g E G the transformation x + gx is continuously 
differentiable, and the Jacobian depends only on s(x), 
(ii) for each g E G, s(x) = s(x') implies s(gx) = s(gx'), 
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(iii) s is continuously differentiable, and the matrix D(x), whose ij 
element is as.fax., is of rank k, 
J l. 
(iv) for each g E G, h(gx)/h(x) depends only on s(x). 
In our problem 
X={(YX) = (XJ•·•~) : x.,y. E lR, i= 1, ••. ,n} (n"' 2), Y1 •• ·Yn i i 
where we suppose (without restricting generality) that the x;s (resp. yis) 
are not all equal and that x and y are linearly independent (then we can 
take ASI = X). Note that P8{x and Y are linearly independent}= 1, for all 
8 (cf. Problem 24 of Chapter 7). 
Let A denote the (induced) borel a-field. 
p = {P8 : 8 E 8} with 
e = {8 = (t;,n,a,T,p) : t;,n E lR, a,T > o, p E (-1,+1)}, 
where P8 denotes a probability measure which has, with respect to 
2n-dimensional Lebesgue-measure, density 
--n { I [ 1 2 p8(x,y) = (21TOTl1-p2) ·exp - 2 z l: (x. - t;) + 2(1-p ) a i 
- Zp :r (x. -!;)(y. -n) + ....!.._ :r (y
1
• -n) 2]}. OT l. l. T2 
Take 
s(x,y) (x,y ,\Ii: (xi - x/,\.-f (y i - y/, l: (xi - x) (y i - y)) 
(tl,t2,t3,t4,t5). 




2 (t! +nt;) - -
1
-(J_ - np)nt + - 1- (..!L - t;,p)nt L 
2T (1-p ) l-p2 0 2 OT 1 l-p2 T2 OT 2f 
C(8)g8[s(x,y)]. 
From this relation it follows that h(x,y) _ 1, hence condition (iv) is 
trivial. 
Let G1 be the group of transformations from part (i) and G2 the group from 
part (ii). Then 
G1 {g g(x,y) = (:;:~), a > 0, c > O} and 
g(x,y) (:;:~), a f 0, c f O}. 
Since G1 c G2 it suffices to check conditions (i) and (ii) only for G2 . 
Condition (i): the g's are continuously differentiable with a constant 
Jacobian. 
Condition (ii): suppose that s(x,y) = s(x*,y*), where 
(;) 
Denoting s(x,y) 




condition (ii) is immediate. 
Condition (iii): 
Cltl Clt5 




dX dX 0 0 n 
D(~,z) n n 
Cltl Clt5 






Since the five columns of D(x,y) are linearly independent (this is the 
reason that we have restricted the X-space), this matrix is of rank 5. 




Conclusion: when in search for a UMP invariant test, we may reduce the 
observations first to the sufficient statistic S = s(~,~) =
1 
(T 1,T2 ,T3 ,T4 ,T5), 
where T1 = X, T2 = Y, T3 = {I: (Xi -X) 2 }~, T4 = {I: (Yi -Y) 2 }2 and 
T5 = I: <x. - x) (Y. - Y.) • i i 
This reduction induces a new sample space 
and groups of transformations G~ and G~, where 
and 
T G2 = {g: g(t 1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4 ,t5) = (at 1+b,ct2+d, lal t 3 , le lt4 ,act5), 
ai'O,c.fO}. 
(i) With respect to G~, r(t 1, ... ,t5) =-t5/t3t 4 is a maximal invariant: 
Cl 1 . . . d . f I - */ * * h * - * ear y r is invariant an i t 5 t 3t 4 t 5 t 3t 4 , t en t 3 at 3, t 4 = ct4 
* - - * -1 - * -I -and t 5 - act5 , where a - t 3t 3 and c - t 4t 4 . Hence r(t 1, ..• ,t5) -
r(t7, ... ,t;) implies (t7, .•• ,t;) = g(t 1, •.• ,t5) for some g E GT. 
R = r(T 1, ••• ,T5) = T5/T3T4 equals the sample correlation coefficient. 
We will now show that R has a density (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) pp(r) 
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with monotone likelihood ratio in r. By (85) of Chapter S, 
where 
( ) = n-2 r(n-l)(J-p2)!(n-1)(1-r2)!(n-4)(1-pr)-n+f Pp r l2iT r(n-D 
( I l l J+pr) • F :;,2,n-2,-2-' 
~ f(a+j) f(b+j) ~ xj 
F(a,b,c,x) = j=O f(a) f(b) f(c+j) j! 
is a hypergeometric function and !Pr! < I. 
We must show that, for p1 > p2 , Pp 1
(r)/pp
2
(r) is a nondecreasing function 
of r. 
PROOF. 










F L Ln-L --2-7 
is an increasing function of r, since n - ~ > 0 and 
> o. 
Hence to show that pp(r) has monotone likelihood ratio in r, it suffices 
to prove that, given P1 > P2 , 
is a nondecreasing function of r, or, equivalently (cf. the solution of 
Problem 6 (i), Chapter 3), that 
( 10) CJ
2 
1 I l J+pr ()p()r log F(:;, 2 ,n- 2 ,-2-) ~ 0, for all p and r. 
To prove this inequality, note that F(!,!,n-L !+fr) can be written as 
(I I) 
where 




f(n-!+j) -2j.,' J. 
j ? 0. 
Remark also that c0 = I and that cj+I < !cj' j ? O, since 
cj+I = [r<f+j)J2 f(n-!+j) 
c. f( 2 +j) ' f(n+!+j) J 
2j.' J. 
2j + l (j +I)! 
O+j)2 I /+j+l 1 
2(n-!+j)(j+1)=z 2 <z-· j + (n+!)j + (n-D 
From (10) and (II) we get, with t = l+pr, 
2 
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Cl log F 
ClP<lr [ 
00 i]-2 ()0 i+j-2[. ( 1)'2 ( !)''] r c. t · :r c. c. t J + t- J - t- Ji . 
i=O 1 j,i=O 1 J 
Changing the roles of the indices i and j we get 
Hence, since 
we get 
2 () log F 
Clp<lr [ 
00 • ]-2 00 • • 2 2 
:r c.tJ · :r c.c.tJ+i- [i + (t-l)i - (t-l)ij]. j=O J j,i=O J 1 
![j + (t-l)j 2 - (t-l)ji + i + (t-l)i2 - (t-l)ij] 
= H<t-I)(j-i) 2 -(i+j)J, 
"




0 L = - . :r c. t 1 • :r c. c. t 1 +J- [ (j-i) (t-1) + (i+j)]. (lp(lr 2 i=O i i,j=O i J 
Hence it remains to show that the last factor is nonnegative. Remark that 
it is greater than 
(12) 
00 i-2 00 j 2 2 :r c. t :r c.t [ (j-i) (t-1) + (i+j)], 
i=O 1 j=i+I J 
since terms with i = j were deleted in (12). 
The coefficient of tj in the interior sum of (12), which is given by 
(i) 2 2 
a. c. [-(J'-i) + (i+j)] + c. 1(j-I-i) , J J J-
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is nonnegative. Indeed, from c. <!c. 1, j ~ I, it follows that J r 
( 13) a~i) ~ c.[-(j-1)2 + (i+j) + 2(j-l-i) 2] 
J J 
c. [ (j-i) 2 + 5i - 3j + 2] 
J 
Define a~i) = (j-i) 2 + 5i - 3j + 2, then· (as can be shown easily) for any 
fixed i 1a~i)}~ . I is a nondecreasing sequence with a~+i)I = 2i ~ 0. Hence (') J ]=1+ (" 1 
a.
1 ~ 0 (j ~ i+I). Now (13) implies a. 1 ) ~ 0 (j ~ i+1), so that (12) is 
J 2 J 
nonnegative and as a consequence (a logF)/(3p3r) ~ 0, as was to be proved. 
Now by Theorem 2 of Chapter 3, there exists a UMP invariant test with 
rejection region R > C for testing H : p ~ p0 against K : P > p0 • D 
(ii) Clearly lr(t1, ••• ,t5)1 = !t5/t3t 4 ! is G~-invariant. To show that 
!t5/t3t 4 ! is maximal G~-invariant, suppose that !t5/t3t 4 ! = lts/t;tZI. 
If t 5/t3t 4 = t;/t;t~ there exists a transformation g1 € Gi c G~ with 
g1(t1, ... ,t5) = (t~, ... ,t;), by part (i). 
Therefore suppose that t 5/t3t 4 = -t;/t;tz. 
* -I * -1 Take a= t 3t 3 and c = -t4t 4 • Then a > 0 and c < O, and t 5 = act5 , 
t; = la!t3 and t~ = lclt4• Hence there exists a transformation g2 € G~ 
such that g2 (t 1, •• ,,t5 ) = (t7, ••• ,t;). 
It now remains to show that the test with rejection region !R! ~ C is UMP 
within the class of invariant tests for testing H : p = 0 against K : p ~ 0. 
Remark that the density qp(r) of !R! is pp(r) +pp(-r) for r € [0,1) and 0 
elsewhere. 
We now show that 
(14) for r € [0,1), the ratio qp(r)/q0(r) is a nondecreasing 
function of r. 
Since p0 (r) = p0(-r), the ratio in (14) equals 
(15) 
qp(r) pp(r) +pp(-r) 
q0 (r) = 2p0 (r) "' 
! ( 1-p2)Hn-I h L ! ,n-~, D-1 [·(1-pr) -n+!FO, ! ,n-~, l-:r) + 
2 C(p ,n) [G(pr) + G(-pr)], 
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-n+l l+t -n+ 1 oo j G(t) = (1-t) 2 F(!,!,n-!,~2~) = (1-t) 2 :rj=O cj(l+t) ' t E (-1,1). 
Observe that 
G'(t) = (l-t)-n- 2 (n-D :r c.(l+t)J + (1-t) :r jc.(l+t)J = l[ 00 • 00 ·-1] j=O J j =I J 
[(1-t)(l+t)]-n-![(n-D ~ c.(l+t)j+n+! + (1-t)(l+t) 
j=O J 
:r jc.(l+t)J 2 oo • +n-1] j=I J 
(1-t )- - 2 (n-D :r c.(l+t) 2 + (1-t ) 2 n l[ 
00 J0 +n+1 2 
j=O J 
~ jcJ.(l+t)j+n-~] . 
j=I 
Hence 
.l...[G(pr) +G(-pr)] = p[G'(pr) - G'(-pr)] = Clr 
2 2 -n-1{ 00 [ j+n+l p(l-p r) 2 (n-D :r c. (l+pr) 2 j=O J 
(1-pr)j+n+!] + 
(1-pr)j+n-~]} 
Suppose p ~ O .. Then 0 s pr < I (r ~ O). Hence (l+pr)y ~ (1-pr)Y, for 
3 any y > O. It follows that Clr[G(pr) + G(-pr)] ~ 0 when p ~ 0. 
By symmetry, this inequality also holds when p < O. 
Hence G(pr) +G(-pr) is nondecreasing in r. Now (IS) implies (14). 
Finally, consider any fixed alternative p0 , 0. Then the most powerful 
test depending on IRI for testing H : p = 0 against K0 : p = p0 rejects 
when IRI ~ C. Since IRI is maximal invariant and since the test does not 
depend on the particular alternative chosen, it is UMP invariant for the 
original testing problem. 
(ANDERSON (19S8)). 
Problem 12. 
The requested powers are computed from tables in DAVID (1938). 
Table 2. Power of the test for the hypothesis p s Po· (a = .OS). 
n significance level (Po = .3) power for p .s 
so .so .SI 
100 .4S .7S 




We have to check the conditions of Theorem 4 in the case of Problem 6(i) 
and Example 6. 
In both cases the sample space X equals lRm+n, while the group of trans-
formations G is given by {(a,b,c) : a> O; b,c ElR.}, where (a,b,c) : X + X 
is defined by 
(a, b, c) (x1, ••• ,xm,y 1, ••• ,yn) 
= (ax1+b, ••• ,axm+b,ay1+c, ••• ,ayn+c). 
Let A and B be the Borel a-fields on X and G respectively. 
The function h: XxG + X defined by h(x 1, ••• ,xm,y 1, •• .,yn,a,b,c) (ax1+b, ••• ,ax +b,ay 1+c, ••• ,ay +c) is continuous and hence for any set m _ 1 n A E A the set R (A) = 
{(x1, •• .,xm,y 1,. •• ,yn,a,b,c): (a,b,c)(x1, ... ,xm,y 1, •• .,yn) EA} E Ax B. 
Finally define a measure v over G by 
v(B) = l(B- 1), for all BE B, 
where l is the Lebesgue measure and B-l = {b : b-l E B}. For any 
g = (g 1,g2 ,g3) E G and any BE B we have v(Bg) = l(g-lB-1). Writing 
-1 ( * * *) -1 -1 • • g as g1,g2 ,g3 , the set g B is given by 
Since g-lB-l arises from B-l by multiplication of each coordinate by the 
fixed number g7, followed by a translation over the fixed vector 
(O,g;,g;), we have: l(B- 1) = 0 .. l(g-lB- 1) = 0, and hence also 
V(B) = 0 .. V(Bg) = 0. 
Section 6 
Problem 14. 
Let the testing problem be e E H vs 8 E K. Denote by dO,dl the 
decisions "8 E H", "8 E K" respectively. Define the loss function as 
follows 
{o if e E H, L(8,d0) if 8 E K; I 
L(8,d 1) = {° if 8 E K, if e E H. I 
For all g E G define * by g*do do, g*dl g = di. 
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Every test ~ defines a decision procedure in the following way: given X x, 
decision d 1 is taken with probability ~(x). 
Let C be a class of tests which is closed under a group of transformations 
G. The C is also a class of procedures which is closed under G in the sense 
of Problem 5 of Chapter I. 
Let ~O be an a.e. unique UMP member of C. Since for all 8 E K 
we have that ~O uniformly minimizes the risk within the class C. Hence 
by Problem 5 of Chapter I we have for all g E G: 
~0 (gx) = ~0 (x) excepts for x E Ng' 
where P8 (Ng) = 0, for all 8. It follows that ~O is almost invariant. 
Problem 15. 
For any test~. let ~g be the test defined by (~g)(x) 
from (I) of Chapter 6 that 
for all e and g. 
If in particular 8 E S(a), and e E nH then 
~(gx). It follows 
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(6 E nH implies that g6 E ~' by the assumption that the testing problem 
is invariant under G). Hence if cf> E S.(a) then <j>g E S(a) for all g E G, 
and since G is a group we have for all g E G 
<PE S(a) ~ <j>g E S(a). 
As a consequence sup S<P(6) 
<j>g-IES(a.) 
sup S<l>(9) and hence: 
<j>ES(a.) 
sup S(g6) = sup S<l>g(e) 
<j>ES(a.) <j>ES(a.) 
Problem 16. 
(i) The equation fAf(x)dP9(x) = fgAf(g-
1
x)dPg6(x) is a generalization 
of equation (I), of Chapter 6, as is easily seen, by setting f = I. It is 
-I a consequence of Lemma 2 of Chapter 2 take T = g : (X,A) + (X,A), 
* g = f, µ = Pge· Then by (I) µ = P6. 
(ii) Suppose P61 is absolute continuous with respect to P90 . Let 
P~e {X EA} be equal to zero. Then, by (I), Pe {gX EA}= O, and hence 6 0 0 Pe
1
{gX EA}= O. Applying (I) once more we find Pg61 {x EA}= 0. This 
shows that Pge 1 is absolute continuous with respect to Pgeo· 
Furthermore, for all A E A 
dP9 J Ci."i1- (x)dPe (x) 
g-IA 60 0 
-I Pe {X E g A} P-e {x EA}, (by (1)), 1 g I 
dPge 1 J ~ (x)dP-6 (x) A g9o g 0 
dPgel J -dP (gx)dP-e (x), (by (i)). g-IA g60 g 0 
This proves the second assertion of (ii) (since A= {g-IA I A EA}). 
(iii) When X is distributed as Pe
0
, then gX is distributed as Pg60 • Hence (iii) follows from the second result of (ii). 
Problem 17. 
(i) Let g E G. Let dµ/dµg-I denote a fixed version of the Radon-
-I Nikodym derivative of µ with respect to µg . Then for any measurable set 
A and any 6 E n we have by Lemma 2 of Chapter 2 
f P-8(gx) ~ (gx)dµ(x) A g dµg J 
dµ -I Pge (y)--:-=) (y)dµg (y) 
gA dµg 
J P-ge(y)dµ(y) = P-e(gA) = Pe(A) gA g . f Pe(y)dµ(y). A 
dµ Hence p9(x) = p_8(gx) ----1 (gx) a.e. (µ). g dµg 
(ii) In order to avoid difficulties with division by zero we use as a 
definition for the likelihood ratio 
{
sup p8(x)/sup p9(x), 9c:w 9ES1 
when sup p8(x) > 0, 8d2 
;\(x) 
0, otherwise. 
(This definition is commonly used, cf footnote on p. 15; moreover, if 
;\ is almost invariant then so is I/;\,) 
We first note that ~~~ p8 (x) and ~~B p9(x) are measurable functions. This 
follows from the countability of w and n and can be seen as follows 
for all c c: lR : {x sup p9(x) s c} = n {x : p9 (x) s c}. ec:n ec:n 
Define the measurable set A by 
A= {x : sup p9(x) s O}. xc:n 
Then we have for all 8 E n 
P8 (A) = f p9(x)dµ(x) s O; i.e. P9 (A) = O. A 
For any fixed g E G, let h be a fixed version of ~ and define for 
g dµg-1 ' 
all 9 E n 
N(e) = {x : p (x) + p_9(gx)h (gx)} u {x : h (gx) s O}. g e g g g 
It follows from (i) that µ(N(S)) = 0 for all 9. Hence N(S) 
set for all e E n. Put N = ! u { u N(e)}. N is a P-n~ll 
g · ec:n g g 
countability of n). 
Suppose x f N . Then by invariance g 
is a P-null 
set (by the 
e~R P9(x) a~~ [pge(gx)hg(gx)] h (gx) · sup Pe (gx); g ec:n 
sup p8 (x) 8c:w hg(gx) · sup (gx). ec:w 
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It follows that A(x) = A(gx). Hence A is almost invariant. 
(iii) Because n is separable there exists by definition a countable subset 
DO c rt that is dense in rt. Hence, by the continuity of p8(x) w.r.t. 
e for all x 
sup p8 (x) = sup p8(x). 8EDO 8Efl 
Assume*) that there exists a countable subset D1 c w such that for all x 
sup p8(x) =sup p9(x) a.e. (µ). 8EDI 9EW 
For any fixed g E G, let h be a fixed version of ~ and define g dµg-1 • 
D and g 
w with 





respect to G); 
and D g 
of n and w respectively 
moreover D and D are g g 
(by invariance of n and 
both countable. Since 
"'DO and since sup p9(x) = sup P9(x), for all x, we have 8ES'l 9t:D 
sup p9(x) = sup p9 (x). 8t:fl 9EDg 
Ng! and NgZ by 
Ngl {x sup p9(x) s O} u {x : h (gx) 8Efl g $ O}, 
Ng2 u {x : p9(x) ; Pge(gx)hg(gx)}. 8EDg 
Then for all x outside Ng! u NgZ 
su~ p9 (x) = sub p9 (x) 8E 8E g 
= h (gx) • sup Pe (gx) , g 8t:D 
(a) g 
= hg(gx) • S~~ Pe(gx). 
= h (gx) • sub P-e (gx) g 8E g g 
(since e E D ~ g8 E D • by the g g 
definition of D ); g 
Since w => Dg => D1 we have for µ-almost all x 
*) This assumption is satisfied if n is a separable pseudometric space 
(see Lemma I of the Appendix). 
sup p8 (x) = su2 p8 (x). 8El6 8EDg 
Define Ng3 , Ng4 ' NgS by 
Ng3 = {x : sup p8 (x) f S~£ p8(x)} 8EW 8EDg 
Ng4 = {x : sup p8 (gx) f SU£ p8 (gx)} 8EW 8EDg 
NgS U {x : p8 (x) f p_8(gx)h (gx)}. 8EDg g g 
Then for all x outside Ngl u Ng 3 u Ng4 u NgS 
sup Pe (x) = su£ p8 (x), (since x f Ng3); 8EW 8EDg 
= h (gx) • SU£ 
g 8ED 
p88 (gx), (since x f Ng! u Ng5); 
(b) g 
= h (gx) • sup Pe (gx), 
g 8EW 
(since x f Ng4). 
It is easily s·een that µ(U~ I N . ) = O, Hence u5i'=I N . is a P-null set i.= gi gi 
and the almost invariance of A (and I/A) follows from the equalities 
(a) and (b). 
Problem 18. 
Let n be the parameter space. n = ~ u nK, where 
and 
~ = {(*""'*'J~a,. . .,1-~a,a)} cJR2n+I, 




I} c 1R2n+I. 
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Furthermore G = {g0 , ••• ,gn_ 1} where gk is the rotation of the plane by the 
angle 2kn/n. Since both P1, ••• ,Pn and Q1, ••• ,Qn are equidistant points on 





Q.} P8{(X,Y) Q. k( d )}' 1. i.- mo n 
O} = P8{(X,Y) = O}. 
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Hence gke 9 if 9 E ~' while 
= (pl-k(mod n) , ••• ,Pn-k(mod gkS n n n) n-1) ,0, ... ,0,n 
if 
e = (Pn1·····Pnn,o, •.. ,o,n:I) E ~· 
Therefore the testing problem remains invariant under G. 
The rejection region R of the level a likelihood ratio test consists of 
these points (x,y) for which 
L(x,y) 
sup P9{(X,Y) = (x,y)} 8ErlK 
~~=-~..,.----,~~,.----,-~- > c, 
sup P9{(X,Y) (x,y)} 9E~ 
where c is such that Pe{L(X,Y) > C} $ a, for all e E ~· 
Since L(P.) = .!, L(Q.) = O and L(O) = n-l 
i a i na 
for i,j = 1, ... ,n. Since moreover P9{(X,Y) 
we have L(Qi) 
E {Pl' .•• ,Pn}} 
S L(O} s L(Pj)' 
a, for all 
e E ~·we see that R = {Pl, .•• ,Pn}. Hence 
hood ratio test equals (for all 9 E nK) 
the power of the level a likeli-
= -
n 
Now let~ be any invariant test. Then ~(gk(x,y)) = ~(x,y) and hence both 
~(Pi) and ~(Qi) are independent of i. Hence the power of~ equals 
n P· n 1 . n-1 I: ~(P.) • __!_ + ~(O) ·-=- = ~(P 1 )/n + ~(O) i=l i n n n 
To determine the level a UMP invariant test, we have to maximize this 
last expression subject to 
a n 1-2a n Sup Ee~(X,Y) = - L ~(Pi) + -- L ~(Qi) + ~(O) 8E~ n n=l n n=l 
It is easily seen that for n > 2 the UMP invariant test is given by 
n-1 ~(Pi)= ~(Qi)= 0 and ~(O) I, and that the power of this test equals n' 
for all 9 E rlK. For n =I the UMP invariant test is given by ~(P 1 ) =I, ~(Qi)= ~(O) = O, with power equals to I; while for n = 2, any test with 
<.p(P 1) = <.p(P2) = 1 - <.p(O) E [0,1] and <.p(Qi) is UMP invariant with power !. 
(LEHMANN (1950)). 
Problem 19. 
(i) Let A E A0• Then, by definition, IA(x) = IA(gx), for any g E G 
and x Ex - N 'µ(N) = o. Thus IA(x) = 1 - IA(x) = 1 - IA(gx) = rx(gx), 
g~ g 
which implies A E A0• Consider any sequence A1,A2, ••• E A0 • Put 
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A= U00_ 1 A. Without loss of generality suppose that A1,A2, ••• are disjoint. n- n ( 
For each n, IA (x) =IA (gx), for all g, x EX - N n), µ(N(n)) = O. Hence 
00 "'ll "'Il g g 
IA(x): Ln-l IAn(x) = L:-l IAn(gx) = IA(gx), for all g, x EX - Ng' 
N = U 1 N(n), µ(N) = O, which implies A E A0 • Hence A0 is a a-field. g n- g g 
Let f be an almost invariant critical function, that is f(x) = f(gx), 
for all g E G, x E X - N , µ(N ) = O. g g 
Define, for r E JR, Ar= {x : f(x) < r}. Then IAr(x) = IAr(gx), so Ar E A0• 
Hence f is A0-measurable. 
Conversely, let f be A0-measurable. For any rational number r in [0,1], 
define Ar = {x : f(x) < r}. Then Ar E A0 , which means that !Ar is almost 
invariant, that is, for any g E G there exists a set Nr with measure zero g 
such that IA (x) =IA (gx) for all x EX - Nr, which implies that 
r r r g 
IAr(x) = lAr(gx) for all x E X - Ur Ng. This means that f(x) < r 
iff f(gx) < r, for all r,g and x f U Nr d,!lf N , with µ(N ) = O. But this 
r g g g 
means that f(x) = f(gx) for any x f N . Hence f is almost invariant. g 
(ii) Lehmann does not define the concept of sufficiency for a-fields. 
A possible definition is: 
A a-field A0 is sufficient for 8 iff the A0-measurable function 
T : (X,A) + (X,A0), defined by T(x) = x, is sufficient for 8. 
HALL, WIJSMAN and GHOSH (1965) give as definition: 
A a-field A0 is sufficient for 8 iff for any A-measurable, P-integrable 
function f 1 there exists an A0-measurable function f 2 such that 
Ep8[f 1(X) I A0J = f 2 , a.e.-P, where Ep8[f 1(X) I A0] is defined by the 
relation 
for all A E A0 , 
By Problem 10 of Chapter 2 both definitions are equivalent. 
We use the definition of HALL, WIJSMAN and GHOSH (1965). 
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For any A EA, g E G, Pe(gA) = Pge(gA) = Pe(A), by g8 =e. By Theorem 2 
of the Appendix there exists a measure A = I: ciPei which is equivalent 
to P. Hence A(gA) = A(A) for all g and A. By Lemma 2 of Chapter 2 
dPe dPe dP9 . Thus dA (gx) = dA (x), a.e.A. So dA is almost invariant and consequently 
A0-measurable. Consider any A-measurable P-integrable function f 1• 
Define f 2 =EA[f 1 (X) I A0J. Then f 2 is A0-measurable and for all A E A0 
J Ep [f 1(x) I A0J(x)dP6 (x) = J f 1(x)dP8 (x) = A 8 A 
dP [dP8 ] 
= J df (x)f1 (x)dA(x) = J EA dr(X)f 1 (X) I A0 (x)d (x) A A 
dPe 
= J dr(x)f2 (x)dA(x) = J f 2(x)dP8(x), A A 
by Lemma 3 (ii) of Chapter 2. 




(i) Let (j 1 ,j 2 , ..• ,jn) be the permutation of {t,2, ..• ,n} for which 
Y· < y. < ... < Yjn· Then we have JI J2 
m n m n m 
u = I: I: u .. = I: :r u .. j=I i=I 1J k=I i=I 1h I: #{x.: x. <YJ. ;i=I, •.. ,m}. k=l 1 1 k 
Since {ZEA: Z S: Yh} = {Xi Xi < Yh, i= J, ••• ,m} U {Yj
1
, ••• ,Yh} 
we have 
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S = #{x · x < Y· i' k i . i Jk' I, ... ,m} + k. 
Hence L~=I Sk = U + n(n2+l). 
(ii) We will show that the total number of steps equals n.m-U. The 
arrangement x ••• xy •••• y can be achieved by steps in which a configuration 
.•• yx •.• is replaced by ••. xy •.• (if for a given arrangement no pair yx 
exists, this arrangement must be the final one; and conversely). Hence the 
total number of steps equals the number of steps of the form 
... yx ... + ... xy .... 
Given n+m distinct points (x1 , ••• ,xm,Yl'''''yn) define X = {x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xm} 
and Y = {y 1,y2 , ••• ,yn}. Let z = (z 1 ,z2 , ••• ,zm+n) be any permutation of 
(x1, ••• ,xm,yl'''''yn). Define f(z) as the sum of the i for which zi E Y. 
If z0 is the original arrangement, i.e. if z0 = (z 1 , ••• ,zm+n) with 
n 
z1 < z2 < •.• < zm+n' then f(z 0 ) =Li=! Si' with Si= the rank of yi. 
If zf is the final arrangement, i.e. if zf = (xi 1 , ••• ,xim•Yj 1 , ••• ,yjn) 
then f(zf) =~=I (m+k) =nm+ n(~+I). Replacing a pair yx by xy increases 
the value off by I. No interchange of neighboring elements is such that 
the value off is changed by more than I. Hence the total number of steps 
equals f(zf)- f(z 0) which is equal to nm - U, by (i). 
Problem 21. 
Let (X 1, ••• ,Xm) and (Y 1, ••• ,Yn) denote a sample from the continuous dis-
tribution functions F and G respectively. Since U .. equals I or 0 whether 
l.J 
X. < Y. or X. > Y. respectively, we have 
l. J l. J E(Uij) = P{X 1 < Y1} = f FdG. 
Hence E(U) = mn J FdG. 
For the calcuiation of the variance we observe that 
2 E(U .. ) = E(U .. ) = f FdG, 
l.J l.J 
(if j f k) 




Y. ,X. < 
J l. 
Yk} 
J P{X. < Y. ,X. < yk x. x}dF(x) l. J l. l. 
J (I - G) 2dF, 
(if i f k) 
E(U .. Uk.) 
l.J J 
f F2dG (by a similar argument), 
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(if i f k, j f k) 
Hence 
2 [E(U .. )] 
l.J 
E(l:l:U .. ) 2 = mn f FdG + mn(n-1) f (I -G) 2dF + m(m-1) f F2dG l.] 
+ m(m-l)n(n-l)[J FdG] 2 . 
This implies relation (30) because mn Var (U/mn) = [E(U2) - (E(U)) 2]/mn. 
If F G then (31) follows from (29) and (30), since J FdF = ! and 
f F2dF = t· 
Remark: the proof of these results can also be found on pp. 335-336 of 
LEHMANN (1975). 
Problem 22. 
(i) Let (t 1,t2 , ..• ,tN) be any permutation of (1,2, ••• ,N). Then we have 
P{T 1 = t 1, ... ,TN = tN} =f ••• f f 1(z 1) •.. fN(zN)dz 1 ... dzN' A 
where A= {(z 1, ••• ,zN) E 1RN : z. f z., z. is the t.-th smallest of the l. J l. l_ 
set {z 1, ... ,zN} for i,j = 1,2, ... ,N,ifj}. Application of the trans-
formation wti = zi for i = 1,2, ••• ,N yields 
since the density 
N {(w1, .. .,wN) E 1R 
(see Problem 26). 
f f f 1(wt 1) ••• fN(wtN)dw 1 ••. dwN 
wl<. • .<wN 
fN(wtN) 
·•· f(wtN) • (N!f(w 1)···f(wN))dw1 ••• dwN 
f (V(tN)) 
f:V(tN)) ] ' 
(I) (N) I of V , ••• ,V equals N.f(w 1) ••• f(wN) on the set 
: w1 < w2 < ••• < wN}' and equals zero elsewhere 
(ii) Applying equation (32) with N = n+m; f 1 = ••• = fm = f, 
fm+l = ••• = fN = g; assuming that f is positive whenever g is, we find, 
for every permutation (t 1, ••. ,tm,tm+l'''''tm+n) 
t+ 1, ... ,T =t} m m+n m+n 
Now let s1, ••• ,Sn denote the ordered ranks of Zm+ 1, .•. ,Zm+n (among the 
Z's), and let (s 1, ••• ,sn) be an arbitrary but fixed value of (S 1, ••. ,Sn). 
Then 
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where the summation extends over all permutations (t 1, ••• ,tN) of (l, ••. ,N) 
which satisfy {tm+l'"""'tm+n} = {s 1, .•• ,sn}. Since there are precisely 
n!(n-m)! permutations with this property, and since the probability of 
occurence for each of these permutations is equal to 
the desired result follows. 
Problem 23. 
(i) Let y E (O,I] and {x: F(x) = Y} ~ ~- Since Fis continuous, the 
set {x : F(x) = y} is (non empty and) closed. Hence it contains its 
infimum. This implies F[F- 1(y)] y. 
If y E (O,I] and {x F(x) = y} ~then y I and F(x) < I for all x E lR. 
In this case F-I (y) = +oo and hence F[F-I (y)] = F(oo) = I = y. 
Evidently F[F- 1(0)] = F(-oo) = 0. 
To show that F- 1[F(y)] may be smaller then y, define F0 as follows: 
F 0 (x) 0 if x s 0, F 0 (x) = x if 0 < x s L F 0 (x) = ! if ! s x s I, 
-I F0 (x) !x if I s x s 2, F0(x) = I if 2 s x. Then F0 [F0 (~)] = ! < ~-
(ii) If F- 1(y) s x then y = F[F- 1(y)] s F(x). Conversely we see that 
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(since the infimum of the empty set equals +00) F- 1(y) = inf {x:F(x)?: y}. 
Hence if y 5 F(x) then x E {x: F(x) ?: y} and F- 1(y) 5 x. It follows that 
F- 1(y) 5 x ~ y 5 F(x), or equivalently F(x) < y ~ x < F- 1(y). Hence 
P{Y < y} = P{f(Z) < y} = P{Z < F-l(y)} = h[F[F-l(y)]]. This last ex-
pression is equal to h(y), by (I). 
(iii) Taking h(t) = t for 0 5 t 5 I, the desired result follows from (ii). 
Remark. 
For arbitrary (not necessarily continuous distribution functions F, the 
-1 
-1 relations F (y) 5 x ~ y 5 F(x) and F(x) < y ~ x < F (y) are still true, 
provided that F-l is defined by F- 1(y) = inf {x : F(x) ?: y}. 
Problem 24. 
(i) Let Z have c.d.f. F. If F' is the c.d.f. of f(Z), then for ally 
F'(y) = P{f(Z) 5 y} = P{Z 5 f- 1(y)} = F(f- 1(y)), since f is continuous 
and strictly increasing. 
(ii) Suppose (F.)._ 1 N and (F!)._ 1 N are on the same orbit. Then 1- 1- ' ••• ' 1 1- ' ••• ' 
for i= l, ..• ,N: F! = F.(f-1), with f-l continuous and strictly increasing. l. l. 
Let F be any continuous strictly increasing c.d.f .. Put h. = F.(F- 1) and 
-1 
-1 -1 1 1 , F' = F(f ). Then F.= h.(F) and F! = F.(f ) = h.(F(f )) = h.(F ). l. l. l. l. l. l. 
Suppose conversely that Fi= hi(F) and Fi= hi(F'), for all i, with F 
and F' strictly increasing continuous c.d.f.'s. Put f = (F')- 1(F). Then 
f is continuous and strictly increasing; moreover F.(f- 1) 
l. 
F.(F-l(F')) = h.(F(F-l(F'))) = h
1
.(F') = F'.. l. l. l. 
Problem 25. 
In view of Problem 23 (ii) F(Zi) has distribution function hi with density 
hi. Noting that the ranks of z1, •.. ,ZN are the same as the ranks of 
F(Z 1), ... ,F(ZN) and applying Problem 22 of this chapter with fi hi, 
f = I(O,l) and V(i) = U(i) we see that (33) holds. 
Probl€!m 26. 
-----
( • ) S • ( ( I ) (N)) N ( i) i ince Z , ..• ,Z has density N! IIi=l f(z ) on 












over the set {(z(I) , •.. ,z<si-1) ,z<s1+1) , ... ,z<N» J z(I) s z(2) s ... s z(s1-I) 
s z<s1+l) s ... s z(s2-I) s Y2 s z<s2+l) s ... s z(N)}, i.e. by 
computing 
dz(sn+l)dz(sn-1) ... dz(s1+l)dz(s1-I) ... dz(I). 
(cf. DAVID (1970) p.9, HAJEK and ~IDAK (1967), Theorem II,1.2.c.). 
(ii) needs no comment. 
(iii) The Jacobian of the transformation (v1, ... ,vn) + (y 1, ... ,yn), given 
by y
1
• = IT1?- . v., is the determinant of an n x n upper triangular matrix J=l. J 
with diagonal elements IT1?- . 1 v., i = 1, ... ,n, and consequently equals . J=i+ J 
ITj=2 v}-I. Hence the distribution of (V 1, ... ,Vn) is given by 
N! 2 n-1 si-1 (si-1)! ... (N-sn)! v2v3 ... vn (vl, ... ,vn) 
s 2-s 1-1 s 3-s2-1 N-s 
•[(1-v1)v2 ... vn] [(1-v2)v3 ... vn] ... (1-vn) n 
which factorizes in 
n (si+l-1)! s·-1 s. -s.-1 
IT v. 1 (1-v.) i+I 1. 
i=I <scl)!(si+l-si-1)! i. i. 
with sn+I = N+I. 
Problem 27. 
(i) Write Vi= F(Xi) (i = 1,2, ... ,m) and Wj = F(Yj) (j = 1,2, ... ,n). 
From problem 23 of this chapter it follows that v1, .•• ,Vm are i.i.d. 
and R(0,1) distributed and that w1, ... ,Wn are i.i.d. with distribution 
function h concentrated on (0,1). Since his differentiable the density 
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of each·of the W. equals h'. For any pair (i,j) with i ~ j: J 
P{X. = X.} = f P{X. = x. J x. }dF(x.) = 0, 
l. J lR l. J J J 
P{Yi = Yj} = O (analogously), P{Vi =·vj} = P{u 1 = u2} = 0 and 
P{Wi = Wj} $ P{G(Yi) = G(Yj)} = P{U 1 = u2} = O, where u1 and u2 are 
independent and R(O,I) distributed. Hence, with probability I, rank (Xi) 
rank (V
1
.) (i = 1,2, ••. ,m) and rank (Y.) =rank (W.) (j = 1,2, ... ,n). J J Let S. denote rank (Y.), then applying Problem 22 (ii) we find J J 
P{S 1 s 1, .•. ,sn =Sn}= E[h'(U(S1)) ... h'(u<Sn))] ;(m~n) 
where U(I) < ... < U(m+n) is an ordered sample from the R(O,I) dis-
tribution. 
(ii) Let h(x) = xk for 0 $ x < I where k is a positive integer, then 
E[h'(u<s1) ... h'(u<sn))] knE[(U(S1))k-1 ... (u<sn))k-1]. 
By Problem 26 (iii) there exist independent random variables R1,R2, ... ,Rn 
h h U(Si) - R R (' I 2 ) d h h b sue tat - iRi+i··· n l. = , , ... ,n, an Ri as t e eta 
distribution Bs. s. 1 _s .. Hence l.' i.+ l. 
E[(U(S1))k-I ... (u<Sn))k-1] = E[i~I 
n 
IT j=I 
r(sJ.+j(k-1)) r(s.+ 1) 
. ~ 
From this (37) easily follows. 






IT ER~ (k-I) 
j=I J 
Applying Problem 27 with h(x) = (l-8)x + 8x2 we see that the distribution 
of the ranks s 1 < <Sn of the Y's is given by 
P8{s 1 = sl' ... ,sn = s} = (N)-I E IT (I +e(2u<si) _I)), n n i=I 
where U(I) < ..• < U(N) is an ordered sample from the R(O,I) distribution. 
For 8 + 0 this means 
s } 
n 
£ E(2U(Si) - I) 
i=I 
s. + s. 
2 l. J N+I 
n ( 2S. 6 I: __ i 
i=I N+I - 1) 2 n-1 n + 6 I: I: i=I j=i+I [ 4 S.S. + S. A S. l. J l. J (N+l)(N+2) 
By the Neyman-Pearson lemma we see that the derivative of the power 
function at 6 = 0 is maximized among rank tests by each test of the 
Wilcoxon type, i.e. each test with critical function (j) E [0,1) satisfying 
= {!omething 
n > 
<P(Sl, ••• ,Sn) if L s. c, 
i=I l. < 0 
where C and "something" have to be such that E0<P(S 1, ••. ,Sn) a. 
We make two remarks. 
I . For some significance levels a i.e. those a not equal to k I (:) for 
any integer k, there exist infinitely many tests of the Wilcoxon type 
which maximize the derivative of the power function. For such a signifi-
cance level we choose a test which maximizes the second derivative given 
the significance level and given that it maximizes the first derivative. 
However, there may again exist infinitely many of such tests. We may pro-
ceed in this way up to and including the n-th derivative. 
2. By an argument analogous to the one given after formula (19) 
on p. 237we see that for every a there exists a 6(a) > 0 such that, uni-
formly fore E (0,6(a)), every test of the Wilcoxon type has power higher 
than every test which is not of Wilcoxon type (which means that 
<P(S 1, .•• ,Sn) > 0 for some (s 1, ••. ,Sn) with L~=I Si< C). Tests with this 
property are called locally most powerful, rank, LMPR, tests. (See 
Problem 2 of Chapter 8.) 
We may draw the following conclusion. 
Let a be a fixed significance level. We proceed along the lines of 
remark I. If there exists a j such that considering the j-th derivative 
yields a unique test, then there exists (by an argument similar to the 
one given in remark 2) a 6(a) > 0 such that uniformly for 6 E (0,6(a)) 
this test has a power higher than every other test. If an analysis of 
all derivatives (including the n-th one) does not yield a unique optimal 
test, then the remaining optimal tests are equivalent in the sense that 
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their power functions are equal. 
Problem 29. 
The result of Problem 28 can be generalized to alternatives (F,G) with 
2 2 3 4 G = (I - 6)F + 6F + 6 M1 (F) + 6 M2(F) + 6 M3(F) + ••. , where Mi 
(i = 2,3, •.• ) are differentiable (Application of Problem 27 with h(x) = 
(I - 6)x + 6x2 + 62M1 (x) + 6
3M2 (x) + ••• yields that the distribution of 
the ranks s 1 < ••• <Sn of the Y's is given by 
( 16) 
P9{SI = sl, •.• ,sn = sn} = 
(N)- 1E fi (I - 9 + 26u<si) + 62M'(u<si)) + ••• ) 
n i=I I 
Differentiation of (16) w.r.t. 6 under the expectation sign will give the 
same expression for aa9 P6{s 1 s 1, ••• ,sn = sn}j 6=0 as in Problem 28. 
Hence in the problem of detecting a shift 6 in a distribution F the 
Wilcoxon test is a LMPR test (see Problem 2 of Chapter 8) for those dis-
tributions F for which the alternatives G(x) = F(x - 6) are of the form 
2 3 G(x) = (I - 6)F(x) + 6F (x) = 6 M1 (F(x)) + • • • • Of course the remarks in 
Problem 28 remain valid here. 
If F' (x) = F(x) - F2(x), using the expression F(x - 6) = F(x) - 6F' (x) + 
~6 2F" (x) - ~F"' (x) + ••• , we see that F(x - 6) is of the form 
(I - 6)F(x) + 6F2(x) + 62M1 (F(x)) + 6
3M2(F(x)) + •.• as above, provided 
F"(x),F"(x), ••• can be expressed as differentiable functions of F, which 
is seen to be true by using F' (x) = F(x) - F2(x) and finding F"(x) 
F'(x) - 2F'(x)F(x) = F(x) - 3F2(x) + 2F3(x), etc. 
The logistic distribution F(x) = I I (I + e -x) satisfies the differential 
equation F' = F - F2• 
Problem 30. 
It is sufficient to prove V F1 E F1 : EF 1<P(X) ~a. Let F1 E F1, f EC 
and F0 E F0 be such that F1 is the distribution function of the random 
variable f(X), where X is assumed to have distribution F0 • Then by 
conditions (a) and (b) 
Hence (j) is unbiased for testing F 0 against F 1 • 
Problem 31. 
Recall (Problem 20) that U = I:~=I Si - !n(n+I), where s 1 < s 2 < ••• < Sn 
denote the ranks of the Y's. Further we know that under the hypothesis 





Define Si (the inverse rank) as (m+n+l) - Si (i.e. the subject that held 
ranks. now has ranks!). Then, under the hypothesis, 
l. l. 
P{S' I s } n 
I 
(m:n) 





{(m+n+I) - s 1} + ••• + {(m+n+I) - Sn} 
n 












n(m+n+l) - I: S. 
i=I 1 
have the same distribution. By substracting !n(n+l) - !mn from these 
statistics we find that 
U - !mn and !mn - U 




(i) Apply the two sided Wilcoxon test to the sample x1, •.• ,Xm and 
Y1 -Li0 , ••• ,Yn-LiO. Let s 1, ••• ,Sm and R1, .•• ,Rn denote the ranks of 
x1, ••. ,Xm and Y1 -Li0 , .•• ,Yn -Li0 in the combined sample. The two sided 
Wilcoxon test rejects if 
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T =I~ s. - £ R1.J > c i=I 1 i=I 
for some suitable chosen C. 
This statistic attains its maximal value if the combined sample can be 
ordered in one of the following two ways 
( 17) 
x(I) < ••• < x(m) < Y(l)_t,o < ••• < Y(n)_t,o 
y(l) _110 < ••• < Y(n) -110 < x<I) < ••• < x<m). 
T attains its second largest value in case of the orderings 
( 18) 
x<l) < ••• < x<m-1) < y(l) -110 < x<m) < y(2) -110 < ••• < Y(n) -110 
y(l)_t,o < ••• < y<n-1)_110 < x<l) < y(n)_t,o < x(2) < ••• < x<m). 
Under H : /1 = 110 each ordering of the combined sample has equal probability 
11(m:n). Therefore the rejection region for a= z;(m:n) is given by (17) 
and for a= 4/(m:n) by (17) and (18) together, i.e. reject H if (17) or 
(18) is satisfied. 
Hence for a= z;(m:n) we find the confidence region 
and y (n) - /1 > X (I) 0 ' 
and a confidence interval for /1 
with confidence coefficient I - 2;(m:n ). 
The acceptance region for a= 4/(m:n) is given by the negation of ((I) or 





y (n) - /1 > X (I) 
0 ' 
(X(m-I) > Y(l) - /1 or 
0 
x(m) > y(2) _ /1 ) 0 ' 
or Y(n) - /1 > X(Z)) (Y(n-1) _ /1 > x< I) 0 0 • 
y(I) _ x<m-1) > y(I) _ x(m) 
y(2) _ x(m) > y(I) _ x<m) 
y(n) _x(2) < y(n) -x<I) 
Y(n-1) _ x<I) < y(n) _ x< I) 
(19) is seen to be equivalent to 
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min (Y(I) -x<m-l>,Y( 2) - x<m» < ti
0 
< max (Y(n) - x(2>_y<n-I) - x(I», 
a confidence interval for [I with confidence coefficient I - 4/(m:n). 
(ii) We follow the construction of confidence intervals for a shift as 
proposed in LEHMANN (1975), pp. 91-95. As in Problem 20 U denotes the 
number of pairs i,j for which Yj > Xi. Let D(I) < ••• < D(mn) denote the 
ordered differences Yj -Xi. With D(O) = - 00 and D(mn+I) = 00 we have 
(20) s = O, I, ••• ,m. 
(for proof see LEHMANN (1975)), where the subscript on P indicates the 
value of ll for which the probability is computed. Since the right hand 
side of (20) is tabled for small values of m and n we are able to con-
struct a confidence interval for ll. 
Equation (20) implies 
(21) 
If m = n 6 and a = I I 2 I = • 048 we have 
PO {U $ 5} 
P0 {u $ 6} 
.0206 < !a 
.0325 > ~a. 
for 0 $ s < t $ mn+I. 
Since the distribution of U is symmetric about 18 (Problem 31) if [I = 0 
the interval [D( 6),D( 3I)) is a confidence interval for [I with confidence 
coefficient 20/21. D( 6) and D( 3I) can be determined by writing down all 
differences Yi - Xj, which leads to D ( 6) = - • 089 and D (3 I) = • 804. 
Note that the construction of (ii) can be used to derive the confidence 
intervals of (i). 
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Problem 33. 
(i) Since max(X,X') and min(Y,Y') have distribution functions F2 and 
2 1- (1-G) , the probability P{max(X,X') < min(Y,Y')}} equals both 
and 
We conclude that 
p I F2(1-G)dG + I F(l-G) 2dF + I (1-F)G2dF + I (1-F) 2GdG 
I (F-F2)dF +I (G-G2)dG +I (F-G) 2d[F+G] 
(ii) If F = G it immediately follows that ~ = 0. 
Let ~ = 0. Suppose that G(x 1) - F(x 1) = n > 0 then there exists x0 < x 1 
such that G(x0) = F(x 1) + !n. Hence for all x E [x0 ,x1] we have 
G(x)-F(x) <! G(x0)-F(x1) = !n. Moreover, G(x 1)-G(x0) = !n implying 
~ > O, a contradiction. Similarly the assumption F(x 1) - G(x 1) < 0 leads 
to a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
(LEHMANN (1951)). 
Problem 34. 
(i) Let a E (0,1) and let x.,x'.;Y.,Y'., (i = 1,2, ... ,n), be samples of l. l. l. l. 
size n from F and G. Because of Problem 33, the given problem is equi-
valent to that of testing p = ~ against p > t, with 
p = t + 2 I (F-G) 2d[(F+G)/2]. 
If we put 
{
I if max(X.,X'.) < min(Y.,Y'.) or max(Y.,Y!) < min(X.,X'.) v. = l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. 
i 0 otherwise, 
(i = 1,2, ... ,n), then L~ 1 V. is a binomial(n,p) r.v. and the i= l. 
(randomized) level a test which re3'ects if L~ 1 V. > c, for some constant i= l. 
c, is strictly unbiased because of Theorem 2.(ii) of Chapter 3. 
(ii) Consider samples x1, ••• ,Xm from a distribution F and Y1, ••• ,Yn from 
a distribution G. We prove that there does not exist a nonrandomized un-
biased rank test of H against all F ~ G at level a 1;(m~n). 
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In fact, if we denote the ordered ranks of the x's in the combined sample 
by (R1, ••• ,R ), then a nonrandomized rank test at level a has its rejection 
• m 0 o· 0 0 
region equal to {R1 = r 1, ••• ,Rm = rm} for some (r 1, •.• ,rm) E {(r 1, ••• ,rm) E 
{1,2, ••• ,m+n}m: r 1 < r 2 < ••• < rm}. But now the power against at least 
one of the alternatives for which P{X < Y} = I or P{Y < X} = I, is zero, 
because for these alternatives 
P{R1 l, ... ,Rm = m} = I, resp. 




(i) Let K be the number of distinct sums Z. + Z. that are positive. Then 
i J 
N N {I if z. > O and lz.I ~ lz.I, 
K r r U •• , where U. • = J i J 




Let R1, ... ,~ be 
u .. iJ 
It follows that 
N 
I: j=I 
( if z. > 0 
0 othe~ise 
the ranks of 
A.V .. and 
J iJ 
N 
s. I: A.R. J j=I J J 
{
1 if Jz.J ~ 1z.J 
v .. = i J 
iJ 0 otherwise. 
I zl I, ... ' lzNJ. Then 
N 
I: v .. R .• j=I iJ J 
N N N N 
I: A. I: v .. j=I J i=I iJ I: I: U.. K, i=I j=I iJ 
which is the desired result. 
(ii) Let the function h be defined as 
h(z) = ( 
0 




U(A) = .!_ ~ h(Z
1
.), 
N N i=I 
U~B) = (~rl L:L: h(Z.+Z.). 
J$i<j::;N 1 J 






L: S. j=I J 
it follows that 
~ S (B) + _2_ U(A) ~ ' = UN N-1 N ' j=I J 
N 
L: L: h(Z. + Z.) + L: h(Zi). 
J$i<j$N 1 J i=I 
I - f D(-z)dD(z) 
I - D(O) 
E( ~ SJ.) = N(N2-I) {I - fD(-z)dD(z)} + N(I - D(O)) = j=I 
= !N(N+I) - ND(O) - ~N(N-1) f D(-z)dD(z). 
(WALSH (1949)). 
Problem 36. 
(i) As in Section 9 we characterize the problem by the triple (p,F,G) 
with p = P{Z::; O}, F(z) = P{izJ ::; z I Z < O} and G(z) = P{Z::; z J Z > O}. 
The density of Fis p- 1f(z+8) and the density of G is (1-p)- 1f(z-8). 
Let I ::; i 1 < < i ::; N and let C1• 1• be the event "Z1• 1 > 0, ... ,Z 1• > 0, n J• •· n n 
Z. < 0 for j f {i 1, ... ,i }".So i 1, ••• ,i are the indices of the positive J n n 
Z's. Then by conditioning on ci 1 ••• in and by applying Problem 22 (i) we 
find for any possible set of ranks t 1, ••• ,tN of Jz 1J , ••• ,JzNJ 
P{T1=t1·····TN=tN I ci1···in} = 
= _!,E{ IT (1-p)-lf(/tj) - 8) 
N. jE{il, ••• ,in} 
IT p- 1f(V(tj) + 8)/2f(V(I))· • ·2f(V(N))} 
jf{i1•···•in} 
where T. is the rank of Jz.J and V(I) < ••• < V(N) is an ordered sample 
J J 
from a distribution with density 2fI(O,oo)" 
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Next let r 1 < ••• < rm be the ordered ranks of the absolute values of the 
negative Zi in the sample Jz 1J, ••• ,JzNI and similar by s 1 < ••• < sn the 
ordered ranks of the absolute values of the positive Z's, then there are 
m!n! possible sets of ranks {t 1, ••• ,tN} having these prescribed sets of 
ordered ranks and we find 
(22) 
P{SI = s1•·· .,Sn= sn I C· . } = m!n!p-m(l-p)-n. 
ii ••. in 2NN! (r1) (r ) (s 1) (s ) E{f(V +8)···f(V m +8)f(V -8)···f(V n -8)} 
f (V (I) ) • • • f (V (N) ) 
Since this probability is independent of i 1, ••. ,in it also equals 
(23) P{S 1 =s 1, .•• ,Sn=sn I the number of positive Z's is n}. 
Multiplying by (:)pm(l-p)n, the probability of n positive Z's gives 
formula (38). 
(ii) Firstly we derive the rank test of the hypothesis of symmetry 
which maximizes the derivative of the conditional powerfunction given the 
number of positive Z's. The reasoning is analogous to the reasoning on 
p. 237. 
Since p 1-8 d I _ 00 f(z)dz we have d8 p 8=0 = - f(O) and therefore 
d -m -mf(O) d -n, 
d8 p 18=0 = 
2
-m-1 and d8(l-p) 8=0 = -nf(O) 
2-n-1 
Now, under some regularity conditions, the derivative of (22) and (23) 





(s.) ] m f I (V J ) f I (V J ) M + L: f (V (r j » - E L: f (V(sj » j=I j=I 
N f' (V(tj\ n 
M L: - 2E L: + (:rl[ E j=I f(/tj» j=I 
f' (V(Sj»] 
f(V(sj)) 
M' (Nrl n f' (V (s j » 
- 2 E L: 
f (V (s j)) ' n j=I 
where Mand M' are constants depending on n, but not on r 1, •.• ,rm and 
sl, ... ,sn. 
Since under the hypothesis H : 6 = 0 the probability of any outcome is 
-N equal to 2 it follows from the generalization of the Neyman-Pearson 
lemma, Theorem 5 of Chapter 3, that the derivative of the conditional 
power function at 6 = 0 is maximized by a test which rejects if 
M' - 2(N)E ~ 
n j=I 
which is equivalent to 
(24) n -E L: j=I 
where Cn and C~ are constants depending on n, but not on r 1, .•• ,rm or 
sl' •.• ,sn. 
This conditional test also maximizes the conditional power function for 
sufficiently small e (seep. 237). 
Now consider the unconditional test we get by rejecting if there are n 
positive Z's and (24) holds. This test has the desired properties. 




f I (z) z n (s-) 
"""f(z)" -2 ' so (24) becomes E L: v J > c j=I n 0 
where v<I) < ... < v<N) is an ordered sample from a distribution with 
density 2fI(O,oo), which is, in case f is the standard normal density 
2 function, the distribution of the square root of a x1 distributed r.v., 
which in its turn is equal to the distribution of the absolute value of a 
standard normal r.v •• 
(iv) Let F(x) = 1/(1 +e-x), f(x) = e-x/(1 +e-x) 2 • 
Then -f' (x)/f(x) = 2F(x) - 1 and the conditional rejection region (24) can 
be written as 
If V has the distribution with density 2fl(O,oo)' then 
P{F(V) ~ y} = P{V ~ F-l(y)} = 2y-1 for < y < I, 
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so U = F(V) is uniformly distributed over (!,1). The conditional rejection 
region can therefore be written as 
n (s.) 
E L U J > Cn' j=I 
where u( 1) < ••• < U(N) is an ordered sample of size N from the uniform 
distribution R(!,I). Since 
(s.) s · 
EU J = ! ....:::1... + N+I 
conditionally on the number of positive Z's the test is equivalent to the 
Wilcoxon one sample test. 
Problem 37. 
Apply Problem 25 in the same way Problem 22 (i) was applied in the 
previous problem to obtain the expression (38). 
Problem 38. 
We restrict ourselves to continuous distributions. Suppose Z has a con-
tinuous distribution function F, and let S = {G : G is a continuous dis-
tribution function with G(x) + G(-x) = 1}. Since there belongs to every F 
in the alternative some G E S with F(x) ~ G(x) for all x, there exists 
in view of Lemma 1 of Chapter 3 nondecreasing functions f 0 and f 1 and a 
random variable V such that f 0(v) ~ f 1(v) and f 0 (v) and f 1(V) have 
distribution function G and F respectively. Using the monotonicity 




(cf. Problem 11 of Chapter 3). 
Since ~ is a rank test it is synnnetric in its N variables and therefore 
by Lemma 3, EG~(z 1 , ••• ,ZN) is constant on Sas a function of G. Hence 
using (25) 
for any F in the alternative, implying the unbiasedness of~. 
Problem 39. 
We consider the problem of testing H : F1 = F2 = 
i < j ~ V x F. (x) ~ F. (x) and 3 x F. (x) > F. (x). 
1. J 1. J 
The joint distribution of the Ti under H is 
(26) 
for each permutation t 1, ••• ,tN of 1, ••• ,N. 
FN against K 
If F1, ••• ,FN have densities f 1, ••• ,fN, respectively, and f is any density 
which is positive whenever at least one of the fi is positive, then the 
joint distribution of the Ti is given by 
f (W ( t I)) 
(27) P{T 1 =t 1, ... ,TN=tN} = N1.E[ I (t) 
' f(W I ) 
where W(I) < ••• < W(N) is an ordered sample from a distribution with 
density f. (See Problem 22). 
Consider in particular the translation alternatives f.(y) = f(y-i8), 
1. 
fi > 0 and the problem of maximizing the power for small values of 8. 
Suppose that f is differentiable and that the probability (27), which is 
now a function of 8, can be differentiated with respect to 8 under the 
expectation sign. 
The derivative of (27) at 8 = 0 is then 
Since under the hypothesis the probability of any ranking is given by (26) 
it follows from the Neyman-Pearson lemma in the extended form of Theorem 5 
of Ghapter 3, that the derivative of the power function at 8 = 0 is 
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maximized by the rejection region: 
(28) 
The same test maximizes the power itself for sufficiently small o. To see 
this the same arguments as in Problem 28 can be used here. Hence (28) is 
a LMPR test. 
2 f' (x) d x-y (i) If f(x) is the normal density N(y,o ), - "1(Xf" = - dx log f(x) = 
02 
and the left hand side of (28) becomes: 
N [ (ti) ] L iE W -y 
i=I 02 
= - L iE V i I N [ (t.)] 
o i=I 
where V(I) < V( 2) < < V(N) is an ordered sample from a standard normal 
distribution. Hence (41) is most powerful among rank tests against normal 
alternatives F = N(y + io,o2) for sufficiently small o. 
(ii) If f(x) is the logistic distribution f(x) = e-x/(1 +e-x) 2 , - ff'(~)) 
2F(x) - I and the locally most powerful rank test (28) rejects when 
N [ (t.) ] L i E F(W i ) > C 
i=I 
where W has the distribution F, so that F(W) is uniformly distributed over 
(t.) t. (0,1). Since E[F(W i )] = N+\ the rejection region of the locally most 
powerful rank test against logistic alternatives is (40). 
(iii) Let G1(x) ~ G2(x) ~ .•• ~ GN(x), Gi f Gj if if j be an alternative, 
and assume that G. is continuous (i =I, .•• ,N • 
~I . Define f~(v) :=G. (v) := inf {z : G.(z) ~ v}. Then we have 
~ l. l. 
f 1(v) $ f 2 (v) $ ••• $ fN(v) and v 1 < v2 "* fi(v 1) < fi(v2) (i = 1, .•• ,N). 
For vi E [0,1] (i= 1,. • .,N) we put z 1 = f 1(v 1), .. .,zN = f 1(vN) and 
zj = f 1(v 1), ••• ,zN = fN(vN). Then i < j, zi < zj implies f 1(vi) < f 1(vj) =* 
v. < v. "* f.(v.) < f.(v.) $ f.(v.) that is z! < z!, hence tp(z 1, ••• ,zN) $ l. J l.l. l.J JJ l. J 
tp(zj, .•• ,zN). Thus for all v 1, •.• ,vN we have tp(f 1(v1), ••• ,fN(vN)) ~ 
tp(f 1(v 1), ••• ,f 1(vN)). Now 
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2: J ··· J cp(f 1(v 1), ••. ,f 1(vN))dv1···dvN [O,I] [O,I] 
J ··· J cp(z 1, ... ,zN)dG 1(z 1)···dG1(zN) =a. 
Hence any rank test satisfying cp(z 1,; •• ,zN) $ cp(zj, ••. ,zN) for any two 
points for which i < j, z. < z. implies z! < z! for all i and j is un-
i J ]_ J 
biased against alternatives of an upward trend. 
In order to show that the tests (40) and (41) are special cases of tests 
cp with 
for any two points z and z' such that 
(29) i < j, z. < z. ~ z! < z!, ]_ J ]_ J 
we use a result of LEHMANN (1966). Note that when two points z and z' 
satisfy (29), the rank numbers (il, •.. ,in) of z' are better ordered 
(in the sence of formula (7.2) of Lehmann's paper, P• 1149) than the 
rank numbers (j I' ... ,jn) of z; i.e. 
(30) 
It now follows from Lehmann's Corollary 2 to his Theorem 5 (p. 1150) that 
for any non-decreasing function h ~nd a 1 < a 1 < ••. < ak 
N N 
(30) ~ k:I akh(ik) 2: k:I akh(jk). 
Applications of this result to h(t) t and h(t) = E(V(t)) (both non-
decreasing) show that (40) and (41) are special cases of the described 
tests cp. 
Problem 40. 
We shall restrict attention to the case without ties. 
(i) Define 
t if z. $ z. v .. ]_ J 1-J if z. > z.' ]_ J 
then for i r j 
v .. 
l.J 
~ z. ::; z. 
l. J 
~ {if i < j 
if i > j 
U •• = I 
l.J 
u .. = o, l.J 
and, again for i # j, 
{
if i < j : u .. = 0 
v .. = 0 ~ z. > z. ~ l.J 
l.J l. J if i > j : U. . = I • 
l.] 
Since evidently Vii = I - U ii it follows that 
{
u .. 
v = l.J 
ij I - U •• 
l.J 
if i < j 
if i <:: j. 





I j I V .. 
j=I i=I l.J 
N N 
N N 
I j I 
j=l i=j 
N 
I j I (I - U .. ) + I l.J j=2 j=l i=j 
N N N 
N j-1 
V .. + I j I V .. 
l.J j=2 i=l l.J 
j-1 
j I u .. 
i=l l.J 
N j-1 
I j (N-j+l) + I j I u .. + I j I u .. 
j=l j=l i=j l.J j=2 i=I l.J 
N N 
.2 (N+l) I j - I J - L: ju .. + I ju .. j=l j=l i<::j l.J i<j l.J 
(N+l)N(N+l) - N(N+l)(2N+l) - ..- ·u ..- ·u 2 6 <-J .. +<-J .. i>j l.J i<j l.J 
(Uii = O) 
= N(N+l)(N+2) ..- ("-")U 6 + ,_ J l. .. 
i<j l.J (since u .. = u .. ). l.J J l. 
(ii) For all Z = (Z 1, .•• ,ZN) define U(Z) 
U .. = I if Z. < Z. and 0 otherwise. 
= r. . U ... Note that if i < j l.<J l.J 
l.J l. J 
If Z' = (z;, ••. ,Z~) with 
Then 
{ 
z~ = z. for all l. l. 
z~ = zk+l 
z~+l = zk 
U(Z 1 ) r(Z) + 1 
U(Z) - 1 
i # k,k+I 
if zk > zk+l 
if zk < zk+l" 
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If z 1 < z2 < ••. < ZN then U(Z) = N(N-1)/2. Conversely if there is an 
index i such that Z. > Z. 1 then U(Z) < N(N-1)/2. Complete ordering of i i+ 
(Z 1, ••. ,ZN) can be achieved by a sequence of steps, each of which consists 
of exchanging adjacent elements Zk' Zk+I' with Zk > Zk+I" Since in each 
of these steps the value of U(Z) is increased by one, and since it is 
impossible to increase the value of U(Z) by more than one by exchanging 
two adjacent elements of Z, the smallest number of steps equals 
N(N-1)/2- U. 
Problem 41. 
As usual we suppose that the distribution of (Xi,Yi) is continuous. 
(i) We shall prove the following result: testing independence versus 
positive dependence is equivalent to testing, conditionally on X(I) , ••• ,X(N), 
randonmess of the Z's versus the alternative of an upward trend (see 
Remark I below). Let F be the distribution function of Y. conditional on 
x (") i Xi ='x. Define the anti-ranks D1, .•• ,DN by Xni = X i; in words, Di is 
the random index of the i'th smallest X. Note that Z. = Yn·· 
i (I) i (N) Let x1, ..• ,~ be distinct values of x1, ••• ,x,_, and let x , .•• ,x and 
. (I')' (N) d1, •.• ,~ be the corresponding values of X , ..• ,X and D1, .•• ,DN. Then 
conditional on x1 = x 1, ... ,XN = ~· we have that z 1, ••• ,ZN are independent 
with distribution functions Fx(l)•••••Fx(N)· For 
P{YDI s zl, ..• ,YDN s zN 
P{Ydl $ zl, ••. ,YdN $ zN 
N 
zl = xl, ••• ,XN = ~} 
(I) 
x , ••• ,XdN x(N)} 
IT Fx(i)(zi). i=I 
Since this joint distribution only depends 
d1, ••• ,dN)' it is also the distribution of 
..• ,X(N) = x(N) 
(I) (N) 
on x , .•• ,x (but not on 
. (I) (I) 
z 1, ••• ,ZN given X = x , 
Clearly independence of X. and Y. implies randomness, positive dependence 
i i (I) (N) implies an upward trend (for all x < ••• < x ). Conversely, if 
z 1, ••. ,ZN are identically distributed (randonmess) whatever)!)< ... <x(N) 
then X. and Y. are independent for each i; if z 1, ••• ,ZN have an upward 
trend ~hateve~ x(I) < ••• < x(N) then Xi and Yi are positively dependent. 
(ii) Since L~=l Ri = L~=l Si= !N(N+l), rejecting for large values of 
the rank correlation coefficient is equivalent to rejecting for large 
values of L~ 1 R.S .• Now L~ 1 R.S. = L~ 1 iT .• Under the null hypothesis, i= i i i= i i i= i 
Therefore the critical 
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(T 1, •.• ,TN) is independent of (x(l),: •• ,x(N)). 
value for a conditional test bases on L~_ 1 iT. (1) (N) i- i (d .. 1 Cl) X(N)) con itiona on X' , ••• , 
does not depend on X , .•• ,X • Hence the conditional test based on 
(40) and the unconditional test based on the rank correlation coefficient 
are identical. 
(iii) The mean and variance of the uniform distribution on {1, .•. ,N} are 
2 1 2 µ = ! (N+ 1) and o = TI(N - 1) • These are therefore the mean and variance 
of both the numbers {R 1, ••• , } and {s 1, ..• ,SN}. 
Since var(R- S) = varR - 2 varR var S corr(R,S) + var(S) = 202(1- corr(R,S)) 
we have corr(R,S) = 1 - var(R- S)/2o2; i.e. 
L (R. - R) (S. - S) 
i i 1 -
L (R. - S. ) 2 
i i 6 
N "N2=) v'I: (R. -R)2 L (S. -s)2 
i i 
(iv) We say that the set of two distinct ordered pairs {(a,b),(c,d)} 
is concordant if (a-c)(b-d) > O; discordant if (a-c)(b-d) < O. 
Note the any {(i,Z.),(j,Z.)} (for if j) is either concordant or dis-
i J 
cordant when there are no ties among the X's or Y's (which we assume 
from now on). The total number of such pairs is !N(N-1). We have 
Therefore 
L u .. 
i<i iJ 
L V •• 
i<j iJ 
=#{concordant {(i,Z.), (j ,Z.) }, i J i f j} 
= #{concordant {(i,T.),(j,T.)}, i J i f j} 
= #{concordant {(R.,S.),(R.,S.)}, i i J J i f j} 
= #{concordant {(X.,Y.),(X.,Y.)}, i f j}. i i J J 
=#{concordant {(X.,Y.),(X.,Y.)}, if j} 
i i J J 
- #{discordant {(X.,Y.),(X.,Y.)}, if j} 
i i J J 
2 L U .. - !N(N-1). 
i<j iJ 
(v) Consider first the test (ii). Suppose it has size a. By part (i), 
d . . 11 ( 1 ) (N) . . . con itiona yon X , •.• ,X the test still has size a while by Problem 
39 (iii) its conditional power at each alternative is at least a. Therefore 
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its unconditional power is also at least a. 
Consider next the test (iv), and suppose its size is a. By the same 
(I) (N) arguments as in part (i), conditionally on X , •.• ,X the test still 
has size a. It is easily seen that its critical function has the property 
specified in Problem 39 (iii). Its conditional power is therefore at least 
a, and hence its unconditional power is too. 
Remark I. Though (unconditionally) z1, ••• ,ZN are stochastically increasing 
in the case of positive dependence, they are generally not independent. 
We were unable to prove the following interpretation of (i): the joint 
distribution of T1, ••• ,TN is the same as that of the ranks of some in-
' I dependent, stochastically ordered r.v.'s z1, ••• ,ZN. 
Remark 2. The unbiasedness of test (ii) also follows from Theorem 4, 
special case (i), or Corollary 2 (iii) in LEHMANN (1966). Similarly the 
unbiasedness of test (iv) follows from Corollary 2 (i) in the same paper. 
Actually part of the proof of the just mentioned Theorem 4 was used in 
the solution of Problem 39. 
Section JO 
Problem 42. 
Let {S(x,y) I x,y E lR} be a class of invariant confidence sets and denote 
the rotation around (O,O) over the angle a be ga and the translation over 
(x,y) by gx,y Then 
(31) S(O,O) for all a 
and 
(32) g S(O,O) 
x,y S(x,y) for all x,y. 




{r I r 2 2 l (s +t ) 2 ,(s,t) E S(O,O)}. Together with (32) this 
S(x,y) u {(i;,n) I (i;-x) 2 + <n-y) 2 
rER 
2 
r }, x,y E JR. 
Conversely, it is easy to verify that (33) is a class of invariant con-
fidence sets. 
Problem 43. 
Let x 1, ••• ,Xn;Y 1, ••• ,Yn be samples from N(~,o2) and N(n,T
2) respectively. 
Confidence intervals for 6 = T2/o2 are based on the hypotheses H(60) : 
6 = 60 , which are invariant under the groups G60 gen
erated by the trans-
formations xi_ = aX. + b, Y'. = aY. + c (a f O) and the transformstion x'. = 
I I 1 1 1 1 
6; 2Yi' Yi_ =66Xi. The UMP invariant test of H(60) has acceptance region 
-2 ~. !-2 ! !-2 -2 
max {r. (Yi - Y) /r. (60xi - 60x) , r. (60xi - 60X) I r. (Yi - Y) } < k 
l 
(cf. Problem 7 with Xi and Yi replaced by 60xi and Yi). 
The associated confidence intervals are 
(34) 
The group G in the present case is the group generated by the trans-
formations x'. = aX. + b, Y'. = aY.; + c (a f O) and the transformations 
i i i k 
X'. = dY., Y! = X./d (d f O). 
i i i i 
The transformation g given by X'. = aX. + b, Y'. = aY. + c (a f O) induces i i i i 
the transformation g6 = 6. Since for such transformations the confidence 
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intervals S remain unaltered, the confidence intervals are invariant under 
such transformations. The transformations g given by x! = dY., Y! = X./d i i i i 
(d f O) induces the transformation g6 = (6d4)- 1• Application of the 
associated transformation g* to the confidence interval takes it into 
the interval 
Since this coincides with the interval obtained by replacing Xi and Yi 
in (34) by dYi and Xi/d, respectively, the confidence intervals (34) 
are invariant also under these transformations. Hence they are uniformly 
most accurate invariant. 
Problem 44. 
Let 8 be fixed and let S'(x) = {8 : ~'(x) ~ 8} be any (other) G-invariant 
class of (one sided) confidence sets at level 1-a. If A1 (8) denote the 
associated acceptance regions, then for any g E G8, 
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gA'(e) {g(x) : e E S'(x)} = {x: e E S1 (g-)(x))} 
{x *-) I I e E g S (x)} = {x : ge E S (x)} 
{x .Q_'(x):>ge}c{x:.Q_'(x):>e}, 
since S1 (x) is invariant and since g E Ge implies ge :>e. Hence for any 
g E Ge 
gA 1 (e) c A'(e) 
and also 
or 
A 1 (e) c gA' (e). 
Therefore A1 (e) is invariant under Ge for each e. It follows that these 
tests are at most as powerful as those with acceptance regions A(e) and 
hence the associated lower confidence limits ~(X) are uniformly most 
accurate invariant. 
Note that this proof is an adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4. 
Problem 45. 
Consider the group of transformations G1 = {g : g(x1, ••• ,xn) = (x 1 +c,. •• ,xn +c), c E lR}. Then "G1 = {g: g(i;:,cr
2) = (i;:+c,cr2), c E JR}. 
Hence, for all cr~ the problem of testing H0 : cr2 ~ a~ against K(cr~) 2 2 . . . d a < a0 remains invariant un er G1• 
It follows from Example 5 of this chapter that for all cr~ the acceptance 
region 
is UMP G1-invariant, where c0 is determined by 
00 
f x!_ 1(t)dt =a. 
co 
If S(x) = {(i;:,cr2) : x E A(cr 2)} then S(x) 
t (x) = f- L1: I (x. - x) 2 • 0 i= i n 
For all g E G1, x E lR 
2 
a :> t(x)}, where 
g*s(x) {g(~,02) 
{(~' ,02) 
(~,02 ) E S(x)} = {(~' ,02) 




and therefore the confidence sets S(~) are G1-invariant. By an obvious 
modification of Problem 44 it follows that the upper confidence limits 
t(x) are most 
Next consider 
a f O, - 00 < c 
accurate G1-invariant. 
the group G2 = {g: g(x 1, ••• ,x) = (ax 1+c, ••• ,ax +c), 
- - 2 n 22 n 
< 00}, then G2 = {g : g(~,0 ) = (a~+ c,a a ) , a f 0, 
-oo < c < oo}, and for all g E G2 
g*s(x) {(a~+c,a202 ) : o2 :s: t(x)} = 
{(~' ,a202) : a202 :s: a2t(x)} = 
2 T :s: t(gx)} = S(gx). 
Hence the confidence sets S(x) are also G2-invariant. 
Let s*(x) be any family of G2-invariant confidence sets then these sets 
are also G1-invariant. Hence, for all (~,0 2 ) f (~0 ,a~), 
2 2 * p~ 2{(~,0 ) E S(X)} :s: p~ 02{(~,0 ) E s (X)}. 
so• 0 o 'O• o 
Therefore the t(x) are also uniformly most accurate G2-invariant upper 
confidence limits at confidence level I-a. 
Problem 46 
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(i) Let X1, ••• ,Xn be independently distributed as N(~,02 ) and let 8 =~/a. 
By Section 4, the UMP invariant test under transformations X~ 
1 
H : 8 :>: e0 has acceptance region 
where 




and c0 is determined by P{tn-l(,;ll 80) > c0} =a. Here tn-l(,;ll 80) 
denotes a random variable with a noncentral student distribution with 
n-1 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter rn eo. 
Next let S(x) = {8 : x E A(8)}. Using the monotone likelihood ratio 
property of the noncentral student distribution (see Section 4) we prove 
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-1 that S(x) = {8 : C [T(x)] $ 8} where C(·) is a strictly increasing con-
tinuous function determined by 
Denote the cumulative distribution function oft 1(vn 8) at the point x n-
by F(x;vn 8). By Lennna 2 of Chapter 3 we have 8' > 8 ~ F(x;vn 8 1 ) $ 
F(x;vn 8) which in its turn implies that C is increasing. In fact we 
shall prove that C is strictly increasing. By dominated convergence 
F(x;vn 8) can be shown to be continuous in 8 for fixed x. Using this we 
prove continuity of C. Suppose there is a 8 such that C is not right 
continuous in 8. Then there exists an E > 0 and a sequence 8 1 ~ 82 ~ 83 ~ 
converging to e with C(8k) ~ C(S) +E. But then 
and by continuity 
F(c(e) + E;vn e) lim F(c(e) + E;vn 8k) $ 1-a 
k-+oo 
which contradicts F(C(S);vn S) 1-a. Therefore C is right continuous and, 
because the same argument can be used to prove left continuity, C is 
continuous. 
C is strictly increasing since if 8 1 < 82 then by Theorem 2 (ii) of 
Chapter 3 we have 
Since C is strictly increasing and continuous it is invertible and 
S(x) {8 
{8 
x E A(8)} {8 : T(x) $ C(8)} = 
c- 1[T(x)] $ 8} 
is a family of one sided intervals for 8. 
Furthermore 
g*S(x) g8 
{g8 C-l[T(g(x))] $ g8} = S(gx), 
so the family of confidence intervals S(x) is G-invariant. By Problem 44 
it now follows that the most accurate lower confidence bound under G is 
given by 
~(X) = C-l[T(X)]. 
(ii) For this sample T(x) equals 7.6. c-1(7.6) can be determined from 
table 27 of PEARSON and HARTLEY (1972). We obtain 8 = 3.8//8 = 1.3. 
Problem 47. 
(i) Let (X 1,Y 1), ••• ,(Xn,Yn) be a sample from a N(µ,n,a
2
,T 2,p) distri-
bution. Let G be the group considered in the problem, G1 the subgroup of 
G considered in Problem II, x = (x 1, ••• ,xn), Y = (y 1, •.• ,yn), X = 
(x1, ••• ,Xn)' Y = (Y 1, ••• ,Yn) and 
n ({ n 2 n 2} 1 R(x,y) = r (x.-x)(y.-y) r (x.-x) r (yi.-y) 2 • i=I i i i=I i i=I 
Let, for any p0 E (-1,1), A(p0) = {(x,y) : R(x,y) s C(p0)}, where C(p0) 
is determined by Pp0{R s C(p0)} = I-a, and let S(x,y) = {(6,p) 
(x,y) E A(p)}, where 6 is the nuisance parameter (µ,n,a 2,T 2). 
We shall chech the conditions of Problem 44. 
For any p0 the problem of testing H(p0) : p s Po against K(p0) 
is G-invariant. This is an immediate consequence of 
p > Po 
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(35) g E G, (6,p) En~ there exists 6' such that g(6,p) = (6' ,p). 
For any p0 , A(p0) is UMP G-invariant. This follows from the fact that 
R(x,y) is a maximal invariant w.r.t. G1 and invariant w.r.t. G, which 
implies that Risa maximal invariant w.r.t. G. Using Problem II (i), 
where it was shown that, for any p0 , A(p0) is UMP G1-invariant, it follows 
that A(p0) is UMP G-invariant. 
By the same reasoning as in Problem 46 (i) we can prove that C is con-
tinuous and strictly increasing and that we can rewrite S(x,y) as 
-I {(6,p) : .e_(x,y) s p}, where .e_(x,y) = C [R(x,y)] (see Problem 11 where 
it is shown that the density of R(X,Y) has a monotone likelihood ratio). 
S(x,y) is G-invariant since by (35) and the G-invariance of R(x,y) the 
set g*S(x,y) is equal to S(g(x,y)), for any g E G. 
It now follows by Problem 44 that .e_(x,y) is a uniformly most accurate 
G-invariant lower confidence limit at confidence level I-a. 
(ii) Let (x0 ,y0) be fixed and r 0 = R(x0 ,y0). Suppose that the equation 
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F(r0 ;p) = I-a has a solution, P say. Then this solution is unique, 
because if F(r0 ;p 1) = F(r0 ;p2 ) =I-a then F(r0 ;pi) = F(C(pi);pi)' i= 1,2 
and hence C(p 1) = C(p2) = r 0 which implies p1 = p2 since C is strictly 
increasing. We determine p= C-I (r0) •. In the problem a = .OS and 
r 0 = -.22. The equation F(r0 ;p) = I-a is easily seen to be equivalent 
to F(-r0 ;-p) =a. Using DAVID (1938) we obtain .e.= -0.7. 
Section 11 
Problem 48. 
Let S(x) be a collection of confidence sets, and g E G. In view of (I) 
on p. 214 we have Pg8{g8 E S(x)} = P8{g8 E S(gX)}. Since S(x) is 
G-invariant this equals P8{g8 E g*S(X)}. Further, by definition 
g8 E g*s(x) if and only if 8 E S(X), and so it follows that 
Pg8{g8 E S(X)} = P8{e E S(X)}, that is P8{e E S(X)} is invariant under G. 
Problem 49. 
(i) Note that compared to Section II we are considering a larger group 
of transformations. 
Let g : lR + lR be continuous, strictly monotone and onto. We define the 





-I I - Fg 
increasing 
if g is 
decreasing. 
Clearly g is onto and I : I. Let Lx and Mx be nondecreasing functions, 
defined for all sample points x = (x1, ••• ,xn) with no xi's equal, and let 
S(X) = {F I L (y) $ F(y) $ M (y),y E lR} 
x x 
be the corresponding confidence band. If g is increasing then 
g*S(x) = {gF I Lx(y) 5 F(y) $ M (y) , y E lR} = 
x 
{ -I Fg I -I Lx(g (y)) $ -I -I F(g (y)) 5 Mx(g (y)),y E JR} 
{FI Lx(g-l(y)) 5 F(y) -I 5 Mx(g (y)),y E JR} 
and if g is decreasing then 
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* -1 I g S(x) = {1-Fg L (y) s F(y) s M (y),y E JR.}= 
x x 
-1 I -1 -1 -1 {!-Fg 1-M (g (y)) S 1-F(g (y)) $ 1-L (g (y)),yElR} 
x x 
I -1 -I {F 1-M(g (y))SF(y)Sl-L(g (y)),yElR}. x x 
We define the loss function L by L(F, S (x)) = I - IS (x) (F). Since 
L (gF, g *s (x)) = I - I g* S (x) (gF) = I - IS (x) (F) , the problem is invariant under 
g (see Section 5 of Chapter I). 
Let R(x) = (R 1, ••• ,Rn) be the vector of ranks of x = (x1, ••• ,xn) and 
R* (x) = (n + I - R1, ... ,n + I - Rn). It is easy to verify that T(x) = 
{R(x),R*(x)} is maximal invariant. 
The totality of invariant confidence bands is now seen to be the confidence 
d f . . ' ' bans or which there exist numbers a0 , ... ,an;a0 , ... ,an such that 
(36) 
where x(I) < ••• < x(n) is the ordered sample (x(O) = - 00 and x(n+I) = oo) 
(seep. 246), and in addition 
(37) a.= 1-a' ., i=O,I, ... ,n. i n-i 
This is a consequence of the fact that every decreasing transformation is 
the composition of an increasing transformation and the transformation 
h : x + -x. Condition (37) follows from the invariance of the confidence 
band, which we know by Section II to satisfy (36), under h. 




gF P{g(X) s y} f
F(y) 
lF(y+I) - F(O) + F(-1) F(y-1) + F(I) - F(O) 
P{gg(X) S y} P{X S y} F(y) • 
S(x) = {F : L (y) s F(y) s M (y),y E JR.} 
x x 
IYI $ I 
if -1 < y $ 0 
0 s y < I, 
be a band an observe that this band remains equal if we use 
L1 (y)=inf F(y) 
x FE:S(x) and M' (y) = sup F(y) x FE:S(x) 
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in place of L and M . Then L1 and M1 are nondecreasing and between zero x x x x 
and one. By the same reasoning if g*S(x) were a band then its lower and 
upper bounds, gL and gM say, would be given by x x 
gL (y) inf gF(y) 
x FES(x) and 8M (y) =sup gF(y). x FES(x) 
By carrying out this process twice we find lower and upperbounds, 
ggL and ggM say, for g*g*S(x). x x 
However, since ggF = F, we have g*g*S(x) = S(x) which contradicts (38) 




,..,,..., {Lx (y) ggL (y) =. 
x L (-I) 
x 
{
Mx(y) ggM (y) = 





IYI ~ I 
-I < y ,,; 0 
0 ,,; y < 
IYI ~ I 
if -I < y ,,; 0 




IYI < I. 
As an example consider the band with bounds Lx(y) = ! + ir[O,oo)(y) and 
Mx(y) = i, then gLx(y) = ! + ir[J,oo)(y) and 'gMx(y) =i. But since for 
F E S(x) we have 
gF(-!)-gF(-0 = F(i)-F(!),,; i-0 + t) = f 
and therefore g*S(x) contains no distribution functions F with 
F(-!) - F(-i) > f. 
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As is indicated on p. 266 the variables Y1, ••• ,Yn are again independently 
normally distributed with common variance cr2 and means E(Yi) = ni for 
i = 1,2, .•• ,s, and E(Yi) = 0 for i = s+1, ••• ,n. 




E(r - 1 r Y:) 
j= I J 
r 
r- 1 r E(Y:) 
j=I J 
2 -1 r 2 
= a + r r n. 
j=1 J 
n 
E((n-s)- 1 r Y:) 
j=s+I J 
n 
(n-s)- 1 r E(Y:) 
j=s+1 J 
(i) Since P{X s t} <li( t - lj!) we have for v ;:: 0 
n 
(n-s)- 1 r cr2 a2 
j=s+1 
P{V s v} P{x2 s v} P{-/V s X s IV} <P(/r - lj!) - <P(-IV - lj!). 
Hence 
pv(v) = - 1-[<P'(IV - lj!) + <P'(-IV - lj!)J = 1jJ 2/V 
= _1_ e-Hv+lj!2) [elj!/V + e-lj!/V] 
U2nv 
= _1_ e-!(v+lj!2) ~ (l/J/V)2k 
.hrrv k=O (2k) ! 
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Since (2k)! = f(2k+I) = 2kf(2k) 2k2 2k-lf(k)f(k+!)n-! the preceding 
density can be rewritten as 
00 
-lv k-1 
e. 2 v 2 
2k+ 2r(k+D 
-lv k-1 e 2 v 2 
2k+!r(k+D 
(ii) Let Y1, ••• ,Y be independently normally distributed with unit 
. r . _ r 2! 
variance and means n1, •.• ,nr. Define~ - {Lj=I ni} • Let C denote an 
orthogonal (r x r)-matrix with (n 1 ~- 1 , .•• ,nr~-I) as first row and consider 
the orthogonal transformation Z (Z 1, ••• ,Zr)' = CY, Y = (Y 1, ••• ,Yr)'. Then 
r -I 
a. z1 = Li=I ni~ Yi; 
b. E(Z 1) = ~; 
c. for i = 2,3, ..• ,r E(Zi) = 0 since 
by orthogonality; 
r 
L c .. n. j= I iJ J 0 (i=2,3, .•• ,r) 
d. z1,z2 , ••• ,Zr are independently normally distributed with unit 
variance by the orthogonality of C. 
Now let u1 = z~ and u2 r 2 Li=2 Zi' then by part (i) of the problem 
00 
Further it is well known that u2 has the (central) x
2
-distribution with 
(r-1) degrees of freedom. 
Finally since U = U 1 + u2 is the sum of independent random variables, the 
density function is given by 
00 
00 
L Pk(~)f 2k(u), k=O r+ 
where "*" denotes convolution (cf. any textbook on probability theory). 




that U and V 
r degrees of 
Problem 7. 2) 
U=I:I=I (Yi/o) 2 and V = I:~=s+I (Y/o) 2• Then W = U /V. Note 
are independent and have the noncentral x2-distribution with 
. 2 -2 r 2 freedom and noncentrality parameter~ = o I:i= 1 ni (cf. 
and the (central) x2-distribution with (n-s) degrees of 
freedom, respectively. 




where fV and fU denote the densities of V and U, respectively. 
By (86) and Fubini's theorem it follows that 
W _1,,,2 oo ( 1,1,2)k oo -!v(1+w) !(r+n-s)+k-1 h+k-1 f (w) = e 2'1' I: - 2 '1' __ J e v w dv = 
k=O k! 0 f(!r+k)f(!(n-s))2(n-s+r)+k 
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-!~2 00 (!~2)k W!r+k-1 OOJ e-!tt! (r+n-s)+k-1 
e I: ck-k-.'- I( ) !< ) dt k=O (1+w) 2 r+n-s +kO f(!(r+n-s)+k)2 n-s+r +k 
-!~2 00 0~2)k wh+k-1 
e k:O ck -iz;- ( l+w) Hr+n-s)+k ' 
- r(!(r+n-s)+k) 
where ck - r(!r+k)f(!(n-s)) , as was to be proved. 
If the random variable A has the noncentral x2-distribution with r degrees 
of freedom and noncentrality parameter ~2 and the random variable B has the 
(central) x2-distribution with (n-s) degrees of freedom and if A and B are 
Ar-1 independent, then by definition the random variable C = has B(n-s)-1 
the noncentral F-distribution with r and (n-s) degrees of freedom and 
noncentrality parameter ~ 2 • _1 
Substituting U for A and V for B it is innnediate that (n-s)r- 1w = ~-U_r~-,­
V(n-s)-I 
has a noncentral F-distribution. 
(ii) Since P{B ~ b} = P{W ~ b(1-b)- 1} the density fB(b) of B at b is 
given by 




e -!1J!2 01J!)k and 
k! 
g (b) p,q 
f(p+q) bp-I ( 1-b)q-I 0 < b < I > 0 > 0 ()( - - 'p 'q . r P r q) 
(i) In the case of noncentral x2-distributions with r degrees of freedom 
2 2 2 2 and noncentrality parameters 1J!0 and 1J! 1, 1J!0 < 1J! 1, we have for x > 0 





I e -!lJ!y OiJ!~)k I 




lr-1 - 1x k x2 e 2 x 
lr-1 -!x k 
x 2 e x 
-11J!2 01J!1)k I 
where bk = e 2 I k! fOr+k) (k ~ 0) and 
_1,1,2 ( i1J!2)k I 
a = e 2't'O __ o_ ~~-
k k! rOr+k) 
(k ~ 0). Since ..!:k._ < ~ (k ~ O) by 1J!20 ak ~+I < iJ!y, we have 
f I (X) 
(n~O nbnxn-l)(k~O akxk) - (n~O bnxn)(k~O k~xk-1) 
C§o ~xk)2 
k+n-1 L: L: (n-k) (akbn + anbk)x 
_k_<_n ___________ > 
0
• 
Hence f is increasing. 
In the case of noncentral F-distributions with r and (n-s) degrees of 
freedom and noncentralityparameters 1J!6 and iJ!y, 1J!6 < lJ!y, the density 
functions are for w > 0 
-llJ!? 00 ( !iJ!tf g,1,l.. (w) = e 2 l. L: ck-k-1-
't' k=O • 
(_.E._w) h-l+k 
n-s 
( 1 + _r_w) Hr+n-s) + k ' 
n-s 
r<Hr+n-s) + k) . _ 
where ck= r<!r+k)r<Hn-s)), i - o,1. 
_L_w 




1)!6 < ijJr 
g(z) 
2 k 
-!1)!1 00 01)!1) k 
e I ck-k-,-z 
k=O • 
-!1)!2 00 ( !1)Jb)k k 
e 0 I ck-k-,-z 
k=O • 
is an increasing function of z. This is done in the same way as in the 
case of noncentral x2-distributions. 
(ii) The hypothesis H' : 1)!2 $ 1)!6 (1)!0 > 0 given) remains invariant under 
the groups of transformations G1,G2 and G3, since for all gi E Gi 
. - 2 2 (1. = 1,2,3) gi(ijJ) = 1jJ. 
By part (i) the family of densities PijJ(w), given by (6), has monotone 
likelihood ratio in w. By Theorem 2, Chapter 3 there exists a UMP 
invariant test with rejection region W > C', where C' is determined by 
PijJ {W > C'} =a. 
0 
Problem 5. 
(i) The random variables Y1, ••• ,Yn are independently normally distri-
buted with (unknown) conunon variance o2 and means E(Yi) = ni' 
i = 1, ••• ,s, E(Yi) 0 i s+l, ••• ,n (s < n). We wish to test 
H: n1 = ••• = nr 0 (r $ s < n). Let 
nH = {(O, •.. ,O,a 1, •.• ,a ,T): a. ElR(j<'=r+l),T>O}, 
r+ s J 
rl = {(a1, ••• ,a ,T): a. ElR (J$j$s),T>0} s J 
and 
Furthermore let U = Iri.=l Y2 V = In y 2 U' - Is y 2 i' l=s+l i' - i=r+l i. 
The joint density of Yl, ••• ,Yn under e = <n1 , ••• ,ns,o) En, can be 
written as 
h8(y 1, •• ,y )=(o/27T)-nexp{-.-!...[.~ (y.-n.) 2 + ~ y21.]}. n 20L i=l l. l. i=s+l 
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Let~= ~(Y 1 , ... ,Yn) be a level a test for H. The power of the test 
against a 8 = (n1, ... ,ns,o) E nK will be written as 
Let P be the class of distributions of Y = (Y 1, •.. ,Yn) as 8 ranges over n. 
We also write y for (y 1, ... ,yn). Now suppose that~ is unbiased. 
Since P has the property that the power of any test for H is continuous 
in 8, unbiasedness implies similarity (cf. p. 125). Therefore, from now 
on we suppose that ~ is a similar test. If w denotes the boundary 
between nH and nK then w = nH. 
The next step is to prove that ~ has Neyman structure. The statistics 
Yr+!' ... ,Ys, U + V + U' are sufficient with respect to the nuisance para-
meters nr+i•···•ns and o on nH' as is clear from 
he (y) = (olz.if) -n exp(-~ ~ n~)· 20 i=r+I i 
·exp[--;k(f i+ ~ y~+ ~ i)+ ~ n.o 2y.], 2o i=I i i=s+I i i=r+J i i=r+I i i 
for e E nH" 







dP~(y) = C(8) exp [ ~ 8.T:(y)]dµ(y), j=I J J 
e1 = __ 1_ e. 
202 ' J 
k = s-r+I; 
-2 
o nj+r-I' j=2, ••• ,s-r+I; 
* n 2 * T1(y) =LI y., T.(y) = y. I' j=2, ... ,s-r+I; i= i J J+r-
rn= -n I s 2 C(8) = (OYLll) exp (--2 L I n.); 2o i=r+ i 
].1 n-dimensional Lebesgue-measure. 
Let T* * * * T (y) = (Tl(y), ... ,Ts-r+l(y)). 
The set 
{(81, ... ,8 I) 81 s-r+ 
I -2 . 
---,.,;8.=o n. 1,J=2,..,s-r+l;o>O; 2oL J J+r-
n. E JR, j = r+ I , ... , s} 
J 
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contains an (s-r+l)-dimensional rectangle. It then follows from Theorem I, 
Chapter 4 that the family of distributions PH of Y under H (or h8(y), 
8 E QH) is complete. 
Theorem 2, Chapter 4 then gives that all similar tests have Neyman 
structure, i.e. 
E[\j)(Y) I t*] = a T* a.e. PH • 
Notice now that once the values of Yr+i•···•ys are given, the value of U' 
is completely determined. Therefore the above may be interpreted as: 
"the conditional probability of rejection given Yr+!' •.• ,Ys and U + V 
equals a a.e." as was to be proved. 
The optimality of the unconditional test may now be proved through the 
optimality of eac~ of the conditional tests that are obtained by con-
* ditioning on the outcomes of T • 
r 2 n 2 
Introducing T(y 1, ••• ,y0 ) = (yr+i•···•Ys' Li=! yi + Li=s+I yi)' so that 
T(Y 1 , ••• ,Yn) = (Yr+I'."""'Ys,U+V), and writing (for convenience) 
T(y 1, ••• ,yn) = (tr+i•···•ts,w) = t, it follows from the above that the 
optimality of the unconditional test may be proved by maximizing the power 
of the conditional tests given T(Y 1, .•• ,Yn) 
T(Y 1, ••. ,Y) = t), for each t separately. tn 
Now let h8(y, ••• ,yn) be the conditional joint desity of Y1, •.• ,Yn given 
T(Yl, ••. ,Yn) = t, e En. Let k9(Yr+1·····Ys) be the joint (marginal) 
density of Yr+J"""'ys' 8En. Notice that k8(yr+l' ... 'ys) depends only 
on the parameters nr+i•···•ns and a2. Let g8 (t) = g8(tr+i•···•ts,w) be 
the joint density of T(Yl,. •• ,Yn) = (Yr+1•···•Ys,U+V) under e En. 
Because U + V is independent of Yr+!' .•• ,Ys we have g8 (t) 
k9(tr+I '• • • ,ts)f8(w), where f 8 (w) is the density of U + V under 8 E Q. 
We now have (cf. RAO (1973), p. 99) 
when T(y) = t 
otherwise. 
Now let 80 = (O, ••• ,O,nr+l'"""'ns,o) E nH be fixed. 
Define the sphere S as a subset of nK as follows 
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Consider the reduced problem of testing H' : e = e0 against K' : e E S. We 
now obtain the conditional test for the reduced problem that maximizes 
the average power against S. 
Let e ES. Then provided T(y 1, ••• ,yn) = (tr+l'"""'ts,w) 
t he(y) geo < t) he(y) ke ( t + I , •. , t ) fe (w) he(y) 
= ge < t) he (y) 
o r s 0 
t he (y) ke(tr+1•··•ts) fe(w) he (y) 0 0 0 
he(y) fe (w) Q 
= he (y) fe(w) ' 
0 
because ke (t 1, ..• ,t) = ke(t 1, ..• ,t) fore ES. o r+ s r+ s 2 Here fe (w) is the density of a central x -variable and fe(w) the density 
0 2 . 
of a noncentral X -variable. 
A straightforward application of Neyman and Pearson's lemma to 
h~0(y 1 , ••. ,yn) and the average of h~(y 1 , ••• ,yn) over S, i.e. 
I h~(y)dA I I dA, 
s s 
where e ranges over S and dA is the differential area on the surface of S, 
gives that the average power against S is maximized by the test that 
rejects when the ratio of the average density against S to the density 
under H' is larger that a suitable constant, i.e. when 
[h~ (y)]-1 I h~(y)dA I I dA > C(t), 0 s s 




dA > C(t) I dA t s he (y) s 
0 
Now we have 
t he(y) fe. (w) 
I 
he(y) 
t dA J-- f:(w) dA. s heo(y) s he (y) 0 
In this expression the factor fe (w) I fe(w) still depends on e. However, 
depends on 8 ogly through its noncentrality parameter 
(8 = (n 1 , ••• ,ns,o)), which is constant on S: \jJ2 = p2 
means that the factor. f 8 (w) I f 8 (w) is constant with 
the density f 8 (w) 2 r 2 -2 
\jJ = :ri=I nio 
for e E s. This 
0 . 
respect to the integration over S and may thus be absorbed in the con-
stant C(t). 
Furthermore, we have, for e E s, 
r;::;-- -n I s (ov.1:rr) exp{-~[L 1 20k- i= 
r.c: -n I r (ov .1:rr) exp {------,.- [L _ 1 2ok- i-
2 n 2 (y.-n.) + L I y.)} i i i=s+ i 
Again the factor exp (-!p2) may be absorbed in the constant C(t). 
Thus we obtain that the optimal conditional test rejects when 
( 
r y·n·) J exp I: -2:.f- dA > C(t). 
S i=I a 
Keeping in mind that we still work with a fixed S we define 
(n,y) = llnll llY:ll cos (n,y), 
that is 




niYi r.:-1 ~ def I I: -
02 
= p,,u-.0 cos(n,y) = p/;;."0 cosi3. i=I 
2 y.)} 
1 
By symmetry the average of exp (p /U _!_cos 13) when n ranges over S is (J 
unchanged when y is replaced by an arbitrary vector of the same length 
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as y. This means that g(y) depends on y 
write g(y) = h(u). 
Consider a fixed y = (y 1, ••• ,yr)'. Let S' be the subset of S for which 
0 ~ y ~ ~TI, where y is the angle between y and n. Then 
h(u) = J [exp (p/U l. cos y) +exp (-p/U 
s a 
which is an increasing function of u. 
I 
- cos y)]dA, 
a 
The conditional test for the reduced testing probleni: H' : 8 = 80 against 
K' : 8 E S, which maximizes the average power against S is thus given by 
the rejection region 
(I) h(u) > C(t). 
Since the test with rejection region (I) is independent of the particular 
eo chosen and independent of the particular sphere s, it follows that this 
test may also serve as a test for the original testing problem. 
This means that (I) is the conditional test which maximizes the average 
power against alternatives on a sphere S for every such sphere. 
Finally, because under H U / (U + V) is independent of U + V, it follows 
that the unconditional distribution of U / (U + V) and the conditional dis-
tribution of U / (U + V) "given U + V" are the same. Because h(u) is a mono-
tone function of u this means that the rejection regions determined by 
either h(u) > C or u I (u + v) > c* are the same. This completes the proof. 
(ii) Consider now the class of all similar tests whose power depends 
2 -2 r 2 
only on p =a ri=l ni. Hence the power of such tests is constant over 
the sphere S. The test given by (9), Section or by (I), part (i) of 
this problem, now maximizes "the" power against alternatives on spheres S. 
Because each alternative is an element of some sphere S, the test (9), 
Section is UMP among all those tests. 
(WALD (1942), HSU (1945)) 
Section 2 
Problem 6. 
(i) Without loss of generality we may assume that 8 = S1 : consider any 
nonsingular matrix B with first row (e 1 ,e2 , ••• ,es). Put S* = BS and 
A* -I * s -I * * AB , A= (aij). Then S1 = ri=l eiSi = 8 and~= (AB )(BS) =AS 
(it is implicitly assumed that L~=I ei > O). 
Following the hint, using column vectors only we infer that Y1 = AS 1, 
, def n ( ) 12 - ) where A= c 1a 1 = Lj=I c 1jaj 1• Now var Y1 =I\ var(S 1 = 
A2 var(L· d·Xi·) = A2o2 ·:Ld?, where o2 = var(X 1) = var(Y 1). Hence i i . i 
IAI = (L dI)-~ and IY 11 = ll3 1J /~dI. Thus, by (12) and (13), the 
rejection region for testing H(O) : S1 = 0 against K(O) : S1 r 0 is given 
by 
IL (X. - ~.)2 I (n-s) 
i i 
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oO · * oO d h bl f ' For any µI, the transformation X = X- µI a 1 re uces t e pro em o testing 
H(S~) : S1 = S~ against K(S~) : S1 r S~ to the previous one, for E(x*) = 0 s (S1 - S1)a1 + Lj=2 Sjaj" Now the desired result follows. 
(ii) Again we may assume, without loss of generality, that 8 = S1. 
With Y1, ••• ,Y, c 1, ••• ,c as in (i) we have Y. = c!X, i= l, ... ,n. Hence n n i i 
n1 = E(Y1) = E(cjX) = c;~ = L ~icjai = S1cja1 = AS 1, because c 1 is ortho-
gonal to each a2 , ••• ,as. Since n1, ••• ,ns do not involve S1, the hypothesis 
0 0 0 . . l 0 . h 0 , 0 0 µI = µI is equiva ent to n1 = n 1 wit n 1 = /\µ 1• 
Now consider any fixed n~. Define the groups 
GI = {g: g(y I'·· ,yn) = (y I ,y 2+k2' • • ,y s +ks ,y s+I '· • ,yn) ,k2' • • ,ks ElR}, 
G2 (n~) = {g : g(y 1 , •• ,y n) = (T (y 1 -n~)+n~ ,y 2 , •• ,y n), T = -I or T = I}, 
G3 (n~)={g:g(y 1 , •• ,yn)=(c(y 1 -n~)+n~, cy2 , •• ,cyn),cf0}. 
These groups leave the testing problem invariant. In the same way as on 
p. 267 we find that the test that rejects when 
n 2 
Li=s+I Yi I (n-s) 
is UMP invariant with respect to the group G(n~) generated by G1, 0 0 G2<n 1) and G3<n 1). 
It can be easily verified that the group G obtained from the G(nO)'s by 
varying n~ consists of all transformations of the form 1 
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where a,o 1, ••• ,os E lR, a f 0 and TE {-1,1}. 
It remains to show that, the confidence intervals for S1 given by 
S(y) 5- k}' 
n 2 L 1 y. I (n-s) i=s+ i 
in terms of the y i_ s are uniformly most accurate G-invariant. Consider 




(S - ~), 
k} Ta I A ~ { n 2 }' L 1 y. / (n-s) 2 i=s+ i 
{SI : I S rn<S1 - /.. ) E S(y)} = 
01 } def * {rnS 1 + -t" : s 1 E S(y) = g S(y). 
Hence the confidence intervals are G-invariant. 
Now by Lemma 4 (ii), Chapter 6 they are uniformly most accurate 
G-invariant and hence the intervals (90) are uniformly most accurate 
invariant with respect to the group G* induced by the inverse canonical 
n transformation x =Li=! yici. 
Its elements are of the form: 
s n 
g*(x) = (rny 1+o 1)c 1 + L (ay.+o.)c. + L (ayi)ci i=2 1 1 1 i=s+I 
n s 
a L y.c. +a(T-l)y1c 1 + L i=I 1 1 i=I 




First we change notation a little: let Z .. (j =I, ••• ,m.) and 1J 1 
Y .. (j= l, ••• ,n.), i= l, ••• ,p, be independently normally distributed with 1J 1 2 . 
common variance o and means E(Z .. ) = !;;. and E(Y .. ) = !;;. + !:::.. 1J 1 1J 1 
We now have a situation as has been described in Problem 6 with n = 
L n. + L m., s = p+I, S = (1;; 1, ••• ,1;; ,!:::.)', X = 1 1 p 
(Zl 1' • • • ,zlm1 '· • • ,zpl '· • • ,ZP~ 'Y 11' • • • 'Y ln 1 '· • • 'YP I'···' YPnp)'' 
n x (p+l) matrix of rank p+I and 8 = !:::.. 
The problem becomes that of minimizing 
(2) P [mi L L 
i=I j=I 
2 Ili 2] (Z .. - !;; • ) + L (Y .. - !;; • - !:::.) 
13 1 j=I 13 1 
A an 
over all possible values of ~ 1 , ••• ,1;; and!:::., and substituting the mini-A A A p 
mizing values i;; 1 , ••• ,i;;p and!:::. in (89). 
Differentiating the above sum of squares and setting the partial deri-
vatives equal to zero we get the following system of linear equations in 
e1 ..... ep. E 
m· 1 Il• 
L (Z .. -1;;.)+ 
1] 1 





(Y •• -2. -E) 1J 1 0 
with solutions 
where 
E<= e) = ( i mini)-) i mini (Yi· - zi·) 
i=I Ni i=I ""Ni'" 






Y .. and Z. 
i j=I 1J i· 
IDi 
=- L ID• 1 j=I 
z ... 1J 
Since (2) is a sum of squares these values give a minimum for (2). 
Substitution into (89), Problem 6, yields the rejection region of the 
UMP invariant test for H : !:::. = 0 (80 = O). Notice that since 
mi ( ni J ni mi !:::. = L L - -z + L L -
. • I N .D ij .. I N .D ' 1 3= 1 13= 1 
where D L mini the factor ~ in (89) is equal to 





2 ? l { -2[ m.n. nirrq_]}2 D I--T-+I-2-
. N. · N. l. l. l. l. 
-' D 2 
As in Section I, Chapter 7 we reduce the problem to a canonical form. 
This yields the independently normally distributed variables Y1, .•• ,Yn 
with connnon variance 06 and means E(Yi) = ni for i = J, ••• ,s and E(Yi) 0 
for i = s+J, ••• ,n. Hence their joint density is 
-n [ I s 2 I n (00/ZTI) exp -~ I (y. - n.) - 202 I 200 i=I i i 0 i=s+I 
The hypothesis to be tested reduces to H: n1 = ••• = nr = 0 (r ~ s ~ n). 
By sufficiency we may restrict attention to Y1 , ••• ,Ys (a0 known!). 
Now consider the groups of transformations G1 and G2 from p. 267. 
The hypothesis remains invariant under G1, which leaves Y1, ••• ,Yr as 
maximal invariants. 
G2 also leaves the r 2 U = Ii=! Yi. Hence 
As has been shown 
testing problem invariant. A maximal invariant is 
a UMP invariant test can be chosen to depend only on U. 
on p. 267 ~2 = r7 n? is a maximal invariant with i=I i 
respect to the induced groups G1 and G2 . By Theorem 3, Chapter 6 it 
follows that the distribution of U depends only on ~2 . To be more precise, 
U has the noncentral X2-distribution with r degrees of freedom and non-
centrality parameter ~2 /o~. Hence the principles of sufficiency and 
invariance reduce the problem to that of testing H' : ~2 = 0 against 
K' : ~2 > 0. 
Since by Problem 4 (i), the class of probability densities p~(u) of 
U has monotone likelihood ratio in u, there exists a UMP invariant test 
that rejects when U 
u 
C is determined 










is too large, that is when 
y~ 2 
l. 
> c. 00. 
t' 2 Xr(y)dy = a. c 
in Section 2, P· 269 we find that 
:::: 2 n A 2 (X.-E;,.) -I(X.-E;,.) 








Since the variables X. (i = l, ••• ,s) are independently normally distri-
1• 
buted with means E(Xi.) µi and variances var(Xi.) ni 1a2 (i = l, .•• ,s) 
and x .. is distributed as N(µ ,n-la2), we have 
and 
Problem 10. 
2 E[I: n.(X. -X ) ] 
l l• •• 
[ 
n. 2] E L f (X •• - X. ) 
i j=I lJ l· 
E [ (I: n. X~ ) - nX~ ) - nx2 ] 
l l• l• •• 
[I: n. (n:- 1a2 + µ?)] - n(n- 1a2 + µ2) 
l l l • 
2 2 (s-l)a +I: ni(µi -µ) 
E{I:[(ni X~.)- n.X~ ]} = 
i j= I lJ l l • 
n· 
I: -l (a2 + µ?) - I: n. (n:- 1a2 + µ?) 
i j=I l i l l l 
(n-s)a2• 
(i) Transform into new variables Xi=a-:- 1z. (i = l, ••• ,s). Then 
l l 
x1, ••• ,Xs are independently normally distributed as N(t;i,I) with 
t;. = a:-11;; .• 
l l l 
The hypothesis H: s 1 = ••• = ss becomes H' : a 1t; 1 = •.• = ast;s. 
This is a linear hypothesis with r = s-1. 
With respect to a suitable group of linear transformations the UMP in-
variant test is given in Problem 8. Its rejection is 
s 
I: (3) ~ 2 (~. - ~.) > c' 
l l i=I 
where C is determined by~ x;_ 1(y)dy a. Consider any fixed i. 
Since ~i minimizes I:j (Xj - Sj) 2 it must be equal to Xi. 
€i minimizes Lj (Xj - t;j)2 subject to a 1t; 1 = ••• = ast;s, that is it mini-
mizes L(X. -a:la.t;.)2 over all possible values oft; .• Hence 
J J J 11 l 
€. = (a. I: a:-2)- 1(L X.a:-1). 
l l j J j J J 
Now the left hand side of (3) becomes 
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u d~f ~ [x. -(a.:[ a-:2)- 1(:[ X.a:-1)] 2 = 
i= I i i j J j J J 
-2[ ( -2)-1( -2)]2 = ~a. Z. - L a. L Z.a. = 
1 1 1 j J j JJ 
:[ (z.a:-1) 2 - (:[ a-:2)- 1(:[ z.a:2)2 cd~f ( )) 
1
. 1 1 • 1 . 1 1 f 21····• 2s • 
1 1 
as was to be shown. 
(ii) Following the theory on pp. 270-271 formula (16) and further 
we find that U has the noncentral x2-distribution with r = s-1 degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter A2 = f(s 1 , •.• ,ss). 
Now the assertion of this part of the problem easily follows. 
Problem I I. 
The solution of this problem is based on the following theorem, which 
is slightly stronger than that formulated in Lehmann, p. 274 (cf. 
RAO (1973), p. 385. Note that we only need existence of the derivative at 8). 
THEOREM. If {T } is a sequence of real-valued statistics such that n 
IU(T -8) has the limiting distribution N(O,T2 ), then for any function n 
f(8) which is differentiable at 8, the limiting distribution 
of 1Il[f(Tn)-f(8)] is normal with zero mean and variance T 2(~~)2. 
(i) We first show that for large A the quantity IA(A- 1x- I) is 
approximally standard normally distributed. This follows by the 
Levi-Cramer theorem, since 
[ I ] -it/X' [ (i~)] E exp it IX' (A - X - I ) = e E exp v A 
-it/X' ['( it/./A I)] e exp A e - = 
as A + ""· 
Now applying the above theorem with f (u) = /U gives the required result. 
(ii) By the Central Limit Theorem (or the De Moivre-Laplace Theorem) 
1Il(n-1x- p) is approximately distributed as N(O,p(l-p)) for large n. 
Now by the above theorem with f (u) = arcsin /U it follows that the limiting 
distribution of vn [arcsin !r;=I' - arcsin /P] is normal with zero mean 
and variance ! . In other words arcs in /n - IX 1 is for large n approxi-
mately normally distributed with mean arcsin /P and variance ~n • 
Remark 
A slightly different version of the theorem can be found in SERFLING 
(1980), Theorem 3.J.A. 
Section 5 
Problem 12. 
We use the notation of Section 5 
Since 
2 L: L: L: (X .. k-~ .. ) 
i j k 1-J 1-J 
2 
L: L: L: (X •• k - X •• ) + 
i j k 1-J 1-J. 
2 
+ m L: L: (X.. - X. - X . + X - y .• ) + 1-J. ]_.. • J. • • • 1-J i j 
+ mb L: (X. - X - a. ) 2 + ma L: (X . - X - S. ) 2 + i ]_•. . . . ]_ j . J. • • • J 
2 
+ mab (X ••• - µ) , 
it follows that in this case a. ~. ]_ ]_ ~ " =X. -x S.=S.=X. -x ]_.. .. J J •J• 
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µ = µ = x ... ' y .. = x .. - x. - x . + x 1-J 1-J ]_•. • J. and y .. = 0. Hence substitution 1-J 
in (IS) yields the rejection region (30). 
Problem 13. 
By Problem 4 (i) the family of densities pA(x) of XA has monotone 
likelihood ratio in x. 
Hence by Lemma 2 (ii), Chapter 3 we have for A< A1 and x Ell 
where FA is the cumulative distribution function of XA. 
Problem 14. 
The hypothesis H: a 1 = a 2 = ••• = aa = 0 is a linear hypothesis with 
n = abm, r = a- I , s = I + (a- I) + (b- I) + (m- I) and n-s = abm - a - b - m + 2. 
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Let I;. . k µ + a . + 13 . + yk (I: a . l.J l. J l. 
Then 
2 2 1- :L :L (X .. k-t;, .. k) = :L :L :L (X .. k-µ-a. -13. -yk) i j k l.J l.J i j k l.J l. J 
= :L :L :L [ (X .. k - X. - X . - X k + 2X ) + i j k l.J l... • J. • • • •• 
+ (X. -X -a.)+ (X. -X -13.) + l... • • • l. • J. • • • J 
2 
- µ)] 
= :L :L :L (X. "k - X. - X . - X k + 2X ) 2 + i j k l.J l... • J. • • 
+ bm :L (X. - X i l. .. 
2 2 
-ai) + am:L (X. -X -13.) + j . J. • • • J 
because the cross-product terms vanish. 
The least-squares estimates are 
a. = x. - X l. ].•. 13. J s. = x. -x ' J . J. • •• 
..... ~ ~ 
y k = y k = X •• k - X. , , and µ = µ X 
Thus we have 
A 2 2 :L :L :L (X .. k-t;,..k) = :L :L :L (X .. k-X. -X. -X k+2X ) , i j k l.J l.J i j k l.J l.. • • J • • • • •• 
and 
A ~ 2 2 
:L :L :L (t;, .. k-t;, .. k) = bm :L (X. -X ) • i j k l.J l.J i l... • •• 
Hence the UMP invariant test rejects when 
* w (a-1) 
2 (abm-a-b-m+2)bm :Li (Xi·· - X.,) 
L L L (X .. k-X. -X. -X k+2X ) l. J K l.J l.•. •J• • • • •• 
> c. 
* W has the noncentral F distribution with (a-1) and (abm-a-b-m+2)bm 
degrees of freedom. For the noncentrality parameter ~2 we find following 
the theory on pp. 270-271, 
Problem 15. 
First notice the following symmetry: ·as given the level k of the third 
factor is a function of the levels i and j of the other factors, 
k = f(i,j), satisfying 
(4) { f ( i , j ) j = I , ... , m} = { I , ... , m} , for all i , and 
{f(i,j) i=l, ... ,m}={l, ... ,m}, for all j. 
It follows that there exist functions g(i,k) and h(j,k) such that 
j = g(i,k) and i = h(j,k) when k = f(i,j). These functions have similar 
properties as f (cf. (4)). 
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In the following we will indicate by parentheses which index is considered 
dependent of the other two: 
sij(k) = sijf(i,j); si(j)k = sig(i,k)k; s<i)jk = sh(j,k)jk 
(i) For any i 
s = .!. !: (µ +a + 13 + y ) = ll +a. + .!. !: 13. + .!. !: yk = µ + 13. i·(·) m j i j (k) 1 m j J m k 1 
and by symmetry 
s "( ) = ].l + 13., 
. ] . ] s • • (k) s·(·)k = ].l + yk for any j and k . 
Finally 
s = .!_ !: s = µ, 
·-(·) mi io(-) 
(ii) Notice that 
(5) 2 !:!:[x .. (k)-s'.(k)] =!:!:[(x.()-x ()-a.)+ i j 1] 1] i j 1. • • . • 1 
+ (X. j (.) - X .• (.) - 13 j) + (X .. (k) - X •• (.) - Y (k)) + 
2 
+ (x < )-µ) + (x .. (k)-x. < )-x .( )-x (k)+zx < ))] 
• • • 1] 1• • • ] • • • • • • 
2 2 
= m !:[X. ( ) - X ( ) - a.] + m !: [X . ( ) - X ( ) - 13.] + i 1· • •• • 1 j '] . .. . ] 
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2 2 2 
+ m L [X··(k)-X··(·) -yk] + m [X··(·)-µ] + 
k 
2 
+ L L [X .. (k) - X. ( ) - X . ( ) - X (k) + 2X ( ) ] , i j 1-J ]_. • • J • • • • • • 
because the cross-product terms vanish. 
Hence the least-squares estimates are 
a. =X. ( )-X ( )' S. ]_ ]_. • • • • J 
and µ X 
.. (.) . 
(iii) First we will establish the dimension of the parameter space 
By part (i) there is a 1-1 correspondence between ~ E ITQ and 
(µ,a 1 , ••• ,am-l'Sl, ••• ,Sm-l'yl'···•Ym-l) E 1R3m-2• Since this 1-1 corres-
pondence is linear we have s = dim ITQ = 3m-2. In the same way we see 
that the dimension of the space 
is 2m-I. 
Hence the hypothesis H : a 1 = a 2 = = am = 0 is a linear hypothesis 
with s = 3m-2, r = (3m-2) - (2m-I) = m-1 and n-s = m2 - (3m-2) = (m-l)(m-2). 
The least-squares estimates of µ,a.,S. and yk under H follow from (5): 
• • - • - • _i J 
a. = O, B. =B., yk = Yk and ]J = ]J. ]_ J J 
Hence 
- :::: 2 -2 2 L L [~i· J. (k) - ~i· J. (k)] = L L a. - m L [X. - X ] ]_ - i· i·(·) ··(·) i j i j 
and 
- 2 2 L L [XiJ. (k) - ~iJ"(k)] = L L [X .. (k) - X. ( ) - X . ( ) - X (k) + 2X ( ) ] • i j i j 1-J ]_. • • J • • • • • • 
Substitution in (15) now gives the desired result. 
The noncentrality parameter ~ 2 is given by 
Remark. 
For the practical use of latin squares see COCHRAN and COX (1957) or 
JOHN (1971). 
A theoretical approach can be found in SCHEFFE (1959). 
Section 6 
Problem 16. 
In this situation Y1, ••• ,Yn are independently 
common variance o2 = o2 + s2o2 and means s. = 
v u l. 
testing the hypothesis H : S = S0 we have the 
ls-s0 1 lr(xi-x)Z 
lr (y. - &- Sx.)2 I (n-2) 
l. l. 
normally distributed with 
E (Y. ) = a + Sx. . For 
l. l. 
rejection region (35): 
where S = [r (x. -X) 2]-I r (Y. -Y)(x. -X) and & = Y- Sx. 
l. l. l. 
For testing the hypothesis H' : a + Sx0 = Po write si 
a + Sx0 + S(xi - x0) and we have the rejection region (34): 
{r [Y. - p- S(x. - xo)] 2 I (n-2)}! 
l. l. 
where S = [r (x. -X) 2J- 1 r (Y. -Y)(x. -x) and p = y-S(x-x0). l. l. l. 
Each test statistic is distributed under the corresponding null hypo-




(i) The hypothesis H : S = o is a linear hypothesis with r 1 and s 4. 
By Section 6 the minimum value of 
(7) r [X.-a-S(u.-U)] 2 + r [Y.-y-o(v.-v)] 2 
i l. l. j J J 
A - A 2 -1 -is attained at a= X, S = [L (u. -U) ] L (X. -X)(u. -u), 
1 i i i i i 8 = [L (v. -V) 2]- L (Y. -Y)(v. -V). 
J J J J J 
Y = Y and 
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Define 
u=r (u.-ul, V=r (v.-V)2 , s =r (X.-X)(u.-U) and i 1 j J XU i 1 1 
s = r (Y. - Y) (v. -V), yv j J J 
then 
S = s u- 1 and 8 = s v- 1• XU yv 
To minimize (7) under H, first minimize over all possible values of a and 
y for fixed B. This yields a minimum 
(8) [X. - X - B(u. -u)J 2 [Y. -Y- 2 r + r B(v. -V)] = 
i 1 1 j J J 
B2 (U + V) - 28(S + syv) + r (X. - x) 2 + r (Y. - Y)2 XU i 1 j J 
at ~ = x =a and y = y = y. 
Minimizing (8) over all possible values of B (= a) we find 
~ (= ~) ( + S )(U + V)-1 =US+ VS 8
xu yv U + V 
Now the UMP invariant test is given by the rejection region W = A/B > C, 
where A is equal to 
- - ~ ~ 2 r {[a+ B(u.-U)] - [a+ B(u.-U)]} + 
. 1 1 1 
+ r {[y + 8(v. -V)] - [y + 8(v. -v)]}2 j J J 
Observing 
[- _ us + v8]2 B u + v [ V(S - 8) ]2 u + v 
and by symmetry 
- - - 2 <8 _ $/ = u <B - a) 
(U + V)2 
we have 
v2 (S-8) 2 
(U + V)2 
(S-6) 2 UV (V+U) 
(U + V) 2 
B equals 
(9) (m+n-4)- i: [X.-X-S(u.-u)] + i: [Y.-Y-o(v.-v)] • 1{ - - 2 - - 2} i l. l. j J J 
W has the noncentral F-distribution with I and (m+n-4) degrees of freedom 
and noncentrality parameter IJ!2 = o-2 (S-o) 2 (u- 1 +v-1). 
(ii) The hypothesis H': a=y, S=o is a linear hypothesis with r = 2 
and s = 4. 
The minimum of (7) under H', that is the minimum of 
i: [X. - a - S(u. -U)] 2 + i: [Y. - a - S(v. -v)] 2 i l. l. j J J 
"' ,. I n - n -is attained at a (=y) = (m+n)- [L X. + L Y.] = - X + - Y and 
l. l. J J m+n m+n 
S (= 8) = (u+v)- 1[i: (X. -&)(u. -u) + i: (Y. -y)(v. -v)] 
i l. l. j J J 
= (u+v)- 1[i: (X. -X)(u. -u) + i: (Y. -Y)(v. -v)] B (= 8), 
i l. l. j J J 
since L (X. -&)(u. -u) = L [(X. -X) + (x-&)](u. -U) l. l. l. l. l. l. 
= L (X. -X)(u. -U) + (X-~)L (u. -u) = L (X. -X)(u. -u) and of course l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. 
L (Y. -y)(v. -v) = L (Y. -Y)(v. -V). 
J J J J J J 
The UMP invariant test is given by the rejection region W' P/Q > C', 
where 
{ - - ,. ~ }2 2P=i: [a+S(u.-u)]-[a-S(u.-u)] + 
• l. l. l. 
+ i: {[y + 6(v.-v)] - [~ - B(v.-v)]} 2 j J J 





I {[y + 8(v.-V)] - [y + 8(v.-V)]}2 
J J j 
= & <x-'Y) 2 + <8 - 8)2v (m+n) 
it follows that 
2P = (X-Y) 2 • ~ (m+ n) + <S- S) 2u (m+n) A ~ 2 + (o - o) v = 
W' has the noncentral F-distribution with 2 and (m+n-4) degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter A2 = 
a-2 [(a- y) 2 (m- 1 + n- 1) + (S - o) 2 (u-I + v-1)] • 
Problem 18. 
Differentiating I (X. - a - St. - yt~) 2 with respect to a, S and y we i i i 
see that the least-squares estimates must satisfy the system of equations 
given in the problem. If (1,1, ••• ,1)', (t 1 , ••• ,tn)' and (tf, ••• ,t!)' 






has rank 3. By Lemma 1, Chapter 7 this implies that 
(
I t tz) 
t tz tJ , where tk 
tz tJ t4 




It follows that the system of equations has a unique solution, i.e. 
With r = I, s = 3 it follows by lToblem 6 that the UMP invariant test 
for H : y = 0 rejects when 
lrl/II:c? l. 
{I: (x. - &- St. -yt~) 2/(n- 3)}2 
l. l. l. 
Section 7 
Problem 19. 
(i) The joint density of z11 , •.• ,Zsn is given by (4.2) on p. 288. 





s n 2 + __ I_ s 2 
I: I: zi.·J· ''o i.·~-1 zi1· i=J j=2 '-' 
Then this density can be written as 
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The hypothesis H1 : cJifa2 :S ti0 is equivalent to H1 
3 of Chapter 4 there exists a UMP unbiased test. 
When e = 0 the distribution of the statistic 
8 :S O, so by Theorem 
v 
(U - Th/llQ 
T 2 -u/ti~ ( ~ ~ Z~·)/cr2 i=I j=2 l.J 
does not depend on µ, a or T and hence by Corollary of Chapter 5 V is 
independent of (T 1,T2). By Theorem I of Chapter 5 the UMP unbiased test 
has rejection region given by (43) 
Z68 
* w > c. ~ ( ~ ~ z~ .) /(n-l)s i=I j=Z l.J I I 
This is (when 8 = 0) the ratio of two independent variables which are chi-
square distributed with s-1 and (n-l)s degrees of freedom, respectively each 
divided by its number of degrees of freedom; so the constant C can be 
determined by means of an F-distribution: 
00 
~ Fs-1,(n-l)s(y)dy a. 
(ii) Let W = 
n z )/c ( s !: Z.. aZ + !: j=Z l.J i=Z 
Under Hz : ~ = ~O which is equivalent to Hz : 8 = O this statistic has a 
distribution that does not depend on µ, a or T and hence W is independent 
of (T 1,Tz). Furthermore it is linear in U. So by Theorem I of Chapter 5 
the UMP unbiased acceptance region is given by c1 < W < Cz. 
The distribution of W is seen to be a beta-distribution with !(s-1) and 
! (n-1) s degrees of freedom. So C 1 and Cz are determined by 
Cz j B!(s-1),!(n-l)s(y)dy 1-a, 
I 
c j Z yB!(s-1),!(n-l)s(y)dy =(I-a)~ yB!(s-1),!(n-l)s(y)dy. 
I 
The second equation here can equivalently be written as 
I-a. 
The uniformly most accurate unbiased confidence sets for ~ can be derived 
from the acceptance region cl < w < Cz 
s 
zZ s z 
I - Cz !: !: 2i1 i=Z ii ,z ~ i=Z cz < aZ < s n z~. cl s n z~. i~I !: !: !: j=Z l.J i=I j=Z l.J 
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or, with I:!. 
s 2 s 2 I: zil 02 I: 2i1 -1-{~ i=2 1} < A < .!.{~ i=2 - 1}. - oz n c2 s n z~. n cl n n z~. I: I: I: I: 




.) = E(U .. ) = E(U.k) = 0 the intraclass correlation coefficient l.J ]. 
p(X .. ,X.k) equals l.J ]. 
E(A. +U .. )(A. +U.k) ]. l.J ]. ]. 
/Var(X .. )·Var(X.k) l.J ]. 




Var(X .. ) l.J 





Except for a constant the joint distribution of Z .. k ( i = l, ... ,a; l.J j = l, ... ,b; k = l, ... ,n) is given by (47) on p. 290. This density can be 
written in the following form 
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8 = -! ( 1 + bnll0) (o2 + noi + bno;)-l + ! (a2 + no~)-I 
rt 1 = (abn) !µ(o
2 + noi + bnoi) -l , 
C(8,rt) is a normalizing constant and 
s2 a 2 2 2 s2 a b 2 !: 
zil 1 zl 11 + SA' !: !: z. · 1 • I i=I B i=I j=2 l.J 
s2 n k n 2 !: !: !: z. "k" i=I j=I k=2 l.J 
The testing problem H1 : oi(o
2 +noi)-I ~ t:,0 against K oi(a2+noi)-I > t:,0 is equivalent to HI : 8 ~ 0 against K1 8 > 0 
Defining 
it is innnediately seen that h is strictly increasing in the first argument. 
If e = 0, that is oi = t.:,o(o2 + noi)' then 
* s!/<o2 +nai+bnoi)(a-I) 
WI si/<o2 + noi) (b-l)a 
is distributed as Fa-l,(b-l)a and hence in particular the distribution of V 
does not depend on r>. Moreover {rt : (O,rt) E n} (with n the whole parameter 
space) contains a 3-dimensional rectangle. Therefore by Corollary I on p. 
162 w1 is independent of T = (zi 11 , si+si(l+bnt.:,0 )-
1
,s
2) and it follows 
by Theorem I on p. 161 that the test (48) is UMP unbiased. 
The density (47) on p. 290 can also be written as 
where e and()= (r>l,r>2,rt3) are now given by 
Z71 
-
1 (oz+ noZ + nboz)-I 2 B A ' 
! z z z -I z (abn) µ(o + noB + nbo A) , {} 3 = -!o- • 
K(8,{}) is a normalizing constant and·sf, S~, sZ are the same as above. The 
testing problem HZ : o~o-Z :> t.0 against Kz : cio-Z > t.0 is equivalent to 
Hz : 8 :> O against Kz : 8 > O. 
Defining 
w; h(si (I+ nt.0)-1, s~, z~ I I' sz + si (I+ nt.0 )-I) 
1 si/<b-1 )a 
1 +nb.o SZ/(n-l)ab 
it is immediately 
If 8 = 0, that is 
seen that h is strictly 
oZ = b. oz then 
increasing in the first argument. 
B 0 ' 
si/<oz + noi) (b-l)a 
sZ ;oZ (n-1) ab 
is distributed as F(b-l)a,(n-l)ab and hence the distribution of Wz does 
not depend on{}. Moreover {{};(O,{}) En} contains a 3-dimensional rectangle. 
Therefore by Corollary I on p. 16Z w; is independent of T 
z z z z -I (s 1,z 111 ,s +SB(l+nt.0) ) and it follows by Theorem I on p. 161 that the 
test (49) is UMP unbiased. 
Problem ZZ. 
If we put (Xi 1, ••• ,Xini) = !i' i l,Z, ••• ,s, then the X. are independent -]_ 
by assumption. 
Each !i' I :> i :> s is subjected to an orthogonal transformation 
(Y. 1,Y.z••··•Y. ) = X. ]_ ]_ ini -]_ = x.c<i) -]_ 
I 
!iii" 
so that Yi. I = ~i· X. = /il.' (µ+A. + U. ) • ]_• ]_ ]_ ]_• 




~ c<i.·) --since by orthogonality L 0, 2 s j s ni., Isis s. k=I kJ 
Hence the Y .. with 2 s j s n., Isis s are independently normally dis-iJ i 
tributed with zero mean and variance cr2 They are also independent of U. 
_ (i) I i• since ( rn:- U • , Y . 2 , ••• , Y . ) ' i i· i in - C (Uilui2 ..• uin) and thus independent of 
Y. 1, Isis s. Since the X. are independent, the variables i 
-i 
are independent with mean Iii':"µ and variance cr2 +n.cr2A. i i 




(Yil - .Tni µ)2 
2(cr2 + n o2) 
i A 
2 
s ni Y .. } 
- :r :r -2:1._ • 
i=I j=2 2cr2 
(i) First of all we establish a more convenient notation for the 
nested classification with a constant number of observations per cell. We 
write for m factors 
with i.= l, ••• ,v. for j = l, ••• ,m+I. (I.e. v +I observations per cell.) J J m 
All these variable are assumed to be independently normally distributed 
'h d'h. 22 2 d2 ·1 wit zero means an wit variances o1,o1, ••• ,am an o, respective y. 
We now proceed to prove the existence of an orthogonal transformation 
to variables Z· · · · , the joint density of which, except for a i1i2· • .imim+I 
constant, is equal to 
(IO) 
I v, V2 vm z? . . :t :t :t + 
( cr2+vm+ I criii) ii=) i2=1 i =2 1 11 2·· •1 m1 m 
VI v2 v 1 z~ . . } 
- 202 :t :t 
:tm+ 
i 1=1 i2=1 im+1=2 1 11 2·' •
1 m+I 
The number of indices of the Z's is m+I in this formula. 
The proof is by induction with respect to the number of factors. For m = 
and m = 2, _the existence of the orthogonal transformation is proved by 
Lehmann in Section 7.7 and 7.8, respectively. So consider the (m+l)-way 
nested classification, 
For fixed i 1,i2 , ••• ,im+I' consider the vm+2 independent variables 
x. . . 1 •• •• ,x. . . . 1 11 2""" 1 m+I 1 11 2··: 1m+lvm+2 
In the usual way there exists an orthogonal transformation to variables 
Y· · · ) Y· · · such that 1 11 2" "1 m+I , ... ' 1 11 2""" 1 m+!Vm+2 
and the Y· · · · are independent variables with zero expectation 1 11 2·. "1 m+1 1 m+2 
and variance cr for im+2 > 1. 
On the other hand, the variables Yi 1i 2 ••• im+2 1 have exactly the structure 




" m+2 ' 
j = I, ... ,m; 
The expectations of the variables G and V are zero and the variances 
2 2 2 (I) (m) T1,T2 , ••• ,Tm of Gil , ••• ,Gi 1i 2 ••• im are equal to T? = v 2a?, j = I , ••• ,m J m+ J 
and the variance T of Vi 1i 2 ••• imim+l is equal to T
2 
= a2 + v a2 • 
m+2 m+l 
Assuming that the induction hypothesis (the existence of an orthogonal 
transformation leading to (10) holds in the m--way nested classification, 
it follows that the variables Y1· 1· 1• I may further be transformed by I 2'" m+I 
an orthogonal transformation to variables z. . 1. 1, the joint density 1 11 2" • m+I 
of which, e~cept for a constant, is given by (JO), provided that the proper 
replacement of variable and parameters has been made. 
After completion of the transformation by putting 
for im+2 > I, 
we find that the J0 oint distribution of the Z· · · · is given by the i112···1m+11m+2 
equivalent of (10) for the (m+l)-way nested classification. 
Herewith, the existence of the orthogonal transformation leading to (10) 
has been proved. 







i 1=1 i 2=J 
VI V2 
L L 





j I, ... ,m 
Z75 
Following the same reasoning as in Section 8 for the case of two factors, 
z z z z z but now conditioning on the event s3 = s3 A ••• A Sm= sm A SZ = s we 
obtain the following (conditional) tests: 
for H1 we have the rejection region 
z 
* 
I s1 I (v 1-J) 
WI I + Vz \!3li0 z 
;::: cl 
sz / (vz-1)v 1 
for Hz we obtain 
These tests are in fact the same as the tests (48) and (49) on p. Z91 




First we prove the following lennna. 
LEMMA. Let Y1, ••. ,Y be independent p-dimensional random vectors whose ~~- m 
probability distributions are absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure onlRP. Then 
( 11) P[Y 1, ... ,Ym are linearly independent]= 
( when m $ p 
0 when m > p. 
PROOF. Form> p and form= I (II) trivially holds. Let Z $ m $ p. 
Define 
R.(y 1, •.• ,y )=R.(y 1, ••• ,y. 1,Y·+i•····Y )={ ~ a.y. :a. ElR}, i m i i- i m j=J J J J . 
}fi 
that is, the space spanned by the vectors y 1, ••• ,yi-l'Yi+J'···•Ym· Now 
for any y 1, ••• ,ym' Ri(y 1, ••• ,ym) has dimension$ m-1 < p. Hence its 
Lebesgue measure is zero. Thus 
p (Y. E R. (YI ' ••• 'y ) I y I =y I ; • ~·· 'y •· I =y •. I • y.. I =y. 1 ' ••• 'y =y ) i i m · 2- i- · i+ i+ m m 
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for any y 1, ••• ,y and therefore P[Y. E R.(Y 1, ••• ,Y )] = 0 too. So m i i m 
m 
P[Y 1, ••• ,Ym are linearly independent] ~ I - .t P(Y. E R.(Y 1, ••• ,Y ) ) i=I 1 1 m 
-I Throughout this problem e = (~.A ). 
1 (z•z) Ee<~"'I 2ki2kj)ij i) Because Ee <m: S) =Ee \--nl = m 
.t~=I Ee(2ki2kj)ij 




(a~.) • l.J 
By Lemma I (ii): o is nonsingular if and only if rank Z p and m ~ p. 
If m ~ p, Pe[o is nonsingular] = Pe[rank Z p] ~ 
~ Pe[z 1, ••• ,ZP are linearly independent] for every e by the lemma in 
this problem. 
If m < p then by LeIIDlla I (ii) o is singular. This completes the proof. 
ii) The U's are eliminated through G1• Since the r+m row vectors of the 
matrices Y and Z may be assumed to be linearly independent, any such set 
of vectors can be transformed into any other through an element of G3• 
Hence the Y's and Z's are eliminated. The only test that is invariant under 
the groups G1 and G3 is ((l(Y,U,Z) = a. 
Problem 25. 
First we prove the following extension of the leIID11a in Problem 24. 
LEMMA. Let P = {pe : e E n} be a class of absolutely continuous (w.r.t. 
Lebesgue-measure) distributions on lRp(r+m). If Pisa class of joint dis-
tributions of (the elements of) Y(rxp) and Z(mxp), then for any µ ~ 0 
IY'Y+µZ'ZI ~ 0, P-a.c., 
provid.Ed p s r+m. 
PROOF. The following result is used: 
(*) if f(x1, ••• ,xn) is a polynomial in real variables x 1, •.• ,xn which is 
not identically zero then the subset N 
= O} of lR.n has Lebesque-measure zero. 
(cf. OKAMOTO (1973)). 
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Let µ 'f 0 be fixed. Define fµ(Y,Z) = I y 'Y + µZ 'z \ . Because the elements of 
Y'Y and Z'Z are polynomials in the elements of Y and Z, respectively, f µ 
is a polynomial in the elements of Y and Z. By (*) and absolute continuity 
it suffices to show that fµ is not identically zero. Because p $ r+m 
there exist Y0 and z0 such that 
r I lP p 
L 0 Jm+r-p 
p 
{
I when p $ r 
Then f (Y0 ,z0) = µ µp-r when p > r. 
Hence fµ(Y 0 ,z0) 'f 0, which completes the proof. 
Note. The result follows easily from the lemma in Problem 24 when µ > O. 
However for the present problem it is essential that we also consider the 
case µ < 0. 
Now let P be the class of joint normal distributions of (Y,Z). 
(i) If p < r+m and V = Y'Y, S = Z'Z, the lemma implies that V+S is non-
singular, P-a.e. 
Consider the roots A1 (V,S), ••• ,Ap(V,S) of the equation (94) on p. 318 
I v - A (V + s) I 0. 
We will show that they constitute a maximal set of invariants w.r.t. the 
groups generated by G1,G2 and G3• Since (V,S) is a maximal invariant w.r.t. 
the group generated by G1 and G3 (p. 297), it suffices to show, by 
Chapter 6, Theorem 2, that \ 1(V,S), ••• ,Ap(V,S) is a maximal set of in-
variants w.r.t. the group c; = {g* : g*(v,S) = B'VB,B'SB), B nonsingular}. 
Since B'VB + B'SB = B' (V + S)B this can be shown in the same way as on 
p. 298, which completes the proof. 
(ii) In the same way as on p. 299, first paragraph we find that 
p-min(p,r) roots of (94) equal zero (P-a.e.). As on p. 298 there exists 
a nonsingular matrix B such that B 'VB = A and B' (V + S)B = I, where A is a 
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diagonal matrix whose elements are the roots of (94) and I is the identity 
matrix. Hence B'SB 
equal to p-rank(S) 
Problem 24. 
I - A. Thus the multiplicity of the root A = I is 
p-min(m,p) (P-a.e.), by Letm11a I and the letm11a in 
Applying the letm11a in this problem we have, for any constant A f 0,1, 
IV-A(V+S)j = (1-Af Iv - l~A sl f 0 (P-a.e.). Hence there are no other 
(P-a.e.) constant roots, so that the number of (P-a.e.) variable roots, 
which constitute a maximal invariant set, is p - (p -min(r,p)) + 
-(p-min(m,p)) = min(r,p + min(m,p)-p. 
(OKAMOTO, (1973)). 
Problem 26. 
i) If x is a non zero solution of the e~uation ABx AX with A f 0, then 
y = Bx is a non zero solution of BAy = Ay. 
ii) Applying i) to the p x I matrix Y' and the Ix p matrix y.g-I then 
VS-I = Y'YS-I has the same characteristic non zero roots as YS- 1Y1 • The 
-I p p ij only non zero root of the Ix I matrix YS Y' is W = Li=I Lj=I S YiYj. 
Problem 27. 
The assertion can be proved according to the argument given in Section 10 
with the invariance under G2 omitten. However, this argument uses "the 
theory of the simultaneous reduction to diagonal form of two quadratic 
forms" in order to show that there exists a nonsingular matrix B such that 
B'SB =I and B'Y'YB is of diagonal form with rank min(p,r). For r= I this 
can also be seen as follows. There exists a nonsingular matrix B1 such that 
B;sB 1 = I. Then YB 1 is a row vector and there exists an orthogonal matrix 
Q such that only the first 
now have B'SB = Q'B'SB Q = I I 
coordinalte of YB 1Q is nonzero. With B = B1Q we Q'IQ = I and only the upper left element of 
B'Y'YB = (YB 1Q)'(YB 1Q) is nonzero. 
Problem 28. 
* Let z = (Z 11 , ••• ,zml'zl 2, ••• ,zm2 , ••• ,zm) and z 
* * * * * p * ~ (Z 11 , ••• ,zml'z 12 , ••• ,zm2, ••• ,zmp). Then z = ZQ' where Q I ® Q, the p 
orthogonal. Kronecker product of the p x p identity matrix I and Q, is p 
Given Y = y the matrix Q is a constant orthogonal matrix. By independence 
of Y and the Z's we can apply Problem 5.6 in order to prove that given 
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Y = y the Z*'s are independently distributed as N(O,I). Since this conditio-
nal distribution does not depend on the value of y the result also holds 
for the unconditional distribution of the z*. and z* is independent of Y. en 
Problem 29. 
The solution is given in the comments following the problem. 
We only remark that the first row of Q has to be taken as 
( zll Z21 zml) -R-,-R-, ••• ,-R-
in order to have (z 11 , ••• ,Zml)Q' = (R,O, ••. ,O). The other rows can be 
determined by the classical Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure. 
As to the last three lines of 
reduction, the determinant of 
a= l, ••• ,m-p+I independently 
by R2 
the cotmnents we remark that, after stepwise 
. \ \ _ 2 m-p+I ~2 . ~ 
s is s - R La=! zed (with zal, 
distributed as N(O,I)) and \s 1\ is replaced 
Hence Is\ l5iT Lm-p+I z




Let B be a nonsingular pxp matrix. Then W = YS- 1Y' = Y(Z'Z)- 1Y' = 
YB((ZB)'ZB)- 1(YB)'. We therefore may assume that the common covariance 
matrix of the vectors Y = (Y 1, ••• ,Yp),(Z 11 , ••• ,Z 1P), ••• ,(Zml'''''Zmp) is 
equal to the identity matrix. 
Let Q be an orthogonal p x p matrix (depending on the Y 's) such that 
where T2 Li=! Yi. Since QQ' is the identity matrix one has 
W = (YQ)(Q'S-IQ)(Q'Y') 
U T2 
PP 
(O, .•• ,O,T)(Q'S-IQ)(O, ••• ,O,T)' 
where U is the element which lies in the p-th row and the p-th column of 
PP -I -I -I 
the matrix Q'S Q = (Q'S Q) • Let V = Q'Z'ZQ. Then U is equal to the PP 
ratio of determinants \ V 1 \ I \ V \ , where V 1 is the matrix obtained by 
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omitting the last row and column of v. Exchanging the role of m and p in 
* Problem 28 it follows that the zai' defined by 
* * (z 1, ••• ,z ) = (Z 1, •••. ,z )Q a ap a ap 
are independently N(O, I) distributed and independent of Y (a= I, ••• ,m; 
i =I, ••• ,p). Since V = (Z*) •z* Problem 29 implies that U-I is independent pp 
of the Y's (and hence independent of T2 ) and distributed as Y2 1• ·111-p+ 
Note that T2 has to be read as YB(YB)', where B satisfies B'A-IB =I, that 
is BB' =A. Hence ET2 = ~2 . Since r 2 is a sum of p independent, normally 
distributed random variables each with variance I, T2 has a noncentral x2-
distribution with p degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter ~2 . 
(WIJSMAN (1957)) 
Problem 31. 
For i= 1,2, ••• ,p we must minimize I:v [Xvi - ai - t\(uv-u.)] 2 over all 
possible values of ai and Si. 
Let i be fixed. Then the problem reduces to the regression problem that 
was studied in Section 7.6, Chapter 7. The Hypothesis H : S1 
obviously is a multivariate hypothesis with r = I and s = 2. 
••• = sP = o 
In the second paragraph of Section 7.6 is is shown that ai = x.i minimizes 
I:v [x. - a. - S.(uv-u )] 2 for every fixed value of S .• Hence 
--vi 1 1 • 1 
a. a. x .. 
1 1 • 1 
By (33) on p. 283 
l3. = 
I:v (UV - u ) (Xv. - x . ) 
• 1 •l 
1 
holds. 
P. 284 first formula 
Hence for all i and j 
Finally 
yields Y. = $.!Lv (u.. - u )2. 1 1 v • ~ ~ 2 Y.Y. = a.S. I: (u. -u) . 
1J 1JVV • 
S .. = I:v[x. -&. -$.(uv-u )][x. -&. -/3.(uv-u )] 1J --vi 1 1 • --VJ 1 J • 
by (55) on p. 296. 
Problem 32. 
Note. Because we only use col1.Dl!Ilvectors, there are some slight changes in 
notation. 
We consider a sample X(I) ,x< 2) , ••• ,X(N) from a p-variate normal distri-
bution with covariance matrix L. Let q < p, max(q,p-q) $ N. 
Partition the matrix r as follows 
(12) 
where r 11 is qxq, L12 = qx (p-q), r 21 is (p-q) xq and L~rq)x(p-q) 
We test 
(13) H : L 12 = O. 
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It is easy to see that the problem of testing H remains invariant under the 
transformations x* = X + B, with B a p-vector of constants, and x* = ex, 
where C is any nonsingular p x p-matrix of the structure 
( 14) c 
where the order of the submatrices is as in (12). 
[Let x* = CX+ D be the result of a combination of both transformations. 
The covariance matrix L* of x* is equal to L* = CLC' which is equal to 
* ell 
0 
) (11 L12) (Ii :. ) = r = 
C22 L2 I L22 0 22 
(llLllCII ' * * Cllr12C~2) = (L!I L!2) 
c22L21c:1 c22L22c22 L2I L22 
* Because L12 0 # c 11 L12cz2 = 0 # L12 = O, the problem of testing His 
-I -I invariant. (c 11 and c22 are nonsingular, so c 11 and c22 exist. Pre and 
post multiplication of c 11 L12c22 by c 1 ~ 1 and (C22)-I respectively then 
gives r 12 back.)] 
Next we prove the invariance of the roots of the equation 
(IS) o. 
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Suppose that x is a sample point with covariance matrix S. Let y be a 
sample point with covariance matrix T, such that y = Cx +D. Then 
T (tt 0 ) (512 s12) (11 





IT 12T;~T21 - AT 11 1 = o ~ 
I -1 -1 -1 I c11s12cz2<c22> s22c22c22s21c11 - AC11s11ci1 0 ~ 
I -1 I c11s12s22s21ci t - ACI tst tc; t 0 ~ 
lc11l2ls12s;~s12 - AS11I = o. 
Because c 11 is non-singular, it follows that the roots of JT 12T;~T21 - AT 11 1 = 0 and of (15) are the same. Hence these roots are 
invariant. 
The roots are maximal invariant when the converse is also true. So 
I -t I I -t I suppose that s 12s 22s 21 - AS 11 = 0 and T12T22T21 - AT 11 = 0 have the 
same roots. Then there exist matrices Band C such that Bs 11 B' =I= 
CT Cl d S-) I - -) I - ' h ' • 11 an Bs 12 22s 21 B - CT 12T22T21c - H. were His the diagonal matrix 
h d . 1 1 h ' S" S-I d T- I " . w ose iagona e ements are t e roots A. ince 22 an 22 are positive 
-1 definite there exist nonsingular matrices E and F such that 
-I T22 = FF'. Then 
s22 = EE' and 
and it follows from the argument given in Section 10 in connection with G2 
that there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such that BS 12EQ = CT 12F, so that 
and -1 cz2 = EQF • 
This proves the existence of the required transformation. 
(ii) For the case q = I, the solution of ( 15) is, trivially, 
A= s 12s;~s 21 ;s 11 = R2 , which is the square of the multiple correlation 
coefficient between x11 and (x 12 , ••• ,x1P) (ANDERSON, 1958). That the 
distribution of R2 only depends on p2 is readily seen from the formula 
given in (iii). 
(iii) Denote the density of R2 under p2 by pp2 (R
2). Then, for p~ > p~, 
we have 
p 2(R2) 2 l ~ (p2l)h(R2)hf2(!(N-J) +h) P1 (l-p1)2(N-l) h=O 
P r6 (R2) < 1-p6) HN-1) -h-~-o-< P-6-)-h(_R_2_) h_r_2_<_!_(N ___ 1_) _+_h_)_ 
which is an increasing function of R2• Furthermore p2 is the maximal 
invariant in the parameter space and the distribution of R2 depends only 
on p. The UMP invariant test therefore rejects H : q = I H : p = 0 when 
R2 > c0 , using the Neyman-Pearson leDDI1a. 
(iv) When p = 0, R2 has a beta distribution with parameter HN-1) and 




There exists a nonsingular linear transformation B such that BA-IB' = I 
(= identity matrix). If Y has the N (n, A- 1)-distribution, given by (62) q 
on p. 304, then Z = BY has the N (s,I)-distribution, where s = q 
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(s 1, ••• ,t;q)' = Bn. That is the components z1, ••• ,Zq of Z are independently 
normally distributed with means s 1 , ••• ,sq and unit variance. The model 
assumption n E ITQ becomes s E ITQ = {Bn : n E ITQ} while the hypothesis 
n E IT becomes s E rr* = {Bn : n E IT }. Performing the canonical trans-w w w 
formation (I) we get the variable X = (x 1, ••• ,Xq)' = CZ. The model 
assumption becomes Bs+l = ••• =Sq= O and the hypothesis turns into 
S1 = ••• =Sr= 0 where Bi= EXi. 
This problem is invariant under the group G1 of transformations Xi 




x1, ••• ,Xr,Xs+l'Xq as maximal invariants. Another group leaving the problem 
invariant is the group G of all orthogonal transformations of x1, ••• ,Xr. 
A . l" • d . r 2 . maxi.ma invariant un er G2 is U = L. 1 X.,X 1, ••• ,X. This reduces to U i.= l. s+ q r 2 
by sufficiency. In the parameter space this reduces to ~ Li=! Bi as a 
maximal invariant. 
It follows from Theorem 3 of Chapter 6 that the distribution of U depends 
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only of w, so that the principle of invariance reduces the problem to that 
of testing the ~imple hypothesis W = O. Since x 1, ••• ,Xq are independently 
normally distributed with common variance I and mean E(Xi) = Si the distri-
bution of the statistic U = L7 1 x: is the noncentral x2 with noncentrallity 1= 1 
parameter W· By Problem 4 the class of noncentral x2 distributions has mono-
tone likelihood ratio in W· Hence the UMP invariant test rejects when 
U > C. The cutoff point C is determined so that the probability of rejection 




f X (y)dy = a. 
c r 
As in the case of an unknown common variance we find that 
u r 2 "' ' "' ~' L X. = (Z - 0 (Z -1;) + (Z - 1;) (Z -1;) = j=I J 
.... ~ ' ....... 
<n-n) A(n-n) 
i i a .. (n.-~.)(n.-~.) i=I j=I 1J i i J J 
with obvious definitions of ~.~,n.~ (cf. p. 304). 
Section 13. 
Problem 34. 
Consider the restricted class of alternatives K : p E S, p 1 TI to the 
hypothesis H 
{ (xl ' ••• ,xm) I 
S, the tangent 
where 
P· 1 
p = TI. The surface S is contained in the plane M = 
L x. = I, x. E JR., i = I, ••• ,m}. Furthermore we have that 1 1 
plane at TI to S is in M, is of the form 
TI.(l+a. 11; 1 + ••• +a. 1;) i 1 1 is s l, ... ,m 
We first introduce some notation. Let A denote the matrix with elements 
a.. (i = I, ••• ,m; j = I, ••• ,s). Note that A can be interpreted as the 1J 
Jacobian matrix ( ~:~) of Section 13. Let D denote the diagonal matrix 
with positive diagonal elements d.= I:1:1 1 a~.TI. (j= 1, ••• ,s), and let J i= l.J l. 
II denote the m x m diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Tii (i = I, ... ,m). 
Furthermore let v be the vector v = (v1, ••• ,vm)
1
, TI be the vector TI= 
(TI 1 , ••• ,Tim)' and t;, be the vector E;, = (t;, 1 , ••• ,E;,s)
1
• The orthogonality 
relation (16) can be written as 
A'IIA = D. 
i) Taking the point ~ such that 
Cl I -1 ~ (v - TI - TIA) II (v - TI - IIAt;,) 0 
yields the normal equation 
I -1 A 
2A IIII (v - TI - IIAO 0. 
Hence 
A' (v-TI) D~. 
Since SE M, we have that A'TI = 0 and it follows that 
€. 
J 
~ a .. v. /~ 
i=l l.J i/ i=l a~ ,TI .. l.J l. 
The vector of the second derivates is positive in ~ therefore S minimizes 
!: (v. -p.) 21TI .• The solution p need not satisfy 0 ~ p. ~ I. 
i i I i i 












( m )2/ m !: a .. v. !: i=l l.J l. i=l 2 a .. TI. l.J l. 
LEMMA. The likelihood of a rrrultinomial sample x 1 , ••• ,xm with m classes is 
proportional to p~ 1 ... p;:n which has as maxirrrum value(~ )x1 ... (~)n. 
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n! xl Xm PROOF. We have P(x1, ••• ,xm) = , , p 1 ••. p Because the geometric XJ••••Xai• m 










Applying the lemma to the multinomial situation under Q with parameter p .. l.J (i=l,. • .,a, j=l,. • .,b; L. p .. = 1) the maximized likelihood is pro-
(
n· ·\n· ,i,J l.J portional to rr. . .::..!.J.. J l.J • l.,J n ; 
Under w when p .• = p.p! (E. p. =E. p! = 1) the likelihood function is l.J ]. J ]. ]. J J 
proportional to 
n .. 
rr (p.p !) l.J 
i ,j ]. J 
N. N • 
rr p.i· rr p! ·J 
i ]. j J 
N. E. n .. , N. =E. n ..• Applying the leunna, IT. p.i· is maximal J l.J . J ]. l.J ]. ]. where N. ].• 
equal to rri ( Ni·)Ni· and IT. p!N·j to IT. (~)N·j. The likelihood ratio · n J J J n 
test therefore rejects when 
/\ 
rri (~)Ni. rrj ('!!-~)N.j 
(
n· .)nij 
rr .:.!:l. ij n 
rr. 
]. 
N· N.i· rr. 
].• J 
n 
rr. n i,j 
N. j N . 
'J < k. n·. n.~J l.J 
Under the null-hypothesis and under alternatives of the form (81), 
p. 310, -2 log/\ is asymptotically equivalent to1 the test of the form (83). 
In the notation of p. 311, last paragraph we have s = ab - I and 
s-v =a- 1 +b- I. Thus r = (a-l)(b-1) and under H, -2 log/\ has asym-
ptotically a x2-distribution with (a-l)(b-1) degrees of freedom. 
Note. For a more detailed discussion see WITTING and NOLLE (1970) Section 
2.7.3, especially Example 2.32. 
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Let S = sup [~~~K E8~(~) ]. where the supremum is taken over all level a 
tests ~ of H : 8 E ~H. Let {~n}:=I be a sequence of level a tests such 
that 
lim inf Ee~n(X) = $. 
n-;.oo 8E~K 
In view of the weak compactness theorem (Theorem 3 of the Appendix) there 
exists a subsequence {~ , } which weakly converges to ~. say. This implie_s 
n 
that for all 8 E ~ 
and for all e E ~K 
lim Ee~n, (X) $ a 
n •-;.oo 
Thus ~ is a test with the desired property. 
Problem 2. 
s. 
(i) The assertion stdted in (i) is not correct as is shown by the 
following example. 
Let the distribution of X be given by 
P {X = O} '= ! + 8 3 e 
P {X = I} = ! - 83 e 
where e E ~ = {8: -! $ e3 $!}.Note that pe f Pe' if e f e•. A test~ 
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for testing the hypothesis H : 8 0 against K 8 > 0 is of level a if 
IC~(O) +~(I)) s a. 
The power of ~ is given by 
and has derivative 
Since 8~(0) = 0 we have that all level a tests maximize the derivative 
of the power function at 8 = 0, but it is clear that not all level a tests 
are LMP. 
To avoid this kind of counter examples, we make the extra assumption that 
the test which maximizes the derivative of the power function at 8 = 80 
is the unique such test. Furthermore, we need that the test is of exact 
size a. 
Assume that the power function 8~(8) of any test ~ is continuously 
differentiable at 8 = 80' where differentiation may be taken under the 
integral sign. Then the test ~O' which maximizes 8'(80) among all size a: 
tests of the hypothesis H, can be found by applying the lemma of Neyman 
& Pearson in the extended from and, hence, is given by 
~o(x) = t > if dd8 P9Cx>l8=80 k p8 (x). 0 
< 
Assume that ~O is the unique such test. We first show that ~O is LMP. 
Let ~ be any size a test, then Taylor expansion yields for 8 near 80 
for some n0 E [Q,!) 
and 
for some n E [O,J]. 
Since 8~0 and 8~ are continuous at 80 , it follows that for 8 sufficiently 
near 80 
and hence, since 8 > 80 
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It is clear that w0 is locally more powerful than any other level a test. 
To prove that a LMP level a test maximizes S'(90) among all size a tests, 
we first note that a LMP level a tes.t is of size a. The result now 
follows from the Taylor expansions written above. 
A reference to this problem is FERGUSON (1967), pp. 235-237. 
(ii) Let w0 be a LMP level a test. Then, given any other level a test tp, 
there exists 6 1 such that 
Since Bw is 0 
Bw (9) ~ Sw(9) for all 9 with o < d(9) < 6 1• 0 
bounded away from a for every set of alternatives 
bounded away from H, there exists E: > 0 such that 
slP (9) > a+E for all 9 with d(9) > 61. 
0 
which 
Moreover, by continuity of SlP (9), there exists a 60 < 6 1 such that 0 
for all 9 with d(9) < 60. 
Hence for all 6 < 60 there exists 96 with 6 ~ d(96) < 6 1 such that 
inf Bw (9) = Bw (96) ~ S (96) ~ inf S,n(9), W6 0 0 lP W6 ~ 
for any other test tp. Here w6 is the set of 9's for which d(9) > 6. 
(iii) By (i) the acceptance region of the LMP level a test w0 is 
p0(x)/p0 (x) < k, 
i.e. in the present case 
n x· 
2 :L --=.i_ < k, 
j=I I + x? 
J 
where k > 0 because a< ~- (If k ~ 0 then a= P9=0 [rejection of H] ~ ~ P9 o{:L:1 I X./(I +x:) > O} = 21 .) 
= J= J J 
is 
Note that the test which maximizes S'(O) is unique in the case that p9(x) 
is the density of a Cauchy distribution with location parameter 9. 
Since x./(I + x:) + 0 as x. + 00 , there exists M such that any point with 
J J J 
x. ~ M for all j l, ... ,n lies in the acceptance region. Hence the power J 
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of q>0 , 
00 
oo n 2 -I f q>0 (x)TI-n )I (I+ (x. -8)) dx 1• ••• ·dx ::; 
-oo J= I J n 
stp (8) = f 
0 -00 
M M n 2 -I :> f ··· f TI-n II (l+(x.-8)) dx1• .•• ·dx 




II (arctan(M-8)+-z), j=I 
tends to zero as 8 tends to infinity (cf. also FERGUSON (1967), p. 237). 
It follows that the LMP test is not unbiased and hence does not maximize 
the minimum power locally. (Compare the power of (j)O with the power of the 
test q>(x) :: a). 
(LEHMANN (1955)) 
Problem 3. 
The assertion stated in this problem is not correct. A counter example 
similar to the example in the solution of Problem 2 (i) can easily be 
given. Again we need the extra condition that the test which maximizes 
$"(80) among all unbiased level a tests is unique in order to show that 
it is also the LMP test. 
Assume that the power function S(j)(8) of any test q> is twice continuously 
differentiable at 8 80, where differentiation may be taken under the 
integral sign. Then the test q>0 , which maximizes $"(80) among all unbiased 
level a tests of the hypothesis H, can be constructed using the lemma of 
Neyman & Pearson in the extended form. Assume that \Po is the unique such 
test. We first show that \Po is LMP. Note that all unbiased level a tests 
are of size a and have $'(80) = O. Let q> be any unbiased level a test, 
then Taylor expansion for 8 near 80 yields 
and 
for some n E [0,1]. 
Since $~0 and $~are continuous at 80 , it follows that for 8 sufficiently 
near 80 
and hence 
S,n (8) > f3 (8). 
'+'Q <P 
The prove that a LMP unbiased level a test maximizes f3"(8 0) among all 
unbiased level a tests is along the same lines as above. 
A reference to this problem is FERGUSON (1967), pp. 237-238. 
Section 2 
Problem 4. 
(i) The statement is not true, as is seen by the following example. 
Let 0 <a< I. The distribution of X is given by 
4 a+ 8 , 
! (I - a) + 8, 
P 8 {X - I} = ~ (I - a) - 8 - 84 , 
where 8 E r2 = {8: -HI-a)< 8 <HI-a)}. Note that p8 f. p8, if 8 f. 8 1 • 
The test 
<P(x) = ( if x 
0 f. 
of H 8 0 against 8 f. 0 is locally strictly unbiased. However, 
2 
S" = _d_S (8), _ = o. 
<P d82 <P 8-0 
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Let f be a function whose domain contains an open set Ac lRn. Suppose that 
the second order derivatives off exist at every x = (x1, ••• ,xn) EA. Write 
and 
() 
fi (x) = ~ f(x) 






i = l, ... ,n 
i,j l, ... ,n, 
for x EA. Suppose furthermore that f .. is a continuous function. Let 
l.j 
x0 E A and denote by M the matrix (fij(x0)). By Proposition 10 and 
Theorem 6 on pp. 60-62 in FLEMMING (1965) we have 
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and 
fi (x0 ) = O, i = I, ••• ,n, M is positive definite * 
f has a strict relative minirrrum at x0 , 
f has a relative minimum. at x0 * 
fi(x0) = 0, i= l, ••. ,n, Mis non-negative definite. 
In the setting of Problem 4 application of the above result yields the 
following statement. 
(ii) 
Suppose that for all critiaal funations lP and all fixed ~ the 
first and second derivatives 
i a · · a2 B (8 ~) - B (8 ~) B~J(8,i?) Bin(8,~) lP ' - as:- lP ' ' "' a8. a8. "' i i J 
exist and are continuous (w.r.t. 8) in a 8-neighhorhood of 8°. 
If for each 1~, B (8°,~) =a, Bi(8°,i?) =a (i= I, ... ,r), and the 
. . 0 lj) lj) 
matrix (8~J(8 .~))is positive definite, then lP is a locally 
strictly unbiased test of H : 8 = 8° against 8 1 8° at level a. 
If lP is a locally strictly unbiased test of H : 8 = 80 against 
0 0 i 0 8 1 8 at level a, then for each i?, B (8 .~) = a, B (8 ,~) = 0 
(i= I, ... ,r), and the matrix (8~j(8°,~)) is non-neg~tive definite. 
0 The Gaussian curvature of the power surface at 8 is given by 
because of the locally strictly unbiasedness of lj). 
Now consider the set-up of Chapter 7, Section I. So let 8 = (n 1, ••• ,nr), ( 80 ,1,2 -2 r 2 ~ = n +1•····n ,cr), = (0, ••• ,0) and~ = cr r._l n .• 
r s i- i 2 -2 r 2 Let (8',ti') = (nj, ••. ,n~,cr') be any alternative and let 1)! 1 =cr' ri=l ni_. 
The test lllo is MP for testing 1jJ = 0 against 1jJ = 1)! 1 (that is for testing 
p0 (w) against PijJ 1(w)). In view of Corollary I on p. 67 of the book if 
follows that BlP0 (8',~') >a. Noting that for each tl, BlP (O,~) =a by (7) and (8) on p. 268 of the book it is seen that lllo ~s (locally) 
strictly unbiased. 
Let lj)l be any locally strictly unbiased test. Then lj)l is similar and hence 
(cf. Problem 5 of Chapter 7) 
(I) 
r 2 -2 
where s = S(n 1, ..• ,n ,o;p) = {(t 1, ... ,t ,o): L:. 1 t.o = r+ s s 1= 1 
n 1, ... ,t = n } and A is the Lebesgue measure on S. In the r+ s s 
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2 
p ' tr+I = 
following {) 
will be kept fixed. For short nr+t•••••ns,o is dropped out of our notation. 
Theorem 9 on p. 52 of the book ensures that for any test ~ its power 
function 8~(n 1 , •.. ,nr) is an analytic function of n 1, •.. ,nr. Denote the 
matrix (8~(0)) by~· k = 0,1. In view of the locally strictly unbiased-
ness Taylor expansion yields 
for all n (n 1, ... ,nr) with lnl $ C and some constant Dk(C), only 
depending on C, k = 0,1. Hence 
[8~ (n) - a] !n'~n r 
Sjj (O)/r (2) lim I dA = lim I dA = L: 
p-+-0 s lnl
2 Is dA p+O S p2o2 Is dA j=I ~k ' 
because 
I n.n.dA = 0 for all i ~ j 
s 1 J 
and 
2 I r 2 P20 2 I dA. I n.dA = - r: I n.dA = 
S J r j=I S J r s 
Since for any non-negative definite matrix (bij), I <b ij) I $ ~ b j j (cf. 
RAO (1973), p. 56)' it follows by (I) and (2) that J 
(3) 
where the well-known inequality of the geometric and arithmic mean is used. 
By the first lines on p. 269 of the book the power function of ~O is of 
the form 
Hence 
if i ~ j 
if i j' 
implying 
(4) { f 8jj/r}r = {8" }r = I (8,~j) I. j=I % ~O "'O 
Combination of (3) and (4) completes the proof. 
(KIEFER ( 1958)) 
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Problem 5. 
The result stated in this problem follows directly from application of 
Theorem 1 of Chapter 8 with w = {D : D(O) = !}, w' = {D : D(O) 5 q} 
where q < !. The conditions of this theorem are verified as follows. 
We first show that the densities f and g given in the hint correspond to 
distribution functions F E w and G E w' respectively. The density f 
defined by 
_ .!...::2L (-L) £ Ix I J f(x) - 2(1-q) 1-q 
is symmetric about zero. Furthermore 
ooJ ( - oo 1 - 2q (_q_)X - 1 - 2q ( - _q_)-1 0 f x) dx - x:O 2 ( 1 - q) 1-q - 2 ( 1 - q) 1 1-q 
hence f is a density and F(O) = !. The density g defined by 
satisfies 
and 
( ) I £xJ I g(x) = (1 - 2q) _q_ 1-q 
J g(x)dx = (1 - 2q) ~ (_q_)x = (1 - 2q)/(1 - _q_) 1 - q O x=O l-q 1-q 
f g(x)dx = ( 1 - 2q) ~ (_q_)x = -Lo -q) q. ~ Pl 1~ 1~ 
Thus g is a density also, and G(O) = q. 
We now show that the MP size a test for testing f against g is the sign 
test. Let X = #{i : Z. > O} and consider the sign test of size ]. 
a = y (N) 2-N + ~ (N) 2-N' 
x y=x+l Y 
which rejects H when X > x and rejects H with probability y if X = x. 
By the lemma of Neyman and Pearson the MP size a test of f versus g, 
based on observations z1 
N g(zi) 
i~l f(zi) > k. 
Since Dis continuous we can assume that for each i, z. ~ {0,-1,-2, ••• }. ]. 
Then 
where x = #{i : z. > O}. Because q < !, log ((1 - q)/q) > 0 and so 
N i. 
rrl g(z.)/f(z.) > k is equivalent with x > k'. 
l. l. 
It remains to show that this test is of size a for testing H against K, 
and that its minimal power over K is ·attained against g. The first re-
quirement is trivially satisfied, and the second follows from the fact 
that the power 
y(:)(l -D(O))~(O)N-x + ~ (Ny)(l -D(O))YD(O)N-y 
y=x+I 
is non-increasing in D(O). This follows from Lemma 2 on p. 74 of the book 
and the fact that (~)e>'c1-8)N-y has monotone likelihood ratio in y with 
respect to 8 = I - D(O) (cf. Example 2 on p. 70 of the book). 
It follows that the sign test is maximin for testing D(O) c ! against 
D(O) s; q. 
(RUIST (1954)) 
Problem 6. 
First note that p8(x) has monotone likelihood ratio in x iff 
In the present case we have 
f 8 (x) = 8g(x) + (l-8)h(x) = h(x){8G(x) +I - 8}, 
where G(x) g(x)/h(x). Since 
Cl G(x) - I ~ log fe (x) = 8G(x) + I - 8 ' 
we have that f 8(x) has monotone likelihood ratio in x iff 
G(x 1) - I G(x2) - I 
xl < x2 => 8G(x 1) + I - 8 s; 8G(x2) + I - 8 ' 
i.e. 




Interpreting g8 (x;s) as the conditional density of x given s, and h8(s) 
as the a priori density of s, let p8 (s;x) denote the a posteriori density 
of s given x, i.e. 
We assume that the joint density of x and s, 
is positive for all x, s and e. 
Consider any fixed x s x' and 8 s 8', then we must show that 
(5) 
Since 
and a similar expression holds fore•, it follows that (S) is equivalent 
to 
I 
By assumption (a) it is enough to prove that 
D = I 
g8 (x' ;O 
ge(x;O [Pe•<s;x) - Pe<s;x)]dv(s) ~ o. 
Now define for x, 8 and 8' the sets S- = {s Pe•(s;x) < Pe(s;x)} and 




< I s 




Pe <s' ;x) 
g8 ,(x;s')he•<s') 
g8(x;s')h8(s') 
and hence by assumption (b) we must have that 
- + for all S E S , S1 E S . 





then by (6) it follows that a $ b. 
Hence 
n -a f_ [p6(s;x) - p6, (s;x) ]dv(s) + b f [p6 , (s;x)-p6(s;x) ]dv(s) s s+ 
(b-a) f [p6, (s;x) - p6(s;x) ]dv(s) 2': o, s+ 
which was to be proved. 
(LEHMANN (1955); see also footnote on p. 346 of the book) 
Problem 8. 
We first prove a general result on exponential families. Let x1, •.• ,Xn 
be a random sample from the exponential family 
p6(x) = C(6) exp [Q(6)T(x) ]h(x) 
(w.r.t. some a-finite measure µ) in which Q(6) is an increasing function 
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of 6. Consider, for testing H 6 = 60 against the alternatives K : 6 $ 6 I 
or 6 2': 62 where 6 I 
T n T(Xi) of n = I:i=I 
< 60 < 62' the test of (exact) 
the form 
if t < t 1 or t > t 2 
ift=ti,i=l,2 
if t 1 < t < t 2 
size et based on 
Choose y i = 0 if P{Tn = ti} = O, i = 1,2, and choose t 1 and t 2 as small 
as possible if this gives an equivalent test. We call such tests 
"natural two-sided tests (of size et)". Note that by the size requirement, 
(t2 ,y2) is determined uniquely by (t 1,y 1), and the tests can be ordered 
lexicographically by (t 1,y 1). 
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Then 
(a) For any test of size ~ a of H against K, there exists a natural 
two sided size a test whiah is uniformly at least as powerful. 
(b) There exists a point 63 E (6 1,62) suah that the power funation of a 
natural two-sided test is non-inareasing in 6 for 6 < 63 and non-
deareasing in 6 for 6 > 63. 
(c) For inareasing (t 1,y 1), the power against alternatives < 60 is non-
deareasing and the power against alternatives > 60 is non-inareasing. 
(d) If for sample size n a natural two-sided size a test exists with 
power ~ S > a at 6 1 and 62 , while for sample size n-1 one exists 
with power < s at 61 and 62' then n is the smallest size admitting 
a size a test of power ~ S of H against K. 
PROOF: By sufficiency we may consider tests based on Tn = r~=I T(Xi). We 
note that Tn also has a distribution from an exponential family with the 
exponential part of the density of T equal to exp [Q(6)t ]. So without n n 
loss of generality we consider (for part (a) to (c)) the case n = I. Now 
we see that (a) is a consequence of part (i) of Problem 8 of Chapter 4. 
Statement (b) follows from the proof of Theorem 6 (iii) of Chapter 3. 
Statement (c) follows by applying Lemma 2 of Chapter 3 in the same way 
as is done on p. 90 of the book, after the proof of Theorem 6, (or see 
solution of Problem 8 (ii) of Chapter 4). For part (d), note that by 
sufficiency we always prefer a test based on Tn to one based on Tn-I" 
Thus if no test of power Sexists at sample size n-1, it does not exist 
for smaller sample sizes either. By (c), we can at sample size n-1 only 
attain power S at 61 at the cost of still lower power at 62 or vice-
versa. Thus power ~ S at all alternatives in K cannot be attained. By 
(b), at sample size n the test under consideration has power~ Sat 
all alternatives in K. D 
Now we turn to the cases described in the problem. 
(i) The above result is directly applicable. Trial and error gives 
Po P1 P2 n t1 t2 Y1 Y2 B<Po) 8(p 1) 8(p2) 
1 1 2 68 26 42 .39 .39 .05 .796 .796 2 3 3 
69 26 43 .86 .86 .05 .805 .805 
2 1 4 71 21 37 .25 .42 .05 .795 .797 5 4 7 
72 21 38 .63 :n .05 .803 .802 
3 3 6 82 17 34 .82 .39 .05 • 797 • 794 To 17 TI 
83 18 34 .09 .07 .05 .803 .803 
1 1 1 111 15 33 .58 .68 .05 • 798 .798 5 9 3 
112 15 33 .76 .45 .05 .803 .803 
1 1 2 203 13 32 .82 .25 .05 .799 .799 To 19 Ti 
204 13 32 .92 .12 .05 .803 .802 
The required minimal sample sizes are therefore 69,72,83,112,204; smaller 
Po requiring smaller sample size. 
(ii) Application of Example 4 on p. 332 of the book shows that we may 
restrict attention to tests based on the statistic r.-C: 1 (X. - x) 2 , which i= 1. 
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. d' 'b d 2 2 I . f h bl f h UMP b' d is istri ute as a \i-l' nspection o t e ta e o t e un iase test 
in the solution of Problem 5 of Chapter 4 shows that n = 46 is the minimal 
sample size. 
In the references to Chapter 8 it is stated that LEHMANN (1955) is 
relevant to this problem. However here only one-sided alternatives are 
considered. 
Problem 9. 
We show that for every test the power function is continuously differentiable 
ate= 0 and that the derivative of the power function ate= 0 is maximized 
by the sign test. Since the sign test need not be uniquely defined for 
certain levels a it does not follow that the sign test is LMP (see 
Problem 2 (i)). 
We first consider a somewhat more general situation. Let x1, ••• ,Xn be 
i.i.d. with density f(· -6) and consider testing e ~ 0 against e > o. 
Let f be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with 
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derivative f' such that f'/f is continuous Lebesgue-a.e. and f If'!< 00 • 
Using Vitali's theorem (cf. KLAASSEN (1979)) one can see that for every 
critical function q> the power function is differentiable 
Since 
n f' n IJ ··· f q>(x 1 +8, ••. ,xn+8) L --(x.) II f(xl..)dx 1• ••• ·dxn i=I f l. i=I 
,, n f If' I < 00 , 
the dominated convergence theorem yields the continuity of the derivative 
of the power function. Maximizing 
under 
n f' n f ··· f q>(x 1, ••• ,xn) L --f (x.) II f(xl..)dx 1• ••• •dxn i=I i. i=I 
n f ··· f q>(x 1, ••• ,xn) II f(xl..)dx 1• ••• ·dxn =a, i=I 
we see by the lemma of Neyman & Pearson that the derivative at 8 = 0 of 
the power function is maximized by tests which reject for large values of 
n f' L: --(x.); 
i=I f i. 
and only by such tests. 
Since - f; (x) = sign(x) for f(x) = ~e-lxl our assertion has been proved. 
Section 4 
Problem 10. 
In accordance with our convention that all vectors are column vectors, 
we consider here the transposes of X, Y and A; i.e. we write X = 
(X1, ••• ,Xp)' etc. We assume that X and Y are independent and multivariate 
normally distributed with means zero and covariance matrices * and ~ * 
respectively, where * is nonsingular and ~ > 0. We shall continually 
identify members g of some group G of transformations on a Euclidian 
space with their concrete representations as a matrix or vector of real 
numbers. 
(i) Consider the group G(p) of transformations on (lRP) 2 defined by 
(x,y) A (Ax,Ay) where A is a p x p nonsingular matrix with aij = 0 for 
i < j. By nonsingularity a .. 1' 0 for all i. Clearly any testing problem 
11 
concerning 6 is invariant under this group. For such a matrix A let 
A1, ••• ,A be p x p matrices such that the q' th row of A equals the p q 
q'th row of A, the other rows being equal to the corresponding rows of 
the p x p identity matrix. Since Ax= A1A2 • ••• •Apx we see that G(p) is 
generated by the groups G(p) of transformations (x,y) -->-A (A x,A y); q q q q 
q=l,. • .,p. 
First we shall consider, for arbitrary I < q ~ p, the group G(q) of q 
transformations on (lRq) 2 • Note that any set of Lebesgue measure zero 
contained in (lRq) 2 is also assigned probability zero by the distribution 
of ((X 1, ••• ,Xq)',(Y 1, ••• ,Yq)'), whatever the values of 6 and*· Now an 
element A of G(q) is equal to the q x q identity matrix with the bottom 
q 2 
row replaced by the transpose of some vector a. Under A, (x,y) E (lRq) 
is transformed into ((x 1, ••• ,xq-l'a'x)',(y 1, ••• ,yq-l'a'y)'). Clearly 
((x1, ••• ,x 1)',(y1, ••• ,y 1)
1 ) is invariant under G(q), Consider two q- q- q 
elements (x,y) and (x*,y*) of (lRq) 2 which are on the same orbit under 
G(q). Thus there exists a vector a such that q 
(7) a'x * a'y = y* x q' q 
while we must also have 
(8) * * for i < x. = xi' Yi = Yi q. 1 
We shall show that for almost any (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) (x,y) and 
(x*,y*) satisfying (8), a vector a can be found such that (7) holds too. 
Thus ((x1, ••• ,xq-l)',(y1, ••• ,yq-I)') is not only invariant under G~q), 
but also equivalent (in the sence of p. 225 of the book) to a maximal 
invariant. (In fact we could determine a maximal invariant T such that 
T(x,y) = ((x1, ••• ,xq-l)',(y1, ••• ,yq-I)') for almost all (x,y) E (lRq)
2
, 
and T(x,y) = ((x 1, ••• ,xq-l)',(y1, ••• ,yq-l)',S(x,y)) for the remaining 
(x,y) for some function S.) Outside of a set with Lebesgue measure zero, 
we have x 1' 0 and y 1' O, and for some i < q q q 
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x./x 1' y./y • 
l. q l. q 




a=x*/x - :[ a.x./x q q q i=I 1 1 q 
q-1 
y*/y - :[ a.y./y q q i=I 1 1 q 
(JO) * q-1 x*/x - y /y = :[ a.(x./x - y./y ). q q q q i=I 1 1 q 1 q 
Thus starting with almost any (x,y) and (x*,y*) satisfying (8), we can 
find a 1, .•. ,aq-I such that (JO) holds, and we can define aq by (9). More-
over, for almost any (x,y) and (x*,y*) we can ensure that aq 1 0. We have 
thus finally determined a such that (7) holds. 
For q = I, (x1,y1) A (a1x1,a1y1). Defining y 1/x1 = 00 if x1 0, we have 
that y 1/x1 is a maximal invariant under G~I) 
We now combine these results by using the facts that G(p) is generated by 
G;p), ••• ,G~p) and that G~p) can be identified with G~q); q =I, ••• ,p. 
Consider for fixed p > I the induction hypothesis for induction on k, 
that ((x1, ••• ,xp-k)',(y1, ••• ,yp-k)') is an invariant statistic, equivale~t 
to a maximal invariant under the group of transformations on (lRP) 2 generated 
b (p) (p) "d "f G(p) • h" . y G , ••• ,G k 1; k= J, ••• ,p-1. We can i enti y k acting on t is in-P p- + p-
variant statistic with G(pk-k). Then by an easy modification of Theorem 2 p-
o f Chapter 6 and the result just proved for G(q) fork< p-1, it follows q 
that ((x1, ••• ,xp-k-l)',(y1, ••• ,yp-k-I)') is an invariant statistic, 
equivalent to a maximal invariant, under the group generated by (p) (p) Gp , ••• ,Gp-k" Fork= p-1 it follows that y 1/x1 possesses the same 
properties. Since the induction hypothesis holds fork= 1, it follows 
that, for p > 1, y 1/x1 is an invariant statistic, equivalent to a maximal 
invariant under G(p). For p = 1 this result has already been proved. 
By Theorem 1 of Chapter 6, any invariant test is equivalent to a test which 
is a function of the invariant statistic Z = Y1/x1 which has the Cauchy 
distribution with location parameter 0 and scale parameter Iii. The 
likelihood ratio for testing ~ = ~O against ~ = ~l is therefore 
which is easily verified to be a monotone increasing function of z2 for 
0 < ~O < ~l. Thus an UMP invariant test is to reject H : ~ ~ ~O in favour 
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2 2 l ~ l 1 > l 0) when Y1/x1 > c, where cl0 is the of K : l > l 0 (or K : 
1-a percentile of the FI,! distribution (see also Problem 33 of Chapter 3). 
(ii) By Problem I a maximin test does exist. By Theorem 2 
(Hunt-Stein) and Lennna 2 of Chapter 8, if the group G(p) satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2, then there exists an almost invariant maximin 
test for testing H: ls l 0 against K: l ~ l 1 (O < l 0 < l 1). By Corollary 
to Theorem 4 of Chapter 6 (p. 226 of the book) the UMP invariant test 
constructed in (i) is also UMP almost invariant, and hence will be the 
required maximin test. 
We shall verify the conditions of the Hunt-Stein theorem by verifying 
i"t for the G(p) G(p-I) G(I) . t A . d" d " th groups , 1 , ••• , 1 in urn. s in icate in e p p-
remarks on p. 338, of the book, following Example 7, this is a valid 
procedure. As for the group G(q), we shall show, by following the hint, q 
that it is isomorphic to a scale-translation group, and therefore by an 
extension of Example 7 the Hunt-Stein theorem holds for it too (the 
measurability assumptions of the theorem are everywhere trivially satis-
fied since we are working with continuous mappings in Euclidian spaces). 
Of course Example 7 has to be applied in two steps corresponding to the 
scale group and the translation group respectively. 
As in the hint, let a' and b' be the bottom rows of two matrices A and B 
corresponding to two elements of G(q)• Then the bottom row of the matrix q 
AB has elements 
(a 1 + a b 1 , a2 + a b 1 , ••• , a 1 + a b 1 , a b ) • q q q- q q- q q 
Now consider a E lRq as the transformation onlRq-I defined by 
(i.e. a scale change on all coordinates by the amount aq' followed by a 
translation by the vector (a 1, ••• ,aq-I)'). Then we see that under the 
transformation a followed by the transformation b we have 
(x1, ... ,x 1)
1 
-rb (b (a x 1 +a1)+b 1, ••• ,b (a x 1+a 1)+b 1)
1 
q- oa q q q q q- q- q-
= (b a xl + b 1 +a lb, ••• , b a x 1 +b 1+ba 1)', a q q q q q- q- q q-
i. e. G(q) is isomorphic to the "transpose" of the group of positi~~ or q 
negative scale changes and translations. Generalizing Example 7 to the 
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group of arbitrary translations (not just translations by (g, ••• ,g)') and 
to positive and negative scale transformations and applying the remarks 
following Example 7, gives the desired result. 
In the references to Chapter 8, LEHMANN (1950) is supposed to be relevant 
to this problem. This article contains a statement of the Hunt-Stein 
theorem together with the statement that it is applicable to translation 
groups, scale groups, finite groups, or products of such groups. For 
proofs of these statements the reader is referred to HUNT and STEIN (1946). 
A more natural group to consider here would be the group of transformations 
by all nonsingular matrices A, not just matrices with zero elements above 
the diagonal. However Example 10 on p. 231 of the book shows that when 
p = 2, the only invariant size a test is ~ = a 
Problem 11. 
Let ~ be any test of size $ a. By Theorem 2 of Chapter 8, there exists 
an almost invariant test ~ such that 
inf E_8~(X) G g for all 8 E Q. 
By the right hand inequality, we have for any 8 E ~ 
so ~ is also of size $ a. 
Now since ~O isanUMP almost invariant test of size a with respect to G 
it follows that for any 8 E ~ 
~ w(8) i~f E~8~(X) + u(8) = i~f [w(g8)Eg8~(X) + u(g8)] 
~ inf [w(8 1 )E8 1~(X) + u(8 1)]. 
e'EnK 
Therefore ~O maximizes 
inf [w(8)E8~(X) + u(8)] 8EQK 




6 = inf [sup ($~(8) - Stp(S)) ], 
Sd"lK 
where the infimum is taken over all level a tests tp of H e E nH. Let 
{tpn}:=l be a sequence of level a tests such that 
lim sup ($~ (8) - Sip (8)) = 6. 
n-)<lO SE~ n 
In view of the weak compactness theorem (Theorem 3 of the Appendix) there 
exists a subsequence {tp ,} which weakly converges to tp, say. This implies 
n 
that for all 8 E QH 
lim Eetpn 1 (X) ~a 
n '+co 
and for all 8 E QK 
lim 
n'+oo 
S*(S) - S,n (8) 
a "'n' 
~ lim sup (S* (8) - S,n (8)) 6. 
n '+oo 8EQK a "'n' 
Thus tp is a most stringent level a test. 
Problem 13. 
Let nK = u nD. and $~(8) = constant= D., say, for 8 E nD.. Since (j)D. maximizes 
the minimum power over QD.' we have that tpD. minimizes over all tp 
max (D.- S (8)) = max <S*(e) - S (8)). 
8EQ (j) 8EQ a tp 
D. D. 
But tpD. does not depend on D.. Therefore tpD. minimizes over all tp 
Thus tp = (j)D. is most stringent for testing e E ~· 
Problem 14. 
We first show that the envelope power function of the permutation test 
of the problem is constant on each of the two-point sets QD. specified in 
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the hint. Therefore, we first note that the two sample problem with joint 
density given by (56) of Chapter 5 (complete randomization) is a special 
case, c = 1, of randomization within each of c subgroups having joint 
density (62) of Chapter 5. By the italicized remarks on p. 196, the 
most powerful test of the null hypothesis H against a simple alternative 
with ~ > n is the one-sided permutation test (54) of Chapter 5 based on 
n large values of Lj= 1 Yj' By the remarks on p. 188 concerning the case 
c = 1, this is exactly the same as the one-sided permutation test (55) 
based on large values of the Student's t-statistic or equivalently on 
large values of Y - X. By changing the sign of all Y j' s and Xj' s, we see 
on the other hand that the most powerful test of H against a simple 
alternative with ~ < n is based on small values of the same statistic. 
Furthermore, for given m, n and o, the power of these two tests against 
the corresponding alternatives depends only on I~ - n I . 
It follows from Problem 13 that the two-sided version of this test is 
most stringent if it is maximin for testing H against nL'i. We shall verify 
the maximin property by showing that the test is most powerful against 
the symmetric mixture h' of the two densities in QL'i' which one would 
expect to be the least favourable mixture. We shall take no mixture 
over distributions in the null-hypothesis, and need therefore the 
following obvious modification of a part of Theorem 1 on p. 327: 
( 11) 
For o:ny distribution A' over B', let ~A' be the most powerful 
test of the aomposite null-hypothesis w against 
h'(x) = J p8(x)dA'(8), w' 
and let SA, be its power against the alternative h'. If there 
exists A' suah that 
then ~A' ma:x:imizes i~f E 8~(X) among all level a tests of the 
hypothesis H : e E w. 
Note that the test we hope to find in this way, the two sided version 
of test (55) of Chapter 5, does have property (11), since its power 
against each alternativ~ in w' = QL'i and hence also against h' is the 
same. 
Now, by the remarks at the bottom of p. 195, when A1 assings 
probability ! to each of the alternatives in ri11 , the test (j)A' is given 
by (52) of p. 185 with h(z), i.e. h'{x) above, given by 
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h(z) = Hlz:ITofN{exp [-~ (.~ (X. -~ 1 ) 2 + .£ (YJ. -n 1) 2)] + 20 J=l J J=l 
+ exp [--1- ( r (X. - ~2)2 + .~ (Y. - n2)2)]} 
202 j=l J J=l J 
!<v'z:ITofN{exp [-~ (.r 
2o J=l 
+ exp [--1- ( ~ 
202 j=l 
Hv'z:ITofN exp [--1-( ~ 
202 j=l 
{ [ 0 x exp - (m+n)o2 
(X. - s + ~<')) 2 + £ J m+n j=l (Y.-s-~o) 2)]+ J m+n 
n 2 n (X. - s - - o) + I: J m+n j=l (Y. - s + ~ o) 2)]} J m+n 
2 mn 2)] (Z. - S) + -o x J m+n 
( n r (X. -S)-m ~ (Y. -s))] + j=l J j=l J 
+exp [ 0 2 (n .~ (X. -s) -m .~ 1 (Y. -o)]} (m+n)O J=l J J- J 
H lz:IT 0)-N exp [- - 1- ( ~ (Z. - s) 2 + mn o2)] x 
202 j=l J m+n 
x {exp [- 0 2 IY- - x1] + exp [ 0 2 IY- - xl ]} . 
mn(m+n)o mn(m+n)o 
Thus we see that the most powerful test of w against h' is the permutation 
test with rejection region 
IY- -xl > c[T(z) 1. 
In the article by LEHMANN and STEIN (1949), the result of Problem 13 is 
also given as a theorem quoted from HUNT and STEIN (1946). 
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Addendum of the second edition of: 
Testing statistical hypotheses: worked 
solutions (1987), CWI Syllabus 3. 
PREFACE 
It was during the 1978/ 1979 course that we decided to hold. a seminar on Pro-
fessor Lehmann's fundamental book "Testing Statistical Hypotheses". The 
objective we set ourselves was to solve all the problems. At some stage we con-
cluded that these solutions might be worth publishing and that this could be 
done with some extra effort. (We now feel, though. that "some extra effort" is 
something of an understatement.) 
The present text is based on the problems as they appear in the first ( 1959) 
edition of the book. Though the second edition ( 1986) with extra problems has 
appeared, we decided to confine oµrselves to the first edition. To accommodate 
readers of the second edition in the matter of changed problem numbers. we 
include a separate addendum with a cross-reference list (see pages 311-319). 
We thank Professor Lehmann for his support of our project. K. Snel for his 
excellent typing of the manuscript and the Centre for Mathematics and Com-
puter Science (CWI) for giving us the opportunity to publish this syllabus. Our 
thanks are due also to all others who have contributed towards its realization. 
Among the participants it is Wilbert Kallenberg who deserves our special gra-
titude for doing most of the editorial work. 
The members of the Lehmann group: 
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P. van Blokland 
J.J. Dik 
R.J.M.M. Does 







C. van Putten 
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Part 1: Changes in new edition with respect to tbe old one. 
Only those problems, which have been changed or renumbered in the new edi-
tion of Professor Lehmann's book Testing Statistical Hypotheses are men-















































































Sa:t100# problem# changes 
tn new cdiuon 
Section I 2 
Secuon 3 12 N 
13 N 






Section 8 24 N 
Add. Prob. 36 N 
CHAPTER 5. 
Section# problem# changes 
in new edition 
Section 2 
Section 4 14 N 
Section 5 24 N 






Section 7 31 018 
32 019 
Section 8 33 020 
Secuon 9 34 N 
43 N 
Section IO 44 021 
Secuoo 11 45 022 
46 023/"" 
Section 12 47 024 
Section 13 54 031 
Secuon 14 55 N 
63 N 






.-\dd. ?rob. 79 N 
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CHAPTER 6. 
Secuon# problem# changes 
1n new ediuon 
Section 4 9 olO 
10 oil 
II 012 
Secuon 5 12 olJ 
Section 6 13 N 
Sccaon 7 20 N 
26 N 
Section 9 27 020 
35 o281•• 
39 0J21··· 
Section lO 43 0361•• 
48 o4it• 




Section 12 55 N 
65 N 
Secuon 13 66 o48 
67 o49 




Section# problem# changes 
in DCW edibon 
Section I 4 
6 N 
7 N 














Section 7 JO 018 
Section 8 31 N 
Section JO 47 N 
Section 11 48 019 
Section 12 52 023 
53 N 
Add. Prob. 71 N 
CHAPTER 8. 
Section# problem# changes 
m oew cdiuon 
Section 2 07.24 
07.301" 
Secuon 3 N 
Secuon 6 34 N 
Secuon 7 35 07.33/ .. 
36 N 
Secuon 8 37 07.34 
38 N 






Section# problem# chang .. 
in new ed.iuon 
Section I o8.I 
2 o8.2/ ... 
N 
Sc:chon 2 4 o8.4 
9 o8.9/ .. 
Sc:cuon J 10 N 
Section 4 18 N Section 5 19 o8.IO 
Sc:chon 6 23 o8.14 
Add. Prob. 24 N 
34 N 
CHAPTER 10. 
Sc:cuon: problem# changes 
in new edition 
Section I N 
Section 4 JO N 






Nothing has been changed 
This problem is a new one 
This problem was problem 6 of the same chapter in the old edition This problem was problem 6 of chapter 7 in the old edition Only small or irrelevant chang .. have been made 
A few relevant changes have been made 
The problem has been changed almost completely 
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Part 2: Notes about the changes mentioned in the preceding part of the cross-
reference list. 
Chapier# problem# changes Note Scction# in new edition 
Section 1.5 3 <iil : ·1..et a be COllDOCl<d' hu been sJUpped Secuoo 1.5 4 The general cue has been sJ<ipped s.aion 1.5 6 ok/o7 6 (iii) is problan 7 from old edition Socnoa 1.9 18 The deasuy has been chaagcd Scctwn 2.7 15 0141•• 'For any 9 ..• space" hu been added Secuon J.2 olr A hial for ( i) hu been added Scctioa 3.2 3 o2J .. IN The density has been cbangal: (iii) to (\'I) ha .. been added Sectiao J.J 15 oJl/ .. 'then' hu been n:p1am1 by 'if mc1 oaiy .r Sa:lioo 3.7 rt N This problem coallins the de6nitiom used ia 28 aad 29 Section 3.7 28 0231* 'l'olya type' baa been replaced by 'STP' Section 3.7 29 024/* 'Polya type' hu been replaced by 'STP' Section 3.7 30 025/ .. The conditions ha .. been cbangrd Secuon 4.1 2 
'critical levels' hu been chaagrd ia ·p-values" Section 4.5 18 Part (iii) has been cbaaged Secuon 5.2 8 Part (ii) baa been sl<ipped Secuon 5.11 46 o2J/ .. Part (ii) hu been added and the bint baa been extmded Section 5.15 68 036/• 'in the sense of Secuon 11' has been sl<ipped Secuon 6.9 35 028/*• 'A lewd ·- integer' baa been added Secoon 6.9 39 oJ2/ ... Part (i) has been chaagcd aad part (iii) has been added Secuon 6.10 43 036/•• 'under ... conditions' bas bem added Section 6.10 48 o41/* ·~· has been added Sa:tion 6.11 51 o44/o45 Pan (ii) is problem 45 in old edition Secuon 7.1 4 Aaolher formulauon baa been used Secuon 73 15 oJJ/• .. Fer part (i) aad part (ii) another fonnulaboa has been used 
and part (iii) has been added Section 8 .2 7 o7.JO/• The utle 'Null ·- T'' has been added Secuon 8.7 35 07.331•• The hint has been skipped Ad. Pr. Ch. 8 45 07.321* The title 'Tes11t1g ... inclependenae' has been added Section 9.1 2 o8.21 ... Pans Ii). (ii) and (iii) have been added and parts (ti) and liiil 
in the old edition have beccme parts I iv1 and M 1n the new on Secuoa 9.2 o8.9/** "provtdcd ... nonrandonuzed' has been added 
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Part 3: Changes in the numbering of the problems in the old edition with 
respect to the new one. 
Those problems in the old edition that also appear in the new one under the 
same number are not mentioned in this part of the cross-reference. 
CHAPTER 1. 
problem# problan# 


























"' CHAPTER 5. 
proolcm# proolem# 
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Problem 4 in new edition 
Problem I of chlpler S in new edition 
This problem has been skipped in the new edition 
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